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ABSTRACT

In current generative linguistic theory, a speaker of a natural human language possesses a language faculty that includes a lexicon: a set of language-specific input forms, and a grammar: a set of constraints or rules that derive the surface or output forms of the language from a structured combination of input forms. In Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky (1993)), output forms are determined by an ordered set of constraints. Constraints operate only on output forms and not input forms: thus we should expect input forms not to show the effects of a grammar and to occur in statistically random patterns. Conversely, we expect output forms to occur in patterns that are favoured by the grammar.

This thesis examines apparent exceptions to both these predicted tendencies, with respect to two phonological phenomena in Japanese: (a) rendaku voicing, which causes voicing at a morpheme juncture in a compound word and (b) pitch-accent patterns of monomorphemic Yamato (native) nouns, which fail to show a predicted randomness of statistical patterns.

I argue that a compound word is prone to exceptions to processes like rendaku voicing because its input form must occur partly as a minimal lexical item of its own rather than simply a concatenation of two constituent input forms. This opens up the possibility for a compound word's input form to include independent phonological features that can lexically block a process like rendaku. Here, the lexicon affects the regularity of output forms.

For noun pitch-accent, I argue that apparent non-randomness of input forms is actually due to the lack of constraints on input forms in Optimality Theory. If any type of input is possible, then the surface forms of monomorphemic nouns do not necessarily reflect their input forms. Apparent non-randomness of inputs can arguably be due to a convergence of several input types on one output type, as required by the grammar, and can thus be explained as non-randomness of outputs, not inputs.

In current linguistic theory, both of these claims have important implications for the nature of the lexicon, the grammar, and the way they interact.
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Phonological processes interacting with the lexicon: variable and non-regular effects in Japanese phonology

1. Introduction: Irregular effects in Japanese phonology

This study is concerned with surface patterns that occur in the phonology of Yamato Japanese. "Yamato" Japanese refers to one particular subset of the Japanese lexicon that is also referred to as the "native" vocabulary by Itô & Mester (1995). Another subset of the Japanese lexicon, the Sino-Japanese vocabulary, differs from the Yamato subset in a number of ways, although they have some similarities. Both Yamato words and Sino-Japanese words can be written both in the "hiragana" syllabary and in "kanji" or Chinese characters whereas words from a third subset, foreign borrowings, are usually written in the "katakana" syllabary. Yamato words often are paired with Sino Japanese morphemes of equivalent meaning that have the same Chinese character but a different and unrelated pronunciation. For example, the Yamato word hito "person" has Sino-Japanese equivalent zin, nin, "person" which has the same Chinese character and which occurs in morphologically complex words such as san-nin "three people" or ni-hon-zin "Japanese person." A Chinese character that has both a Yamato and a Sino-Japanese pronunciation has a different term to refer to each of the two pronunciations: the Yamato word is called the "kun" reading, and the Sino-Japanese word, the "on" reading.

In determining whether a word is Yamato, I have used the following criteria:

1. the word is listed as a "kun" reading for a character in Nelson (1962).

2. the word is listed as being of Japanese Native origin in Martin (1987), a comprehensive historical study of the Japanese language.

Itô & Mester (1995) show that the native or Yamato lexicon shows different phonological behaviour from other sub-lexica of Japanese with respect to constraints on post-nasal voicing, ungeminated /p/, and a ban on voiced geminate consonants. Other properties of Yamato words that distinguish them phonologically from Sino-Japanese words are as follows. Sino Japanese morphemes have an overwhelming tendency to be monosyllabic, or, disyllabic when the final vowel is an epenthesized /u/ or /i/. (e.g. kyaku "customer.") Only Yamato verbs and adjectives can take inflective affixes.¹

The fact that Yamato morphemes differ phonologically from non-Yamato morphemes in a

¹There are a few simplex Sino-Japanese words like sin "truth", which have fused with the light verb sur-u to derive inflectible verbs like sin-ziru/sin-zuru "to believe", but arguably, these are bimorphemic, with the light verb acting like a suffix to support inflection.
number of ways supports Itô and Mester’s proposal that they constitute an independent lexical sub-domain and that the distinction between Yamato and non-Yamato morphemes is psychologically real and not just a matter of historical origin. Given these facts, I have restricted this study of Japanese phonology to include only morphemes of Yamato origin, so that none of the phonological patterns I am examining are affected by whether a word is of Yamato, Sino-Japanese, or other origin.

Specifically, I shall examine irregular patterns that occur in Yamato Japanese phonology and how these irregular patterns are due to an interaction between the grammar and the lexicon. The word "irregular" here refers to two related types of phenomena.

The first is a case of a phonological process that does not apply in 100% of the cases where we would expect it to occur.

The second is the opposite type of situation: in a set of morphologically simplex words, what appear to be underived input forms behave like derived forms in that they show biased surface patterns. That is, certain surface patterns are preferred and others are dispreferred. If the surface patterns of these morphologically simplex words reflect their underlying forms, then it would appear as if the lexicon had been subjected to phonological constraints or rules.

Adopting the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky (1993)), I will focus on one example of each of these two types of phenomena in Japanese. The first is the well-known phenomenon of Rendaku voicing, (McCawley (1968), Itô & Mester (1986), Mester & Itô (1989), Itô & Mester (1998)), which is a process that occurs in derived forms: specifically, in compound words. Rendaku voicing, which applies mainly to compounds of Yamato (native Japanese) origin only occurs in about 75% of noun-noun compounds. If rendaku is due to a phonological process, this process occurs with only 75% predictability. I shall examine the question of why rendaku is irregular and to what extent its irregularities can be systematized.

The second phenomenon involves frequencies of pitch-accent patterns that occur in underived Yamato nouns. We might expect that underived lexical items should show no effects of the grammar: that is, the lexicon should be random, with any given pattern of phonological features occurring as often as any other pattern. A bias towards one particular pattern at the expense of another should be due to the effects of the grammar, and we do not expect the lexicon to have already been affected by the grammar. Yet we shall find that across the many dialects of Japanese, the standard picture for a given dialect is that some pitch-accent patterns of simplex nouns are strongly overrepresented and other patterns are underrepresented.
Another way of seeing these two types of phonological irregularities is as follows. Let us start by looking more closely at rendaku voicing and comparing it to other phonological processes. Rendaku voicing in compound words is a process that lies at the borderline between idiosyncrasy and regularity. It is regular enough that there is reason to consider rendaku outputs as obeying some predictable phonological process. Yet rendaku is not as predictable or regular as various other phonological processes that occur in the language. For example, when a Japanese verb stem occurs with the perfective suffix /-ta/, both the final consonant of the stem and the inflective affix change in complex but completely predictable ways as shown below in (1). (See Martin (1975.).)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in final consonant</th>
<th>Verb stem</th>
<th>Stem plus suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/k/ -&gt; /i/</td>
<td>/t/ unchanged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kak- &quot;write&quot;</td>
<td>kai-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kik- &quot;hear&quot;</td>
<td>kii-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sak- &quot;bloom&quot;</td>
<td>sai-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wamek- &quot;shout&quot;</td>
<td>wamei-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ok- &quot;put&quot;</td>
<td>oi-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/ --&gt; /i/</td>
<td>/t/ --&gt; /d/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaseg- &quot;earn&quot;</td>
<td>kasei-da</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isog- &quot;hurry&quot;</td>
<td>isoi-da</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kag- &quot;smell&quot;</td>
<td>kai-da</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nug- &quot;disrobe&quot;</td>
<td>nui-da</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/ unchanged(^2)</td>
<td>/i/ epenthesized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kas- &quot;lend&quot;</td>
<td>kasi-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hos- &quot;dry&quot;</td>
<td>hos-i-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kes- &quot;extinguish&quot;</td>
<td>kesi-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mus- &quot;steam&quot;</td>
<td>musi-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/ unchanged(^3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kat- &quot;win&quot;</td>
<td>kat-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mot- &quot;carry&quot;</td>
<td>mot-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ut- &quot;hit&quot;</td>
<td>ut-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/ unchanged /t/ --&gt; /d/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sin- &quot;die&quot;</td>
<td>sin-da</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/b/ --&gt; /n/ /t/ --&gt; /d/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yob- &quot;call&quot;</td>
<td>yon-da</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manab- &quot;learn&quot;</td>
<td>manan-da</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\)The Japanese phoneme /s/ has a palatalized allophone that occurs before high front vowel /i/.

\(^3\)As an allophonic effect, /t/ is affricated before /u/ and both palatalized and affricated before /i/.
As complex as they are, there are absolutely no exceptions to these phonological patterns of consonant mutation of verb stems and perfective affixes. Rendaku voicing on the other hand, though quite a simple process formally, has plenty of exceptions. Many examples of the irregularity of rendaku will follow. For the time being, I present in (2) one example of the unpredictability of rendaku:

(2)

(a) kuti "mouth" kuse "habit" kuti-guse "way of speaking"

(b) sake "rice wine" kuse "habit" sake-kuse "habit of drinking"

In spite of the morphological and semantic similarity between (2)(a) and (2)(b), rendaku voicing occurs in (a) but not in (b). Moreover, both kuti and sake are unaccented when they occur as simplex nouns, and both compounds in (2) are unaccented. Both sake and kuti are bimoraic and contain two voiceless obstruents. There is thus no obvious phonological, morphological, or semantic difference between the two compounds that could account for the lack of voicing in (2)(b). One further example, asi-kuse (foot-habit) "way of walking" is even more semantically similar to (2)(a) than is (2)(b), since both asi-kuse and kuti-guse have a first member that refers to a body part that is the focus of the particular habit that the compound refers to. Such a semantic near-minimal pair rules out the possibility that morpho-semantic factors could determine whether voicing occurs or not in noun-noun compounds such as these.\(^4\)

Given this kind of evidence for the irregularity of rendaku voicing we need to ask the following question: why does rendaku show this irregularity but not other phonological processes such as consonant mutation in verb stems in the perfective? We expect rendaku to show regularity but

\(^4\)I will show later that when we consider noun-verb compounds, semantic factors do play a role in determining the likelihood that rendaku will occur. Specifically, noun-verb compounds with an argument relation are much less likely to voice than when there is an adjunct relation. This fact is also observed by Ito & Mester (1998:46).
idiosyncrasy gets mixed in.

In examining the Japanese lexicon, we discover the reverse problem. We expect the lexicon to be random and unpredictable, but we find that certain pitch accent patterns are either strongly preferred or strongly dispreferred. Viewed from the point of view of pitch accent, the Yamato lexicon looks as if it has already been subject to phonological processes, even though we expect that the lexicon, in a generative framework, is composed of inputs, not outputs, and thus should not be subject to the effects of phonological rules or constraints.

Without abandoning the premise that the lexicon and the grammar are two separate and different entities, how do we account for these kinds of phenomena? My answer to that question, which is what I shall explore on the following pages, is that although the lexicon and the grammar are separate, they can affect each other in ways that can make surface patterns of simplex lexical items take on regular or "grammatical" properties to some extent. Conversely, the lexicon can affect the grammar such that certain phonological processes can become de-regularized and idiosyncratic because of the effects of the lexicon. My task will be to show, in the context of Japanese phonology, how these interactions occur in explainable ways.

1.1 Other examples of de-regularized phonology and grammaticalization of the lexicon

Both the deregularization of phonological processes and the grammaticalization of the lexicon are well-known and have been discussed in the recent phonological literature with respect to a number of languages.

For example, one type of phenomenon that de-regularizes certain phonological processes is what researchers such as Anttila (1997) refer to as "variation." For a given speaker, process P will occur for a given word in a certain percentage of utterances and it will not occur for that word the rest of the time. This means that input A will have (at least) two possible outputs: B, in which process P has applied, and B', where process P has not applied. Each output will occur some predictable percentage of the time.5

This phenomenon of variable outputs that occur for a given input is examined by Anttila (1997) and Ringen & Heinamaki (1999), who explain variation in an OT framework through a system of unranked constraints. It is also analysed by Hayes & Boersma (1999) who propose a different type of model, also in the framework of Optimality Theory, but employing a modification of the constraint system. (See page 77ff for a discussion of these various models that account for variable outputs.)

We might call the type of variation examined by Anttila (1997), Ringen & Heinamaki (1999), and Hayes & Boersma (1999) "utterance-to-utterance variation", since it is a type of variation in output forms that can occur for the same input but will vary from one utterance to another, even

5See page 77 for a specific example of variation analysed by Anttila.
for the same speaker.

A different type of variation is one where, for a set S of input forms that are subject to process P, some apparently random subset of S will undergo process P in deriving the output form and the rest of forms in S will not. The subset of S that undergoes process P is large enough that process P can be considered a real phonological process, even though it is not completely predictable. We might call this type of variable effect as "word-to-word variation", to distinguish it from variation that derives more than one output form from a given input for a given word. "Word-to-word" variation means that for a given word in set S, the outcome of process P will always be the same, but there is variation between words in the set with respect to whether or not process P occurs. This kind of effect has been termed "lexical exceptions" and has been recently examined by Inkelas, Orgun and Zoll (1996). They argue that lexical exceptions are best explained through prespecification: that is, in cases where a phonological process does not apply, it is because the input form to which it would apply is prespecified with a phonological feature whose presence will block application of that process.

As for the converse problem: apparent phonological processes acting on the lexicon, a well-known example is OCP-related co-occurrence restrictions on consonant place features in Arabic roots, examined originally by Greenberg (1950) and later analysed by McCarthy (1991). This phenomenon is similar to co-occurrence restrictions on certain pitch accent patterns with obstruent voicing in the Yamato lexicon in that here too, certain patterns are statistically avoided, but are not ruled out completely.

In part I, I examine the variable effects that occur in rendaku voicing. In part II, I examine patterns of pitch accent in the Japanese lexicon. I will argue that in both instances, the irregular effects that are observable are due to an interaction between the grammar and the lexicon.

1.2 Theoretical framework

1.2.1 Optimality Theory

This analysis of lexicon-grammar interactions in Japanese phonology will be cast in the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky (1993)), henceforth "OT". OT is a constraint-based system rather than a rule-based system. In parallel OT, surface forms are derived by a one-step process where the surface form chosen by the grammar is the one that best satisfies a hierarchy of ranked constraints. If constraint $C_1$ is ranked above constraint $C_2$, we say that $C_1$ dominates $C_2$, and we write $C_1 \gg C_2$. This hierarchical ordering of constraints is crucial in determining the correct output form from an underlying or input form in that it is more important for an output form to satisfy $C_1$ than to satisfy $C_2$ if $C_1 \gg C_2$. Constraints discriminate among possible output forms, referred to as candidates. A given candidate will either satisfy or violate a given constraint. Constraints are violable in that an optimal output candidate need not satisfy all the constraints of the grammar.
For a given input form, the generative component of the grammar, GEN, generates possible output forms. There are no constraints on these possible output forms other than that they must be phonologically well-formed. The optimal candidate is chosen as follows. The evaluative component of the grammar EVAL compares candidates with respect to their satisfaction of the constraint hierarchy CON. If more than one candidate satisfies a given constraint, a lower-ranked constraint will determine the optimal candidate among the set of constraints that satisfy the higher-ranked constraint. Given a candidate set of possible output forms \(\{O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_n\}\) generated by GEN, and a ranked hierarchy of constraints \(C_1 \gg C_2 \gg \ldots \gg C_m\), the optimal candidate \(O_i\) is determined as follows. For any pair of candidates \(O_i\) and \(O_j\), \(O_i\) is more optimal than \(O_j\) iff the highest-ranked constraint \(C_s\) that is violated by \(O_i\) and satisfied by \(O_j\) outranks any constraint \(C_r\) that is violated by \(O_j\) and satisfied by \(O_i\). The candidate of the set that is designated as grammatical is the one that is optimal when compared with all other candidates.

For clarity of exposition, constraint violations by candidates are shown in a constraint tableau, such as (3), which shows graphically how constraints are compared. In a tableau, relevant constraints in a derivation are listed in hierarchical order, with the highest ranked constraint on the left. A violation of a constraint by a candidate is indicated by asterisk in the same row as the candidate and the same column as the constraint it violates. If a violation has the effect of eliminating a candidate from contention for optimality, an exclamation mark occurs after it as an expository device.

Also, for ease of reference, the optimal candidate is indicated by a pointing hand symbol: \(\mathbf{\rightarrow}\). Cells that are not crucial in determining the optimal candidate are shaded.
In (3), candidate (b) is optimal. We can chart constraint violations in a tableau by first examining the highest ranked constraint and eliminating candidates that violate this constraint. For example, $C_1$ eliminates candidates (a), (c) and (e). Then, the same is done for the next constraint, and so on, until only one candidate remains. For example, candidates that are not eliminated by $C_1$ will be decided by lower-ranked constraints. If a constraint happens to eliminate all the candidates that do not violate higher-ranked constraints, then the next ranked constraint is used to compare candidates. Both candidates (b) and (d) violate $C_2$, so they both remain in contention until one of them is eliminated by a lower-ranked constraint.

### 1.2.2 Local Conjunction

As an extension to the system sketched above, the principle of "Local Conjunction" of two constraints that form a natural class has been proposed recently in order to account for a number of cross-linguistic phenomena, including derived environment effects (Smolensky (1993), Lubowicz (1998), Itô & Mester (1998), Alderete (1999)). When two constraints are conjoined, they act together as a single constraint, which is violated if both conjuncts are violated in the same domain $D$. The term "local" conjunction refers to the fact that there is some local domain...
D in which we calculate violation of the two sub-constraints.⁶

The idea of avoiding a double violation of two similar constraints was originally proposed in Smolensky (1993) and further developed by the above researchers. The basic idea of local conjunction is that two constraints can be conjoined in the grammar and their conjunction ranked above each of the two simplex constraints when they are measured in isolation. The conjoined constraint is violated when both of the conjuncts are independently violated in the same domain.

In the present study I will use local conjunction as a means of capturing a kind of "either/or" condition that can occur in the way the grammar determines output forms. We find, for example, that in pitch accent patterns of modern Tokyo dialect, there is often a default accent pattern that the grammar resorts to when it cannot satisfy certain phonological conditions on outputs.

An example of a default output pattern in Japanese phonology is a rule for determining the accent pattern of noun-noun compounds, where both nouns have at least two moras and at least one noun has more than two moras. (Kubozono (1994, 1995), Alderete (1999).) Under these conditions, the accentuation of the compound will adhere to one of the following two patterns⁷:

(a) faithfulness to the accent pattern of \( N_2 \): if the second noun of the compound is underlingly accented, and if this underlying accent of the second noun can be maintained in the compound, this accent surfaces as the accent of the compound. (If this accent occurs on the final mora, it cannot be maintained, since final accent is not possible in noun-noun compounds.)

(b) default accent: if the underlying accent of the second noun cannot surface, the grammar chooses a default accent pattern. This default accent occurs on the first mora of the second noun if the second noun exceeds two moras, and otherwise on the final mora of the first noun.

Notice that this default pattern occurs in an either/or situation. EITHER faithfulness to the accent of the second noun is maintained OR default accent occurs. We shall see that a similar disjunctive situation occurs for the accent pattern of simplex nouns when the relevant pattern is analysed in terms of H and L tones. Certain complex disjunctions of this type can be best expressed through conjoined constraints. For example, if we have a faithfulness constraint \( F \) and a markedness or alignment constraint \( C \) that requires a default output, conjunction of \( F \) and \( C \) in domain \( D \) will require that either \( F \) be satisfied, or, \( C \) be satisfied.

⁶An alternative way of conjoining constraints, put forth by Hewitt & Crowhurst (1996), is that a conjoined constraint is violated iff either one of its two conjuncts are violated. Under these proposals, a conjoined constraint \( C \) with conjuncts \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) will be satisfied only if both \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are satisfied. This type of conjunction will yield different results than the type of conjunction originally proposed by Smolensky (1995).

⁷See Kubozono (1994, 1995) for discussion.
As shown in (4), the conjoined constraint is violated only if both F and C are violated. Another way of seeing this is that we must respect either F or C. Any candidate that respects either of them will satisfy the conjoined constraint.

This idea of expressing a disjunctive situation through conjoined constraints will be developed further in §8, where pitch accent patterns of Tokyo nouns are analysed.

1.2.3 Constraints on the lexicon?

Optimality Theory is a departure from rule-based systems in the following way. In a rule-based system, the grammar generates the correct output by applying rules to an input form. It may also be necessary in a rule-based system to have filters that prevent certain ill-formed outputs from surfacing. As expressed by Archangeli (1997), OT can be seen as one way of dealing with the dichotomy between constructing a grammar out of generative rules and constructing a grammar out of filters. A grammar would be conceptually more elegant if it had only generative rules or only filters but not both. In OT, the generative component of the grammar GEN is allowed to freely generate any kind of possible output and it is CON, the filter part of the grammar, alone, that is active in determining licit outputs. CON only restricts outputs. GEN allows any phonologically well-formed input to be considered as a possible input.

In order to deal with the problem of having a potentially infinite set of possible inputs for a given output, Prince and Smolensky (1993) proposed a principle of Lexicon Optimization, by which an optimal input is chosen for a given output. The choice of an optimal input is determined by consideration of the following factors:

1. the lexicon contains as little information as possible
2. lexical inputs should be optimized so that out of a number of choices of input forms for a given output, the optimal input is the one that is most harmonic with respect to the grammar.

To express the first principle, Prince & Smolensky (1993:196) propose a constraint that requires that an input form have as few features as possible. They dub their proposed constraint "**Spec:"
(5) *Spec: Underlying material must be absent.

This constraint seeks to make inputs as simple as possible, by banning underlying material. This constraint interacts with other constraints in the grammar in their proposed process of Lexicon Optimization, which selects an optimal input for a given output.

Lexicon Optimization takes an optimal output as its input and selects an optimal input candidate. This optimal input is selected by the same constraint hierarchy that determined this optimal output. This hierarchy includes the constraint *Spec, which will have some ranking relative to other constraints.

In the process of Lexicon Optimization, constraints other than *Spec will evaluate candidates in the usual way. The constraint *Spec will compare candidates with respect to the amount of material in each. It is not clear exactly how this material is to be counted: that is whether features, paths between features, root nodes, prosodic nodes, etc. each count as one unit of material. But the important thing is that this constraint does not set any limits on the amount of material in an input. It does not say that X units of material is OK and that more than X units is bad. Instead it says that X + 1 units is worse than X units of the same material when comparing two input candidates.

The effect of *Spec in determining an optimal input will depend on the relative ranking of the constraint *Spec with respect to other constraints in the grammar.

While there may be advantages in limiting the choice of possible input forms, the strongest possible version of Lexicon Optimization will have disadvantages for explaining what I will call "bias in the lexicon." By this term I mean that the lexicon can sometimes inexplicably behave as if the total inventory input forms has been subjected to phonological rules or constraints. A well-known example of this phenomenon can be seen in the set of triliteral roots in Arabic, where we see a strong prohibition on co-occurrence of like place-features. (See references on page 6.) In an Arabic triliteral root with three consonants, we seldom, for example, get forms like CjCjCj, where the subscript index on the C refers to its place feature. In Japanese, we also find phonological patterns in simplex lexical items that are strongly underrepresented or strongly overrepresented. Detailed examples of the frequency of occurrence of various pitch-accent patterns in monomorphemic nouns of various dialects will be given in chapter 8.

If we were to adopt a strong version of Lexicon Optimization, we would only allow one input form for each output form, since Lexicon Optimization chooses an optimal input for each output. Suppose that out of 1,000 monomorphemic nouns of some prosodic length L, we had 800 nouns with surface pitch accent pattern A and 200 nouns with surface pitch accent pattern B. (We actually do find such overrepresentation and underrepresentation of accent patterns among various Japanese dialects, as shall be shown in §8.) If each noun of pattern A has one unique input form of pattern A' and if each noun of pattern B has one input form of pattern B', we will have 800 input forms with pattern A' and 200 with pattern B'. We now have no way of accounting,
through the grammar, of why pattern A is overrepresented and why pattern B is underrepresented.

But if we allow each output type to have more than one possible input type, we have a different situation. I will argue in chapter 8 that many cases of apparent bias in the lexicon can be explained if overrepresented surface types have more possible input forms than do underrepresented types. Suppose, for example, that output type A has four different possible input types A', A'', A''', and A'''' where the grammar is such that all of the four inputs A', A'', A''', and A'''' will surface as A. On the other hand, output type B has only one possible input form: B'. It is now possible to have exactly 200 of each of the input types B', A', A'', A''', and A''''. The 200 of type B' will surface as B, and each of the 200 of A', A'', A''', and A''''' will surface as A. This allows us to account for the distribution of accent types without any bias in the lexicon. Each of the five possible input forms occurs the same number of times. It is the grammar that accounts for the skewed distribution of output types, through the fact that more than one input type can surface as the same output.

The question of whether or not to adopt the version of Lexicon Optimization proposed by Prince & Smolensky (1993:196), or any other version, involves a trade-off between two things we want our grammatical system to do. Adopting Lexicon Optimization gives us a simpler lexicon but it leaves us, I will argue, with no grammatical explanation for biases in the lexicon. This matter will be pursued in chapter 8.

1.2.4 Output-Output Correspondence (Benua (1997))

According to Benua's principle of Output-Output Correspondence, not only does the grammar require that outputs and inputs correspond (I-O faithfulness), it also requires that there be correspondence between the output form of a word and the output form of a morphologically related word, known as a "base" form. For calculating both I-O and O-O faithfulness I adopt a version of Optimality Theory in which featural identity is determined by the faithfulness constraints "Max" and "Dep." (See McCarthy & Prince (1998), Lombardi (1995, 1998), Myers (1998), Pulleyblank (1996).)

(a) "Dep" constraints which require that some feature F' in the output have a corresponding feature F in the input of base form

(b) "Max" constraints which require that some feature F in the input or base form have a corresponding feature F' in the output.

By the term "feature" I include here not just phonological features but also nodes on a feature tree, paths\(^8\) between features and nodes, as defined in Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994), and nodes

\(^8\)The definition of "path" in Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) is as follows.
of prosodic structure.

I do not posit faithfulness constraints of the "Ident" type, which compare a whole segment-sized output with a whole segment-sized input. (See Pater (1998).)

An example of O-O faithfulness is as follows. For a compound word composed of two nouns such as *asa-gao* (morning-face) "morning glory", the output form must correspond not only with the input form but also with an output-output base form which could be, for example, the output form of noun *kao* "face." The distinction between I-O faithfulness and O-O faithfulness is important in cases where certain features in an input form are underspecified. For example, if the initial /k/ in *kao* "face" is underspecified for voicing in the input, its surfacing as /g/ in the compound will not violate a "Max" type of I-O faithfulness constraint for the [-voice] feature, since that feature does not exist in the input. The /g/ will, however, violate the corresponding O-O faithfulness constraint with respect to base form *kao*, since that base form will be an output form itself, with fully specified features. Given lack of any evidence for underspecified voicing features in Japanese outputs, I will assume that for these features, outputs are fully specified. I will also assume that terminal features are binary: e.g. [±voice].

I will employ Benua's principle of Output-Output Correspondence in chapter 7 when examining the behaviour of noun-verb compounds with respect to rendaku voicing. Specifically, I will propose that a difference in behaviour between two different morpho-syntactic classes of compounds can be attributed to a difference in the base form that occurs for each type.

(...continued)
"There is a path between α and β iff

a. α and β belong to a linked set Σ of nodes or features or prosodic categories and
b. In the set Σ there is no more than one instance of each node or feature or prosodic category."
2. Lexicalization of compound words and its relation to rendaku voicing

I begin an examination of irregular effects in Japanese phonology in chapter 2 with the question of how rendaku voicing is deregularized by lexicalization. In §2.1 I propose that rendaku voicing, unlike some other grammatical processes, is subject to irregularity because it occurs in compound words. In §2.2 I propose that compound words have a dual nature: not only do they behave like morphologically complex words; they also behave in some ways like simplex lexical items in that they show evidence of being listed to some extent in the lexicon. In this subsection I give examples that support both sides of this characterization of compound words. In §2.3 I propose a model for how compound words are listed in the lexicon. This model explains both sides of the nature of compound words: the fact that they behave in some ways like simplex lexical items and the fact that in other ways they behave like morphologically complex words. In §2.3.4 I discuss the question of why compound words are listed lexically but not other types of morphologically complex words.

2.1 Why the lexicon has an effect on rendaku voicing

The main question about rendaku voicing that I shall investigate is why it is so de-regularized by apparent lexical exceptions while many other phonological processes are much more regular. As we saw in (1) consonant mutation in verb stems and affixes behaves according to processes that have no exceptions whatever.

In my analysis of rendaku I will argue that rendaku is irregular because it allows grammatical processes to be affected by the lexicon in ways that cannot happen for other processes. Rendaku allows the interaction of the grammar with the lexicon for the following reason. Rendaku applies specifically to compound words, which, as I shall argue, differ from other complex morphological forms in that they are necessarily subject to lexicalization. I will propose that the way in which lexicalization occurs for compounds gives them a dual nature: they behave both like complex words and like single lexical items. Inasmuch as they are morphologically complex, they are subject to phonological processes that affect derived forms. But under certain conditions, their lexical nature will affect their output form, but only under conditions that are determined by the grammar. This means that most of the exceptions to rendaku are not simply lexically listed exceptions, but rather are cases in which the effects of lexicalization of compounds become emergent only when certain phonological conditions fail to be met.

An example of this fact is the following. Noun-noun compounds that are eligible for rendaku voicing and that meet a certain prosodic size requirement are predictable with respect to rendaku voicing. That is, noun-noun compounds of this size will always voice except when the second conjunct is a noun that uniformly never voices in compounds. On the other hand, noun-noun compounds that do not meet this prosodic size requirement only voice about 75% of the time, and most cases of non-voicing occur with second conjuncts that sometimes voice in compounds and
sometimes do not. More details of these facts will be examined on pages 27ff.

A very similar phenomenon occurs for pitch accent patterns of compound words. The effects of prosodic size of a compound word on the predictability of its accent pattern have been observed by Haruo Kubozono (personal communication). When at least one member of a compound exceeds two moras, (the same size requirement as for regularity of rendaku voicing patterns) compound accent is completely predictable. (See, for example, Kubozono (1994),(1995) and Alderete (1999)). But when compounds do not meet this prosodic size requirement, their accent pattern is not completely predictable and must to some extent be specified lexically. For example, according to Kubozono, compound words in which both conjuncts are bimoraic will be unaccented in 70% of cases, but whether such a compound is unaccented or not must be specified lexically. Most of the other 30% have antepenultimate pitch accent. Compounds whose first member is bimoraic and whose second member is monomoraic are unaccented in 50% of cases and initially accented in the other 50% of cases, Once again, whether a given compound in this set is unaccented or initially accented must be specified lexically.

In both the case of compound accent and in the case of rendaku voicing, as long as certain constraints are satisfied by the output (in this case constraints on prosodic size), the grammar will completely determine the nature of the output in a predictable fashion. But when certain constraints are not met, the lexicon takes a larger role in determining outputs and outputs are variable.

We shall also see that in the case of rendaku voicing, the constraints that open the door to lexicalization when they are not met tend to act together in a group. That is, it is not always just one constraint whose violation causes the emergence of lexicalization but rather several constraints acting together. These constraints do not always have a visible effect on the output when one of them alone is violated, but sometimes it is necessary for more than one violation to occur together in order that an otherwise predictable output is blocked. When this occurs, underlying lexical features of morphemes that normally are not allowed to surface can now emerge to affect the output. That is, when a phonological process that tends to make members of a class of outputs more uniform is blocked, outputs become more idiosyncratic and underlying lexical features emerge that would not otherwise do so.

In order to show how these kinds of processes occur for compound words, we first need to investigate the nature of compound words, and why they admit lexicalization in a way that other derived forms do not.

2.2 The dual nature of compound words

The fact that the lexicon can have a stronger effect on outputs in a process like rendaku than it can on some other phonological processes is due, I will claim, to the nature of compound words, and crucial ways in which they differ from other kinds of derived forms. My central claim will
be that compound words have a dual nature.

In a number of ways, compound words behave both (a) as if they are derived from two or more lexical entries and (b) as if the whole compound is listed in the lexicon.

2.2.1 Ways in which compound words act like morphologically complex words

Let us first consider ways in which compounds pattern like morphologically complex words.

2.2.1.1. Resistance to Lyman's Law

The well-known phenomenon of Lyman's Law in Japanese (6), prohibits the co-occurrence of more than one voiced obstruent within a native prosodic word (Ito & Mester (1986), Mester & Itô (1989), Ito & Mester (1998)).

(6)onna+kotoba ~> onna-kotoba (*onna-gotoba contains two voiced obstruents: [g] and [b])

woman word "women's speech"

Lyman's Law applies (with almost no exceptions) within a single morpheme. We do not allow morphemes on the surface to contain more than one voiced obstruent. Thus rendaku will be blocked in words with an initial voiceless obstruent and a voiced obstruent further in the word.

But Lyman's Law does not apply within a larger morphological domain: more than one voiced obstruent is allowed in a compound word as long as the two voiced obstruents do not occur in the same morpheme9. In (7) are just a few of the large number of compounds that have a voiced obstruent in the first member and rendaku voicing in the second member.

9Haruo Kubozono (personal communication) suggests that Lyman's Law may apply across a morpheme boundary in certain situations. The cases he offers seem to be lexically restricted to certain morphemes when they occurs as the second conjunct of a compound. For example, proper names whose second conjunct is the morpheme ta "field" appear to obey Lyman's Law in the proper noun examples given by Kubozono:

sima-da "island-field"
ima-da "now-field"
yama-da "mountain-field"
naka-ta "middle-field"
naga-ta "flow-field"
siba-ta "turf-field"

On the other hand, morphemes such as sono "garden, park", do not undergo Lyman's Law across a morpheme boundary, as is the case for his own family name Kubo-zono.
The non-application of Lyman's Law in these cases can only be explained if compound words are considered to be composed of separate morphemes.

2.2.1.2. Rendaku voicing as a productive phonological process

Secondly, rendaku voicing shows good evidence that it is an active phonological process that applies to morphologically derived forms. Consider, for example, the hypothesis that all compounds are listed as such in the lexicon and that the rendaku voicing that occurs is simply a reflex of a now obsolete historical process. This hypothesis cannot be supported when we consider (a) historical evidence that rendaku applied to compounds that were coined as recently as the early twentieth century and (b) experiments with native speakers pronouncing fictitious compounds.

As far as the first point is concerned, Martin (1987:113ff) gives evidence that illustrates the fact that rendaku is still active in the formation of recently coined compounds. He suggests that this process is due to analogy with older compounds that had a similar pattern. For example, *ama-gutu* ("rain-shoe" = "galoshes") was coined after 1912, but *kutu* "shoe" already experienced rendaku in older compounds such as *wara-gutu* ("straw-shoes"). However, the following two compounds are both recently coined and have a second member that according to Martin "is not of particularly early attestation."

(8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word 1</th>
<th>Word 2</th>
<th>Compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>denki</td>
<td>kotatu</td>
<td>denki-gotatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;electricity&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;quilt&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;electric-quilt&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kabusiki</td>
<td>kaisya</td>
<td>kabusiki-gaisya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;stocks&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;company&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;stock company&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following are other recently-coined compounds given by Martin that undergo rendaku:10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Rendaku</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>oo</td>
<td>kenka</td>
<td>&quot;big&quot; kenka</td>
<td>oo-genka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;big&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;quarrel&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;big quarrel&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huuhu</td>
<td>kenka</td>
<td>&quot;couple&quot; kenka</td>
<td>huuhu-genka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;couple&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;quarrel&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;domestic dispute&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tati</td>
<td>keiko</td>
<td>&quot;stand&quot; keiko</td>
<td>tati-geiko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;stand&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;practice&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;rehearsal&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ko</td>
<td>kiyoo</td>
<td>&quot;small&quot; kiyoo</td>
<td>ko-giyoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;small&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;cleverness&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;cleverness&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yuki</td>
<td>kesiki</td>
<td>&quot;snow&quot; kesiki</td>
<td>yuki-gesiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;snow&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;scenery&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;snow scene&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soo</td>
<td>taisyoo</td>
<td>&quot;general&quot; taisyoo</td>
<td>soo-daisyoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;general&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;commander&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;commander-in-chief&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mori</td>
<td>takusan</td>
<td>&quot;quantity&quot; takusan</td>
<td>mori-dakusan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;quantity&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;much&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;lots and lots&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oo</td>
<td>taiko</td>
<td>&quot;big&quot; taiko</td>
<td>oo-daiko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;big&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;drum&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;big drum&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yasu</td>
<td>husin</td>
<td>&quot;cheap&quot; husin</td>
<td>yasu-busin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;cheap&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;construction&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;cheap construction&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manga</td>
<td>hon</td>
<td>&quot;comic&quot; hon</td>
<td>manga-bon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;comic&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;book&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;comic book&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oo</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>&quot;big&quot; son</td>
<td>oo-zon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;big&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;loss&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;big loss&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ate</td>
<td>suiryoo</td>
<td>&quot;guess&quot; suiryoo</td>
<td>ate-zuiryoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;guess&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;guess&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;guess&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>murasaki</td>
<td>suisyo</td>
<td>&quot;purple&quot; suisyo</td>
<td>murasaki-zuisyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;purple&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;quartz&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;amethyst&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10Martin also cites Martin (1952) as a source of more examples of recent rendaku.
These facts are evidence that compounds in Japanese behave like morphologically complex words.

Experiments that I conducted with native speakers pronouncing fictitious compounds are discussed in §5. Since fictitious compounds cannot be listed in a speaker's lexicon, the productive voicing that occurs must be due to a phonological process that acts on derived forms. This is another piece of evidence that supports the hypothesis that Japanese compound words behave as if they are morphologically derived.

2.2.2 How compounds behave like simplex words

On the other hand, Japanese compounds show other properties that suggest that they are listed in the lexicon. There are three main facts that support this: (a) the fact that compounding is not completely productive, the idiosyncratic meanings of many compounds, and (c) the fact that compound words can exhibit unpredictable phonological properties.

2.2.2.1 Compounding in Japanese is not completely productive.

We cannot simply take two morphemes and put them together to form a comprehensible compound word. For example, the following compound words are in common use:

natu "summer" musi "insect" natu-musi "summer insects"
haru "spring" ame "rain" haru-same "spring rain"

But the following are not considered licit compound by native speakers, even though there is nothing defective about them pragmatically, since rain occurs in summer and insects occur in spring:
*natu-(s)ame "summer rain"\(^{11}\)
*haru-musi "spring insects"

That is, a speaker somehow knows what combinations of nouns can form legitimate compounds. Such knowledge cannot be part of the grammar but could only be represented by those legitimate compounds' being listed in some way in the lexicon.\(^{12}\)

2.2.2.2 Idiosyncratic meanings

The meaning of a compound word is often idiosyncratic and cannot simply be arrived at compositionally from the independent meanings of its constituent morphemes. This fact tends to be particularly true for compound words with "short" members (1\(\mu\) or 2\(\mu\)). Take, for example, the compound word ana-go, literally, ana "hole" + ko "child", which means "conger eel." Clearly the meaning of this compound must be lexically listed.

The following are further examples of idiosyncratic meanings of noun-noun compounds:

\begin{align*}
(9) & \\
yoko "side" & kuruma "cart" & yoko-guruma "interference" \ \\
kuti "mouth" & hi "fire" & kuti-bi "beginning of a conversation" \ \\
moto "origin" & te "hand" & moto-de "monetary capital" \ \\
sita "under" & kokoro "heart" & sita-gokoro "concealed plans" \ \\
iro "colour" & sato "hometown" & iro-zato "prostitute district" \ \\
kuwa "hoe" & kata "shape" & kuwa-gata "type of insect" \ \\
\end{align*}

2.2.2.3 Unpredictable phonological properties

As mentioned above, phonological properties of compounds such as pitch accent (for compounds in which both members are less than three moras) and rendaku voicing are not completely predictable, particularly, as observed above, for compounds with short members. Many further examples of the unpredictability of rendaku voicing will be given in chapter 3.

In summary, then, we have evidence that supports both of the following two alternatives: (a) that the morphemes that make up compound words are listed separately in the lexicon and (b) that

\footnote{The possibility of allomorph same in place of ame "rain" is indicated by the /s/ in parentheses here. Allomorph same occurs in compound haru-same "spring rain" to avoid vowel hiatus.}

\footnote{In the experiment done with speakers' pronouncing fictitious compounds, to be described in chapter 5, it was made clear to speakers at the outset of the experiment that these were not real compounds but that they were to try to pronounce them as if such a compound existed.}
compound words are listed in the lexicon as one listing for the whole word.\(^\text{13}\)

Our representation of compound words must therefore account for (a) the fact that they have idiosyncratic lexical properties that requires them to be listed in the lexicon and (b) the fact that they behave like words composed of more than one morpheme, since the morpheme boundary acts as a barrier to Lyman's Law.

2.3 The structure of compound words

In this subsection I propose a model for how compound words are lexically structured in a way that allows them to have this dual nature.

If the output form of every compound were listed fully in the lexicon, it would make the lexicon very burdensome, since many morphemes would be listed many times. At the opposite extreme, if compound words are in no way listed in the lexicon, there is no way for the grammar to derive the accent of short compounds or the meanings of idiosyncratic compounds. Clearly, if compounds are listed in the lexicon, it must be done in a way that minimizes the amount of material they add to it.

2.3.1 Lexical listing of compounds as references to other listings

If morphemes are not to be duplicated many times for each listing of a compound word, there

\(^{13}\text{It should be uncontroversial that former compound words that have subsequently gone through sound changes have become lexicalized. The following words originated as compounds but their identity as compounds is no longer transparent. Consequently, they should be represented in the lexicon as one listing. The etymologies of the following words are suggested by Martin (1987):}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modern form</th>
<th>first conjunct</th>
<th>second conjunct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>áruzi &quot;owner&quot;</td>
<td>ari &quot;existence&quot;</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aziro &quot;wickerwork&quot;</td>
<td>asi &quot;foot&quot;</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higasi &quot;east&quot;</td>
<td>hi &quot;sun&quot;</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nagori &quot;remains&quot;</td>
<td>nami &quot;wave&quot;</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nezumi &quot;mouse&quot;</td>
<td>no &quot;field&quot;</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nusi "master"
musiro "straw mat"
mukasi "to face"
nokori "to remain"
sumi "to dwell"

It is not plausible that any of these examples are derived, in a speaker's grammar, from the original conjuncts, even though the similarity of parts of the modern word to the original conjuncts are clear when the etymology is suggested.
must be some way in which one entry in the lexicon can refer to another entry. That is, for a word like *te-gami* (hand-paper) "letter", instead of listing all the semantic, and phonological information of its constituent morphemes, there must be a listing which simply has references to the two entries for the constituent morphemes. Besides the two references to the entries for the constituent morphemes, the listing will give any unpredictable information about the meaning of the compound and the order in which the two morphemes are combined. Thus, when the lexicon is accessed for that word, it recursively refers to the entries for the constituent morphemes. In addition, there must be, for the case of "short" compounds, information about the pitch-accent pattern of the compound. My proposal is that the lexical entry of a compound word is a kind of morphological template of the form $xy$, where $x$ and $y$ are each references to other lexical entries. When the output form is determined by the grammar, the lexical entries for $x$ and $y$ are substituted for the references in the template.

If this is the way in which compound words are listed, then the template entry need not reduplicate any information about the constituents of the compound that is already present in their individual entries.

The necessity of having a minimal lexical listing for compound words opens up the possibility that features can be added to this listing. Under our proposal that the lexical entry of a compound word contains references to the listings of the individual morphemes of the compound, those references are only pointers to other listings: the internal structure of the entries to which the reference points cannot be accessed or changed in the compound listing. But it should be possible to add further features to the references to the constituent morphemes. This is what I propose must happen in the lexical entries for short compounds, whose surface pitch accent pattern is unpredictable from the pattern of the constituent morphemes.

On the other hand, if we adopt the premise that the listing of a compound word has only pointers to the location of the constituent morphemes in the lexicon, there will be restrictions on the degree to which the output form of a compound word can be pre-specified. For example, if the initial obstruent on noun *tama* "ball" is underspecified for voicing in its lexical entry, then it should not be possible to have a [-voice] feature linked to that obstruent in the input form of any compound word with constituent *tama*, since that would involve changing the listing of the simplex entry of *tama*. This kind of restriction will have important implications for the kind of analysis that can be adopted for compound words that block rendaku voicing.

2.4 Why can lexical specification occur only for compounds?

Our hypothesis, then, is that because compound words are lexically listed as references to their constituent morphemes, further features can be added to this lexical listing, for example in the form of floating features, but the structure of the listings of the constituents cannot be changed.

But adding further lexical information to the input form of a derived form other than a compound word, such as a noun plus a case-particle clitic, is simply impossible. Consider, for example, the
morphologically complex input form \textit{ame + ga} (rain + NOM). There is no reason for this input to be lexically listed, even as references to the two morphemes since (a) any noun can occur with the nominative case marker (b) the addition of the functional category to the noun does not change its meaning: it only affects the syntax of the whole sentence.\textsuperscript{14} Thus there is no way that further features could be added to this input.

The model of a lexical entry for a compound word that we have developed here allows the possibility that in a minimal way, individual phonological features can be included with these listings. In the next chapter I will show how this possibility can lead to an explanation of how irregular cases of rendaku blocking in noun-noun compounds can occur.

\textsuperscript{14}While the addition of an inflectional affix or clitic to a Yamato morpheme does not change its meaning in an unpredictable way, it is not clear whether the addition of a derivational affix always results in a predictable change in meaning. Japanese has fewer derivational affixes than a language like English. But one type of derivational morphology: the formation of deverbal nouns from Yamato verbs by zero affixation, is quite idiosyncratic: not all verbs have corresponding deverbal nouns. (See, for example, Ohta (1994), Kageyama (1982), McCawley (1968), Nishiyama (1998), Shibatani & Kageyama (1986). Sugioka (1984),) For example, the verb \textit{tabe-ru} "eat" has no deverbal noun \textit{*tabe}. Further, the meaning of a deverbal noun is often unpredictable. For example the deverbal noun \textit{tukai} derived from \textit{tuka-u} "use" can mean "messenger." It is therefore possible that some complex words formed by derivational morphology are also listed in some way in the lexicon in the same way as I have proposed for compound words.
3. Rendaku Voicing and blocking in noun-noun compounds: blocking by lexical prespecification

In this chapter I will take the hypothesis developed in chapter 2 about the lexicalization of compound words, and apply it specifically to the problem of rendaku voicing in noun-noun compounds. I will show that this hypothesis can account for not only the irregular nature of rendaku voicing, but also the fact that exceptions to rendaku voicing are clustered in interesting ways around certain morphemes.

In §3.1 I introduce the phenomenon of rendaku voicing and provide some background on the phonemic inventory of Japanese and relevant allophonic alternations among consonants. I also cite some accounts in the recent phonological literature of the cause of rendaku voicing. I discuss these analyses further in §3.4.

In §3.2 I examine a large amount of data on rendaku voicing in Yamato noun-noun compounds and show how blocking of rendaku is not completely random but is influenced by two factors; (a) the prosodic size of the compound and (b) the influence of lexical factors relating to specific morphemes that either "like rendaku" or "hate rendaku".

In §3.3 I review some previous analyses of rendaku voicing and propose a new account that can explain how blocking can occur in compounds that are lexicalized with added [-voice] features.

In §3.4 I discuss the issue of lexicon optimization (Prince & Smolensky (1993:196)) with respect to our hypothesis that the initial obstruent on nouns that undergo rendaku is underspecified for voicing.

3.1 Introduction to rendaku voicing

Let us now look more closely at how the grammar and the lexicon will interact for rendaku voicing. We begin with a discussion of the nature of rendaku voicing itself.

The well-studied phenomenon of rendaku voicing (Ito & Mester (1986), Mester & Ito (1989), Ito & Mester (1998)) which occurs in Japanese compounds consisting of native words, has received a great deal of attention in the phonological literature. When rendaku occurs, an initial voiceless obstruent on the second member of the compound becomes voiced. Some typical examples of rendaku voicing are shown in (10). In each compound word below, the initial obstruent of the second member becomes voiced.


asa + huro --> asa-buro [h] --> [b]  
morning bath --> morning bath
huyu + sóra --> huyu-zóra  
winter sky --> winter sky

hito + korosi --> hito-gorosi  
[15]person kill --> murder

mizu + taki --> mizu-daki  
water cook --> casserole

Rendaku occurs frequently enough that it is usually considered to be a bona-fide phonological process, yet it fails to occur for a sizeable minority of compound words that nonetheless appear to have all the right conditions for rendaku voicing.

In order to see exactly how rendaku voicing affects the obstruents of Japanese, let us examine the phonemic inventory of the language. Japanese has the voiceless obstruents /k/, /s/, /t/, and /h/. Because /h/ patterns with obstruents in its phonological behaviour in Japanese, I will treat it as an obstruent. The phoneme /p/ only occurs in the Yamato vocabulary in geminates, usually at a morpheme boundary. (See McCawley (1968), Martin (1975), Itô & Mester (1995).) When rendaku voicing occurs, /k/, /s/, and /t/ change to their voiced counterparts /g/, /z/, and /d/. In

15/h/ shows alternations with obstruent /b/, for example, in rendaku voicing, /h/ voices to /b/. /h/ also has allophones that are obstruents: a voiceless bilabial fricative that occurs before /u/ and often before /o/. /h/ is also pronounced by some speakers like a voiceless velar fricative before /a/. These allophonic effects are evident in the way foreign borrowings from English and German are pronounced in Japanese. For example, words with an English /fo/ sequence like "fork" are pronounced with an /ho/ sequence as in hooku "fork", and the name of the composer "Bach" is pronounced baha, where the German velar fricative is interpreted as the allophone of /h/ that occurs before /a/.

16In Japanese, the phoneme /g/ has a nasal velar allophone which surfaces in predictable environments. (See Nishikawa (1987) p. 101ff for detailed discussion.) According to Nishikawa, the nasal allophone does not occur word-initially, and occurs non-word-initially in the following environments:

(a) on the initial /g/ of the second member of a bimorphemic Sino-Japanese "stratum 1" compound
(b) on the initial /g/ of the second member of a "subcompound"
(c) after a Native prefix such as oo "big"
(d) on a clitic such as nominative marker ga
(e) morpheme-internally

(continued...)
the phonology of Japanese, the voiced counterpart of /h/ is /b/, which replaces /h/ when /h/ undergoes rendaku voicing. /p/ is restricted to geminates in the Yamato vocabulary.

The sound /s/ is palatalized to /ʃ/ before /i/. The voiced counterpart of /s/, /z/ always occurs as an affricate, which, like /s/, is also palatalized before /i/, where it becomes an alveolo-palatal affricate. /t/ is affricated before /i/ to an alveolo-palatal affricate and before /u/ to an alveolar affricate. When /t/ undergoes rendaku voicing, it becomes a voiced alveolo-palatal affricate before /i/ and a voiced alveolar affricate before /u/. Thus, /t/ and /s/ converge to the same sound when they undergo voicing and occur before /i/ or /u/. They are both a voiced alveolo-palatal affricate before /i/ and a voiced alveolar affricate before /u/. In a phonemic transcription, we write /z/ as the voiced counterpart of /t/ when it occurs before /i/ or /u/. These facts are summarized in (11)

(11) **Allophones of Japanese obstruents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>voiceless</th>
<th>voiced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s (alveolo-palatal before /i/)</td>
<td>z (always affricated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(alveolo-palatal affricate before /i/)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(dental affricate before /u/)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t (alveolo-palatal affricate before /i/)</td>
<td>(alveolo-palatal affricate before /i/)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dental affricate before /u/)</td>
<td>(dental affricate before /u/)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for what kinds of rules or constraints actually cause rendaku voicing to occur, there is no clear-cut consensus in the literature. Much research on rendaku simply takes it for granted that it is a phonological process and focuses on questions of blocking of rendaku by Lyman's Law rather than on why rendaku actually occurs in the first place.

(...continued)

G-nasalization is blocked in dvandva compounds, which he refers to as "cocompounds" and in what Shibatani & Kageyama (1986) refer to as "postsyntactic compounds."

There is no evidence that G-nasalization directly interacts with rendaku. In other words, whether or not G-nasalization occurs does not appear to be affected by whether the /g/ that nasalizes is underlingly voiced or derived from /k/ by rendaku voicing.
Recently a number of proposals for the cause of rendaku voicing have been offered in the literature. Itô and Mester (1986), (1998) suggest that rendaku is caused by a morpheme represented by a floating [+voice] feature that has no segmental material associated with it. They call this a morpheme of "juncture". The problem with this kind of analysis is that from a morphosyntactic point of view, it is difficult to justify the existence of a morpheme in all cases—especially, for example in the kind of argument-head compounds that we will consider here in the forthcoming discussion of argument-head noun-verb compounds. In syntax, the canonical head-argument configuration is that the argument is a sister to the head:

```
head
/ \  
argument  head
```

In this kind of structure there is nowhere for an independent "rendaku" morpheme to intervene.

Itô & Mester (1998) in an appendix propose an alternative analysis of rendaku in which rendaku repairs a marked sequence of [+voice], [-voice] features. That is, the sequence of a voiceless obstruent followed by a (voiced) vowel at the beginning of a morpheme of the form [CV...] is considered marked. Rendaku repairs the markedness of the first two segments of this sequence by making it into a sequence consisting of a voiced obstruent followed by a voiced vowel. (See Itô & Mester (1998:54ff) for discussion.)

I will discuss these proposals further on page 42 and will propose an analysis of rendaku voicing that is intended to capture the fact that, under certain conditions, it can be blocked by lexical prespecification. Before developing that proposal, let us first examine more closely the patterns of rendaku voicing that occur in noun-noun compounds.

3.2 Patterns of rendaku in noun-noun compounds

As discussed briefly on page 15, when we examine noun-noun compounds where both nouns are of Yamato (native) origin, there are clear differences between two different classes of compounds. Those compounds that meet a prosodic size requirement are very regular with respect to rendaku voicing. Those that do not meet this size requirement block voicing in about 25% of cases, often in unpredictable ways. The prosodic size requirement is as follows. To meet the requirement, a compound must have both members of at least two moras and at least one member exceeding two moras. Let us first examine noun-noun compounds that meet this requirement.

3.2.1 Rendaku voicing in compounds that meet a prosodic size criterion

In Appendix A is a sample of noun-noun compounds that meet the conditions listed below. This and further samples of Yamato noun-noun compounds were gathered as follows. A database of about 1200 Yamato nouns was gathered from Martin's (1987) database of Yamato nouns, excluding all nouns that are transparently polymorphemic. Using this database, a list of noun-
noun compounds that meet conditions (a) and (b) below was gathered from several sources, referencing the compound by the first conjunct, and also, where possible, by the second conjunct. The sources used were (i) the 1999 edition of the NHK Accent and Pronunciation Dictionary (NHK Nihongo Hatsuon-Akusento Jisho. NHK Hoosoo-bunka-kenkyuu-jo), which contains over 60,000 entries including a large number of compound words in current use; (ii) the Kodansha Japanese-English Dictionary, and (iii) Version 1.31 of Stephen Chung's Freeware "JWP" Japanese Word Processor computer software (whose electronic dictionary is able to reference compound words by their second member).

(a) The compound is eligible for rendaku voicing: i.e. the second member begins with a voiceless obstruent when it occurs as a word by itself and it does not contain any voiced obstruents, whose presence would block rendaku voicing through Lyman's Law.

(b) Both members of the compound are of Yamato origin.

(c) Both members of the compound exceed one mora and at least one of the members of the compound exceeds two moras.

There are 219 compound words in this sample meeting these requirements. Of these, only the following 14 compounds or 6.3% (given in (12)) resist voicing. Three of them: *tiri-hokori* (dust-dust), *kami-hotoke* (gods and Buddhas) and *hituzi-saru* (sheep-monkey) (intersection of two neighbouring Chinese zodiac signs in terms of direction or hour of the clock) are clearly dvandva or headless compounds. Dvandva compounds differ morphologically from other compounds in the following way. Non-dvandva compounds involve some kind of morpho-syntactic relation between a head and a dependent morpheme. For example in a compound like *yuki-dama* "snow-ball", noun *yuki* "snow" modifies noun *tama* "ball". But in a dvandva compound, neither morpheme acts like the morpho-syntactic head: rather the compound has the semantic form "X and Y" where the relationship between X and Y is symmetric. For example, the dvandva compound *kami-hotoke* "gods and Buddhas" does not mean "Buddha who is a god" or "a god who is Buddha" but rather the conjunction of things that are gods with things that are Buddhas. The dvandva compound *nabe-kama* means "pots and pans" rather than "pans that are pots" or "pots that are pans." Compounds of this type uniformly fail to voice.17:

(12)

17It is beyond the scope of this thesis to develop a principled explanation of why dvandva compounds consistently fail to voice. Dvandva compounds are discussed by Otsu (1980), who shows that dvandva compounds also have other clear phonological differences from head-argument or head-adjunct compounds: for example they have a completely different accent pattern from non-dvandva compounds. For the present examination of rendaku in compounds I shall abstract away from the question of rendaku blocking in dvandva compounds and shall examine only patterns of rendaku in compounds that have a morphosyntactic head.
Dvandva compounds in Appendix A:

tiri-hokori dust-dust "dust"
kami-hotoke god-Buddha "gods and buddhas"
hituzi-saru sheep-monkey "a zodiacal sign"

As for the second group of exceptions, which are given in (13) below, all these compounds have second members that never voice in compounds. The morpheme kasu "dregs", never experiences rendaku, as discussed in Martin (1987). To my knowledge, the same is true for nouns kemuri "smoke", kamati "tree", kanmuri "crown", hatimaki "bandana", and katati "shape."

(13) Compounds with second conjuncts that uniformly fail to voice.

mado-kamati window-framework "window frame(?)"
yama-kanmuri "mountain-crown"
abura-kasu "oil-dregs"
kao-katati "face-shape"
kami-katati "hair-shape"
yuki-kemuri "snow-smoke"
yuu-kemuri "hot.water-smoke"
sio-kemuri "salt-smoke"
suna-kemuri "sand-smoke"
mizu-kemuri "water-smoke"(?)
siro-hatimaki "white-bandana"

In summary, all cases of blocking for this group of "long" compounds fall into one of the following two categories: (a) they are dvandva compounds, which block rendaku without exception or (b) the second member of the compound is a morpheme that never voices in any compound it occurs in.

In my analysis of noun-noun compounds, I will abstract away from dvandva compounds and treat only headed compounds. This leaves us with the compounds in (13) as the only exceptions to voicing in long compounds that we need to deal with.18

18Why certain types of compounds engage in rendaku voicing and others do not is an important morphological question that I leave for further research. Not only do certain types of compounds such as dvandva compounds fail to voice, but as shown below, most inflectible verb-verb compounds also resist voicing. (See Rosen (1999b) and references cited there.)

hiki-sagar-u (pull-leave) "to retreat"

(continued...)
Let us examine how prespecification of a voicing feature can account for the fact that certain morphemes such as *kasu* "dregs" uniformly resist rendaku voicing.

My key hypothesis for explaining rendaku voicing and blocking in this account will be that obstruents have binary rather than privative voicing features and that voiceless obstruents in Japanese can be underspecified for the feature [-voice] in the input.

If they have this input form, the surface [-voice] feature can be derived by a grounded constraint of the type proposed by Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994): "If [-son] then [-voice]." This constraint reflects the fact that cross-linguistically, [-voice] is the default value of voicing for obstruents.

```
(15)
Obs-Voi: "Every [-son] specification in the output must be on a path to a [-voice] feature."
```

The model of underspecification that I adopt is similar to the "combinatorial" underspecification proposed by Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994). Radical Underspecification (Kiparsky 1982, Archangeli 1984, 1988, Pulleyblank 1988)) would require that since obstruents are voiceless by default, they can have only two possible underlying values: [+voice] and unspecified for voicing.

Contrastive Underspecification, on the other hand, requires that since obstruents can contrast in voicing in Japanese, the opposition between [+voice] and [-voice] on the surface must be represented in the lexicon for obstruents in Japanese. Sonorants, on the other hand, would be unspecified for voicing in the lexicon since they do not contrast for voicing. Neither of these two

(...continued)

- *hiki-ka-e-ru* (pull-change) "to exchange"
- *sasi-hik-u* (fill-pull) "to deduct"
- *tati-sar-u* (stand-leave) "to leave"
- *sori-suteru* (shave-throw.away) "to shave away"
- *huri-suteru* (wave-throw.away)
- *daki-tuk-u* (hold-stick) "to cling to"
- *kaziri-tuk-u* (chew-stick) "to fasten one's teeth on" (takes obl.)
- *kami-tuk-u* (bite-stick) "to bite into"
- *tori-kakaru* (take-hang ) "to set about, begin"

Verb inflectional suffixes such as imperfective *-ta* only show voicing alternations that are conditioned by the presence of a stem-final voiced obstruent, as was shown in (1). Nouns do not occur with suffixes, only clitic case-particles; the enclitic *to* never voices, as discussed on page 52.
models will work for the kind of analysis I am proposing here, where there are three possible input values for voicing of obstruents: [-voice], [+voice] and unspecified for voicing.

Archangeli & Pulleyblank make similar proposals: for example, in Ainu, even though there is no contrast for backness among low vowels, they propose two possible inputs for low vowels: [+low, -back] and [+low, +back]. Even though these two combinations will surface as the same vowel, they can have different effects on other vowels that surface, thus explaining cases of vowel dissimilation, where /a/ can trigger the appearance of a high front vowel in some cases, and a high back vowel in others.

By allowing more than one possible input form to occur for one particular combination of features in the output -- in our case a voiceless obstruent -- we are addressing the issue of "Richness of the Base" proposed by Prince & Smolensky (1993), where inputs are not restricted in any way. The adoption of this principle of "Richness of the Base" will be particularly important in the examination of frequencies of pitch accent patterns that is undertaken in the final chapter.

Returning to our analysis of how the voicing feature of obstruents will surface in Japanese, if the constraint Obs-Voi is dominated by the following faithfulness constraint for linking of a feature to a root node, then voiced obstruents can still surface.

(16) Max-Path-Feature: "For every path of association L between a feature F and a root node R in the input there is a corresponding path of association L' between feature F' and root node R' in the output, where L corresponds to L', F corresponds to F' and R corresponds to R'.

If Max-Path-Feature dominates Obs-Voi then when a [+voice] feature has a path of association to a root node in the input, it must also have a path of association in the output: The tableau below shows how this constraint hierarchy will allow a voiced obstruent to surface.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
/mado/ & Max-Path-Feature & Obs-Voi \\
\hline
a. mato & *! & \\
b. mado & * & \\
c. maTo & *! & \\
\end{array}
\]

(17) (A capital T represents a coronal stop that is unspecified for voicing.)

Voiceless obstruents, on the other hand can be underspecified for voicing and will surface as voiceless because of the grounded constraint.
The possibility of underspecifying the voicing feature allows us to characterize morphemes that undergo rendaku as being underspecified for voicing on the initial obstruent while those that block rendaku have a pre-linked [-voice] feature. Lexical prespecification is the approach advocated by Inkelas et al to deal with lexical exceptions. If, for example, nouns *tuti* "earth", or *kasu* "dregs", which never undergo rendaku, have an underlying prelinked [-voice] feature, they cannot voice.

The following tableau shows how lexical prespecification of the feature [-voice] of the noun *kasu* "dregs", will prevent it from undergoing rendaku voicing in compounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[-voi]</th>
<th>/abura/ + /kasu/ &quot;oil&quot; &quot;dregs&quot;</th>
<th>Max-Path-Feature</th>
<th>Rendaku</th>
<th>Obs-Voi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>abura-kasu</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>abura-gasu</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>abura-Kasu</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a morpheme is not-prelinked, it is free to undergo rendaku (barring other constraints, to be discussed below.)

19 For the time being, I will simply assume that some constraint exists that derives rendaku voicing. Further below I will develop a more detailed account of rendaku.
In summary, then, all cases of blocking of rendaku in headed "long" noun-noun compounds can be accounted for straightforwardly by the hypothesis that the initial obstruent of the second noun in a compound that undergoes rendaku is underspecified for voicing. Those nouns that block rendaku in compounds have a specified [-voice] feature on the initial obstruent in the input.

3.2.2 Rendaku voicing in compounds that are "too short"

Let us now examine noun-noun compounds in which neither member exceeds two moras. Consider first a sample of Yamato noun-noun compounds, chosen in the same manner as the sample in Appendix A (as described on page 28), in which the first member is bimoraic and the second member is monomoraic. This sample is given in Appendix B.

Of the 147 words in this sample, 76, or 51.7% fail to voice. Moreover, there are many second conjuncts that sometimes voice and sometimes do not.

We see a great difference not only in the frequency but also in the predictability of rendaku voicing when we compare sets of compounds that are 3\mu-2\mu/2\mu-3\mu with those that are 2\mu-1\mu. When compounds meet a certain prosodic size requirement, rendaku is well-behaved and predictable. When compounds are "too short", rendaku becomes unpredictable, even if we lexically mark certain nouns with a specified [-voice] feature.

Let us look next at noun-noun compounds in which both conjuncts are bimoraic. A sample of 481 such compounds is listed in Appendix C. These compounds also do not meet the minimum length requirement because neither member exceeds two moras. We find that compounds with this "short" prosodic length also have unpredictable accent patterns (Haruo Kubozono, personal communication): for example, yuki "snow" is unaccented, tama "ball", has final accent, and the compound yuki-dama "snow-ball" is unaccented. By comparison, the compound yuki-dosi "snow-year" has constituents with exactly the same accent patterns: tosi "year" has final accent, but the whole compound yuki-dosi is accented on its second mora.

In this database of 2\mu-2\mu Yamato noun-noun compounds the words are listed in order of the
English translation of the second conjunct, so that compounds with the same underlying second conjunct all occur together. This way, we can observe, for each second conjunct how it behaves with respect to rendaku voicing.

Excluded from this main list are the following compounds, all of which have good reason to be considered "dvandva" compounds, which, as discussed above, never undergo voicing.

2μ-2μ dvandva compounds:

mino kasa straw.raincoat bamboo.hat "an old fashioned bamboo hat"
ura hara rear belly "opposite"
oku soko interior bottom "deep bottom"
asi kosi foot buttocks "foot and buttocks"
kata kosi shoulder loins "shoulders and loins"
tosi tuki year moon "a long time"
nabe kama pan pot "pots and pans"
turu kame crane turtle "cranes and turtles"

Also excluded from the list are compounds that have kuro "black" or siro/a "white" as one of their members. These two morphemes can behave both as adjective inflected or as nouns. When they occur as the first member of a compound, they often block voicing. Because this sample deals only with noun-noun compounds, they have been excluded.

Some of the compounds in this database of 2μ-2μ compounds have second conjuncts that participate in very few compounds, so the evidence on their status with respect to blocking rendaku is not clear. Others, such as tutti "earth" occur in enough compounds to give us better evidence that they always block rendaku. The following Yamato nouns are listed by Martin (1987) as never undergoing rendaku voicing:

(21)

kita "north"
kasu "dregs"
kase "shackles"
tuti "earth"
hama "beach"
hasi "edge"
hima "leisure"
hime "princess"
tuya "gloss"
sita "below"
In making lists of noun-noun compounds according to the blocking status of the second conjunct, we must make a few qualifications. First, some of these nouns are found in so few compounds that it is difficult to make any kind of reliable generalization about their voicing patterns. There are also other nouns that regularly voice in noun-noun compounds, but are blocked for voicing in verb-noun or adjective noun compounds. This seems to be true, for example of *sato* "hometown", which is voiceless in *huru-sato* "old village" but voices in all known noun-noun compounds.

Of the 481 compounds in the sample of 2μ-2μ noun-noun headed compounds, 92 fail to undergo rendaku. This makes a voicing rate of 80.8%. On closer inspection, we find that (a) some second conjuncts never voice, (b) others often block voicing, but not in 100% of cases, and (c) others frequently voice or always voice.

The compounds in this list whose second members never voice are listed again in Appendix D. Let us for the moment call this group "Immune to Rendaku". This group accounts for 47 of the 92 compounds in the database that did not voice.

Those whose second conjuncts usually or always voice are listed in Appendix E. Adopting terms similar to those used by Haruo Kubozono (personal communication), who has made similar observations, let us call this group of nouns "Rendaku Lovers." These second conjuncts voice in at least 75% of noun-noun compounds they occur in, and for many of these nouns, rendaku occurs in all Yamato noun-noun compounds of which they are the second conjunct.

Those whose second conjuncts often block voicing (i.e. more than 50% of the time) are listed in Appendix F. Let us call this group "Rendaku Haters."

Looking at this sample as a whole, we can see that these 2μ-2μ compounds behave differently as a group with respect to rendaku blocking than longer compounds. We saw that for compound

---

Another factor that introduces unpredictability into patterns of rendaku voicing is the existence of compounds that are placenames and/or proper names. There are some nouns that fail to voice in placenames and proper names but otherwise voice regularly. This is especially true for very old names. For example, *hata* "flag" voices regularly in compounds that are not proper nouns but does not voice in the name of the small village *Ko-hata* (also spelled Ko-wata) (lit. "tree-flag") near Kyoto. And *sawa* "swamp", which voices regularly in noun-noun compounds does not voice in the name of the famous Japanese film director Kuro-sawa "black swamp". (This may also be due to the fact that *kuro* "black" is an adjective.)

Given these facts about proper nouns, it may be necessary to specify compound proper nouns lexically to a greater degree than is the case for regular compounds. That is, a placename like Ko-hata may have to be listed lexically not just as references to the two constituent morphemes but with further phonological details in the listing.
words that met the prosodic length requirement, rendaku is completely predictable from the lexical representations of the component morphemes of the compound. For these compounds the only exceptions to rendaku for headed noun-noun compounds occurred when the second conjunct was a morpheme that always resists rendaku. But when compound words do not meet the prosodic length requirement, we find that rendaku can be blocked in cases other than where the second conjunct is "immune to rendaku" because of lexical prespecification of [-voice]. For example, compound yuki-dama "snow-ball" voices but compound mizu-tama (water-ball) "water droplet", with the same second conjunct, tama "ball", does not. To account for the lack of voicing in mizu-tama, we cannot appeal to the idea that tama has a prelinked [-voice] feature that blocks voicing. If it did, then the voicing in yuki-dama would be a mystery.

Yet for long compounds, we never find pairs like yuki-dama and mizu-tama. We only get blocking of rendaku in cases where the second conjunct is one that always resists voicing. The problem then is to account for why blocking cases like mizu-tama only occur in short compounds.

Let us call this phenomenon the "Prosodic Size Factor": compounds that meet a prosodic size requirement are completely predictable with respect to rendaku voicing, if we factor out cases of nouns such as tuti "earth" that always resist rendaku voicing. Compounds that do not meet this prosodic size requirement are subject to unpredictability with respect to rendaku voicing. I will return to a discussion of this prosodic size factor on page 70.

Even though bimoraic nouns that occur as the second member of a "short" 2μ+2μ compound show properties of being "rendaku lovers" or "rendaku haters", these properties are only visible when these nouns occur in "short" compounds. If, for example, a noun that is a "rendaku hater" occurs with a first conjunct that exceeds two moras, the compound will voice.

For example, the following is a list of noun-noun compounds whose second member is kusa "grass".

(22)
ao kusa "green grass"
buta kusa "pig grass"
haru kusa "spring grass"
huyu kusa "winter grass"
ira kusa thorn-grass "nettle"
kara-kusa Chinese grass "arabesque"
miri kusa "path grass"
mizu kusa "water grass"
nana kusa seven grass "grasses"
natu kusa "summer grass"
siba kusa brushwood grass "lawn"
sira kusa "white grass"
sita kusa under grass "undergrowth"
tami kusa "people grass"
turu kusa "vine grass"
ume kusa "plum grass"

no-gusa "wild grasses"
mo-gusa duckweed-grass "water plants"

hituzi gusa "sheep grass"
hotaru gusa "firefly grass"

The noun *kusa* "grass" acts like a "rendaku hater" in 2μ+2μ compounds, where it never voices; however, in the last two compounds: "firefly grass" and "sheep grass", where N1 is trimoraic, the compound voices. As we would predict, the last two compounds, in which the initial member exceeds two moras, experience voicing. But among the other 18 compounds, voicing only occurs in two of them. The noun *kusa* "grass" is evidently a morpheme that "hates rendaku."

The noun *kuse* "habit" participates in fewer compounds, but it also shows a strong tendency to resist rendaku, with voicing occurring in only 1 out of 5 compounds.

(23) *kuse* "habit"

kami kuse "hair habit"
sake kuse "sake habit"
asi kuse foot habit "way of walking"
nana kuse seven habit

kuti guse mouth habit "way of speaking"

At the opposite pole to *kusa* and *kuse* are nouns like *kumo* "cloud" *kata* "shape", *kami* "paper", *kane* "metal", *hue* "flute" and *hako* "box" that usually or always voice in short compounds. These nouns are evidently "rendaku lovers."

(24) *kumo* "cloud" (voices in 8 out of 10 short compounds)

mura kumo clump cloud "cloud masses"
yami kumo "dark cloud"

natu gumo "summer cloud"
kaza gumo "wind cloud"
hata gumo "flag cloud"
asa gumo "morning cloud"
yoko gumo "side cloud"
yuki gumo "snow cloud"
wata gumo "cotton cloud"
amu gumo "rain clouds"

*kata* (shortened form of *katati* "shape") (voices in 12 out of 12 short compounds)

yama gata "mountain shape"
kuwa gata "hoe shape"
kasa gata "umbrella shape"
nami gata "wave shape"
hana gata flower shape "floral pattern"
masu gata measure shape
kusi gata skewer shape
asi gata foot shape
maru gata circle shape
yumi gata bow shape
kumo gata bear shape
hizi gata elbow shape

*kami* "paper" (voices in 16 out of 16 short compounds)

kasa gami umbrella paper
iro gami colour paper
hari gami needle paper
tane gami seed paper
tiri gami dust paper
yoko gami side paper
wara gami straw paper
ita gami board paper
ao gami green paper
uwa gami upper paper
ekata gami type paper
hasi gami chopsticks paper
nosi gami dried.sea.ear
kabe gami wall paper
obi gami belt paper
hana gami tissue paper

*kane* "metal" (voices in 9 out of 9 short compounds)

muda gane useless metal
obi gane belt metal
ura gane rear metal
ara gane chaff metal
sita gane white metal
hari gane needle metal
kuti gane mouth metal
tubo gane pot metal
hizi gane elbow metal

hue "flute" (voices in 12 out of 12 short compounds)

mugi bue barley flute
musi bue insect flute
yoko bue side flute
kusa bue grass flute "reed pipe"
kizi bue pheasant flute
siba bue brushwood flute
asi bue foot flute
nodo bue throat flute
sino bue bambo flute
tuno bue horn flute
kuti bue mouth flute
yubi bue finger flute

hako "box" (voices in 16 out of 16 short compounds)

buta bako pig box "police cell"
esa bako bait box
geta bako geta box "shoe rack"
gomi-bako garbage box
hari bako needle box "sewing box"
hude-bako pencil box
kami bako paper box
kane bako metal box
kara bako empty box
kugi bako nail box
kusi bako skewer box
kuzu bako trash box
su-bako nest box, hive
te-bako hand box "small box for valuables"
uwa-bako outer box
ki bako wooden box
When we look at the whole database of 2μ-2μ compounds that were collected, we can make the following observations. There are far more nouns that "like rendaku" (i.e. voice in 66% or more of compounds they occur in) than nouns that resist rendaku (i.e. voice in fewer than 33% of compounds they occur in.) It is also noteworthy that only one noun was found that voiced in between 33% and 66% of the noun-noun compounds it occurs in: kawa "skin" which voices in 2 out of 6 compounds that were found.

In other words, there is an apparent tendency for a noun to either strongly prefer to voice, or else to resist voicing, with almost no nouns occupying a middle ground between the two tendencies.

The following is a list of "rendaku haters" that productively occur in noun-noun compounds:

(25) "Rendaku haters" (usually do not voice in compounds but do voice in more than 0% of compounds)

hara "field" voiced in 4/9 N-N compounds

kusa "grass" voiced in 0/16 N-N 2μ-2μ compounds but does voice in both longer and shorter compounds.

kuse "habit" voiced in 1/5 N-N compounds

kawa "skin" voiced in 2/6 2μ-2μ N-N compounds

By contrast, there were 120 nouns in the sample that voiced more than 75% of the time, and the vast majority of these voiced in virtually all noun-noun compounds in which they occurred. Of this group, the following 24 nouns were productive in forming compounds (i.e. occurred in at least 7 noun-noun compounds.) Beside each noun is listed the number of compounds in which it voiced in relation to the number of compounds in which it occurred.

(26)

(a) always voice

huro bath 10/10
hara belly 9/9
hune boat 11/11
hone bone 9/9
kutu boot 8/8
soko bottom 10/10
hako box 13/13
kaki fence 8/8
When we factor out this group of "rendaku lovers" and look at the remaining 45 cases of rendaku blocking in the sample, we find that they are not at all randomly distributed but rather occur mainly when certain nouns form the second conjunct of the compound. For example, 29 of these 45 cases of blocking occurred in compounds whose second member was one of the four nouns in (25) (rendaku haters.) Of the remaining 16 cases, 8 occurred in the five nouns in (26) (b) (rendaku lovers that block in a few cases.)

These results suggest that rendaku blocking, rather than occurring randomly, is strongly influenced by lexical factors. There are thus two things that an account of rendaku voicing needs to take account of:

(a) the fact that blocking only occurs in "short" compounds (with the exception of blocking by nouns such as *tuti* that resist rendaku without exception)

(b) the fact that blocking is subject to lexical patterns: some morphemes regularly participate in resisting rendaku; others show a strong preference for voicing

To recap: Yamato nouns appear to be of three main types with respect to rendaku voicing:

(a) nouns immune to rendaku: We have posted that these nouns are prespecified with a [-voice] feature linked to their initial obstruent

(b) nouns that "hate rendaku": all but one of these nouns voice in fewer than 33% of the
compounds they occur in

(c) "rendaku lovers": nouns that voice in more than 66% of compounds they occur in

We find only one noun that occupies a middle ground with respect to its inclination to voice: all the other nouns surveyed either voiced in fewer than 33% of compounds in which they occurred, or else they voiced in more than 66% of compounds.

Before developing an account of why rendaku blocking in noun-noun compounds patterns in this way, let us first investigate more closely the nature of rendaku itself as a phonological process. In §3.4 I shall propose an account of rendaku blocking in noun-noun compounds.

3.3 An account of rendaku voicing

3.3.1 Previous analyses of rendaku

Let us first review two proposals for explaining rendaku voicing in Itô and Mester (1998).

Their first proposal is that rendaku is caused by a "junctural morpheme" with a [+voice] feature (I&M p. 27). But one might ask: why should the difference in voicing between asi-kuse (foot-habit) "way of walking" and kuti-guse (mouth-habit) "way of speaking" (discussed in (2)) or the difference in voicing between buta-kusa "pig-grass" and hituzi-gusa "sheep-grass", be determined by the lack of a juncture morpheme in the former compound of each pair and the presence of such a morpheme in the latter -- in spite of the great morphological similarity between each member of each pair? There seems to be nothing that could distinguish one member of pairs like these from the other in terms of the presence or absence of a morpheme.

Although there is historical evidence that rendaku voicing originally developed as a reflex of nC sequences created by shortening of enclitic no to a mora nasal, it is difficult to derive all modern instances of rendaku from the presence of a junctional morpheme." For example, as documented in Martin (1987), reduplicated nouns often exhibit rendaku voicing, but there is no historical evidence that these reduplicated forms ever had a morpheme like particle no occurring between the base and the reduplicant that could have evolved into a [+voice] feature. In (27) are examples of reduplicated forms that show rendaku voicing.

(27)

sima "island" sima-zima "islands"
hito "person" hito-bito "people"

---

21In contrast to reduplicated nouns, mimetic words, (See Mester & Ito (1988), Ito & Mester (1995)) showing full reduplication, do not every appear to undergo rendaku voicing. (e.g. kata-kata "hitting sound" (*kata-gata))
A second reason why I will not pursue a morphological account of rendaku voicing is that it cannot account for the kind of systematicity that we observe in exceptions to voicing, where nouns tend to be either "rendaku haters" that robustly block voicing or "rendaku lovers" that rarely or never block voicing. Suppose, for example, that rendaku were derived from a junctural morpheme that consisted of a floating [+voice] feature. Cases of blocking could not be accounted for by prespecification of some other feature such as a floating [-voice] feature, since in nouns like *kusa, "grass", with two voiceless obstruents, nothing in the grammar would force this [-voice] feature to link in the output to the /k/ as opposed to the /s/. High ranking of an alignment constraint for the [-voice] feature such as the following would not work, since such a constraint would block voicing in all cases for nouns like *kusa.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{no "field" } & \text{kusa "grass" } & \text{no-gusa (voicing occurs)} \\
\hline
\text{/no/ + [+voice] + /kusa} & \text{Align[-voice]-Left-Morpheme-Left} & \text{Max-[+voice]} \\
\hline
\text{no-kusa} & \text{Morpheme-Left} & \text{ranked too high} \\
\hline
\text{no-gusa} & \text{Max-[+voice]} & \text{*} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

This would mean that even with high ranking of a Max constraint for the [-voice] feature, rendaku cannot be blocked by lexical prespecification of such a feature:
miti "path"  kusa "grass"  miti-kusa (rendaku blocking)

(29)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max[-voice]</th>
<th>Max[+voice]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[-voice],</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{/miti/ + [+voice] +} /kusa/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

miti-kusa

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[-voice],</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ear</em> (wrong result)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miti-g u s a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inclusion of [-voice] in the listing fails to block rendaku.

This means that under a morphological account of rendaku, the only way we can account for blocking is either (a) to have the junctural morpheme fail to appear in compounds that block, which would be inexplicable, or (b) have blocking compounds all listed in the lexicon, for example as /miti-kusa/.

An immediate problem with this latter option is that under such an account, the systematicity of rendaku blocking that we observe becomes a total mystery. If any compound can be listed in such a way then we would predict that blocking should occur in a totally random fashion, which is not what we find. Accordingly, I shall not pursue a morphological account of rendaku here.

Let us next consider a phonological account of rendaku that is proposed by Ito & Mester (1998). In their appendix, Ito and Mester (1998) suggest an alternative account of rendaku based on the sequential markedness of the sequence [+voice], [-voice]. Their constraint *[+-]voi is violated by any sequence of features in the output that consists of a [+voice] feature immediately followed by a [-voice] feature.

This constraint would be violated by the pair of [±voice] features that occur across the morpheme boundary in a compound word that did not undergo rendaku. For example, the compound nama-gome "raw rice", formed from members nama "raw" and kome "rice" voices in their tableau on their page 56 in order to avoid a sequential markedness violation. Their tableau is reproduced below in (30). Their constraint "Ident[-voi]" is a constraint that requires corresponding segments to agree in their values for [-voice].
In order to explain why voiceless obstruents do not voice when preceded by vowels in underived environments (e.g. in mato "target," they also employ a sequential faithfulness constraint "Ident[+\-\_voi]" which outranks * {+-\_voi}. Ident[+\-\_voi] will prevent the obstruent /t/ from voicing in a word like mato "target," as shown in (31), based on Ito & Mester (1998) (p.60 example(161)):

The candidate /mado/ violates Ident[+\-\_voi] because it does not preserve the sequence [+voice],[-voice] of the /a/ /t/ sequence in the input. Their account requires that both the vowel and the voiceless obstruent be specified for voicing in the input.

The constraint Ident[+\-\_voi] will not prevent rendaku voicing since the relevant [+voice][-voice] sequence spans a morpheme boundary and is therefore not present as a sequence in the input.
In order to deal with the issue of high vowel voicing, however, their account would have to be modified so that the constraint \textit{Ident[+-]voi} does not prevent devoicing of high vowels that occurs between two voiceless obstruents.

For example, a word like \textit{kusa} "grass" devoices the /u/ between voiceless obstruents /k/ and /s/. This output violates the constraint \textit{Ident[+-]voi} because in Ito and Mester's account, the sequence /u/ /s/ must be specified as /u/+voi /s/-voi with voicing features in the input just like the input features of /a/ and /t/ in \textit{mato}. The output \textit{kusa} with a voiceless /u/ fails to preserve the [+voice] [-voice] sequence of the /u/ and /s/. In order to prevent \textit{Ident[+-]voi} from blocking high vowel devoicing, the constraint responsible for high vowel devoicing must be ranked above \textit{Ident[+-]voi}.

But even if we rank Hi-Vowel-Devoicing higher than \textit{Ident[+-]voi}, we still have a problem in that the constraint \textit{Ident[+-]voi} is violated by the candidate that actually surfaces: \textit{kusa}, with a voiceless /u/. As shown in (33), this is a problem because the constraint \textit{Ident[+-]voi} is \textit{not} violated by a candidate that voices the initial obstruent: \textit{gusa}. The candidate \textit{gusa} would be considered more optimal than \textit{kusa} with voiceless /u/ because we are forced to rank \textit{Ident[-voi]} lower than the two constraints that involve sequences of voicing features. If we ranked \textit{Ident[-voi]} higher than \textit{Ident[-+]voi}, we would get the wrong results for rendaku voicing, as shown in (34).
There are two possible ways in which this problem could be remedied. One is to modify the constraint \( \text{Ident}[+\text{-}]\text{voi} \) so that it is only violated when a \([+\text{voi}][-\text{voi}]\) sequence in the input surfaces as \([+\text{voi}][+\text{voi}]\) but not when it surfaces as \([-\text{voi}][-\text{voi}]\). This could be done, for example, through Local Conjunction. The constraint \( \text{Ident}[+\text{-}]\text{voi} \) could be conjoined with the constraint \( \text{Ident}[-\text{voi}] \).

(35) \( \text{Ident}[+\text{-}]\text{voi} \) & \( \text{Ident}[-\text{voi}] \);

"For every [+voice][-voice] sequence in the input there must be a corresponding [+voice][-voice] sequence in the output AND for every [-voice] feature in the input there must be a corresponding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/kusa/ &quot;grass&quot;</th>
<th>Hi-V-Dev</th>
<th>Ident[+\text{-}]\text{voi}</th>
<th>*[++-]\text{voi}</th>
<th>Ident [-\text{voi}]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kusa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k u s a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-\text{voi}]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g u s a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([-\text{voi}]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(34) Wrong result for rendaku if we rank Ident[-\text{voi}] higher than Ident[+\text{-}]\text{voi}:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/nama kome/ 'raw' 'rice'</th>
<th>IDENT[-\text{voi}]</th>
<th>Ident[+\text{-}]\text{voi}</th>
<th>*[++-]\text{voi}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>!ra\text{-}! nama k ome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([+\text{-}]\text{voi}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nama gome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([+\text{-}]\text{voi}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two possible ways in which this problem could be remedied. One is to modify the constraint \( \text{Ident}[+\text{-}]\text{voi} \) so that it is only violated when a \([+\text{voi}][-\text{voi}]\) sequence in the input surfaces as \([+\text{voi}][+\text{voi}]\) but not when it surfaces as \([-\text{voi}][-\text{voi}]\). This could be done, for example, through Local Conjunction. The constraint \( \text{Ident}[+\text{-}]\text{voi} \) could be conjoined with the constraint \( \text{Ident}[-\text{voi}] \).
[-voice] feature in the output.

If this conjoined constraint is substituted for the simplex constraint Ident[+\-voi], it will prevent a word like mato "target" from voicing the /t/ since such an output would violate both Ident[+\-voi] and Ident[-voi]. It will not, however, be violated in a case of high vowel devoicing, since a vowel that is [+voice] in the input will not violate Ident[-voi] when it surfaces as voiceless. This will enable us to derive the correct output for a word like kusa, that has a devoiced high vowel.22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/kusa/ &quot;grass&quot;</th>
<th>Hi-V-Dev</th>
<th>Ident[+-voi] &amp; Ident[-voi]</th>
<th>*[+-voi]</th>
<th>Ident [-voi]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kusa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gusa</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A second possibility would be to have a high-ranking constraint that bans a voiced-obstruent at the beginning of an accentual phrase. This would not affect rendaku voicing since rendaku never occurs at the left edge of an accentual phrase. A compound word that undergoes rendaku must be considered to constitute one accentual phrase in order to explain the fact that it has only one pitch accent. Independent evidence for high ranking of a markedness constraint that bans word-

22As pointed out by Armin Mester (personal communication), high vowel devoicing has a number of properties that suggest that it is a phonetic rather than morphophonemic process like rendaku. For example, he points out that (a) it is exceptionless, and (b) it has properties that may be better analyzed as phonetic rather than phonological ones: e.g. it is phonetically gradual; it depends on intrinsic vowel duration; and it to some extent affects non-high vowels as well. (See, for example, Han (1962).) If this characterization of high vowel devoicing is correct, then we should not expect it to interact phonologically with rendaku voicing. In chapter 8 I make a similar proposal for the boundary L tone of tokyo dialect pitch accent: that it is a phonetic effect that does not interact with phonological tones.
initial obstruent voicing is the fact that very few Yamato words have an initial voiced obstruent. (See Appendix G.)

A second complication with their account is that as it stands, it depends on the fact that the final vowel of the first conjunct of the compound has a [+voice] feature. This would predict incorrectly that when this final vowel experiences high vowel devoicing, which occurs for high vowels between two voiceless obstruents, rendaku will not occur on the following obstruent, since there is no marked [+-]voi sequence to repair.

There are many examples of compounds that undergo rendaku that would have final devoiced vowels in the first conjunct if rendaku were not to occur. The following are just a few.

(37)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tutu-guti</td>
<td>&quot;pipe-mouth&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti-gusa</td>
<td>&quot;thousand-plants&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nosi-bukuro</td>
<td>&quot;dried.sea.ear-bag&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asi-ge</td>
<td>&quot;foot-hair&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuti-bi</td>
<td>&quot;mouth-fire&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matu-ba</td>
<td>&quot;pine-leaf&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musi-ba</td>
<td>&quot;insect-tooth&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-bai</td>
<td>&quot;stone-ash&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yuki-dama</td>
<td>&quot;snow-ball&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Itô and Mester's sequential markedness account would incorrectly predict, for example, that yuki-dama should surface with no rendaku voicing:
In the candidate *yuki-tama*, devoicing of the final /i/ in *yuki* is fully expected, since it devoices in compounds that do not experience rendaku voicing such as the following:

- yuki-kemuri snow-smoke
- yuki-korogasi snowball-rolling
- yuki-sigure snow-shower
- yuki-situ
- yuki-tubute snow-pebble
- yuki-turi snow-fishing
- yuki-hada snow-skin
- yuki-humi snow-tread
- yuki-huri snow-fall

The voiceless /i/ on *yuki* in these words is indicated in their listings in the NHK pronunciation dictionary.
This would derive the correct result for compounds such as yuki-dama, where an output without rendaku would devoice the vowel /i/ as in the first candidate above.

Itô & Mester's sequential markedness account in their 1998 paper is provided as an alternative to their morphemic account of rendaku voicing. While their morphemic account is intended to capture lexical exceptions to rendaku, their sequential markedness account does not appear to be so intended. Prespecification of a non-voicing noun or a compound with some feature such as [-voice] will not block rendaku since it will have no effect on the rendaku-deriving constraint *[+-]_voi which is only concerned with outputs.

Because Itô & Mester's two accounts of rendaku either require a junctural morpheme or else cannot readily capture lexical exceptions through lexical prespecification, I shall propose, in §3.3.2, an alternative account of rendaku voicing that depends neither on the existence of a "junctural morpheme" nor on the idea of repairing a marked sequence of [+voice] followed by [+voice].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>yuki tama &quot;snow&quot; &quot;ball&quot;</th>
<th>Hi-V-Devoicing</th>
<th>Ident [+]-voi &amp; Ident [-voi]</th>
<th>*[+-]_voi</th>
<th>IDENT [sonor]</th>
<th>Ident [obst]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>y u k i-tama</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ident [-voi]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-]_voi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y u k i-tama</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ident [-voi]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-]_voi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yuki-dama</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ident [-][+]-voi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-][+]-voi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kii</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yuki-dama</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ident [+]-voi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+]-voi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.2 An alternative approach to rendaku

In this account of rendaku voicing, I will abstract away from the morphological problem of why rendaku occurs for certain types of morphologically complex constructions but not others. For example, as we observed on page 28, dvandva compounds uniformly resist rendaku. Verb-verb compounds also often resist rendaku. (See Rosen (1999) for an examination of Japanese verb-verb compounds.) Whether or not suffixes of nouns undergo rendaku is impossible to determine because there are, to my knowledge, no suffixes that occur with Yamato nouns. There are also no case-particle clitics such as ga (NOM), o (ACC), ni (DAT) or no (GEN) that begin with voiceless obstruents. The only postposition that begins with a voiced obstruent is to "with; and," which never voices, suggesting either that rendaku does not occur on enclitics that occur with nouns or that to is marked as [-voice]. No account of rendaku voicing has yet, to my knowledge, accounted for why voicing occurs productively only in certain types of morphological constructions, such as noun-noun compounds. A principled explanation of why rendaku is restricted to certain morphological constructions is a matter for further research.

Let us begin by noting an apparent paradox in the fact that voiced obstruents in Japanese show marked status, as discussed by Ito and Mester (1998), yet rendaku voicing is a process that appears to favour the appearance of this marked feature combination [-sonorant, +voice]. We might expect voiceless obstruents to be favoured over voiced obstruents as the initial member of the second conjunct of a compound, but clearly they are not. Because voiceless obstruents represent the unmarked value for voicing of obstruents in Japanese, it is possible for them to be underspecified in the input, following the discussion on page 30. The idea that voiceless obstruents can be underspecified in the input, and their [-voice] value derived through the constraint Obs-Voi (see (15)), will be the key to the explanation of rendaku voicing that I will pursue here.

As discussed on page 30, the fact that certain morphemes uniformly resist rendaku can be accounted for if we adopt the following two hypotheses: (a) voiceless obstruents can be underspecified for the feature [-voice] in the input, but morphemes that resist rendaku have a prespecified initial voiceless obstruent; (b) voiceless obstruents are fully specified for voicing in the output. When a morpheme has a prespecified voiceless initial obstruent, it will resist rendaku voicing in compounds because of the highly ranked faithfulness constraint Max-Path-Feature, introduced in (16). As far as specification of voiceless obstruents in the output is concerned, the requirement that an obstruent be specified for voicing in the output could be due to an undominated markedness constraint such as the following:

Obst[±voice]: Every [-sonorant] feature in the output must be on a path with a voicing feature of the type [±voice].

If voiceless obstruents are underspecified in the input but fully specified in the output, then they will violate the following faithfulness constraint (40), when they surface fully specified as voiceless:
(40) Dep[-voice]: "For every [-voice] feature in the output, there is a corresponding [-voice] feature in the input."

This constraint is violated if a voiceless obstruent surfaces in a case where its input is underspecified for the [-voice] feature, since there will be no corresponding [-voice] feature in the input.

Rendaku voicing can be seen as an avoidance of a violation of this constraint, since when rendaku voicing occurs, Dep[-voice] is not violated whereas it would be if the morpheme initial obstruent on the second conjunct of a compound surfaced as voiceless.

If voiceless obstruents are, at least in certain cases, underspecified in the input, then the constraint Dep[-voice] clearly should not have an effect on outputs everywhere, or else we could never realize voiceless obstruents on the surface without fully specifying them in the input. But having this constraint effective at the beginning of the second conjunct of a compound word will enable us to capture the effect of rendaku voicing.

In order to localize the effect of the Dep[-voice] constraint, we introduce another constraint that captures the fact that rendaku occurs only at a boundary between two morphemes, never at the beginning of a word. The fact that rendaku occurs only at this location can be captured by the idea that this position is the locus of a constraint violation: namely the mismatch in alignment between the left edge of a morpheme and the left edge of a compound word.

The following constraint makes the locus of rendaku a locus of constraint violation.

(41) Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left: "The left edge of every morpheme must be aligned with the left edge of a word."

This constraint will be violated by a compound word at the morpheme boundary within the compound but not by a simplex or compound word at its boundary with other phrasal material.

Now, to express the fact that it is at the morpheme boundary that rendaku voicing wants to avoid a violation of Dep[-voice], we can combine the effects of (40) and (41) by employing the principle of local conjunction. If constraints \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are conjoined in domain \( D \), then the conjoined constraint is violated iff both \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are violated in \( D \). A domain is some phonological or morphological constituent such as a prosodic category, a morpheme, a morphological word, etc.

To account for rendaku voicing, I propose that the two constraints Dep[-voice] (40), and Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left (41), are conjoined in the domain of the root node. This means that the conjoined constraint is violated iff both Dep[-voice] and Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left are violated with respect to the same root node. For example, in a compound word, the leftmost root node of the second conjunct is not aligned with the left edge of the whole compound, since
all the root nodes of the first conjunct precede it within the same word. This root node is also the site of a violation of Dep[-voice] if it on a path with a [-voice] feature in the output but no such feature in the input.

The constraint Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left effectively picks out the left edge of the second conjunct of a compound as a marked position, because the left edge of this conjunct does not align with the left edge of the whole compound word. The root node at this left edge of the second conjunct is the locus of violation of the constraint Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left. Accordingly, the conjoined constraint will be violated if the constraint Dep[-voice] is also violated at this root node. This is precisely what will happen if an initial obstruent on the second conjunct is underspecified in the input and does NOT undergo rendaku.

(42) Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left: "The left edge of every morpheme must be aligned with the left edge of a word. AND for every [-voice] feature in the output, there is a corresponding [-voice] feature in the input."

This constraint will prevent a default [-voice] feature from surfacing where it normally would. The constraint cannot apply in any other location, since it is only at the left edge of the second conjunct of a compound that the alignment constraint will be violated.

The idea behind this constraint is that faithfulness is relativized to certain domains. It is worse to violate a faithfulness constraint in a marked position than in an unmarked position.24

The following faithfulness constraint will be violated by outputs that undergo rendaku voicing.

(43) Dep[+voice]: "Any [+voice] feature that occurs in the output must occur in the input."

This constraint must be ranked lower than our proposed pro-rendaku constraint Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left in order to allow rendaku voicing to occur.

Consider, for example, a compound like isi-basi "stone bridge" that undergoes rendaku voicing. Ranking the constraint Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left above Son-voi will correctly derive rendaku in this compound.

Given lack of any evidence for underspecified voicing features in Japanese outputs, I will assume that for these features, outputs are fully specified. I will also assume that terminal features are binary: e.g. [±voice].

24 As discussed in footnote 18, I abstract away here from the morphological question of why rendaku voicing occurs rarely in some types of compounds such as dvandva compounds (never occurring) or in inflectible verb-verb compounds (infrequently). We also find no evidence for rendaku voicing occurring in suffixes (e.g. the nominalizing suffix -sa) which occurs with Yamato adjectives, or verbal inflectional suffixes such as ta (imperfective).
I propose that obstruents that are underspecified for voicing will not surface as such, owing to a highly ranked constraint that requires obstruents to have a \([±\text{voice}]\) feature in the output:

\([-\text{son}]/[±\text{voice}]\) "Every \([-\text{sonorant}]\) specification in the output must be on a path to a \([±\text{voice}]\) feature."

Underspecified \([-\text{voice}]\) feature on the initial obstruent of hasi "bridge":

(44)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>([-\text{son}]/[±\text{voice}])</th>
<th>Dep([-\text{V}]) &amp; AL-M-L-WD-L</th>
<th>Dep[+\text{voi}]</th>
<th>Obs-Voi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iSi + HaSi stone bridge</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. isi-hasi</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. isi-basi</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. isi-hazi</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. isi-Hasi</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this type of compound, rendaku will occur in order to avoid violation of the constraint Dep\([-\text{voice}]\) at the same root node where the alignment constraint is violated. Because the input is underspecified for the feature \([-\text{voice}]\), the initial voiceless obstruent on the second conjunct of candidates a and c will violate Dep\([-\text{voice}]\). These candidates will also violate the alignment constraint at the same locus.\(^{25}\)

As I will show in §3.3, deriving rendaku voicing in this way can give us a straightforward account of rendaku blocking. If rendaku is derived through a Dep\([-\text{voice}]\) constraint, then the presence of a lexical \([-\text{voice}]\) feature in the input will block rendaku, since that underlying feature will satisfy Dep\([-\text{voice}]\).

It should be observed at this point that the process of rendaku voicing in Japanese is an unusual one in that it goes against the grain of the kinds of markedness tendencies that we should normally expect to find across languages. If rendaku is due to a phonological rather than morphological process, as I have argued above, then it is a process that is requiring that a marked featural specification occur in the output: \([-\text{sonorant}, +\text{voice}]\).

\(^{25}\)A fourth possible candidate, isi-bazi will be ruled out by Lyman's Law, which applies almost universally in prohibiting more than one voiced obstruent in the same morpheme. (See page 16) In all the examples that follow, I will omit candidates that violate Lyman's Law and assume that they are ruled out by an undominated constraint.
In general, we do not expect that languages should act in a way to require underived marked featural combinations to surface. We do not want to add something like an "anti-markedness" constraint to our list of possible constraint types, since such an inclusion would make wrong cross-linguistic predictions about how languages should behave. Yet we do find cases in other languages of marked featural specifications surfacing in marked positions. For example, in Blackfoot, glottal stops can occur only in codas. (See Frantz (1991)). In Nuuchahnulth, glottal stops can occur only in onsets. (See Howe and Pulleyblank, in press.) If we tried to make a cross-linguistic generalization from these two patterns, we would be going against markedness theory, which expects marked featural specifications to avoid marked positions.

Clearly some languages have idiosyncrasies that on a case-to-case basis, appear to go against general markedness tendencies we expect to find cross-linguistically. Rendaku voicing in Japanese is a possible candidate for this type of idiosyncrasy. As a result, my approach to rendaku will be that it is derived from an "odd" conjunction of constraints that is highly ranked for Japanese but not highly ranked in general across languages.26

3.3.3 Rendaku blocking

We are now ready to approach the question of how rendaku blocking occurs in noun-noun-compounds.

We saw in §3.2 that patterns of rendaku blocking in noun-noun compounds show strong signs of being lexically determined: that is, some compounds appear to have a lexical feature that blocks rendaku whereas others do not.

Recall the proposal regarding lexical listing of compounds developed on pages 21ff: that compounds must be listed minimally in the lexicon as a reference to two entries. It is possible to add to this listing further information, even though the entries themselves cannot be accessed or changed in the lexical listing of that compound. For example, the lexical listing of the compound yuki-dama "snowball", is of the form A,B where A and B are references to the listings of yuki

26An alternative approach to rendaku voicing might be to derive it from a simplex Dep[-voice] constraint along with a simplex alignment constraint: Align[+voice]-Morpheme-Left. High ranking of Lyman's Law would prevent the surfacing of more than one voiced obstruent in the morpheme. To make such an account work, it would be necessary to rule out the appearance of a [-son,+voice] featural combination word-initially. Word-initial voiced obstruents in the Yamato lexicon are actually quite rare, (see Appendix G), but this is arguably due to the fact that Yamato voiced obstruents are historical reflexes of nasal-consonant sequences, which could only occur word-initially if an initial vowel disappeared. (See Martin (1987).)
"snow" and tama "ball" respectively.\textsuperscript{27} In this listing it is not possible to change the internal structure of what A and B refer to because they are no more than references to another listing. But it is possible to add new features generally to the listing, as must be the case for information on pitch accent for short compounds. Thus it is possible to add an autosegmental [-voice] feature to the compound, but that feature cannot be linked to any of the internal structure of the listings that the references refer to.

Under this hypothesis, it is possible to have a lexical listing for a compound that includes a floating [-voice]. When this floating [-voice] feature occurs as part of the input, rendaku will be blocked since the constraint Dep[-voice] is now satisfied by the presence of the [-voice] feature in the input.

Normally, an underspecified obstruent will surface as voiceless because of the constraint Obs-Voi, introduced in (15). Ranking of the simplex constraint Dep[-voice] below Obs-Voi will allow an output with a [-voice] feature to surface.

For "rendaku-loving" nouns that occasionally block rendaku (e.g. tama "ball" in mizu-tama "water droplet") I propose that they have a [-voice] feature that is a floating feature unlinked to any root node in the input. This is to distinguish the behaviour of these nouns from those such as tuti "earth" which block rendaku without exception.

Recall our proposal that the lexical listing of compounds is such that features can be only added to the basic A + B structure of compounds, where A and B are pointers to the listings of other lexical items. \textit{Linking} a [-voice] feature to the input of this compound will violate our proposed restriction that forbids the lexical listing of a compound to access features and structure inside the lexical listing of one of the constituent morphemes. But adding a floating feature to the references to the two constituent morphemes will not violate this restriction. Thus the lexical listing for rendaku-blocker mizu-tama "water droplet" would be as follows:

\begin{center}
A + B [-voice]
\end{center}
where A is a pointer to the lexical listing for mizu, and B a pointer to the listing for tama.

The following tableaux show how ranking of Dep[-V] & AL-M-L-WD-L above Obs-Voi will result in blocking of rendaku in mizu-tama "water droplet" and huna-hasi "bridge boat".

\textsuperscript{27}This listing will also likely include syntactic and semantic information about the compound.
The conjoined constraint, Dep[-voice] & Align-morpheme-Left-Word-Left, would normally require rendaku voicing to occur for it to be satisfied. But when there is a [-voice] feature in the input, as in the above tableaux, it can link to the initial obstruent of the second conjunct in the output. This will mean that the constraint Dep[-voice] is not violated. Thus, the non-voiced candidate will not be ruled out and Obs-Voi will determine the winner.

Notice that nothing requires that the floating [-voice] feature in the input must link to the initial obstruent of the second conjunct. But the fact that it is possible for it to link to this obstruent in the output means that such a candidate will satisfy Dep[-voice] and thus block rendaku.
Nouns like *tuti* "earth", differ from *tama* "ball" in that they invariably block rendaku. We can distinguish their behaviour from that of nouns that block rendaku variably, by regarding them as having a [-voice] feature linked to the initial obstruent of *tuti* "earth" in the input. This will mean that rendaku will be blocked in any compound word they occur in regardless of the prosodic length of its constituents.

### 3.3.4 Blocking of blocking

For "rendaku-loving" nouns such as *tama* for which voicing is the rule rather than the exception, it is reasonable to suppose that *tama* in its listing as a simplex word has no floating [-voice] feature. The minority of cases in which compounds with *tama* block rendaku (e.g. *mizu-tama*) are more naturally explained if the floating [-voice] feature is present only in the listing for the whole compound. Thus compounds with second member *tama* are distinguished with respect to whether they voice or not by the presence or absence of floating feature [-voice].

For "rendaku-hating" nouns like *kusa* "grass", which block rendaku in the majority of cases, it is more natural to assume that the noun *kusa* itself has a floating [-voice] feature in its lexical listing. This feature has to be a floating one rather than one that is linked, as in nouns like *kasu* "dregs", which are completely immune to rendaku. Recall that nouns like *kusa* "grass", which can voice in a minority of compounds, are to be distinguished from nouns like *kasu* "dregs", which always block rendaku, even in long compounds such as *abura-kasu* "oil-dregs." I shall explain presently exactly how the difference between a floating [-voice] feature on rendaku-hater *kusa* and a linked [-voice] feature on *kasu*, (immune to rendaku) will account for their difference in behaviour.

Consider first the fact that the noun *kusa* does voice in a small minority of short compounds, such as *no-gusa* (field-grass) "wild grasses". If *kusa* has a (floating) [-voice] feature in the simplex listing of *kusa*, we need to account for cases like these where voicing occurs.

The fact that voicing occurs only in a small minority of compounds with *kusa* suggests that further lexical specification is at work here -- in this case, the addition of a [+voice] feature to a small number of compounds. If it is possible to include a floating [-voice] feature as part of a lexical listing of a compound, we would expect to also find a few cases where a [+voice] feature is included. If [+voice] has an effect on the output here in preference to [-voice] then there must be greater faithfulness to [+voice] in the output than there is to [-voice]. This is expressed in the following constraint hierarchy:
Max[+voice] >> Max[-voice]

Max[+voice]: "For every [+voice] feature in the input in morpheme M there must be a corresponding [+voice] feature in the output in morpheme M."

If the second conjunct has more than one voiceless obstruent in its input, the grammar must determine that the floating [+voice] feature links to the morpheme-initial obstruent in the output. This can be achieved through the following alignment constraint:

Align-[+voice]-Left-Morpheme-Left: "The left edge of a [+voice] feature is aligned with the left edge of a morpheme."

To explain why many words surface with a non-left-aligned voiced obstruent, the above constraint must be ranked below the faithfulness constraint Max-Path-Feature (see (16)). A noun like *kage "shade" does not surface as *gake because it would have a [+voice] feature that is on a path with the third root node in the input. This feature will remain linked to the same root node in the output because of the higher ranking of the constraint Max-Path-Feature.

The following tableau shows how compounds like *no-gusa will block blocking of rendaku by the presence of a floating [+voice] feature in addition to a [-voice] feature.

The crucial ranking here is that Max[+voice] dominates Obs-Voi.

---

[28]In the derivations below, sonorants are assumed to have a [+voice] feature on the surface. Ultimately, for this kind of account to work, it may be necessary to consider sonorants to surface without a [+voice] specification unless they are licensed by an adjacent voiced obstruent. This approach to sonorant voicing is proposed by Itô & Mester (1994). In their account, a predictable feature such as [+voice] in sonorants must be licensed in the output. In our account of faithfulness to a [+voice] feature in the input, linking that feature to a sonorant instead of an obstruent will violate a licensing constraint such as the one proposed by Itô & Mester since there will be no adjacent voiced obstruent to license voicing on the sonorant.

If sonorants must be licensed in order to surface with [+voice], then in a compound like kuwabara "mulberry field" with noun hara "field" that often resists voicing, a floating [+voice] feature in the listing of the compound cannot link to the unlicensed sonorant /k/ or to a vowel: it must link to the /h/ to cause voicing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A=no</td>
<td>no-k u s a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-k u s a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-k u s a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-k u s a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-g u s a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-g u s a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-g u s a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-g u s a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-k u z a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-k u z a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-k u z a</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(47)
As far as devoicing of high vowels is concerned, we find that high vowel devoicing, unlike rendaku, is completely predictable and has no lexical exceptions. That is, even having an input form with an added floating [+voice] feature will not block vowel devoicing.

To capture this fact, we must consider the constraint for high vowel devoicing to be highly ranked.

Consider, for example, how the hierarchy in (47) above would affect high vowel devoicing in simplex word *kusa* "grass", which devoices the /u/, even if *kusa* were to have a floating [+voice] feature in its input. In the tableau below, *kusa* "grass" has a hypothetical floating [+voice] feature in its input. This is to show that such a feature still cannot block high vowel devoicing in the way that a floating [-voice] feature could block rendaku voicing in a compound. The constraint for high vowel devoicing is ranked above Max-Path-Feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no-k u z a</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>*</th>
<th>*!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[−v], [+v],</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced vowel between two voiceless obstruents:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kusa</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kusa</td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent with different index than [+voice],</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gusa</td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuza</td>
<td><img src="image22" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image23" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image24" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image25" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuza</td>
<td><img src="image29" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image30" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image31" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image32" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel or voiced obstruent with index of [+voice],</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kusa</td>
<td><img src="image36" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image37" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image38" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image39" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kusa</td>
<td><img src="image43" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image44" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image45" alt="image" /></td>
<td><img src="image46" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first set of candidates is eliminated by the top-ranked constraint because these candidates violate high vowel devoicing. The second set of candidates are eliminated by Max[+voi] because the voiced obstruent in these candidates has a different index. The last group of candidates all satisfy the top four constraints. The optimal candidate is the only one that satisfies Obs-Voi, since it has no voiced obstruent.

Recall that in Itō & Mester's account of rendaku, their Ident[+voi] faithfulness constraint ruled out an output with a devoiced high vowel since the vowel lost its [+voice] specification that was the initial member of the [+voice][-voice] sequence. We had to propose modification of their constraint hierarchy for deriving rendaku in order that high vowel devoicing be allowed to occur.

In the present account, there is no sequential faithfulness constraint that is violated by high vowel devoicing.

Recall also that their system of deriving rendaku voicing had to be slightly modified for compounds that would devoice the final vowel of the first member if rendaku voicing were not to occur. The relevant example was yuki-dama "snow-ball", where the output *yuki-tama satisfies their sequential markedness constraint *[+voi] because of high vowel devoicing of the /i/.

The system proposed here will correctly derive rendaku in this type of compound without further modification.

Devoicing of a high vowel in the incorrect environment is ruled out by a markedness constraint on voicing of vowels:

Sonorant-Voicing: "Any [+sonorant] specification is on a path to a [+voice] feature."
We can now compare the behaviour of nouns like *kusa*, that sometimes allow voicing with those like *kasu*, which never allow voicing. Recall that the proposed difference is that *kasu* "dregs" has a linked [-voice] feature as part of its lexical entry.

The high ranking of the constraint Max-Path-Feature will explain why nouns like *kasu* never undergo rendaku.

Because the [-voice] feature on *kasu* is linked in the input, it is forced to surface in the output by the highly-ranked constraint Max-Path-Feature, regardless of the presence of any floating...
[+voice] feature in the listing of the whole compound as we surmised in the derivation of no-gusa in (47) above.

In summary, the kinds of rendaku blocking patterns we see for noun-noun compounds are accounted for as follows.

For "long" compounds that have a member that exceeds two moras, blocking only occurs when the second conjunct is a noun that always fails to voice -- that is, it has a pre-linked [-voice] feature. Selective blocking by a floating [-voice] feature does not occur for these compounds. These compounds act as if they do not admit the addition of extra features the way that short compounds do. This apparent property of "long" compounds will be discussed further on page 70.

For short compounds that do not meet this prosodic size requirement, rendaku is blocked when there is a floating [-voice] feature added to the listing of the compound. This may occur in two ways. In the first way, the second conjunct has this floating feature as part of its simplex lexical listing. When this is the case, any compound whose second conjunct is this morpheme will block rendaku unless a [+voice] feature is added to the lexical listing of the whole compound (tableau (47).) If the addition of a floating feature to a simplex noun is an uncommon state of affairs, then we would correctly predict that morphemes that regularly resist rendaku are relative few, as we saw was the case on page 40.

In the second way of adding a [-voice] feature to the entry of a compound word, it is added to the whole entry of a compound word. If this kind of addition is similarly uncommon, we also correctly predict that most nouns that "like" rendaku (i.e. do not have their own [-voice] feature) will only resist it in a small minority of cases, as we also saw was the case on page 40.

If adding a floating [+voice] feature to a compound entry happens as infrequently as is the case for a [-voice] feature, we would predict that nouns such as kusa that resist rendaku will have only a small minority of compounds that do voice. This correctly accounts for our observation that there are no nouns that have "middle tendencies" towards voicing: they either tend to strongly voice or strongly resist voicing.

The following chart sums up the possible compound types with respect to whether or not floating voicing features occur in the listings of the second noun and/or the compound.

There are four main possibilities for whether floating [+voice] or [-voice] features occur in the input form of N2. For "type 1", the noun has no floating voicing features. In this case, rendaku is blocked only if the compound has added a [-voice] feature but not a [+voice] feature. For types 2 and 4, N2 has a floating [-voice] feature. In such a case, it does not matter what other voicing features are added or not to N2 or to the compound: rendaku cannot be blocked because of the presence of the [+voice] feature. For type 3, N2 has a [-voice] feature but no [+voice] feature. In
this case, rendaku will be blocked only if the compound itself has no [+voice] feature added. Thus there are only two instances in which blocking can occur: types 1b and 3a.\(^{29}\)

\(^{29}\)Exactly why these proposed floating features that can block rendaku voicing occur relatively rarely is difficult to account for in a principled way. In chapter 6 I argue that the lexicon should show no bias. That is, if there are two possibilities for the lexical entry of a compound: with a floating [-voice] feature and without one, we should expect each possibility to occur with equal frequency. This does not happen, however, for compounds that are eligible for rendaku voicing.

In the next chapter I will argue that exceptions to rendaku voicing in modern Japanese through lexicalization are the historical legacy of utterance-to-utterance variation in rendaku voicing that occurred at an earlier stage of the language as a result of various inhibitory factors such as performance and perceptions errors and sociolinguistic factors. To the extent that the degree of lexicalized exceptions that occurred reflect the degree to which rendaku voicing was blocked by these factors at an earlier stage, the most plausible explanation for the rarity of floating features is a historical one. This would mean that bias in the lexicon can occur as a result of historical factors (for example, the extreme rarity of initial voiced obstruents in Yamato nouns can be shown to be a result of historical factors (See Martin (1987.)))

But if exceptions to phonological processes can occur as a result of lexical prespecification of an otherwise underspecified feature, it ought to be theoretically possible in some languages for such a process to be blocked in a large proportion of derived forms. An important piece of future research would be to make a cross-linguistic study of frequency of exceptions to regular grammatical processes that occur in various languages.
(51) Summary of possibilities for floating voicing features on compounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of noun according to whether it has floating voicing features</th>
<th>Floating [-voice] feature on N2</th>
<th>Floating [+voice] feature on N2</th>
<th>Floating [-voice] feature on compound</th>
<th>Floating [+voice] feature on compound</th>
<th>Rendaku voicing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No floating voicing features on N2: most common</td>
<td>1a no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no or yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocks rendaku if [-voice] but added to compound but not [+voice]</td>
<td>1b no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;RENDAKU LOVERS&quot; (usually or always voice in compounds)</td>
<td>1c no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Floating [+voice] on N2: should be less common; voices 100% of time</td>
<td>2 no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no or yes</td>
<td>no or yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;RENDAKU LOVERS&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Floating [-voice] on N2: should be less common; blocks in most cases: only voices if floating [+voice] in compound entry</td>
<td>3a yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no or yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;RENDAKU HATERS&quot;</td>
<td>3b yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no or yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Floating [-voice] and [+voice in N2. Should be uncommon; always voices. "RENDAKU LOVERS"

| 4 | yes | yes | no or yes | no or yes | yes |

5. Immune to rendaku: [-voice] linked to the initial obstruent
doesn't matter
doesn't matter
doesn't matter
doesn't matter
no

"Rendaku lovers" will be more common than "rendaku haters", if the inclusion of a floating [-voice] feature in the listing of rendaku-hating nouns is the exception rather than the rule. Rendaku lovers will usually or always voice, because blocking can only occur if they are of type 1b, with no floating features on N2 and the inclusion of a [-voice] feature in the compound listing. If inclusion of this feature with the compound listing is also the exception rather than the rule, then most compounds of type 1 should voice. In addition, all compounds where N2 is of type 4 will voice. This is what we found in the data we examined on patterns of rendaku blocking in short noun-noun compounds.

"Rendaku haters", which have a floating [-voice] feature in their listing, will usually block voicing. They will only voice if a floating [+voice] feature is included with the listing of the compound, and once again we take the inclusion of this extra feature to be the exception rather than the rule.

The only patterns that are anomalous under this kind of account are the voicing patterns for a very small number of nouns such as hara "field", which voices in 4 out of 9 compounds and kawa "skin", which voices in 4 out of 8 compounds it occurs in. This is more frequent a rate of voicing than we would expect for a "rendaku hater" with a floating [-voice] feature, and less frequent than we would expect for a "rendaku lover" with no such feature included. These 17 compounds that occur for these two nouns represent 3.5% of the 481 2u+2u compounds that were surveyed in this study.

The phonological account of rendaku voicing that I have proposed here has the advantage that it has the capability of explaining why rendaku blocking in noun-noun compounds occurs in a systematic way. Because our account allows lexical prespecification of a floating [-voice] to occur for particular nouns, ("rendaku haters"), it can explain why those nouns are much more
likely to block rendaku than others.

It should be stressed that the account of rendaku that I am proposing here is not the only possible account of rendaku voicing. The point is that any viable account of rendaku should fulfil the following conditions:

(a) Proposed morphological differences between different compounds should be based on clear differences in semantic composition or syntactic function. For example, to account morphologically for the difference in voicing between \textit{asi-kuse} (foot-habit) "way of walking" and \textit{kuti-guse} (mouth-habit) "way of speaking", one would have to find evidence for a clear difference in semantic composition or morphological structure between the two compounds.

(b) Any account of rendaku must be able to explain the systematicity we find in exceptions to voicing among "rendaku lovers" and "rendaku haters."

3.4 The prosodic size factor

So far, we have dealt only with compounds for which neither member exceeds two moras. For these compounds, unpredictable lexical blocking can occur.

But compounds for which at least one member exceeds two moras never exhibit unpredictable rendaku blocking. As shown by the data in Appendix A, these longer compounds always voice predictably.

As was discussed on page 15, we find a similar situation for pitch accent patterns of compounds. Compound words for which one member exceeds two moras have predictable pitch accent patterns. Compounds for which neither member exceeds two moras have unpredictable pitch accent patterns, which must be specified lexically for each individual compound.

The parallel between rendaku patterns and pitch-accent patterns for the two prosodic classes of compounds is striking, and suggests a unified account of both phenomena.

The delimitation of morphemes into two prosodic classes (exceeding two moras vs. not exceeding two moras) with different behaviours is arguably related to a strong preference in the language for restricting bundles of material to a maximum of one bimoraic Foot. We find, for example, that foreign words are often truncated to one bimoraic Foot per morpheme when imported into the language. For example "word processor" becomes \textit{waa-puro}, "remote control" becomes \textit{rimo-kon}, and "pocket monster" becomes \textit{poke-mon} (imported back to the West as a recently popular children's card collecting fad.)

There is other evidence that the bimoraic Foot is the canonical prosodic unit in Japanese phonology. Ito and Mester (1992) examines "Zyuuzya-go", the Japanese secret language used by jazz musicians, and argues convincingly that the bimoraic Foot is the template into which an
original word is mapped to derive the corresponding word in the secret language.

And personal names are often truncated to fit a bimoraic template when the hypocoristic suffix -tyan is added. This phenomenon is discussed by Hewitt (1994).

That the bimoraic Foot is a fundamental phonological unit in Japanese is also argued for by Poser (1990).

The contrast in behaviour between "long" and "short" compounds with respect to both rendaku voicing and pitch accent also suggests that the difference between the two classes of compounds has some connection with the bimoraic Foot. Compounds that show lexical variation with respect to both rendaku voicing and pitch accent are composed of morphemes that do not exceed the limit of one bimoraic Foot per constituent. Compounds that do not show such variation have at least one morpheme that exceeds this limit.

The processes that can be observed for truncation, hypocoristic forms, and the secret language Zyuu-za-go all seek to match constituents of an output to a template of a bimoraic Foot. These processes not only tend to reduce a constituent that exceeds two moras to fit a bimoraic template, but there is also evidence of lengthening a monomoraic syllable to fit the bimoraic template. For example, Hewitt (1994) gives the example of a name like *Mika-ko, where a hypocoristic form constructed with the first syllable mi, obligatorily lengthens the vowel to mii:

(52) Mikako Mii-tyan *Mi-tyan

For these phenomena, then, the grammar seeks to remedy both forms that exceed two moras and those that are less than two moras.

But as far as phenomena relating to the two prosodic classes of compounds is concerned, the contrast in phonological behaviour between "long" and "short" compounds, does not appear to distinguish between compounds that have a constituent that equals two moras and compounds with a constituent that is less than two moras. Consider, for example, the compounds in (53) below where the first constituent te "hand" is monomoraic.

When accented noun te "hand" combines in a compound with each of the following final-accented bimoraic nouns, the accent patterns of the resulting compounds will vary in spite of the fact that the inputs have identical accent patterns in all cases.

(53)

kuse "habit" te-kúse (penult accent)
hata "loom" té-bata (initial accent)
kiwa "brink" te-giwa (unaccented)
hata "flag" te-bata (unaccented)
To correctly derive the accent patterns for the compounds in (53), we must add more information to the lexical listing of these compounds than is found in the listings of the constituent morphemes. In long compounds, on the other hand, there is no evidence that they carry any additional information that affects either the surface pitch accent of the compound or voicing of the initial obstruent of N2. This suggests that for some reason long compounds do not permit the addition of added featural material to the compound listing.

We also find that compounds of the form 2μ+1μ are unpredictable with respect to rendaku voicing just like those in which both members are bimoraic. Consider, for example, the following compounds whose second constituent is *ki* "tree":

(54)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ude-gi arm tree</td>
<td>&quot;roof truss&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yana-gi fish-weir tree</td>
<td>&quot;willow&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoko-gi side tree</td>
<td>&quot;wooden bar&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ao-ki green tree</td>
<td>&quot;laurel&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ara-ki rough wood</td>
<td>&quot;lumber&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kazi-ki oar tree</td>
<td>&quot;swordfish&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kubi-ki neck tree</td>
<td>&quot;yoke&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maru-ki circle tree</td>
<td>&quot;log&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nama-ki live tree</td>
<td>&quot;green wood&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nami-ki row-tree</td>
<td>&quot;avenue of trees&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oya-ki parent tree</td>
<td>&quot;stock&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ume-ki plum tree</td>
<td>&quot;plum tree&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rendaku voicing occurs in the first three but not in the rest. The occurrence of voicing is unpredictable. In summary, compounds that have a member that is too small for the bimoraic template behave the same was as compounds both of whose members fit the bimoraic template.

If the bimoraic Foot is involved in the contrast between "long" and "short" compounds, then compound behaviour only appears to distinguish between compounds with a member that *exceeds* a bimoraic Foot and those with members that do not exceed a bimoraic Foot. There is no apparent contrast in behaviour between compounds that have a member that is *less than* a bimoraic Foot, and compounds where both members match a bimoraic Foot.

Let us again express the contrast between "short" compounds and "long" compounds in terms of their behaviour. "Short" compounds are unpredictable with respect to both rendaku voicing and pitch accent. "Long" compounds are completely predictable with respect to rendaku voicing if we consider compounds whose second element is "immune to rendaku" to have a lexically marked second element. Our hypothesis is that these nouns have a [-voice] feature that is linked to the initial consonant in the input.

"Long" compounds are also predictable with respect to pitch accent pattern: that is, their surface
pitch accent pattern can be predicted 100% of the time from information in the input forms of their constituent elements. But "short" compounds are not predictable in this way. It is possible to have two compounds where the corresponding constituents have identical prosodic structure and pitch accent, yet the two compounds surface with different pitch accent patterns. We saw examples of this in (53).

One possible explanation for the differing behaviour of long compounds is that "short" compounds are able to carry further lexical information in their listing that cannot be carried by long compounds. Such further information could determine (a) whether they undergo rendaku voicing and (b) what their surface pitch accent pattern is.

But such an account would violate the principle of "Richness of the Base" in Optimality Theory, which we wish to maintain. To say that only short compounds can carry extra lexical information in their listing such as a floating voicing feature is to say that there are constraints on the lexicon.

In addition, such an account fails to explain why rendaku blocking does not occur with long compounds where the second conjunct is a "rendaku hater." Recall our hypothesis about certain nouns such as *kumo* "cloud" that usually block rendaku voicing in short compounds. If these nouns carry a floating [-voice] feature in their lexical listing, their frequent blocking of rendaku voicing could be explained under the kind of account that was proposed in chapter 3. But these nouns never block voicing when the first conjunct of the compound is long: for example in compounds *hituzi-gumo* "sheep-cloud." If long compounds were for some reason to always disallow the inclusion of extra features in the listing of the compound itself, such a prohibition would still have no effect on the ability of an *individual noun* like *kumo* to carry such features. And if an individual noun were to carry such features, blocking of rendaku would occur under the account of rendaku that was proposed in chapter 3. If the only special property of long compounds was that they cannot carry extra features in their listing, there would be no reason why at least some long compounds with rendaku haters as the second conjunct should not block rendaku, but this never seems to occur.

A different possibility is that something about the prosodic size of long compounds prevents any lexical prespecification from affecting their surface form with respect to either rendaku or pitch accent -- even if such lexical prespecification were to occur. For both pitch accent and rendaku voicing, long noun-noun compounds behave in a more predictable and regular fashion than short compounds, disallowing irregularity. Suppose that long compounds violate some markedness constraint because one member exceeds a bimoraic Foot. If this were the case, then the greater regularity of rendaku voicing in long compounds might be accounted for because of the markedness of long compounds. Because their size makes them violate some markedness constraint, the grammar seeks to avoid a further violation of another constraint which would be violated if blocking were to occur. This is the kind of idea that could be expressed through local conjunction of the two constraints in question: the grammar avoids a violation of both a markedness constraint that applies to long compounds, and some constraint that is violated when
blocking occurs.

The problem is, that in the account of rendaku we have proposed, when blocking occurs by a prespecified [-voice] feature, there is no constraint that is violated when blocking occurs that is satisfied when rendaku occurs. This is because our account of rendaku is based on a Dep[-voice] constraint. When a [-voice] feature occurs in the input, Dep[-voice] is satisfied by both a blocking candidate and also vacuously by a voicing candidate. The markedness constraint that bans voiced obstruents will then block voicing.

The following tableau shows how conjoining any markedness constraint that applies to long compounds with Dep[-voice] will fail to stop blocking from occurring in the long compound with rendaku hatee kusa.

In (55), "Markedness" refers to any markedness constraint that could be violated by a long compound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[-voice]₁</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hituzi-kusa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yet another possibility is that rather than being more marked prosodically than short compounds, long compounds are less marked, in that they satisfy a minimal word requirement. This idea is similar to a proposal by Alderete (1999) in his analysis of Japanese compound accent. Alderete proposes that for long compounds, which have predictable accent, default accent occurs on a "prosodic head", which qualifies as such by meeting a prosodic requirement that it have a Foot plus other prosodic material. Pursuing this line of approach, we take long compounds to be
unmarked and short compounds to be marked, in that they have no member that qualifies as a prosodic head.

But this approach cannot explain why long compounds fail to block voicing. Regardless of whether long compounds are marked or not, an account of rendaku based on a Dep[-voice] constraint will mean that when there is a [-voice] feature present in the input, there is no longer anything to force rendaku to occur.

Given these problems in accounting for the exceptionless voicing of long compounds, I shall leave the matter for future research. Clearly, long compounds resist the kind of blocking of rendaku that occurs with short compounds, but accounting for this behaviour in a way that is consistent with the systematicity of blocking is short compounds is a problem that remains to be solved.

3.5 Underspecification of the [-voice] feature on the initial obstruent

Our account of rendaku depends on the hypothesis that most Yamato nouns with an initial voiceless obstruent have the voicing feature underspecified on that obstruent. This raises the question of why, according to our hypothesis, we do not find more nouns in the Yamato lexicon that do have a specified initial voiceless obstruent. I will delay an answer to that question until the conclusion of chapter 8. My argument for why this obstruent must be underspecified for most nouns relates to two topics that I will explore in further chapters. One is the principle of Lexicon Optimization (Prince & Smolensky (1993:196). Another topic of relevance to this question is the question of how rendaku might have evolved historically and how compound words would have become lexicalized, given the model of lexicalization of compounds we have adopted here. The question of how the phenomenon of rendaku likely developed, along with its property of being subject to lexically determined blocking, is what I shall explore next in chapter 4.
4. Why there are lexicalized exceptions to rendaku voicing: an account based on the evolution of rendaku from an utterance-to-utterance variable phenomenon to a word-to-word variable phenomenon

In the previous chapter we developed an account of how blocking of rendaku voicing in noun-noun compounds can be explained through lexical prespecification of voicing features in the listing of a compound and/or of the individual morphemes of the compound. In this chapter I will consider the question of why these lexicalized cases of blocking developed in the first place.

Directly relevant to this question is the fact that rendaku voicing mainly exhibits word-to-word variation in voicing rather than utterance-to-utterance variation. That is, with the exception of a small number of compounds that can be pronounced either with or without voicing, rendaku voicing varies mainly between individual compounds. This type of variation is in contrast to what we might call "utterance-to-utterance variation", where a single input form has more than one possible output form. In §4.1 I discuss recent analyses in the literature of utterance-to-utterance variation. In §4.2 I show that although these kinds of analyses can account for utterance-to-utterance variation, they cannot directly account for word-to-word variation. In §4.3 and §4.4 I shall argue that the kind of word-to-word variation exhibited by rendaku can be explained as the result of a process that originally began with utterance-to-utterance variation. If rendaku voicing originally showed utterance-to-utterance variation -- and there is some historical evidence to support this -- word-to-word variation could have developed as a result of certain compounds being more likely to be pronounced as voiced and others being more likely to be pronounced as voiceless. I discuss the kinds of factors that could cause certain compounds to be voiced more often than others at a time when rendaku voicing exhibits utterance-to-utterance variation. Once these tendencies became established for certain compounds, lexicalization of compounds that preferred not to voice could, over time, cause speakers to posit an input form for them that would result in their always being pronounced without voicing and ceasing to exhibit utterance-to-utterance variation. I then use one particular model of variation (Boersma & Hayes (1999)) to show how lexicalization of rendaku blocking could cause utterance-to-utterance variation to

30The possible historical account that I propose for the development of word-to-word variation in rendaku voicing rests on adoption to at least some extent of the lexical diffusion hypothesis, as discussed in detail by Labov (1994). The concept of lexical diffusion, as expounded in the work of Cheng and Wang (1977), Chen (1975), is in direct opposition to the Neogrammarian principle that sound change is completely regular and applies across the board rather than to individual words. Labov cites Osthoff and Brugmann (1878) in describing the Neogrammarian position that sound changes occur without exception.

Labov discusses studies such as Wang and Cheng (1977) on sound change in Chinese that present detailed and copious evidence against the Neogrammarian hypothesis of across-the-board sound change.

See Labov (1994) chapter 15 and references cited there for detailed discussion of these issues.
change, over time, to a state of word-to-word variation for rendaku voicing. In §4.5 I return to the matter of the effect of prosodic size on rendaku blocking.

4.1 Literature review of analyses of derived variable effects

In this subsection I examine some previous analyses of other kinds of variable effects, with a view to adapting those analyses to the kinds of variable effects I am examining here.

4.1.1 Unranked constraints: Ringen & Heinamaki (1999) and Anttila (1997)

Anttila (1997) examines linguistic variation, where more than one output is possible for a given input for a given speaker. He explains these effects through unranked constraints. For example, if constraints A, B, and C are unranked, all possible rankings can occur in the grammar: A >> B >> C, A >> C >> B, B >> A >> C, B >> C >> A, C >> A >> B, C >> B >> A. Each ranking is considered equally probable. If output X is optimal for exactly two of the above rankings for a given input, X will occur 2/6 times or 33% of the time.  

Anttila (1997) examines in particular the problem of allomorphy in Finnish genitive plural suffixes. The allomorphs that occur are of the following two types, which Anttila calls "strong" and "weak" allomorphs. The data in (56) are from Anttila (1997:37)

(56)

a. STRONG forms: heavy penult (CVV,CVVC) followed by suffix with /t,d/ onset:

/puu/  "tree" pui.den
/potilas/  "patient" po.ti.lai.den

b. WEAK forms: light penult (CV) followed by suffix with /j/ onset or no onset:

/kala/  "fish" ka.lo.jen
/margariini/  "margarine" mar.ga.rii.ni.en

The problem is that there is a class of nouns for which either the strong form or the weak form can occur. These stems are CV-final and have at least three syllables. Anttila comments that this class "includes loans and foreign names, which shows the productivity of the phenomenon." Examples of this class are shown in (57).

31Similar to Anttila's proposal that each possible ranking occurs equally often is the proposal made here in chapter 6 that each type of input-output pair in pitch accent patterns occurs equally often.
The variation that occurs in (57) also, according to Anttila, has the following properties. Most speakers report that for a given word, one of the allomorphs sounds better than the other, even though both are definitely considered grammatical. In addition, which allomorph is preferred depends on the stem: for some stems it is the weak type; for others it is the strong type.

Anttila explains the variation that occurs in (57) as being due to the fact that neither the strong nor the weak form will violate the highly-ranked constraints NoCLASH (no two consecutive accented syllables), PEAK-PROMINENCE (avoid stressed lights) or WEIGHT-TO-STRESS (avoid unstressed heavies). In addition, the principle that main stress falls on the first syllable is inviolable in Finnish.

Words like /puu/ in (56) a must have strong suffixes. If the weak form occurred as either *pu-jen or *pu-jen we would violate PEAK-PROMINENCE.

Words like /kala/ in (56)b must have weak suffixes. If the strong form occurred as in *ká.loi.den or *ká.loi.den we would violate WEIGHT-TO-STRESS in the first case and NO-CLASH in the second.

But words like /naapuri/ can have either allomorph. Output náa.pu.rei.den, with secondary stress on the third syllable will violate none of the three above constraints; neither will output náa.pu.ri.en.

The fact that náa.pu.rei.den and náa.pu.ri.en both occur, but with one being preferred over the other, is explained by Anttila by several lower ranked constraints that are unranked with respect to each other. One of the two outputs can occur more frequently than the other when there are more rankings of those constraints for which it would be optimal than is the case for the other output. The preference for one output over the other is thus based on phonological factors in Anttila's account.

4.1.2 Boersma & Hayes (1999)

Boersma & Hayes (1999) approach this kind of variation problem in a different way. They propose a grammar in which there is a continuous scale of constraint strictness rather than discreet, categorical rankings. They also propose that "at every evaluation of the candidate set, a small noise component is temporarily added to the ranking value of each constraint, so that the grammar can produce variable outputs if some constraint rankings are close to each other."
Their constraint model works as follows. The ranking value of each constraint is not a single point on a scale but rather a normal probability distribution, where every constraint has a distribution with the same standard deviation. In practical terms, however, the constraint hierarchy is still categorical rather than continuous. This is because every time a constraint is implemented by the grammar, there is a process of random selection by which a temporary specific ranking value for that constraint is determined. That particular ranking value is valid only for that one occasion the constraint is used. Every subsequent implementation of the constraint requires a new process of random selection. For each process of random selection, a selection point is chosen by a randomizing function that obeys the probability distribution of the constraint. The function will choose a point with temporary ranking value \( r \) such that the probability of choosing value \( r \) conforms to that normal probability distribution. The farther away \( r \) is from the mean value of the probability distribution, the more unlikely it is to be chosen.

In this way, if two constraints A and B are located close together on the scale (say, within one standard deviation) but with A's distribution higher than B's, it is still possible for B to dominate A for a measurable minority of selections. This will mean that if A >> B produces a different output than B >> A, both outputs can occur some of the time, depending on what temporary selection point was chosen for each constraint in a given utterance.

In their paper, Boersma & Hayes' model is shown to explain statistical, variable effects that occur when derived forms exhibit utterance-to-utterance variation of the same type that is analysed by Anttila. In the next subsection I will examine whether either of these two models can directly account for word-to-word variation in rendaku voicing.

4.2 The problem of explaining word-to-word variation

Both unranked constraints (Anttila (1997) and Ringen & Heinamaki(1999)) and a continuous constraint scale like that of Boersma and Hayes (1999) can account for phenomena in which more than one output can occur for the same input; however, they cannot directly account for what I am calling "word-to-word variation". That is, they cannot account for a situation in which for a class of input forms S, some phonological process applies to a random subset of S but not to all members of S. Rendaku voicing in Japanese exhibits these kinds of properties: it applies to the majority of compound words in which the second conjunct underlyingly has an initial voiceless obstruent, but there is an unpredictable minority of compounds that resist rendaku. Let us examine how we might try to make Anttila's model of unranked constraints work for rendaku voicing in Japanese. In §2.4 below I shall illustrate what happens when we try to derive the word-to-word variation in rendaku voicing through unranked constraints.

4.2.1 Applying unranked constraints to rendaku voicing

In order to try to derive the statistical effects of blocking of rendaku in certain cases, we would have to employ a constraint that blocks rendaku in the compounds where rendaku does not occur. Following the analysis in §3.2.2, I shall adopt again the following constraint from (42), repeated
here as (58) to derive rendaku voicing.

(58) Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left: "The left edge of every morpheme must be aligned with the left edge of a word." AND "For every [-voice] feature in the output, there is a corresponding [-voice] feature in the input."

To derive rendaku blocking, let us again employ the constraint Obs-Voi, repeated from (15).

(59) Obs-Voi: "Every root node in the output that has the feature [-son] must have a path to a [-voice] feature.

In order for Anttila's model to derive blocking of rendaku in only a percentage of cases, we must have Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left unranked with respect to Obs-Voi. When constraints A and B are unranked with respect to each other, A will dominate B 50% of the time, and B will dominate A the other 50%.

Thus if Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left and Obs-Voi are unranked, then we would expect that half the time we would have the following hierarchy:

(60) Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left >> Obs-Voi

And the other half of the time the opposite hierarchy:

(61) Obs-Voi >> Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left

If (60) holds, rendaku will be blocked. If (61) holds, rendaku will occur.

But in Anttila's model, both hierarchies can occur for a given word. Thus, if we adopt the hypothesis that Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left and Obs-Voi are unranked, we would expect that for a given compound word, rendaku can occur in half the utterances in which it occurs. This is not the effect we are trying to achieve. Rather, we want to explain why for certain words, rendaku occurs, and why for others it does not.

The same will be true of Boersma and Hayes' model. Instead of having the two constraints unranked with respect to each other, their model would have the two constraint ranked close together on a continuous scale. If the two constraints are ranked close enough to each other, a pair of selections for each constraint for a given utterance will yield two selection points such that sometimes Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left will outrank Obs-Voi and other times the reverse will be true, with each ranking occurring for a non-infinitesimal fraction of utterances.

In Boersma & Hayes' model, once variable outputs occur, the phenomenon will be, at least in the
short run, self-perpetuating in that a learner will hear the variable outputs and will adjust their grammar such that they will produce variable outputs as well. Boersma and Hayes (1999) show in detail through a computer simulation of their model that a learner will develop a grammar that produces variation when they are exposed to hearing variable outputs for a set of words.

Although Boersma & Hayes' model cannot directly account for word-to-word variation in rendaku voicing, later in this chapter I will propose that it can help explain why rendaku blocking became lexicalized in such a way as to produce word-to-word variation in rendaku voicing.

4.3 Rendaku irregularity as the legacy of utterance-to-utterance variation

In chapter 3 we saw that rendaku voicing in noun-noun compounds is subject to unpredictable cases of blocking. Many of these cases can only be accounted for by the inclusion of some feature in the lexical listing of a blocking compound that does not exist in the listings of either of the individual members. This type of blocking cannot be accounted for solely by a phonological rule or constraint since if it did, we would have no explanation for why blocking occurs in some compounds but not others that have similar phonological properties. We advanced the hypothesis that compound words are minimally lexically listed as references to the individual morphemes in the lexicon and that because of that, further material could be added to that listing of references: e.g. a floating [-voice] feature.

If adding further material to the lexical listing of compound words is possible, we must ask what restrictions there are on adding such features. If we can add a floating voice feature, why can't we add several root nodes, with features attached? Could we, for example, expect to see compounds like the following:

x,y,ma x=haru "spring" y=kusa "grass"

output: *haru-makusa

There are a number of things that could rule out hypothetical compound words like *haru-makusa. One is that the sequence of sounds /ma/ in this compound violates an Anchoring constraint:

Anchor-Root-Left: "For every Root node R at the left edge of domain D in the input there is a corresponding root node R' at the left edge of domain D' in the output, where R corresponds to R' and D corresponds to D'.

This constraint is violated in certain compounds in order to satisfy other constraints. For example, in the compound haru-same "spring rain", derived from nouns haru "spring" and ame "rain", the epenthesized /s/ is not part of any morpheme. It occurs in the output to avoid vowel hiatus. Not all compounds insert a consonant to avoid vowel hiatus. For example, the compound haru-arasi
"spring storm" has the same /u/-/a/ sequence in the output that is avoided by haru-same. Because consonant epenthesis to avoid vowel hiatus in compounds is the exception rather than the rule, it is more reasonable to posit that the /s/ in haru-same occurs as part of the input form of the compound:

\[ x, s, y: x = \text{haru}; y = \text{ame} \]

The /s/ surfaces in the output in order to avoid vowel hiatus, even though its appearance violates Anchor-Root-Left:

The following constraint seeks to avoid vowel hiatus.

* Nuc, Nuc: A sequence of two nuclei may not occur.\(^32\)

\[(62)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input*: ( x, s, y: x = \text{haru}; y = \text{ame} )</th>
<th>Dep-Feature</th>
<th>* Nuc, Nuc</th>
<th>Anchor-Root-Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>haru-ame</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \equiv \text{haru-same} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In compounds that do not have the /s/ as part of the input, no epenthesis will occur, if Dep-Feature is highly ranked.

\[(63)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input*: ( x, s, y: x = \text{Haru}; y = \text{araSi} )</th>
<th>Dep-Feature</th>
<th>* Nuc, Nuc</th>
<th>Anchor-Root-Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \equiv \text{haru-arasi} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haru-sarasi</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compounds that do not need to repair vowel hiatus will not allow an extra consonantal root node to surface. For example, a sequence of /i/ followed by /i/ across a morpheme boundary can be part of the same syllable in the compound ki-iro "yellow colour", unlike the sequence /u/-/a/.

\[(64)\]

\(^{32}\)This constraint can be seen as an instance of Suzuki's GOCP. See page 171.
Thus, any material that is added to the listing of a compound word can only surface if it serves to satisfy some highly-ranked constraint. In the case of our hypothesized [-voice] feature for compounds that block rendaku, the presence of this feature serves to satisfy the highly ranked constraint Obs-Voi, since it will prevent a voiced obstruent from surfacing.

There is also a second way in which the addition of lexical material to the listing of a compound is likely to be restricted. This has to do with the fact that not only are compound words derived synchronically from simplex words; many are also derived diachronically. That is, many compound words originally developed from a syntactic combination of their constituent morphemes. The way this occurred for many compounds in Japanese is documented by Martin (1987).

When rendaku voicing first appeared in an earlier stage of Japanese, it did so as a reflex of the functional head no, which occurred as an enclitic on the first member of a phrase that eventually became a compound. For example, a compound word like *huyu-zora would have originated as syntactic phrase *huyu-no sora. Martin (1987) gives historical evidence that Japanese compounds that have existed in the language for a long time were originally pronounced in this way as syntactic phrases. When the phrase became a morphological word rather than a syntactic phrase, the particle no disappeared, but was preserved as voicing on the initial obstruent of the second conjunct. There was likely an intermediate stage where the particle no was simply pronounced as a mora nasal, as in *huyu-n-sora. This truncation of particles no and ni to a mora nasal in fast speech still occurs frequently in modern Japanese.33

The development of the nC sequence into a voiced obstruent is exactly parallel to the original historical development of voiced obstruents in Yamato Japanese as documented by Martin (1987).

If compound words developed from syntactic phrases, there must have been a time of transition for a given compound word, when it was lexicalized. A prior generation would have derived the

33This story of the historical evolution of rendaku voicing accounts historically for why dvandva compounds did not develop rendaku voicing. A compound such as kami-hotoke "Gods and Buddhas" could not have originated from the phrase kami-no hotoke, which would mean Buddha of God.
word from a syntactic phrase. For example, a compound like *takara-bune* "treasure boat", would have been originally pronounced as syntactic phrase *takara-no hune*, with a genitive case-particle occurring as an enclitic on the first noun. Leaving aside for the moment the problem of rendaku voicing, there must have been a stage where one generation derived the compound as a syntactic phrase: perhaps as *takara-n' hune* or *takara-[+voice] hune*, and the next generation perceived the phrase as a lexically listed compound. When this occurred, the first generation of learners that posited a lexical listing for the compound would have been basing their input form on an output form *takara-bune* whose speakers derived the word as a phrase from two separate lexical listings *takara* and *hune*. There is no way that this prior generation could have produced an output form with added material unless there was some phonological reason for its occurrence (such as we find, for example in compound word *haru-same* "spring rain" (discussed above), derived from *haru* "spring" and *ame* "rain", with /s/ epenthesized to avoid vowel hiatus.) Thus the first generation that derived *takara-bune* as a compound posited an input form on the basis of an earlier generation's output form that had no room for the adding of extra material, since the derivation was based only on simplex words.

Let us now return to the question of the irregularity of rendaku voicing. If we allow addition of extra material to the listing of a compound word, albeit in a very restricted way, why does it occur at all, making rendaku voicing irregular? Why would some compounds end up with this added feature that blocks rendaku while others do not?

The most natural explanation for this fact, and one for which there is some historical evidence, is that rendaku is a phenomenon that originally showed much utterance-to-utterance variation and that it evolved in a predictable way such that utterance-to-utterance variation was replaced by word-to-word variation. Utterance-to-utterance variation is naturally explainable, in Boersma & Hayes' model, by the close ranking of two constraints. We only have to show, then, why rendaku would evolve to a state where it exhibits word-to-word variation instead of utterance-to-utterance variation.

Let us examine the ways in which rendaku voicing could have changed from a phenomenon that originally showed utterance-to-utterance variation and then later showed word-to-word variation.

When phrases such as *huyu-n-sora* became compounds, there is evidence that for at least some compounds, there was variation. They could be pronounced either with or without voicing on the initial obstruent of the second conjunct. For example, Martin (1987:100) gives historical evidence of what he calls "doublets" (i.e. with two variable output forms: one with voicing and one without) at an earlier stage of the language:
There is also evidence that in classical times, voicing was quite variable generally, since the orthography often did not distinguish voiced from voiceless obstruents.

The second ingredient that is relevant to the change of rendaku voicing from an utterance-to-utterance-variable phenomenon to a word-to-word variable phenomenon is a combination of various random factors that will inevitably affect the outputs that a language learner hears. These random effects will affect some words in one direction and other words in another direction so that the total effect of these factors across the whole language is insignificant. I summarize below some of the kinds of factors that could cause some compounds to be voiced more frequently than others.

Factor 1: Performance and perception errors

Performance and perception factors may make speakers in a population, on the average, more likely to accidentally voice compound A (or likely to incorrectly hear compound A as voiced) and less likely to voice compound B (or hear compound B as voiced), because of the differing
performance and perception challenges in pronouncing and perceiving different words, but the overall effect will be that these random perturbations will cancel each other out, when we consider all the words of the language (unless independent factors were relevant.)

Factor 2: Geographic variability of rendaku in earlier stages of Japanese

There is no evidence that when rendaku voicing first appeared, it appeared simultaneously among all members of the Japanese speaking population. The null hypothesis would be that it appeared first among some geographical and/or social subgroup. This conjecture is strongly supported by the great linguistic diversity among Japanese dialects, which still persists today in spite of the influence of mass communications. Words that were used more commonly by a substratum of the population that was more likely to use rendaku voicing would be voiced more often than words that were used mainly by groups that did not voice as much. The overall effect would be that some words would be voiced more often than others. This would not affect the average rate of voicing for the whole population but could result in differences for the rate of voicing for certain compounds.

Factor 3: Variation among speakers in the rate of rendaku voicing

In §4 I present experimental evidence on rates of rendaku voicing for fictitious compounds with different speakers. In this experiment, native speakers were asked to read fictitious compounds. Because these compounds are not real, the speaker must use rendaku voicing as a productive process to determine whether voicing occurs or not. We find that among just four speakers, the overall rate of voicing for the same sets of compounds varied from 22% to 64%.

This suggests that when presented with a new compound word, different speakers will have different grammars with respect to their ranking of constraints responsible for rendaku voicing. Such a situation would be expressed in the following way in Boersma and Hayes' model. For simplicity, let us use just two conflicting constraints that are active at the time that rendaku is productive: F for faithfulness ("anti-rendaku") and R for whatever constraint derives rendaku. If different speakers effect rendaku voicing for a compound more than others, they will have F and R at difference distances apart on the constraint scale.

If different speakers were more likely to voice a new compound when it first appeared than others, then some compounds could potentially have a higher rate of voicing than others, depending on what speakers used those compounds the most and depending on sociolinguistic factors.

Factor 4: The overall strength of constraints that derived rendaku voicing were higher on average during one historical period than during another

If rendaku went through a period of utterance-to-utterance variation, the average frequency at
which all compounds in the language were voiced was not necessarily constant at 50% -- it could have been any measurable level. In addition, given the fact that there was a time when rendaku did not occur at all and a later time when it was generally applied across all dialects, the average rate of voicing must have changed over time. That is, there must exist historical times \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) such that the overall rate of rendaku voicing of all compound words across the population was lower at time \( T_1 \) than at time \( T_2 \).

We also know that not all compound words became current at the same time. For example, in (8) we saw examples of compounds that were coined as late as 1912.

It must be the case, then, that there are some compounds that became current at a time when rendaku voicing occurred in a high percentage of utterances and other compounds that became current at a time when rendaku voicing occurred for a lower percentage of utterances.

4.4 The effects of the above factors

There is historical evidence that an earlier stage of Japanese had variable outputs for compound words, with both voicing and no voicing possible. Because of the effects of the above four factors, some compound words would have been voiced more frequently than others. When a learner hears a particular compound word voiced in an utterance, in Boersma and Hayes' model they will slightly adjust their grammar so that the pro-rendaku constraint is more highly ranked. When they hear a compound word not voiced, they will adjust their grammar so that pro-rendaku constraints are ranked lower than anti-rendaku constraints. If compounds were voiced, say, 75% of the time on the average at a particular historical time, a speaker would rank anti-rendaku constraints at a level relative to pro-rendaku constraints so that this 75% voicing level would be maintained for compound words as a whole. If no other factors could affect the overall rate of voicing, Boersma and Hayes' learning algorithm will predict that this state of utterance-to-utterance variation will continue from one generation to the next, with no change in the overall rate of voicing.

But given our hypothesis of the lexicalization of compounds, there is an additional way in which a new generation of speakers could derive the output form for a given compound word. In Boersma & Hayes' model, not only does a learner adjust their ranking of constraints when they hear an output form. They must also determine the input form of the compound from the output that they hear and from their grammar. Let us consider the following plausible situation in an earlier stage of Japanese. Consistent with the fact that rendaku voicing currently occurs in at least 75% of noun-noun compounds, rendaku voicing at the stage we are considering occurred more often than rendaku blocking, but rendaku exhibited utterance-to-utterance variation. That is for most compound words, rendaku voicing sometimes occurred and sometimes it did not. Because of the various sociolinguistic and performance factors outlined above, some compounds were heard voiced more often than others.
Let us consider compounds whose second conjunct is *tama* "ball." Consistent with the fact that in modern Japanese, six out of eight Yamato noun-noun compounds with this word are voiced, let us suppose that at this earlier stage, because of certain performance and/or sociolinguistic factors, a learner would hear compounds with second conjunct *tama* "ball", frequently pronounced with voicing. Suppose also that they heard utterances of *kani-tama* "crab-ball" frequently pronounced without voicing. That is, our hypothesis is that certain compounds ended up with no voicing in modern Japanese because at an earlier stage they were frequently not voiced, even though voicing was also possible. Given a linguistic environment in which voicing was heard on compounds in general more often than not, it is most plausible that a learner would have adjusted their grammar such that the pro-rendaku constraint Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left & Dep[-voi] was more highly ranked than the anti-rendaku constraint Obs-Voi. This means that in Boersma and Hayes' model, the learner would have made a constraint selection most of the time in which Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left & Dep[-voice] outranks Obs-Voi, but in a minority of selections they would have the opposite ranking. Let us consider the (more frequent) selection of Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left & Dep[-voice] >> Obs-Voi together with what we hypothesize to be the more frequent hearing of *kani-tama* with no rendaku voicing. In Boersma and Hayes' model, when a learner hears an utterance with a compound like *kani-tama* pronounced with no voicing, the learner would adjust their constraint ranking slightly so that Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left & Dep[-voice] is ranked a little lower and Obs-Voi a little higher. But over the long haul, the learner's ranking of Obs-Voi should stay below the ranking of Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left & Dep[-voice], since they will hear more voiced compounds than compounds without rendaku.

This means that the learner will never reach a state where their grammar derives the output form of *kani-tama* as voiceless for most utterances. Most of the time their grammar will make the wrong prediction for this compound. Because of various extra-phonological factors, they usually hear this compound pronounced with no voicing on the initial obstruent. If this were the case for a compound like *kani-tama*, the most logical move would be for them to adjust their input form for the compound from (66) (a) to (66) (b).

(66)

(a)

A, B  A=kani;  B=tama

(b)

A, B, [-voice]  A=kani;  B=tama

If the learner can posit a new input form for compounds like *kani-tama* that frequently block voicing, interesting changes will result in the phenomenon of variable outputs, as will be shown below.
Recall that variable outputs are caused, in Boersma & Hayes' model, by close ranking of two constraints on a constraint scale. In our hypothesized account of variable outputs for rendaku voicing at an earlier stage of Japanese, we ranked Obs-Voi below but close to the conjoined constraint Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left.

In the tableau for the compound *yuki-dama*, shown below, as long as the speaker makes a selection in which Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left dominates Obs-Voi, voicing will occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dep[-voice] &amp; Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left</th>
<th>Obs-Voi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yuki-tama</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yuki-dama</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a learner hears, say, 25% of compounds pronounced with no voicing, they will maintain a constraint hierarchy in which Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left is ranked a little above Obs-Voi.

But consider now what will happen if a learner posits an input with a [-voice] feature added to a particular compound. Suppose that they posit this kind of input for a compound that according to our hypothesis was frequently not voiced — say, *kani-tama*, which is not voiced in modern Japanese. As shown by tableau (68), their grammar will now predict that it should surface as non-voiced 100% of the time, regardless of how a speaker selects a relative ranking of Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left and Obs-Voi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dep[-voice] &amp; Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left</th>
<th>Obs-Voi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kani-tama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kani-dama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both candidates now satisfy Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left, since there is a [-voice] feature in the input. Thus Obs-Voi will rule out the voiced candidate regardless of the ranking of the two constraints.

In the minority of instances when the learner hears the compound voiced, they will try to adjust
their grammar such that some constraint that derives voicing will rise on the constraint scale. But the constraint \text{Dep[-voice]} \& \text{Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left} is no longer able to derive voicing, with a \text{[-voice]} feature in the input. They will have to gradually promote some other constraint or constraints that derive rendaku for these utterances. There is no obvious alternative constraint that a learner might promote in response to hearing \text{kani-dama} as voiced when they have posited an underlying \text{[-voice]} feature. A hypothetical constraint such as the following, which takes voiceless obstruents to be marked in Japanese, contradicts the fact that they occur more robustly than voiced obstruents in the language.

\text{(69)}

\text{[-sonorant, -voice]}: Every root node with a \text{[-sonorant]} feature must not have a path to a \text{[-voice]} feature.

Even if such a constraint were possible, which is doubtful, and if it were promoted relative to \text{Obs-Voi} whenever \text{kani-tama} is heard, there would be many more utterances that would cause the learner to demote this constraint relative to \text{Obs-Voi}.

For example, suppose that the learner has raised the ranking level of \text{[-voice]} relative to \text{Obs-Voi} such that 5\% of the time they will make a constraint selection in which \text{[-voice]} outranks \text{Obs-Voi}. Such would be the predicted level under Boersma & Hayes' model if the learner were to hear a compound like \text{kani-tama} voiced 5\% of the time. Consider now what happens when the learner hears a simplex word with an initial voiceless obstruent. Regardless of whether the initial voiceless obstruent in \text{sora} "sky" is underspecified for voicing, the ranking \text{Obs-Voi} \gg \text{[-voice]} will correctly derive the output.

\text{(70) (a) "S" represents a coronal fricative underspecified for voicing}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input: Sora &quot;sky&quot;</th>
<th>Obs-Voi</th>
<th>\text{[-voice]}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. sora \mid [-voice]</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{*}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. zora \mid [+voice]</td>
<td>\text{!*}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\text{(70) (b) For any coronal fricative underspecified for voicing}
(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: sora &quot;sky&quot;</th>
<th>Obs-Voi</th>
<th>*[-voice]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-voice]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. sora</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-voice]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. zora</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[+voice]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But 5% of the time the learner will make a constraint selection in which *[-voice] outranks Obs-Voi. This will mean that the learner's predicted output does not match the utterance and the learner will demote *[-voice] relative to Obs-Voi. Since simplex words with initial voiceless obstruents will be heard more commonly than compounds like *kani-tama* that usually do not voice, the effect will be to demote the constraint *[-voice] relative to Obs-Voi to the extent that the learner would very rarely select *[-voice] above Obs-Voi, thus voicing this compound very rarely. Thus the next generation of speakers would tend to uniformly block rendaku in this kind of compound, with almost no variation -- at least much less than the previous generation.

Hearing simplex words with initial voiced obstruents would not affect the learner's ranking of the constraints *Obs-Voi and *[-voice], assuming high ranking of the constraint Max-Path-Feature, as proposed in (16) and (17).

There will be a second effect of this lexicalization of a [-voice] feature for compounds that are frequently not voiced. Once compounds like *kani-tama* gain a lexicalized [-voice] feature, they can be derived as non-voiced without ranking the constraint Obs-Voi almost as high as Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left. This will decrease the tendency to promote the constraint Obs-Voi. Suppose, for example, that before a new generation of speakers started positing a lexicalized [-voice] feature for compounds such as *kani-tama*, about 80% of noun-noun compounds were voiced. But as we have proposed, some compounds were voiced more often than others because of various performance and sociolinguistic factors. At this stage, the grammar would rank Obs-Voi at a level below Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left such that a given compound was 80% likely to voice. As long as a new generation hears 80% of compounds as voiced, they will maintain this relative level of the two constraints in their grammar.

But suppose that compounds that gained a lexicalized [-voice] feature accounted for 50% of the cases of non-voicing across the language. The generation that lexicalized those compounds now do not need to account for those 50% of the non-voiced words by giving Obs-Voi a high enough ranking, since they will derive them as non-voiced regardless of the relative ranking of Dep[-
Hearing those words will not cause them to promote Obs-Voi or demote Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left in their grammar. Thus their grammar only needs to account for the remaining 50% of the non-voiced compounds, or 10% of the total. This means that their grammar will tend to rank Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left and Obs-Voi such as to derive, on the average, 90% voicing for compounds rather than 80%. If the compounds that frequently voiced and did not receive a lexicalized [-voice] feature were voiced more than the average, they will now be voiced more than 90% of the time. As this tendency progresses through each generation, and as words that regularly resist rendaku are lexicalized with a [-voice] feature, the constraint ranking between anti-rendaku constraints and pro-rendaku constraints will be affected only by the remaining words. There will thus be a tendency for the voicing rate on these remaining words to increase over each generation, until a point is reached where most words no longer exhibit variation with respect to rendaku voicing.

In summary, then, two things will make it possible for utterance-to-utterance variation to gradually change to a state of word-to-word variation for a process like rendaku voicing: (a) the possibility of adding features such as [-voice] to the lexical listing of a compound; and (b) variation in voicing rate among individual compounds due to sociolinguistic and performance factors.

This gives us an account of how word-to-word variation in rendaku voicing could develop from an original state of utterance-to-utterance variation.

As outlined in footnote 30, this view of rendaku voicing as a phenomenon that evolved to exhibit word-to-word variation is consistent with the hypothesis, expounded in Labov (1994), and in references cited there (see, for example, Wang and Cheng (1977)), that sound change can occur through lexical diffusion. The principle of lexical diffusion views sound change as applying to words as opposed to sounds. Labov cites evidence from a wide variety of languages in studies by Chen and Wang (1975), Sherman (1973), Ogura (1987) and Krishnamurti (1978) that support the hypothesis that sound change occur in words rather than across the board for a particular phoneme.

4.5 Summary of chapter 4

In this chapter I have adopted Boersma & Hayes' model of a continuous scale of constraint ranking to account for a state of utterance-to-utterance variation in rendaku voicing that, as suggested by some evidence, may have existed at an earlier stage of Japanese. By positing a number of extra-phonological factors that could affect the voicing or perception of voicing on a given compound, we developed the hypothesis that certain words and certain compounds deviated in one direction or another from an average frequency of voicing at such a stage of the language. I argued that under Boersma and Hayes' model, the possibility that a speaker could add features to their input form of a compound would predict that utterance-to-utterance variation in
rendaku voicing could evolve to a state where word-to-word variation of the type we see in modern Japanese could take over, with exceptions to rendaku being mediated by the inclusion of voicing features in the listing of a compound, according to the model of input forms for compounds that I proposed in chapter 2.

In the next chapter I will examine a different case of blocking of rendaku voicing: blocking in noun-verb compounds. The patterns of voicing in these compounds differ from those in noun-noun compounds in that there is evidence that voicing is affected not only by lexical factors, but also by phonological factors.
5. Blocking of rendaku in noun-verb compounds

In this chapter we will examine the voicing behaviour of what we might call "noun-verb" compounds. These compounds contrast with noun-noun compounds, examined in previous chapters, because, although they also experience rendaku voicing, voicing appears to be blocked by phonological and morphological factors as well as by lexical factors.

Noun-verb compounds are formed from a noun and a verb, but the verb occurs in its deverbal noun form, which is the bare verb root plus an epenthesized vowel if the verb stem is consonant-final. The whole compound behaves like a nominalization in that it cannot be inflected, but it can syntactically behave like a verb in certain constructions such as a light verb construction.

A typical example is *kusa-tori* (grass-take) which means "weeding." It can function as a noun when it occurs in a case-marked position. It can also be used predicatively when inflection is borne by the light verb *suri*, as in the phrase *kusa-tori-suri*, which means "to do weeding." Notice that the /t/ does not voice to a /d/. This blocking of rendaku is typical for a noun-verb compound that has similar phonological and morphological properties to *kusa-tori*, as we shall see in §5.1.2 below.

In noun-verb compounds the patterns of blocking are much more complex than what we saw for noun-noun compounds in §3. Some of the conditions under which blocking of rendaku voicing can occur for noun-verb compounds will be described presently. Some of the specific properties of rendaku blocking in noun-verb compounds are as follows. Voicing is more likely to be blocked when the verb stem has less than two moras: for example when the citation form of the verb is CVC-u. Voicing occurs more often when the verb's citation form is CVCV-ru or CVCVC-u. But when the verb is even longer: for example CVCVCVC-u in the citation form, voicing occurs less often again.

We also find that other factors can affect blocking: (a) the morpho-syntactic relation between the noun and the verb and (b) the underlying accent pattern of the verb.

The effect of the type of morpho-syntactic relation between the noun and the verb on voicing in Japanese noun-verb compounds has been observed in the literature. For example, Itô & Mester (1998) show that in noun-verb compounds, blocking is more likely to occur when there is an argument relation between the noun and the verb than when there is an adjunct relation.

The effect of the underlying accent pattern of the verb on rendaku is observed in Sugioka (1984) who comments that the accent pattern of the verb can also influence the occurrence of rendaku.

What we will observe in noun-verb compounds is that these three blocking factors: prosodic size, underlying accentuation, and morphosyntactic relation can all work together to have a "ganging up" effect on rendaku. That is, when all three blocking factors occur simultaneously, blocking of rendaku is strongest.
In this chapter I shall begin, in §5.1, with empirical evidence of how blocking occurs robustly when all three of these blocking factors occur simultaneously.

5.1 Examples of rendaku blocking in noun-verb compounds

Let us begin by examining noun-verb compounds in which the verb is (a) underlyingly accented, (b) has a CVC stem, and (c) has an argument relation with the noun. We shall see that in this type of compound, rendaku usually does not occur at all, though there are a few exceptions that mostly occur with the same verbs. If the verb is underlyingly unaccented, rendaku will occur more often, but is sometimes still blocked.

I present below two closely related sets of data for the same set of verbs. The verbs are all accented verbs with a CVC stem. In the first set of data are noun-verb compounds with an adjunct relation between the noun and verb. In the second set are compounds with an argument relation between the noun and verb. Only compounds in which the noun is of Yamato (native) origin have been included, since the presence of a Sino-Japanese morpheme in a compound can sometimes block rendaku voicing. A pitch accent on the verb is indicated by an acute accent.

In §5.1.1 below I show that for compounds with CVC, accented verb stems, when there is an adjunct relation, rendaku robustly occurs.

5.1.1 Adjunct compounds

(71) ha-u "to crawl" (compare with (89))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hara-bai</th>
<th>belly-crawl</th>
<th>lying on one's belly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yoko-bai</td>
<td>side-crawl</td>
<td>crawling sideways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yo-bai</td>
<td>0night-crawl</td>
<td>night crawling, sneaking visit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(72) hór-u "to dig, carve" (compare with (92))

| ki-bori    | tree-dig⁵   | wood carving        |

³⁴For the verb hír-u "to get dry" (compare with (91)) I can only find the following V-V compound, in which neither verb acts like the morphosyntactic head. This type of "dvandva" compound generally resists rendaku. (See SugioKa (1984) and Kageyama (1982).

| miti-hi    | get.full-get.dry | ebb and flow |

³⁵When "wood" occurs as complement of "carve", it occurs as an oblique, not as an accusative (continued...)
maru-bori  round-dig  3D sculpture
uki-bori  float-dig  relief, embossed carving

(73) hōs-u "to dry" (compare with (93))

kage-bosi  shade-dry  "drying in the shade" (locative)
kara-bosi  dry-dry  "dried fish or vegetables" (manner)

(74) hūk-u "to blow"36

i-buki  breath-blow

(75) hūr-u "to fall" (compare with (95))

dosya-buri  earth.and.sand-fall  "heavy downpour" (manner)
hon-buri  original-fall  "regular rain" (manner)
yoko-buri  side-fall  "driving rain" (locative)

(76) kāk-u "to write, paint" (compare with (96))37

(...continued)

object.

36 The compound hon-poo-huki "free-spirited" is listed in an internet database but not found in a dictionary. There may be an error for the characters for huki in the listing I found. hon-poo means "wild." It is possible that huki is actually the Sino-Japanese compound hu-ki "freedom from restraint", which fits well the meaning given for hon-poo-huki.

In the compound hito-huki, the prefix hito- "one" usually does not trigger rendaku on the morpheme that follows it:

hito-huki  one-blow  a gust

37 The following compound also voices but is not included because it is Sino-Japanese:

koonoo-gaki  efficacy-write "statement of effect of medicine" (oblique)
te-gaki  hand-paint  "hand-painted" (instrument)
sita-gaki  under-write  "draft" (locative)

(77) kát-u "to win" (compare with (97))

kana-gati  kana(character)-win  using more kana than characters
maru-gati  circle-win  complete victory
ware-gati  me-win  everyone for himself

(78) kér-u "to kick" (compare with (98))

asi-ge  a.kick

38 The following compounds are formed from first conjuncts that are Sino-Japanese:

hu-soku-gati  insufficient-win  needy circumstances
gyaku-ten-gati  reversal-win  coming from behind to win
hantee-gati  judgement-win  winning a decision

The following are V-V compounds:

utu-muki-gati  downcast-win  looking down
wasure-gati  forget-win  forgetful
okotari-gati  neglect-win  neglectful

39 The following is another example of lack of rendaku after prefix hito- "one":

hito-keri  a.kick

40 In this compound, the verb ker-u acts as if it were a vowel-final verb: ke-ru.
(79) kir-u "to cut" (compare with (99))

ura-giri rear-cut "treachery" (locative)

(80) kom-u "to be crowded" (compare with (101))

The following compound is either a V-V (verb-verb) compound, which usually does not undergo rendaku, or else a N-V compound with a Sino-Japanese first conjunct:

si-komi serve-crowd training

(81) kū-u "to eat" (vulgar) (compare with (103))

haya-gui fast-eat eating fast
kakusi-gui hide-eat eating on the sly (V-V)
ne-gui sleep-eat living in idleness (V-V)
tomo-gui mutual-eat cannibalism

(82) kūm-u "to fold" (compare with (104))

(83) sák-u "to tear, split" (compare with (105))

yatu-zaki eight-tear tearing limb from limb

---

41 The following compounds have Sino-Japanese first conjuncts:

ku-giri section-cut "punctuation" (not clear if adjunct)
sen-giri thousand-cut "chips" (manner)

42 The following compound is a dvandva V-V that always resists rendaku:

nomi-kui drink-eat food and drink (V-V)

43 The only adjunct compounds I can find for this verb are the following:

si-kumi serve-fold structure (either V-V or Sino Japanese)
tori-kumi take-fold bout (V-V)
(84) sūk-u "to like" (compare with (107))

(These are arguably N-N compounds, formed from deverbal noun suki which is used instead of an inflected verb.)

sake-zuki  sake-like  drinker
hito-zuki  person-like  attractiveness
mono-zuki  thing-like  curiosity
yoko-zuki44  side-like  "crazy about it but very bad at it"

(85) sūm-u "to become clear; to finish; to live" (compare with (108))45

uwa-zumi  upper-become.clear  the clear top of a liquid

(86) sur-u "to rub, grind, paint" See (109))46

kari-zuri  proof printing
sita-zuri  under-print  proof printing

(87) tāt-u "to stand, break off, depart, pass, cut" 47

44 Also pronounced heta-no-yoko-zuki "clumsy-GEN side like"

45 In the following compounds, -zumi, derived from sūm-u acts like a productive suffix. In fact, zumi is listed as a suffix in the dictionary, occurring productively with Sino-Japanese verbal nouns.

syooomee-zumi  proof-finish  already proved
yoyaku-zumi  reservation-finish  reserved

If zumi- is a suffix here, these are not V-V compounds, which usually resist rendaku.

46 The following are Sino-Japanese compounds:

ni-syoku-zuri  two-colour-printing
ryoo-men-zuri  printing-on-both-sides

47 The following have Sino-Japanese first conjuncts:

(continued...)
If we factor out cases of words formed by rendaku-resisting prefixes like *hito-* and *hatu-* , and V-V compounds, we find that rendaku occurs almost without exception in these adjunct-head compounds. Consider next, in §5.1.2, argument compounds with the same verbs:

### 5.1.2 Argument compounds

Included in this list are verbs with no argument compounds. These verbs are listed (a) in cases where only adjunct compounds exist with this verb, for comparison with the list of adjunct compounds in the previous subsection and (b) for completeness, for the sake of showing all the possible Yamato verbs with initial voiceless obstruents that might form compounds that are capable of undergoing rendaku voicing.

(89) háw-u "to crawl" adjunct compounds only: (unergative verb?)
(90) hér-u "to pass, elapse": (no compounds with Yamato nouns)
(91) hîr-u "to get dry": (no argument compounds)
(92) hór-u "to dig, carve"

(...continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ippon-dati</td>
<td>one-break-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boo-dati</td>
<td>pole-stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yo-dati</td>
<td>night-depart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
imo-hōri potato-dig "potato field" (cf. imo-o hor-u)
ido-hōri well-dig "well-digging" (cf. ido-o hor-u)

(93) hōs-u "to dry"
mono-hōsi thing-dry "drying rack"

(94) hūk-u "to blow"
hue-hukī flute-blow "piper"
sio-huki salt-spout "spouting of whale"
hai-huki ash-blow "bamboo ash receptacle"

(95) hūr-u "to fall"
amē-huri rain-fall "rainfall"
simo-huri frost-fall "frosting"

(96) kāk-u "to write; to scratch, paw, shave, rake, row":
e-kāki picture-write "painter"
mono-kaki thing-write "writer"
mizu-kāki water-row "paddle"

(97) kāt-u "to win" (no argument-head compounds. kat-u acts syntactically like an unergative: no accusative object)

(98) kēr-u "to kick":
aza-keri birthmark-kick "ridicule"
isi-kērī stone-kick "hopscotch"

(99) kir-u "to cut".⁴⁸
isi-kiri stone-cut "stonecutting/-er"
eda-kiri branch-cut "pruning"

---

⁴⁸The following compounds are non-Yamato:
kan-kiri can-cut "can-opener"
en-kiri marriage-cut "divorce"
kawa-kiri hide-cut "leather-cutter"
kippū-kiri ticket-cut "punching.ticket"
kuti-kiri mouth-cut "beginning;to-the-brim"
mizu-kiri water-cut "draining water;drainboard"

(100) ków-u "to love" (not active in modern Japanese as a verb: the deverbal noun is more common)

(101) kóm-u "to be crowded" 49

(102) kór-u "to be stiff, get stiff"

katá-kori shoulder-get.stiff "stiff shoulders"

(103) kúw-u "to eat" (vulgar) 50

ari-kui ant-eat "anteater"
hito-kui person-eat "cannibalism"

(104) kúm-u "to fold" 51

ude-gumi arm-fold arm wrestling
waku-gumi frame-fold frame

(105) sák-u "to tear, split" only an adjunct compound

(106) sás-u "to fill, add, apply; shine"

  49The only N-V compound I can find is the following, with a Sino-Japanese N1:

zee-komi tax-crowd "tax-included"

  50The following compound has a Sino-Japanese N1:

men-kui face-eat "attracted by physical looks only"

  51The following compound has a Sino-Japanese N1:

en-gumi marriage-fold betrothal
mono-sási  thing-add  "ruler" (for measuring)

(107) súk-u "to like"  (used almost exclusively in deverbal noun form.)

(108) súm-u: "to become clear; to finish; to live" (no argument compounds)

(109) súru "to rub, grind, print":

    te-suri  hand-rub  handrail

(110) tát-u "to stand, break off, depart, pass, cut" 52

This verb does not seem to block rendaku in head-argument compounds.

    kao-dati  face-stand  features
    ko-dati  tree-stand  grove
    hito-dati  person-stand  crowd

(111) tór-u "to take" 53

    kusa-tóri  grass-take  "weeding"
    nezumí-tóri  mouse-take  "mousetrap"
    kuti-tóri  mouth-take  "groom, stable-boy"
    hae-tóri  fly-catch  "fly-catching"
    mono-tóri  thing-take  "thief"
    io-tóri  fish-take  "fisherman" (archaic)
    kazi-tóri  rudder-take  "helmsman"

(112) tok-u "to untie, solve, melt": no argument compounds

In the above compounds, rendaku is blocked consistently, with the exception of compounds with

52 The following compound has a Sino-Japanese N1:

    yuu-dati  rain-pass  rainshower

53 The following compounds have Sino-Japanese N1's:

    syakkín-tóri  debt-take  "bill collection"
    kanzyóó-tóri  account-take  "bill collector"
two verbs: *tāt-u* "to stand" and *kūm-u* "to fold". Both of these verbs always fail to block rendaku. These verbs are behaving in a similar way to certain nouns that we observed always voice in noun-noun compounds (e.g. *huro* "bath."). In the case of the nouns that never failed to voice, there was no reason to posit that these nouns had a lexical feature that forced voicing, since exceptionless voicing is the case for the majority of Yamato nouns. Of the 101 bimoraic Yamato nouns that were examined for voicing in noun-noun compounds, 20 always failed to voice, suggesting that the noun itself had a lexical [-voice] feature that blocked voicing. Of the remaining 81 nouns, 15 were variable with respect to voicing and the other 66 always voiced. This suggests that nouns that sometimes resisted voicing were the exception, and that the compounds in which they failed to voice had a lexical [-voice] feature that blocked voicing. Nouns that always voiced were more common, and thus there was no need to posit some floating [+voice] feature for these nouns to explain this.

In the case of the noun-verb compounds listed above, voicing is the exception rather than the rule. This suggests the following two things: (a) that blocking of voicing in this class of compound has a phonological or morphosyntactic cause rather than a lexical one, since blocking occurs productively for this class of compound; (b) that nouns like *tāt-u* and *kūm-u* have an underlying feature that forces rendaku to occur even in the face of phonological conditions that would otherwise cause blocking. Recall that we posited a floating [+voice] feature in noun-noun compounds with "rendaku haters" in instances where the compound did voice. A floating [+voice] feature in the listing of verbs *tāt-u* and *kūm-u* could, in a similar way, force rendaku voicing through the action of the constraint Max[+voice]. In chapter 3, we posited a similar account for noun-noun compound *no-gusa* "field-grass", which voices in tableau (47) in spite of the fact that *kusa* "grass" usually resists rendaku. Recall that in our derivation of simplex noun *kusa* from an input with a floating [+voice] feature, the [+voice] feature surfaces on the final vowel of *kusa*.

Apart from exceptions like compounds with *tāt-u* or *kūm-u*, which could be accounted for in this way by lexical pre-specification, we have good evidence that noun-verb argument compounds in which the second member has a CVC stem and is underlyingly accented, have some set of phonological and/or morphological properties that causes them to block rendaku.

In our examination of noun-noun compounds, we basically found that there was one phonological factor that set the stage for blocking: the prosodic size of the compound. In the case of noun-verb compounds, we can observe not one but up to three possible phonological and/or morphological factors that can affect whether rendaku blocking can occur: (a) the prosodic length of the verb stem; (b) the morphosyntactic relation between the noun and verb; and (c) the underlying accentuation of the verb. The fact that such a high proportion of argument compounds with CVC stem verbs resist voicing suggests that it is more than just the presence of some permitted lexical feature that blocks voicing in these cases. If compounds like *isi-kiri* "stone-cutter" were blocking voicing because of the presence of a [-voice] feature in the lexical entry of the compound, we would need to explain why such a high proportion of compounds of this type have such a
prespecified lexical feature, since 37 out of 44 cases block voicing. If it is the presence of some added lexical feature that blocks voicing here, we should expect that the addition of such features is the exception rather than the rule, as was the case for noun-noun compounds. It is more plausible that most of the compounds in (89) through (112) resist voicing because of some phonological factor or factors.

There is a clear morpho-syntactic difference between the compounds in §5.1.1 and §5.1.2. When there is an adjunct relation, voicing occurs. When there is an argument relation, voicing is usually blocked. This suggests that these argument compounds have morphological and phonological properties that cause them to block voicing.

There is, of course, nothing to prevent the possibility that some compounds of this type also have lexical features included with the listing of the compound that will affect the voicing outcome, as was proposed for noun-noun compounds.

The possibility that the voicing outcome of noun-verb compounds can be affected by both lexical and phonological/morphological factors makes the picture more complex for noun-verb compounds than it was for noun-noun compounds. It makes it more difficult to distinguish the contribution of lexical prespecification from the contribution of phonological blocking factors in determining why blocking occurs.

In order to deal with this problem when we analyse the effects of phonological blocking factors on noun-verb compounds, I propose that rather than trying to deal with the foregoing data directly, we can better understand the nature of rendaku blocking in noun-verb compounds by examining how blocking occurs in fictitious compounds. Accordingly, in the next chapter I report on a psycholinguistic experiment that was done with native speakers pronouncing fictitious compounds. This experiment is intended to test the hypothesis that phonological rendaku-blocking factors are active in the grammar of modern speakers.
6. An experiment to test the frequency of rendaku voicing in fictitious noun-verb compounds

In this chapter I describe and discuss a psycholinguistic experiment done with native speakers pronouncing fictitious noun-verb compounds. Whereas patterns of rendaku voicing in noun-noun compounds, which were examined in chapters 2-4, are arguably affected mainly by lexical factors (factoring out cases of blocking by Lyman's Law), we find that real noun-verb compounds behave differently, showing apparent phonological and morphological effects on voicing that do not appear in noun-noun compounds. In addition to evidence that phonological and morphological factors directly cause blocking of rendaku in noun-verb compounds, there is also evidence that lexical prespecification can affect the voicing of individual compounds, as we observed for noun-noun compounds.

The purpose of the experiment is to attempt to factor out effects of possible lexical prespecification on voicing in noun-noun compounds, and examine just phonological and morphological factors that might affect voicing. Specifically, a fictitious noun-verb compound is one that is composed of a real noun and a real verb stem, but whose occurrence together in a compound is not recognized by native speakers as a bona-fide output form that they would pronounce or hear in normal discourse. Under the hypothesis that a fictitious compound does not have its own lexical listing in a speaker's lexicon in the way that we proposed for real compounds, it ought not to be possible for a fictitious compound to carry a floating voicing feature of the type that we proposed for real (noun-noun) compounds that idiosyncratically block rendaku voicing.

6.1 Subjects, experimental design, and data collection

6.1.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of four adult native speakers of Japanese, all female, and ranging in age from roughly 25 to 45: "M", "Y", "K", an "S". None of the speakers was given any information of what was being tested in the experiment.

6.1.2 Experimental design

Before running the experiment with these four subjects, two trial runs were made with a different native speaker who was not a subject for the final runs of the experiment. This speaker, a female graduate student in her twenties, was somewhat aware of the nature of the experiment. These trial runs were done in order to make sure that the experiment ran in the way that was intended and to make any necessary adjustments to the procedure for presenting the tokens to the subject and to the structure of the data that is discussed in §6.2.

During each run of the experiment, one speaker was each presented with a set of 200 fictitious
Japanese compound words, which are discussed in §6.2. When presented to the subject, the tokens were randomly\textsuperscript{54} mixed. The words appeared, one at a time, in large screen fonts, on a computer screen. Each compound word was composed of two real Japanese words: a noun followed by a verbal root; occurrence of the two morphemes together in a compound was independently judged to be ungrammatical by native speakers. The compound was also followed by the nominative case particle \textit{ga}. This had two intended effects: (a) being case-marked, the compound would be unambiguously perceived as a deverbal noun: noun compounds are much more likely to receive rendaku voicing than compounds whose syntactic category is verbal; (b) the pitch accent pattern of the compound could be perceived even if it is accented on the final mora, since final accentuation will occur as pitch fall from high on the final mora to low on the case particle. Other than control examples (discussed below), each compound is eligible for rendaku voicing because the second conjunct begins with one of the four Japanese voiceless obstruents /k/, /s/, /t/, /h/.) Crucially, each compound was written in Sino-Japanese ideographic "kanji" characters so that the pronunciation of an initial obstruent in the second member would not be indicated orthographically\textsuperscript{55,56}. For each compound, the speaker read into a tape-recorder how he or she would pronounce the word. After each word was pronounced, the experimenter would hit the page-down key that controls the programme displaying the words so that the next word was presented. The sound of this key being hit is clearly audible on the tape: thus, it is

\textsuperscript{54}Random mixing was achieved as follows. When each token is typed into the experimenter's list, it is given a two-digit number that is obtained by reading the hundredths-of-a-second part of the readout of the computer's time clock at that moment. The tokens are then arranged in order by the two-digit number that was assigned to each.

\textsuperscript{55}In some cases, the noun is displayed in "hiragana" syllabic characters when its kanji characters are obscure. This will still not provide any clues about the pronunciation of the verbal part of the compound.

\textsuperscript{56}Using Chinese characters or \textit{kanji} to represent the two morphemes gives us the advantage of being able to represent the compound with orthography that does not indicate voicing. This is easy to do unambiguously for noun-verb compounds because compounds with verbal morphemes are more likely than those formed exclusively from nouns to have Yamato reading that is required for our purposes. In addition, verbs with a consonant-final stem will surface with a final epenthetic /i/, which will also indicate that they must have a Yamato as opposed to Sino-Japanese pronunciation.

If we were to construct fictitious noun-noun compounds, it would be more difficult to ensure that the subject pronounced them with Yamato as opposed to Sino-Japanese reading, since Sino-Japanese noun-noun compounds are very abundant. For example, a fictitious compound like \textit{usi-kusa}/\textit{usi-gusa} "cow-grass" written in Chinese characters could conceivably be pronounced \textit{gyuu-soo} (Sino-Japanese), where each of the morphemes for "cow" and for "grass" receive their Sino-Japanese pronunciation.
possible to determine exactly how long it took the subject to read and pronounce each token.

6.1.3 Data collection

The taped results of each run of the experiment were played back, replaying the tape several times over for each token, in order to correctly determine the following measurements for each token:

- whether or not the initial obstruent of the second member has been voiced.
- the pitch accent pattern of the compound
- whether there was any hesitation in the pronunciation of the compound

6.2 Structure of the data

The tokens were subdivided into the three groups shown below. The purpose for the inclusion of each group is given in the list below.

A. Control tokens

10 1. real simplex words: These tokens consisted of real nouns that consisted of one morpheme. These were included in order to test whether the speaker is pronouncing words in standard Japanese with predicted pitch accent patterns

10 2. real compound words that are subject to rendaku voicing:

These tokens were included to test whether the speaker applied rendaku voicing when expected to real compound words.

20 3. fictitious compound words that are not subject to rendaku voicing

   a. second conjunct does not begin with voiceless obstruent

   b. rendaku is blocked by the presence of another voiced obstruent in the second conjunct (Lyman's Law)

57 Consultation with several native-speaker graduate students suggested that if the speaker has trouble reading the compound and reads the two conjuncts as separate words, there is a tendency not to effect rendaku voicing, since in such a case the compound may be regarded as a syntactic phrase.
The (a) subgroup of tokens was included so that it would not be transparently obvious to the subject that the experiment involved voicing of an initial obstruent of a compound. The (b) subgroup was to test whether the subject would correctly apply Lyman's Law in blocking voicing.

B. Tokens being tested

These tokens were all fictitious noun-verb compounds constructed as follows. Real inflectible Yamato verbs were chosen so that there were representatives from each of the three groups: (a) monomoraic verb stem (e.g. *kir-u* "cut") (b) bimoraic verb stem (e.g. *hirak-u* "open") and (c) trimoraic verb stem (e.g. *hatarak-u* "work"). Compounds formed from verbs of each of these three prosodic classes were put into the classes described below. Verbs were chosen that participate robustly in the formation of real noun-verb compounds, with the exception of a few trimoraic verbs. Because of trimoraic verbs are less common than verbs with stems of shorter prosodic length, and are less likely to occur in noun-verb compounds, it was impossible to choose a varied set of fictitious compounds with trimoraic verbs that occur in a substantial number of real compounds.

Based on the data on real compounds in §5.1 a hypothesis was made about which kinds of compounds were the most or least likely to voice. Argument compounds with CVC, accented verb stems block robustly in real compounds; therefore compounds of this type were included as potential "worst voicers." Because voicing is more likely for compounds with CVCV verb stems, and because both an adjunct relation between noun and verb and lack of underlying accentuation in the verb both tend to support voicing in real compounds, a potential "best voicers" group was formed from this type of compound. Other groups of tokens were constructed from various combinations of choices from among the following three variables: (a) prosodic length of verb stem (b) argument-adjunct distinction, (c) accentuation of verb. It was not possible to construct a group for every possible combination of choices of the above three variables, since this would have made the corpus of tokens too large.

Based on the hypothesis that the "worst voicers" class has three blocking factors, the listing for each group below includes the potential blocking factors present for tokens of that group. The following is a list of classes of tokens that were constructed. There were twenty tokens of each of the following types.

(113) CLASSES OF TOKENS (20 of each)

*58* Included in the tokens were two compounds constructed with each of the two verbs *tat-u* "stand" and *kum-u* "fold", which, as we saw in the data on real noun-verb compounds, fail to block voicing in argument compounds where other verbs of the same class robustly block voicing. (continued...)
1. "WORST VOICERS" fictitious N-V argument compounds with monomoraic, accented verb root (preliminary runs of the experiment indicate that this group is most likely to block rendaku blocking)

   3 blocking factors: 1. not 2u   2. accented   3. argument relation

2. fictitious N-V adjunct compounds with monomoraic, accented verb root

   2 blocking factors: 1. not 2u   2. accented

3. fictitious N-V argument compounds with monomoraic, unaccented verb root

   2 blocking factors: 1. not 2u   2. argument

4. fictitious N-V adjunct compounds with monomoraic, unaccented verb root

   1 blocking factor: 1. not 2u

5. fictitious N-V argument compounds with bimoraic, unaccented verb root

   1 blocking factor: 1. argument

6. "BEST VOICERS": fictitious N-V adjunct compounds with bimoraic, unaccented verb root (preliminary runs of the experiment indicate that this group is least likely to block rendaku blocking)

   no blocking factors

7. fictitious N-V argument compounds with trimoraic, unaccented verb root

   1 blocking factor: 1. not 2u

Compounds with accented verb roots were only included in one group of tokens: i.e. those in which the verb stem is monomoraic. This is the only case where accentuation seems to affect voicing. (See Rosen (1999) for discussion.) Thus we did not test compounds with the blocking factor combinations {accented} or {accented, argument}.

C. First 10 and Last 10 tokens

(...continued)

One argument compound and one adjunct compound was included for each of these two verbs.
There was an additional group of tokens (taken from all the categories below) that made up the first ten and last ten tokens of the experiment. These tokens, which are less likely to be statistically meaningful, were not considered when analysing the data.

6.3 Results

One of the four subjects had difficulty pronouncing a sizeable number of tokens. This subject also substituted a different word for one of the morphemes for 15 tokens of the data and repeatedly expressed underconfidence about her ability to correctly read Chinese characters while doing the experiment. As a result, the results from this speaker were discarded.

The percentage rate of voicing for each subject is shown below for each group of tokens.

(114) Summary of results of experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>1 acc</th>
<th>1 unacc</th>
<th>2 acc</th>
<th>2 unacc</th>
<th>3 acc</th>
<th>Mean of all types</th>
<th>Mean of arg types</th>
<th>Mean of adj types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of subjects</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

58 (average of groups 1,2) | 58 (average of groups 3,4) | 70 (average of groups 5,6)

For some unexplained reason, when the experiment was run with this subject, only one-fourth of the tokens in this group of data were present on the audiotape.
6.4 Discussion of results

All three subjects whose results were considered applied rendaku voicing at an overall rate of 50% or greater. This rate ranged from a low of 50% to a high of 64% among the three subjects considered.

The rate of voicing averaged among the three subjects varied according to the category of tokens. This rate ranged from a low of 35% for tokens with a monomoraic, accented verb and an argument relation (predicted "worst voicers"), to a rate of 81% for tokens with a monomoraic, accented verb and an adjunct relation (predicted "best voicers"). This variation among groups of tokens strongly suggests that the rate of voicing is influenced by at least some of the factors that varied across groups of tokens: (a) the prosodic length of the verb, (b) the underlying accentuation of the verb, and (c) the morpho-syntactic relation between the verb and its complement.  

The following are some observations we can make from the data in (114).

From an examination of real noun-verb compounds in §5, group 1 was predicted to have the lowest rate of voicing among groups of tokens because tokens in this group have three factors which are seen to block voicing in attested compounds: having monomoraic verbs, underlying accentuation on the verb, and a head-argument relation. This group did have the lowest average rate of voicing in the experiment, and also had the lowest rate for the first and third speaker and the second lowest for the second speaker.

Group 2, which had the highest average rate of voicing also had the highest rate for all three subjects. From an examination of real noun-verb compounds, this group had not been predicted to have the highest rate of voicing, since it lacks only one of the three observed blocking factors. Tokens in this group had monomoraic, underlingly accented verbs and lacked only the head-argument relation.

When other variables were held constant, compounds with an adjunct relation voiced at a higher rate than compounds with an argument relation. This "adjunct effect" was most prominent for monomoraic, accented verbs (35% for arguments vs. 81% for adjuncts). For monomoraic unaccented verbs and bimoraic unaccented verbs the difference in frequency of voicing between adjunct and argument compounds was not great enough to be conclusive. (The experiment did not test for the effects of arguments vs. adjuncts for trimoraic verbs.)

As discussed in fn. 58, two verbs that fail to block voicing in real N-V compounds were included in the tokens. These two verbs both blocked voicing in an argument compound for all three subjects in the experiment and voiced for two out of three subjects in an adjunct compound. In other words, any lexical marking of these verbs seemed to have no effect in the experiment.
The underlying accentuation of the verb influenced the rate of voicing for monomoraic verbs. (This variable was not tested for longer verbs.) For argument compounds, voicing occurred more frequently when the verb was underlyingly unaccented (47%) than when it was accented (35%). However, the reverse effect occurred for adjunct compounds of monomoraic verbs. These results are inconclusive with respect to the effect of the underlying accentuation of the verb, since this effect could be seen to occur in both directions.

The rate of voicing for tokens with a trimoraic verb was relatively low, even though these were all adjunct compounds. The "adjunct effect" of increasing the rate of voicing was most pronounced for monomoraic verbs and decreased as the verbs got longer.

The rate of voicing was higher for bimoraic unaccented verbs (70%) than for monomoraic unaccented verbs (58%) or trimoraic unaccented verbs (44%). Thus, when other variables were held constant, bimoraic verbs were more likely to voice than monomoraic verbs or trimoraic verbs.

When we average out the rate of voicing for adjunct tokens with argument tokens for each of the accented and unaccented categories of monomoraic verbs, we find that accentuation makes no difference: both combined groups had an average rate of voicing of 58%. For one and two mora verbs we can see that having an adjunct relation made it more likely to voice than if it had an argument relation. If so, then we would expect that unaccented monomoraic verbs, which have a higher rate of voicing when they have an argument relation than monomoraic accented verbs do, to have a higher rate of voicing than when they are adjuncts than accented monomoraic verbs. It is a puzzle, then, why monomoraic verbs with an adjunct relation had a lower rate of voicing when they are unaccented than when they are accented.

In order to make a more conclusive analysis of how various variables affect the rate of rendaku voicing, it will be necessary in future research of this phenomenon to (a) test more subjects in order to get more reliable statistics and (b) test other types of tokens: for example trimoraic verbs with an argument relation.

However, the results so far do enable us to make some tentative conclusions about some of the phonological and morphological factors that affect rendaku blocking in noun-verb compounds. In the next chapter I will propose a phonological analysis of two of the blocking factors that could be observed in the above experimental results: the prosodic length of the verb stem and the argument/adjunct effect.
7. Analysis of phonological and morphological factors that induce blocking of rendaku in noun-verb compounds.

The results of the experiment discussed in the previous chapter suggest that three factors can affect the rate of rendaku voicing in noun-verb compounds: (a) the prosodic length of the verb stem, (b) the morpho-syntactic relation between the noun and verb and (c) the underlying accentuation of the verb stem. Because the precise nature of the effect of the underlying accentuation of the verb on rendaku voicing was inconclusive in the experimental results, I will focus here on the first two factors: prosodic length and argument vs. adjunct relation.

7.1 Factoring out lexical prespecification

In the experiment discussed in the previous chapter, speakers were given compound words that were composed of two real words whose occurrence together in a compound was unlikely to be heard frequently, if at all, in normal discourse. Our hypothesis is that the output form of a fictitious compound cannot be affected by any lexical features that are included with the listing of the compound, as we posited was the case for noun-noun compounds in chapter 3. Under the premise that a fictitious compound cannot itself be listed in the lexicon, it must be derived outright from the two constituent morphemes. Thus it will not be possible for the input form of a fictitious compound to contain features that are not part of the listing of either of the constituent morphemes. In our examination of actually occurring noun-noun compounds we saw evidence of pre-specification of voicing or non-voicing for individual compounds. Prespecification should not be possible for fictitious compounds, since there will be no lexical listing for these compounds in the speaker's language faculty: only listings for the individual morphemes.

It is still, of course, possible that there is some prespecification of voicing or blocking for individual morphemes. In noun-noun compounds, for example, we saw that compounds whose second member is *tuti* "earth" or *kase* "shackles", voicing never occurs. We characterized these morphemes as being pre-liked to a [-voice] feature. We should expect that this type blocking of rendaku voicing could occur for fictitious compounds.

In chapter 3 we observed that the prosodic length of the constituents of noun-noun compounds would determine whether blocking by lexical prespecification is possible, but there was no evidence that blocking itself was directly caused by any phonological factor for noun-noun compounds. By contrast, noun-verb compounds showed evidence of a direct effect of prosodic length on voicing. For real noun-verb compounds, (§5.1.2) we saw that there was a high rate of blocking of voicing when the verb stem is monomoraic; for fictitious noun-verb compounds we saw a similar effect ((114).) The rate of blocking was so high in both cases that an explanation of all such cases by lexical prespecification becomes implausible. If our experimental results are correct that rendaku can be blocked by phonological factors, it is a significant one. Apart from Lyman's Law, no other phonological factors that block rendaku voicing have been widely considered in the literature. In addition, whereas Lyman's Law blocks rendaku in a categorical
fashion, the types of blocking that we shall see in this chapter occur variably: that is, the presence of a blocking factor will make rendaku more likely to be blocked but will not guarantee that blocking will occur, as is the case for Lyman's Law.

7.2 Blocking vs. triggering

Let us first address the question of exactly how the factors given above affect rendaku voicing in fictitious noun-verb compounds. Do factors that are present when rendaku voicing is more frequent actually trigger rendaku, or is it that the factors that are present when rendaku voicing is less frequent are blocking rendaku?

In our earlier examination of rendaku voicing in noun-noun compounds, we saw that compounds both of whose members did not exceed two moras were subject to unpredictable blocking of rendaku voicing, except in clear-cut cases where the non-voicing noun was one that always resisted voicing. We also saw that the rate of voicing was fairly high for all prosodic classes of noun-noun compounds. Those facts suggested that rendaku is an active phonological process that can be blocked in certain cases. The alternative is a triggering explanation: that rendaku is triggered when certain conditions are met in the compound and that lack of voicing occurs when these triggering conditions are not met. This option was not considered for noun-noun compounds because the rate of voicing was fairly high for all prosodic classes of compounds. Blocking was the exception rather than the rule for all subclasses of noun-noun compounds that were identified.

As far as noun-verb compounds are concerned, we find that the rate of voicing is substantially lower for certain classes of noun-verb compounds.

This raises the possibility of an account in which the factors that influence the likelihood of rendaku voicing are triggering rather than blocking factors. For example, having an adjunct as opposed to argument relation in the compound, increases the rate of voicing. We could either see the adjunct relation as triggering rendaku or the argument relation as blocking rendaku. Compounds with a bimoraic verb stem have a greater frequency of rendaku voicing than compounds with longer or shorter verb stems. We could either view a bimoraic size as a trigger of rendaku or a failure to meet the bimoraic condition as a blocking factor for rendaku.

Let us consider for a moment this "triggering" hypothesis. Recall the following experimental results. The mean voicing frequency for monomoraic and bimoraic adjunct compounds was 76%. For monomoraic and bimoraic argument compounds it was 48%. If we try to say that rendaku is triggered by some particular morphosyntactic relation between conjuncts of a compound word, then it must be triggered by both an argument relation and by an adjunct relation, since rendaku occurs at a sizeable rate for both types of compounds. To explain why it occurs less for argument compounds under a triggering hypothesis, we would have to have two processes triggering
rendaku, with one more vigorous than the other.

Under a "blocking" account of rendaku on the other hand, our analysis can be much more straightforward. In this case, rendaku is triggered by some factor that is common to all compounds, as we proposed in chapter 3, but it can be blocked by any of the properties that trigger blocking that we have observed: (a) an underlyingly accented verb stem, (b) a non-bimoraic verb stem, or (c) an argument relation between the noun and verb.

Because of its greater naturalness and simplicity, I shall adopt the blocking hypothesis for explaining the variable frequency of rendaku voicing among different classes of fictitious noun-verb compounds. In the next subsection I propose how a blocking analysis could be developed.

7.3 Blocking through local conjunction of a blocking constraint with Dep-[+voice]

Of the three conditions that block voicing in noun-verb compounds, I shall analyse the following two blocking conditions that are observable in the above data:

(a) the "prosodic size" effect: rendaku is blocked when the verb stem is not bimoraic.

(b) the "argument-adjunct" effect: Rendaku is blocked when the morphosyntactic relation between the noun and verb is an argument relation as opposed to an adjunct relation.

For fictitious compounds, we cannot explain blocking of rendaku through a posited [-voice] feature in the input unless that feature is associated with one of the morphemes in its simplex lexical entry. In such a case, we should expect rendaku blocking in all cases in which that morpheme appears in a compound. This suggests that blocking in these compounds is morphophonologically rather than lexically caused. In an OT framework, we must look for some phonological constraint or constraints that could cause blocking under the conditions we have observed.

First, recall our hypothesis, developed in chapter 3, that rendaku voicing is derived by satisfaction of the following constraint:

Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left

In our account, rendaku occurs because this constraint dominates the markedness constraint *Obs-Voi, which bans voiced obstruents. In addition to violating the markedness constraint for voicing Obs-Voi, rendaku outputs also violate a faithfulness constraint, since the voicing of the

61Recall that in the data on real noun-verb compounds, we found no evidence for any verb that has a lexical feature that blocks rendaku. We found two verbs: tat-u "stand" and kum-u "fold" that resist blocking in argument compounds where we would expect blocking to occur, but we found no verbs that blocked voicing an adjunct compounds where voicing normally occurs.
initial obstruent does not occur in the output.

Recall that the following faithfulness constraint (43) will be violated by outputs that undergo rendaku voicing.

(115), repeated from (43):

Dep[+voice]: "Any [+voice] feature that occurs in the output must occur in the input."

This constraint was ranked lower than our proposed pro-rendaku constraint Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left in order to allow rendaku voicing to occur.

But if the faithfulness constraint Dep[+voice] is conjoined with some other constraint C, and if this conjoined constraint outranks the pro-rendaku constraint Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left, rendaku will be blocked in outputs that violate constraint C. That is, local conjunction of C with the faithfulness constraint Dep[+voice] allows C to express some condition that can block rendaku voicing.

In the next subsection I will propose how some phonological property possessed by certain compounds can block rendaku voicing, through local conjunction of a relevant phonological constraint with Dep[+voice].

7.3.1 Blocking in non-bimoraic verb stems

In this subsection I will propose an analysis of how the prosodic length of a verb stem can be a factor in triggering blocking of rendaku in noun-verb compounds. In the results of the experiment in the preceding chapter, we found that a non-bimoraic length of verb stem lowers the frequency of voicing when other factors are held constant. In this sense, a bimoraic morpheme is the optimal morpheme. (See the discussion on page 70.)

Let us begin by considering what kinds of constraints might be violated by a non-bimoraic verb stem. Given the canonical nature of the bimoraic Foot in Japanese, the necessity that a verb must be mapped to a bimoraic Foot can be expressed by the following two highly-ranked alignment constraints:

(116) Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right: "The right edge of a morphosyntactic [+V] category must be aligned with the right edge of a Foot.

(117) Align-[+V]-Left-Foot-Left: "The left edge of a morphosyntactic [+V] category must be aligned with the left edge of a Foot.

These two constraints are evaluated on the moraic tier.
To ensure that Feet surface wherever possible as bimoraic, I propose the following highly-ranked constraint:

(118) Ft=Bin: "Every Foot in the output is composed of two moras."

If a mora cannot be incorporated into a bimoraic Foot, then it is directly dominated by the Prosodic Word.

Both of the constraints (116) and (117) cannot be simultaneously satisfied when the verb stem is non-bimoraic. For verbs with a monomoraic, consonant-final stem, and a final epenthesized

---

Poser (1984) argues convincingly that all classes of words derived from verbs that occur with a final /i/ to the right of the stem involve zero affixation, with the /i/ being epenthetic. This includes deverbal nouns. In addition to the deverbal noun form these forms include the infinitive form (which Poser refers to as a participle) (1)(a), the "conjunctive" form that occurs in compounds (1)(b), and the form that occurs with such affixes as nagara "while", or the "tough construction" affixes niku-i "hard to", or yasu-i "easy to" (1)(c).

(1)(a) hiráki "to open"
(b) hiraki-kóm-u "to open completely"
(c) hiraki-yasu-i "easy to open"

Poser gives the following arguments for his epenthesis hypothesis:

1. All of these forms derived from verbs end in /i/ if their stem ends in a consonant. If the stem ends in a vowel, no /i/ occurs after the vowel. Poser argues against the idea that the /i/ is an affix that is deleted after vowels on the basis that there is no other pattern of vowel deletion evident in the language. For example, /i/ can freely occur after /i/ and /e/. If the /i/ is an affix for each of the unrelated morphological forms, it would seem coincidental that in each case it occurs in exactly the same circumstances -- when the stem ends in a consonant.

2. If the conjunctive form of the verb that occurs in V-V compounds has an epenthetic /i/, then a more natural explanation of what Poser calls "reduced compounds" is available. In, reduced compounds, no /i/ appears after the stem of the first verb; instead, the final consonant of the verb stem is licensed by its forming a geminate with the initial consonant of the second verb. An example is butv "hit" + komv "be full" --> buk-kom-u. (See Poser (1984:65) for more examples.)
vowel, the constraint Align-[+V]-Left-Foot-Left will be satisfied if the whole unit comprises a
bimoraic Foot. The constraint Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right will necessarily be violated:

(Bimoraic Feet are shown with round brackets; morphemes with square brackets.)

(119)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[kir]_\text{v-i}
\end{array}
\]

Vowel-final bimoraic verbs will satisfy Align-Right:

(...continued)
The final consonant of \( V_1 \) assimilates its place feature to that of the initial consonant of \( V_2 \) so that
a geminate can be formed. (The only CC sequences that are permitted in the language are full
geminates and nC sequences, where the nasal assumes the place feature of the following
consonant.) Reduced compounds are a natural and expected phenomenon in the language if \( V-V \)
compounds are formed from two bare verb stems, with the /i/ following \( V_1 \) being epenthetic. Reduced compounds simply employ a different strategy than epenthesis for licensing the final
consonant of the stem of the first verb. If the final /i/ of \( V_1 \) were an affix, we would need some
explanation of why this affix deletes in reduced compounds. Poser also argues that an epenthesis
hypothesis explains why verbs with vowel-final stems never enter into reduced compounds as \( V_1 \).
If concatenation in \( V-V \) compounds involves bare stems, then a vowel-final stem as \( V_1 \) will have
no reason to lose its final vowel to form a geminate sequence with the initial consonant of \( V_2 \). On
the other hand, if reduced compounds were formed by deletion of the final vowel of \( V_1 \), then we
should expect this process to also occur with vowel-final verb stems.

If the final /i/ of the conjunctive form of the verb in compounds is due to epenthesis, it would
seem natural that epenthesis should also occur for other verb forms ending in /i/, when lack of
epenthesis would create an illicit coda consonant.

Based on Poser's (1984) arguments, I shall adopt his hypothesis that deverbal nouns occur with
a segmentally null affix.
Consonant-final bimoraic verbs with a final epenthesized vowel can satisfy Align-Right.

(121)

satisfies: 

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

does not satisfy: 

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pwd Pwd
Trimoraic vowel final verbs cannot satisfy both alignment constraints:

(122)

[tazune],

Satisfies Align-Left; violates Align-Right

Satisfies Align-Right; violates Align-Left

Nor can consonant-final trimoraic verbs:

(123)

[hatarak],-i

Satisfies Align-Left; violates Align-Right

Satisfies Align-Right; violates Align-Left

For trimoraic verbs, which of the two alignment constraints is satisfied will depend on which one is higher ranked. Suppose that Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right is higher ranked. This will mean that
monomoraic verbs will violate the higher ranked constraint Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right (124), and trimoraic verbs will violate the lower-ranked constraint Align-[+V]-Left-Foot-Left (125).

124

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input: [kir],</th>
<th>Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right</th>
<th>Align-[+V]-Left-Foot-Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kir],-i</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

125

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input: [hatarak],</th>
<th>Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right</th>
<th>Align-[+V]-Left-Foot-Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[hatarak],-i</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These two alignment constraints can act as two blocking constraints to derive the blocking of rendaku voicing that occurs frequently for noun-verb compounds with verbs that have fewer than two moras or verbs that have more than two moras. By conjoining each of these alignment constraints with the blocking constraint Dep[+voice] in the domain of the morpheme, we derive blocking for noun-verb compounds with non-bimoraic verbs. Here we employ a morphological rather than phonological domain that determines how constraint conjunction is calculated. The conjoined constraint is violated if both conjuncts are violated separately within the same morpheme.
Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right & Dep[+voice]: "The right edge of a morpheme with the syntactic feature [+V] is aligned with the right edge of a Foot and every [+voice] feature in the output has a corresponding [+voice] feature in the input."

Align-[+V]-Left-Foot-Left & Dep[+voice]: "The left edge of a morpheme with the syntactic feature [+V] is aligned with the left edge of a Foot and every [+voice] feature in the output has a corresponding [+voice] feature in the input."

I propose that these constraints are conjoined in the domain of the morpheme. The conjoined constraint is violated if both conjuncts are violated in the same morpheme.

The idea behind these two conjoined constraints is that verbs that do not constitute a bimoraic Foot are defective in that they do not fulfil the requirement that a morpheme constitute one Foot. The grammar seeks to avoid "the worst of the worst" (Smolensky (1995)), which would occur if the same morpheme also violated faithfulness by voicing an obstruent that is not voiced in the input.

Ranking of the conjoined constraint Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right above the pro-rendaku constraint Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left will block rendaku in compounds like isi-kiri "stonecutter."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x,y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x=isi &quot;stone&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y=kir &quot;cut&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-[kir],-i</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;^i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-[gir],-i</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;^i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both candidates violate the sub-constraint Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right because the monomoraic verb stem is not aligned with the right edge of a bimoraic Foot. The second candidate also violates Dep[+voice] since the [+voice] feature of the /g/ did not occur in the input. If the /k/ on
the verb stem *kir* is underspecified in the input, the first candidate will violate the lower-ranked second constraint because the voiceless /k/ that surfaces does not have its [-voice] feature in the input, and, the morpheme *kir* is not left-aligned with the word.

Because our proposed blocking constraint includes the faithfulness constraint Dep[+voice] as a conjunct, we are now in a position to explain how lexical prespecification can derive compounds like *kao-dati* "face-stand", which voice under conditions where we would expect blocking. For noun-verb compounds with verbs such as *tat-u* "stand" that voice, the presence of a lexical floating [+voice] feature associated with the morpheme *tat-* will allow voicing, since its presence will satisfy the constraint Dep[+voice].

(127)

|---|---|---|
| kao-[tat],i | | *
| | | |
| | | |
| | | |
| | | |
| Ft | | |
| k= kao-[dat],i | | |
| | | |
| | | |
| | | |
| | | |
| Ft | | |

7.3.2 Blocking in compounds with an argument-head relation

So far, we have abstracted away from the argument-adjunct factor that also affects voicing in noun-verb compounds. It is clear from the empirical evidence on voicing in real noun-verb compounds that the morphosyntactic relation between the noun and the verb also affects rendaku voicing.

We saw that argument compounds show a tendency to resist rendaku voicing. From a syntactic point of view it is somewhat surprising that argument compounds are behaving in a less regular way than adjunct compounds. If we were to try to derive both types of compounds syntactically, through syntactic adjunction of the non-head to the head, (see, for example, Baker (1985)), there is no apparent syntactic reason why this adjunction should be more difficult for an argument than an adjunct in a syntactic model like Chomsky (1995), where arguments are typically merged with
a head to form a complement.

(128)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
/ \\
\text{N} \quad \text{V}
\end{array}
\]

arg \text{ument} \quad \text{head}

If an argument had a more distant structural relation with a head, making head-adjunction more difficult, we might expect such a structure to be marked in some way and to therefore resist the process of rendaku voicing.

The fact that argument compounds are more resistant to rendaku than adjunct compounds is therefore unexpected from a syntactic point of view in that we should expect the phonological behaviour of argument compounds to be more regular.

I will present here a possible explanation for the differing behaviour of argument and adjunct compounds, recognizing that the account that follows will be somewhat problematic.

Let us pursue the hypothesis that the crucial difference between argument N-V compounds and adjunct N-V compounds with respect to rendaku voicing is in their morphological structure. In an argument N-V compound, the morpho-syntactic head is a verb, in the sense that the noun has a morpho-syntactic relation with the verb, being its argument. For an adjunct compound, on the other hand, the noun's morpho-syntactic relation is arguably not with the verb, but with a derived deverbal noun. For example, compare the two real compounds *isi-kiri* (stone-cut) "stonecutter" and *ura-giri* (rear-cut) "treachery." In the former compound, the noun is an argument of the verb, and to the extent that morphological structure must mirror syntactic structure (Baker (1985)), we expect the argument noun to be a sister to the verb in morphology.\(^6\)

(129)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
/ \\
\text{N} \quad \text{V}
\end{array}
\]

An adjunct relation in syntax is expressed structurally by a more distant relation between the head and the adjunct. For example, the adjunct may be a sister to some higher projection of the head.

---

\(^6\)This account adopts the premise that in syntax, the internal argument of a verb is its sister in syntactic structure. See, for example, Chomsky (1981), (1993), (1995), Hale & Keyser (1991), (1993). Larson (1988) on the other hand proposes a model in which adjuncts are generated lower down in the projection of V than arguments.
In the adjunct compound *ura-giri*, I propose that *ura* "rear" is, in morphological structure, not sister to the verb but to the deverbal noun derived from verb *kir-u* "cut".

(130)

```
N
/ \  
V   N
cut (null)
```

Since noun-verb compounds in Japanese all function syntactically like nouns, being case-marked, there is arguably a nominal projection that heads their structure. The following, then, is the structure I propose for an adjunct compound like *ura-giri* (rear-cut) "treachery":

(131)

```
N2
/ \  
N1   N2
ura  / \  
V   N2
giri (null)
```

Having proposed a distinction between argument compounds and adjunct compounds in terms of their morphological structure, I now propose to capture the effects of this distinction in terms of choice of a base form for correspondence between two related outputs, in the type of Output-Output correspondence theory proposed by Benua (1997). In this theory, an output form is required to correspond to another morphologically related output form that is referred to as its base form. My proposed distinction between argument compounds and adjunct compounds is in the choice of base form for each. In both cases, the base form will be the morpho-syntactic head of the compound. For an argument compound, the base form is the canonical output form of the verb: i.e. its citation form. For an adjunct compound, the relation of N1 is with a deverbal noun projection. Thus the base form will be one of the following:

(a) the phonologically null morpheme that derives a deverbal noun from a verb

(b) the deverbal noun form of the verb, if one exists

(c) no base form, if no deverbal noun exists

Let us now examine how each of the two morpho-syntactic types of N-V compounds fare with respect to O-O Faithfulness. Argument compounds will violate Output-Output faithfulness because the base form, which must be a real word and not a bound morpheme, must be the citation form of the verb, including its inflective ending. The base form of the verb "cut" is *kir-u*,

not the stem *kir*, which because of the coda condition in Japanese, can never occur on its own as an output form.

Consider, for example, the argument compound *isi-kiri*. The base form of this compound will be the inflected imperfective (or "non-past") verbal form *kir-u*. In compound *isi-kiri*, the morpheme that corresponds to the O-O base form *kir-u* does not perfectly satisfy O-O correspondence because the inflective affix is missing. Specifically, there is not a perfect correspondence in features and root nodes between \([kir]_{v,i}\) in *isi-kiri* and \([kir]_{v,-u_{aft}}\). The epenthesized /i/ in *kiri* has a root node that was not present in the input at all. The /u/ affix in *kir-u* is an inflective affix. The two root nodes do not correspond morphologically or featurally.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{i s i - k i r i} \\
i : i : i : X \\
k i r - u
\end{array}
\]

On the other hand an adjunct compound like *ura-giri* (rear-cut) has base form deverbal noun *kir-i*. Here, there is featural correspondence between the epenthesized /i/ that occurs in both the deverbal noun and the noun-verb compound.

This distinction between argument and adjunct compounds in terms of O-O faithfulness can capture the difference in degree of rendaku voicing between the two types of compounds.

My specific proposal is that argument compounds violate correspondence between the inflected base form and the verba morpheme in the compound at the right edge. The right edge of a inflected verb is the suffix -u; the right edge of the verb stem in the compound is the verb stem with epenthesized /i/. If rendaku voicing occurs in the compound, the left edges of the verb stem and citation form will not correspond, since there is a featural difference between the initial obstruents in terms of voicing.

The motivation behind this proposal is that argument-head compounds are defective morphophonologically in that their base form is a verb but this verb stem is not adequately phonologically represented in the compound, where the verb lacks its inflective affix and surfaces with an epenthesized vowel. The base form for an argument-head compound of this type arguably cannot be a noun, for the following reasons. Simplex deverbal nouns in Japanese can never act as complex event nominals in the sense of Grimshaw (1990) and can thus never take arguments that are participants in a complex event (See Ohta (1994) and references cited there). This means that a compound like *isi-kiri* cannot have the following structure, since in this structure, the noun *isi* "stone" is sister to the deverbal noun:

\[\]

\[64\text{Depending on the verb, this deverbal noun may or may not be able to surface on its own as a free morpheme.}\]
In the following structure, argument isi is a sister to a V projection:

```
N₁
 / \
N₂  N₁
isi  / \
V    null
kiri
```

On the other hand, an adjunct compound like *ura-giri* can have the nominalization of verb *kiri* as its base form, which forms a constituent of the compound. This compound, unlike an argument-head compound, exhibits greater faithfulness to the base form, which in this case is the nominalization *kiri*. The argument-head compound, which already violates faithfulness to its verbal base form, avoids further violation of faithfulness by avoiding rendaku voicing.

The idea that the compound avoids O-O correspondence violations at both edges can be expressed through local conjunction of two related anchoring constraints:

(132) Anchor-Root-Left<sub>base-output</sub> & Anchor-Root-Right<sub>base-output</sub>

"If B is a O-O base form for output form O, and B', a constituent of O, corresponds to B, then if Root-Node N₁ occurs at the left edge of the B there must be a corresponding Root Node N₁' that occurs at the left edge of B', where N₁ corresponds to N₁' AND if B is a O-O base form for output form O, and B', a constituent of O, corresponds to B, then if Root-Node N₂ occurs at the right edge of the B there must be a corresponding Root Node N₂' that occurs at the right edge of B', where N₂ corresponds to N₂'."

This constraint requires that anchoring occur for at least one of the edges of the output correspondent of O-O base form B.

Under this account, rendaku blocking in argument compounds can be seen as an avoidance of simultaneous O-O violations at both edges of the verb morpheme.
This constraint will block rendaku voicing in argument compounds.

If this constraint dominates the pro-rendaku constraint Dep[-voice] & Align-Morpheme-Left-Word-Left, blocking of rendaku voicing will occur for argument compounds but not adjunct compounds.

(133) argument-head compound:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x,y</td>
<td>x=kusa &quot;grass&quot;</td>
<td>y=tor &quot;take&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE=tor-u</td>
<td>kusa-tori</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kusa-dori</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate *kusa-dori* violates Anchor-Left because the /d/ in the output does not correspond to the /t/ in the base form. It also violates Anchor-R because the epenthized /i/ is at the right edge in the output but not in the base form. Now consider an adjunct-head compound:

(134) adjunct-head compound:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x,y</td>
<td>x=yoko &quot;side&quot;</td>
<td>y=tor &quot;take&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE=tori N</td>
<td>yoko-tori</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoko-dori</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both candidates respect the conjoined constraint because there is no violation of Anchor-R. This is because the epenthized /i/ at the right edge of each candidate corresponds with the epenthized /i/ in the deverbal noun base form *tori*.

The constraint hierarchy that I have proposed above predicts that blocking of rendaku will occur 100% of the time in argument-head compounds, but, as we saw in the results of the experiment, blocking did not occur in an average of 35% of cases among speakers. In the next section, I
discuss the variable nature of blocking in N-V compounds.

There are a couple of problems with the foregoing account. One is that we have expressed an assumed more distant structural relation between an adjunct and a head by having the adjunct a sister to a deverbal noun in morphological structure, rather than a sister to the verb stem. First, there is no independent evidence that the relation of the adjunct morpheme in a compound like *ura-giri* (rear-cut) "treachery" is to a nominalized verb rather than to the verb stem itself. A second problem is the nature of the phonologically null deverbal affix. This affix does not occur productively for simplex verbs in that only a restricted number of simplex verbs can form deverbal nouns through this affix. On the other hand, if adjunct N-V compounds are productively formed from composition of N with the nominalized V, then this affix is mysteriously occurring on verbs with which it cannot occur when the verb occurs alone. For example, there is no deverbal noun *kaki* derived from *kak-u* "write" even though we find both argument and adjunct N-V compounds formed from this verb as shown in (96) and (76).

The fact that compounds form nominalizations much more easily than simplex verbs is arguably due to the fact that nominalization in Japanese prefers that the nominalized form is either bimorphemic or that it exceeds two moras. (See Ohta (1994), Sugioka (1984), Kageyama (1982) for further discussion.)

### 7.4 The variable effect

In the results of the experiment we saw that blocking of rendaku is a variable rather than categorical phenomenon. Factors that predispose a compound to blocking will not prevent rendaku in all cases but rather will decrease the statistical frequency of rendaku voicing across a sample of data. Because this experiment used only fictitious compounds, it is not possible for these compounds to be pre-specified in the lexicon in the way that we argued was possible for real compounds. This accounts for why it was possible to get utterance-to-utterance variation in the results of the experiment to a degree that does not occur for real compounds.

I shall now show how Boersma & Hayes' model (see §4.1.2) can be used to explain the utterance-to-utterance variable effects we see in rendaku blocking of fictitious compounds. For simplicity, let us consider just one factor that influences the rate of rendaku voicing, for example, the morphosyntactic relation between the noun and the verb.

Recall that for accented, monomoraic verbs with an argument relation, we had a rate of voicing of 35% when the compound had an argument relation and 81% when there was an adjunct relation. Even though voicing occurs much less frequently when there is an argument relation, it still occurs in roughly one-third of cases -- a not insignificant number. If the ranking of O-O-max-Root-Node & Dep[+voice] >> Rendaku was categorical, then rendaku would occur 0% of the time for argument compounds rather than 35%.

But in Boersma & Hayes' model, constraint ranking is not categorical, but occurs on a continuous
scale where, if two constraints A and B are ranked close together, it is possible for a speaker to
select either of the two possible dominance relations.

The statistical patterns we observed for fictitious compounds suggest that in Boersma & Hayes'
model, the constraint that blocks rendaku in argument compounds with monomoraic verb stems
is ranked above the constraint that forces rendaku, yet not too high above it. (It is actually likely
more than one constraint or factor that reduces the voicing rate in these compounds to 35%. We
saw that the prosodic length and the underlying accentuation of the verb will also be relevant
factors; however, for the sake of simplicity, let us, for the moment, suppose that there is just one
such constraint that is blocking rendaku: Dep[+voice] & O-O-Max-Root-Node.)

\[ \text{DEP}[+\text{voice}] \& \text{O-O-MAX-ROOT:NODE} \quad \text{RENAKU} \]

- more dominance \hspace{2cm} less dominance

In the cases where there is an adjunct relation, where voicing occurs 81% of the time, there must
still be factors that are responsible for the 19% of cases where no voicing occurs. Once again, for
the sake of simplicity, let us for the moment ignore other factors that block voicing. Let us say
that some constraint or group of constraints 65 "C" is responsible for this small number of blocking
cases. Constraint C must be ranked below Rendaku, but not too far below it.

\[ \text{DEP}[+\text{voice}] \& \text{O-O-MAX-ROOT:NODE} \quad \text{RENAKU} \quad \text{C} \]

- more dominance \hspace{2cm} less dominance

Let us first consider adjunct compounds. The conjoined constraint DEP[+VOICE] & O-O-MAX-
Root.Node will not apply to these compounds, as I argued above, so we need just to consider
the two other constraints. Because Rendaku is ranked above C, most pairs of selections will
yield the following constraint ranking:

\[ \text{RENAKU} \gg C \]

In these cases, rendaku will occur.

But if C is not ranked too far below Rendaku, in a minority of cases, rendaku will not occur. The
19% rate of no voicing for this class of compound can be derived by having C at just the right

65For example, a simple faithfulness constraint MAX-FEATURE, or the constraint proposed
above that requires a verb to be bimoraic.
level below RENDAKU.

Consider now the cases where there is an argument relation. Most of the time selection of the three constraints will give us the following hierarchy:

\[ \text{Dep[+voice]} \& \text{O-O-Max-Root.Node} \gg \text{RENAKU} \gg C \]

This hierarchy will result in blocking of rendaku, since the rendaku candidate will violate highly ranked Dep[+voice] \& O-O-Max-Root.Node. We will also get blocking for selections that have the following ranking, which will occur less often, since RENDAKU occurs on the gradient scale at a higher level than C:

\[ \text{Dep[+voice]} \& \text{O-O-Max-Root.Node} \gg C \gg \text{RENAKU} \]

But if RENDAKU is not ranked too low, we will sometimes get constraint selections where RENDAKU is the highest ranked for the three:

\[ \text{RENAKU} \gg \text{Dep[+voice]} \& \text{O-O-Max-Root.Node} \gg C \]

\[ \text{RENAKU} \gg C \gg \text{Dep[+voice]} \& \text{O-O-Max-Root.Node} \]

In this minority of cases, rendaku will occur.

For a very small number of selections, we will get a ranking where C is on top:

\[ C \gg \text{RENAKU} \gg \text{Dep[+voice]} \& \text{O-O-Max-Root.Node} \]

\[ C \gg \text{Dep[+voice]} \& \text{O-O-Max-Root.Node} \gg \text{RENAKU} \]

These cases will also block rendaku, but will be relative few, since C occurs lowest on the scale.

Depending on the exact level at which these constraints occur on the gradient scale, it will be possible to account for the kinds of percentages of voicing we found in the experimental data. Whether or not speaker-to-speaker variation occurs or not has not yet been fully tested.

It is important to note that our analysis of the experiment results predicts that variation will occur for a given compound for a given speaker: that is, unlike the case of real compounds where rendaku does not vary for a given compound, here, the constraint ranking system of Boersma and Hayes (1999) predicts that a given speaker will sometimes voice a particular compound and other
times not voice it. In §5.2.6 I will discuss how lexicalization may also affect the pronunciation of fictitious compounds to cause word-to-word variation rather than utterance-to-utterance variation. But first, in §5.2.6, we shall consider how more than one blocking factor may act together, to strengthen blocking effects.

7.5 Ganging up of blocking factors

So far we have dealt with the two blocking factors "argument-head" and "alignment to Foot" in isolation. But we actually find that these two factors work together: that is, if a noun-verb compound has both of the above properties, it is more likely to block rendaku than if it has only one of them. For example, in the experiment with fictitious compounds, we found that compounds for which (a) the verb stem is monomoraic and (b) there is an argument-head relation between the verb and noun, voicing occurs at a rate of only 35% for accented verbs and 47% for unaccented verbs.

Under Boersma & Hayes' model of a continuous scale of constraint ranking, the fact that we get certain percentages of tokens blocking rendaku under various conditions is due to the fact that when two constraints C\textsubscript{1} and C\textsubscript{2} are ranked close together, a speaker may choose either C\textsubscript{1} or C\textsubscript{2} as the most dominant of the two constraints. If C\textsubscript{1} is ranked slightly above C\textsubscript{2}, a speaker will be more likely to select a constraint hierarchy in which C\textsubscript{1} is dominant, but they will still sometimes rank C\textsubscript{2} higher. For example, the results of our experiment had speakers voicing noun-verb compounds with monomoraic verb stems 58% of the time on average. Abstracting away from other blocking effects, we would predict that such a result would occur if the constraint that blocks rendaku in monomoraic verb stems is ranked just slightly below the constraint that derives rendaku. Similarly, abstracting away from the effects of prosodic length of the verb stem, we find that adjunct compounds with bimoraic verbs in our sample were voiced in 77% of cases and argument compounds in 64% of cases. This suggests that the constraint that blocks rendaku in argument compounds is ranked a little farther below the constraint that derives rendaku.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C\textsubscript{1}</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{2}</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{3}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pro- blocked</td>
<td>blocked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rendaku</td>
<td>when not</td>
<td>when argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\mu compound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the conditions for both C\textsubscript{2} and C\textsubscript{3} to block rendaku are met, we are even more likely to choose a constraint ranking in which one of the blocking constraints dominates C\textsubscript{1} than when only one of C\textsubscript{2} or C\textsubscript{3} are eligible to block rendaku. For example, suppose that C\textsubscript{1} dominates C\textsubscript{2} 60% of the time and C\textsubscript{2} dominates C\textsubscript{3} 55% of the time. In 40% of cases then, C\textsubscript{2} would dominate C\textsubscript{1}, and, if C\textsubscript{3} were not a factor, rendaku would be blocked a total of 40% of the time. But in the 60% of cases where C\textsubscript{1} is selected at a higher level than C\textsubscript{2}, there will be some measurable number of
cases where $C_3$ is selected at a level above $C_1$. Since we are supposing that $C_3$ is ranked only slightly below $C_2$, it should be ranked above $C_1$ at only a slightly lower frequency than is $C_2$ ranked above $C_1$; say 30% of the time. Thus for 60% of those cases where $C_1$ outranks $C_2$, in 30% of that 60%, or another 18% of cases, $C_3$ will outrank $C_1$, accounting for a further 18% of cases of blocking. This gives us a total of $40\% + 18\% = 58\%$ of cases where blocking occurs because of the combined effect of the two constraints: clearly a higher rate than the 40% rate of blocking that would occur if only $C_2$ were a blocking constraint.

7.6 Utterance-to utterance variation vs. word-to-word variation

This model of a continuous scale of constraint ranking predicts that for a given speaker, we will get utterance-to-utterance variation in voicing for fictitious compounds. Our experiment only tested each speaker once, so we have no evidence of to what extent utterance-to-utterance variation in voicing may occur for fictitious compounds for a given speaker. However, we clearly get variation from speaker to speaker. We also find that the blocking factors that we observed in the experimental data do not act in a categorical fashion. Instead, we get degrees of blocking for different combinations of blocking factors. To account for this, we need to posit a constraint hierarchy in which a given blocking constraint will block rendaku voicing variably rather than categorically.

But for real noun-verb compounds, we do not get the same kind of gradient effect in blocking as we saw in the experimental results for fictitious compounds\(^{66}\). Consider, for example, our experimental results for accented compounds with a monomoraic verb stem and an adjunct relation. These compounds voiced at a rate of 81% in the experiment. But as we saw in §5.1.1, these compounds voiced at a rate of 100% in our survey of real compounds of this type. If pro-rendaku constraints and blocking constraints for monomoraic verb stems are ranked close enough together in Boersma & Hayes' model to derive utterance-to-utterance variation for fictitious compounds, we should have expected to also get variation in voicing for real compounds of this type.

Recall that we proposed the following constraint to account for the blocking effect of monomoraic verb stems in fictitious compounds.

\[\text{Align[+V]-Right-Foot-Right & Dep[+voice]}\]

This first conjunct of this constraint is violated by a monomoraic verb stem; the second conjunct is also violated if rendaku voicing occurs.

\(^{66}\)Consultation with native speakers suggests that variation in rendaku voicing among real compounds is extremely rare, unless both forms are listed in the dictionary. A spoken form that differed from the standard form in voicing would be considered to be a different, newly coined word, according to native speakers I consulted.
Although this constraint will correctly derive the increased frequency of blocking in fictitious compounds with monomoraic verb stems, unless it is ranked very low, it incorrectly predicts that blocking should sometimes occur in real compounds that have monomoraic verbs stems and an adjunct relation between noun and verb. But we saw this type of real compound voiced 100% of the time in the data in §5.1.1.

These facts leave us in a quandary. To explain why a monomoraic verb stem length is a mild blocking factor in fictitious compounds, we need to posit some constraint that blocks voicing under these conditions. But in real compounds, the condition of having a monomoraic verb stem length appears to have an effect only when it occurs in tandem with an argument relation between the noun and verb. This means that we want to ignore the effects of the same constraint for real monomoraic adjunct compounds.

If we are to consider our experimental results as valid, the one way out of this quandary would be to posit some degree of lexicalization for real compounds. Another possibility is the noise factor introduced by the duress that a subject undergoes in doing an experimental task with fictitious compounds. (See discussion on page 140.)

Consider, for example, the hypothesis that real compounds with monomoraic verb stems and an adjunct relation have an included [+voice] feature. If so, they will not violate the blocking constraint Align[+V]-Right-Foot-Right & Dep[+voice] if rendaku occurs.

But to posit the inclusion of a [+voice] feature for all monomoraic adjuncts is an uninteresting account. There is no explanation for why the lexicon should have all members of this class possessing this feature. We would expect lexicalization to account for exceptions to a regular pattern, not the regularity of a pattern itself.

The discrepancy between voicing patterns in fictitious non-verb compounds and voicing patterns in real compounds is difficult to account for. Clearly, further research on the voicing behaviour of fictitious compounds is needed.

In the next subsection I examine how lexicalization in noun-verb compounds may account for exceptions to regular patterns that we have observed.

7.7 The lexical effect

In addition to utterance-to-utterance variation for fictitious compounds, we also find that lexical effects appear in the results. That is, there are certain verbs that appear to regularly block or force voicing when they appear in fictitious compounds. For example, consider the results for tokens in group 7, the compounds with trimoraic verbs, given on the last two pages of the appendix. Although these compounds generally resisted voicing, when voicing did occur, all three subjects often applied voicing for the same verbs. Of the 22 instances where voicing was applied for this group, 18 of them were instances in which all three subjects applied voicing to the same
compound. Compounds with the verb *hatarak-u* "to work, be employed", and with the verb *kasane-ru* "to pile up", never failed to voice for all three subjects, in spite of the fact that longer verbs of this type generally resisted voicing. This suggests that these two verbs are prespecified for voicing in a similar way to what we proposed for nouns such as *huro*. We also find that verbs such as *kakus-u* "to hide", never voice in compounds, a fact confirmed by Martin (1987) and demonstrated in the compounds shown below:

(135)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kami-kakusi</td>
<td>god-hide &quot;mysterious disappearance&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uti-kakusi</td>
<td>inside-hide &quot;inside pocket&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tutumi-kakusi</td>
<td>wrap-hide &quot;concealment&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>me-kakusi</td>
<td>eye-hide &quot;eye bandage&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en-kakusi</td>
<td>&quot;remote viewing&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gi-kakusi</td>
<td>&quot;imitation leather&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We might try to explain the fact that compounds with verbs like *hataraku* "to work" always voiced in fictitious compounds because of Output-Output conditions. That is, a fictitious compound whose second conjunct is verb *hataraku* might be required to have its output correspond to a base form that is a real compound, which in all cases happens to be voiced. Such an explanation may be possible for verbs like *hataraku*, but for the verb *kasane-ru* "to pile up", there is no evidence that O-O conditions are applying, since there are no actually attested compounds with this verb that could serve as base forms. Consider first attested compounds whose second member is *hataraku* "to work". As shown in (136), all known compounds whose second member is derived from verb *hatarak-u* undergo rendaku voicing.

(136) Compounds with *hataraki*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uwa-bataraki</td>
<td>upper-work &quot;housemaid&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sita-bataraki</td>
<td>under-work &quot;assistant&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomo-bataraki</td>
<td>mutual-work &quot;dual income&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yo-bataraki</td>
<td>night work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naka-bataraki</td>
<td>inside-work &quot;maid working for living quarters and kitchen&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But the verb *kasane-ru*, on the other hand, has no known compounds that undergo rendaku. The only known complex morphological word ending with verb *kasane-ru* is the following, where *hito* "one" acts like a prefix, and regularly disallows rendaku voicing on its co-constituent.

(137) *hito-kasane* one-pile.up "set of boxes"

Thus, an explanation of the irregular voicing of compounds with second conjunct *kasane* in fictitious compounds cannot be explained through output-output conditions. Instead, my proposal
is that the obligatory voicing that occurs in compounds with *hataraku* and *kasaneru* can be explained in a similar way to our account for nouns like *huro*.

If these verbs are pre-specified with a floating [+voice] feature, then the constraint Dep[+voice], which we have posited would normally block rendaku, cannot do so for these verbs, which have a [+voice] feature in the input.

(138)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[+voice]</th>
<th>Dep[+voice] &amp; Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right</th>
<th>Rendaku</th>
<th>Max-Path-Feature</th>
<th>Obs-Voi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uwa + hatarak &quot;upper&quot; &quot;work&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uwa-(hata)(raki)</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uwa-(bata)(raki)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, when *hataraku* occurs alone as a verb, rendaku voicing will not apply. There is no constraint ranked above Obs-Voi that rules out the candidate with an initial voiceless obstruent. Obs-Voi will rule out the voiced candidate.

(139)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[+voice]</th>
<th>Dep[+voice] &amp; Align-[+V]-Right-Foot-Right</th>
<th>Rendaku</th>
<th>Max-Path-Feature</th>
<th>Obs-Voi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hatarak + u &quot;work&quot; INFL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hatarak-u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batarak-u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have examined noun-verb compounds, which show different tendencies of rendaku voicing and blocking than do noun-noun compounds. We earlier saw that headed Yamato noun-noun compounds pattern into two classes with respect to rendaku voicing: (a) "long" compounds, whose only exceptions to voicing occur when N2 is one of a small group of nouns that never voice; (b) "short" compounds, whose voicing properties are not completely predictable. Noun-verb compounds are more complex to classify. Whereas noun-noun compounds classify with respect to voicing behaviour along just one dimension: that of prosodic size of the constituents, noun-verb compounds pattern along at least three dimensions. Not only
does the prosodic length of the verb affect voicing, but also the morphosyntactic relation between
the noun and the verb and the underlying accentuation of the verb.\textsuperscript{67}

For example, we saw in §5.1.2 that compounds with a CVC verb stem, an underlyingly accented
verb, and an argument-head relation between the noun and verb robustly block voicing; however,
there are a few exceptions for verbs like tat-u "stand" and kum-u "to fold", which always voice,
evidently owing to some lexical feature of these verbs. These kinds of facts make for a very
complex picture to analyse. The fact that the vast majority of accented, CVC verbs block voicing
in argument-head compounds strongly supports the hypothesis that it is the
phonological/morphological properties of the compound rather than lexical properties that is
causing blocking of voicing here. The handful of cases where voicing \textit{does} occur for his type of
compound is best explained by lexical prespecification. Thus, we have evidence in favour of both
the grammar and the lexicon affecting voicing for this type of compound.

For noun-noun compounds, the picture appeared simpler. We found that phonological properties
such as prosodic length affected whether a compound had the \textit{potential} of carrying lexical
specification that blocked voicing. But after factoring out dvandva or headless compounds, we
found no evidence that blocking occurred directly as a result of some phonological or
morphological property of a compound. Because cases of blocking were the exception rather than
the rule, it was more plausible to derive those cases of blocking through lexical prespecification.

But for noun-verb compounds, we needed to take both lexical properties and
phonological/morphological properties into account in determining why blocking occurred. Cases
of blocking were so numerous for some types of noun-verb compounds that phonological or
morphological processes were a more plausible explanation for blocking than lexical
prespecification.

Because it could be potentially difficult to distinguish between the effects of the grammar and
the effects of the lexicon in finding a cause for blocking of rendaku in some noun-verb
compounds, we turned our attention in the rest of the chapter to fictitious compounds. This was
for two reasons: (a) because studying fictitious compounds would allow us to factor out any
possible cases of lexical specification that occurred in the lexical listing of a compound; (b)
because our focus in our study of voicing in noun-noun compounds in chapter 3 was on the
effects of the lexicon on blocking. Here we wanted to look at the other side of the picture:
namely, the effects of the grammar on blocking for the case of noun-verb compounds.

\textsuperscript{67}Recall that Output-Output correspondence is violated for noun-verb compounds because in
the citation form of the verb there is an inflective suffix whereas when the verb appears in a
compound it lacks this suffix and will have an epenthetic final vowel if the verb stem is
consonant-final. Nouns, on the other hand always have vowel-final stems and lack any visible
suffix in their citation form. Thus O-O correspondence will not be violated for nouns when they
appear in compounds.
In our experiment with fictitious compounds we found strong evidence that the grammar does have an effect on whether compounds are voiced or not. Specifically, three different phonological and/or morphological factors all showed an effect on voicing: the (a) prosodic length of the verb, (b) the underlying accentuation of the verb, and (c) morphosyntactic relation between the noun and the verb.

We considered an analysis of two of these blocking factors that derived blocking through local conjunction of a rendaku-blocking constraint Dep[+voice] with another constraint that would be violated when some particular blocking property occurred. For example, blocking that occurred when the verb stem was "too long" (e.g. CVCVCVC) or "too short" (e.g. CVC) would be caused by violation of an alignment constraint that required the verb stem to be aligned with a bimoraic Foot.

This analysis predicted that blocking would occur 100% of the time when the conditions for blocking were met. To explain why blocking occurred in only a percentage of compounds, we adopted Boersma & Hayes' continuous scale of constraint ranking, which allows the possibility that two constraints C₁ and C₂ may, when ranked close together, occur with either of two possible dominance relations.

As far as real noun-verb compounds are concerned, we found, for the CVC compounds with accented verbs that we examined in §5.1.2, that voicing occurred less often than for the fictitious compounds of this type that we tested in our experiment. In the experiment, subjects voiced these compounds at rates of 50%, 33%, and 23%. In the data in §5.1.2, we found that voicing occurred in just 5 out of 35 compounds, or 14% of cases. Furthermore, all these cases of voicing were with the same two verbs that always voiced, suggesting that voicing occurred because of lexical prespecification.

But given the fact that fictitious compounds have never been heard by the speaker before, it is not clear that a subject in the experiment will instantly recognize whether a fictitious compound is to be interpreted as an argument or an adjunct compound. Some instances of voicing in fictitious compounds in the experiment that were intended to be interpreted as argument compounds could actually have been interpreted as adjunct compounds by the subject. The following compounds in the set of tokens with CVC accented verb stems were intended to be argument, accented, compounds but were voiced by at least one of the three subjects.

(140)

| suna+hori | sand-dig | "sand" could have been interpreted as an adjunct such as a locative |
| kaki+hosi | persimmon-dry | could have been voiced by analogy with real compound |

For an analysis of the third factor that affects voicing in noun-verb compounds, namely the underlying accentuation of the verb, see Rosen (1999).
ume-bosi (plum-dry) "pickled plum", which may be a left-headed compound

"water" could have been interpreted as an instrument, as in real compound *i-buki* "breath-blow"

could have been interpreted as an adjunct compound by analogy with real compound *te-gaki* (hand-draw)

Only for fictitious compound *imo-kui* (potato-eat), which was voiced by one subject, is it difficult to suppose a possible adjunct interpretation.

In addition, the following fictitious compounds, which were voiced by at least one subject, have verbs that participate in no known real argument compounds:

(141)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nuno+saki</td>
<td>cloth-tear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hige+sori</td>
<td>beard-shave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuki+sumi</td>
<td>moon-be.clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tabi+sumi</td>
<td>trip-finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our experiment with fictitious compounds did succeed in supporting the hypothesis that blocking of rendaku voicing is affected by phonological constraints as opposed to lexical prespecification. But we found that fictitious compounds still behaved in ways that were not completely explainable. For example, compounds with verbs such as *tat-u* "stand" (*kabe+tati* (wall-stand)) or *kum-u* "fold" (*nuno+kumi* (cloth-fold)), which always voice in real compounds, were voiced by only one of three subjects.

These slightly anomalous results could simply be due to the kinds of perception and/or performance errors that subjects will make in doing an experiment of this kind. They could also be an indication that interactions between the grammar and the lexicon are more complex than in the account we are proposing here. Clearly, there is much more research that could be done on the complex matter of the voicing behaviour of noun-verb compounds.

As to why fictitious compounds showed utterance-to-utterance and speaker-to-speaker variation in voicing whereas attested compounds do not, let us consider the following hypothesis. The nature of the task of pronouncing fictitious compounds is such that a speaker will encounter a greater level of noise in selecting a constraint hierarchy for a given utterance. That is, even if the grammar remains constant, the amplitude of the probability curve that corresponds to each constraint on Boersma & Hayes' continuous scale will be higher for a speaker when pronouncing fictitious compounds. Suppose, for example, that constraints A and B are ranked with probability

---

69 This idea was suggested by Douglas Pulleyblank (personal communication).
curves such that with a normal amplitude, the selection A >> B will occur 90% of the time and B >> A 10% of the time. If the amplitude of the probability curve is higher for a speaker who is performing the fictitious task, then the degree of overlap between the two curves will be greater, and the chance of a selection in which B >> A will be higher, even though the grammar itself has not changed. This would induce a greater degree of utterance-to-utterance variation. If the amplitude also varies from one speaker to another, depending on the degree of stress and difficulty that the task imposes, we will see speaker-to-speaker variation as well.

In chapter 6 we turn our attention to the flip side of the irregularity problem that we have been examining so far. In this and previous chapters we looked at cases in which outputs derived by the grammar, which we expect to show regular patterns, show irregularities. In chapter 6 we look at the converse kind of case: where underived words consisting of single morphemes exhibit patterns that favour certain kinds of surface forms over others.
Our account of rendaku blocking in noun-noun compounds in chapter 3 was based on the hypothesis that the lexicon can encode patterns of blocking by adding features to the lexical listing of a compound word. In that account it was proposed that the lexicon interacts with the grammar by contributing to creating variable effects in compound words.

In this section I shall examine patterns of pitch accent that occur in nouns of Yamato origin. I shall show that rather than exhibiting the expected random frequencies of pitch-accent patterns, certain patterns occur much more frequently than others, as if the lexicon were showing the effects of some phonological processes. We normally expect the lexicon to look like a random collection of inputs that is not affected by the grammar.

In our account of rendaku blocking in noun-noun compounds, lexical exceptions to rendaku voicing were seen as an encoding by the lexicon of failed instances of the phonological process of rendaku voicing. The effect of the lexicon in this case was to deregularize a phonological process.

In pitch-accent patterns of simplex nouns, we shall find evidence of an interaction between the grammar and the lexicon in the opposite direction: in this case, the grammar makes the lexicon appear less random and more patterned.

The idea of the lexicon being something random and irregular is itself not a new one. For example, Bloomfield (1933) says that the lexicon "...is really an appendix of the grammar, a list of basic irregularities." But this original concept of the lexicon did not imply that there must be no statistical skewing of input types. In the work of Jakobson, (e.g. Jakobson (1941) marked features or combinations of features were expected to occur less frequently as underlying forms than unmarked ones as a matter of principle.

In the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky (1993)), the idea that the lexicon is random and irregular is carried a step further, through its principle of "Richness of the Base", which requires that there be no restriction on inputs. Richness of the Base manifests itself in allowing more than one possible input to be considered for a given output. It also makes the prediction that no input type should naturally occur more frequently in the lexicon than any other input type. This means that markedness cannot be encoded through having marked feature combinations occur less frequently in the lexicon; it is only through the effects of the grammar in determining outputs that we should see restriction of markedness.

Because Optimality Theory prohibits constraints on the lexicon, we should expect any possible input type to occur with equal frequency, with no statistical skewing of distribution of input types. In earlier linguistic theories, going back to the work of But no such principle is possible in Optimality Theory because of its countervailing
If we are to maintain this principle of no restriction on inputs in the OT framework, then we must explain the fact that input types often appear to be statistically skewed. An example of this is the distribution of accent types in Yamato simplex nouns: we find that in output forms of simplex nouns certain patterns are greatly underrepresented and others are greatly overrepresented -- as if the lexicon were not a set of inputs but rather a set of outputs that had undergone a phonological process. For example, trimoraic nouns can have four different possible pitch accent patterns: unaccented, initially accented, medially accented, and finally accented. We expect each pattern to occur in roughly one fourth of a random sample of bimoraic nouns. But when we look at trimoraic nouns of Yamato origin, we shall find statistical skewing of pitch accent patterns.

By also examining pitch accent patterns of words in classical Japanese, I will show that this statistical skewing of patterns in modern Japanese dialects cannot be simply inherited from an earlier stage of Japanese but must have developed in response to phonological constraints that would act to avoid certain output forms. For example, in Tokyo dialect medially accented words are quite rare. If medial accent violates certain constraints in the grammar of Tokyo Japanese, then the grammar must have sought to avoid such violations when words of an earlier stage of Japanese were reanalysed in the pitch-accent patterns of modern Tokyo Japanese.

In general, nouns in the Yamato lexicon show a statistical bias towards surface forms that avoid certain combinations or patterns of features. These facts of Japanese are examples of a more general phenomenon found across languages: that an inventory of simplex lexical items often shows a statistical bias that favours or disfavours particular patterns or combinations of features.

A well-known example is the co-occurrence restrictions on consonant place features in Arabic roots, examined originally by Greenberg (1950) and later analysed by McCarthy (1991) (see page 6). Recent analyses of these kinds of phenomena such as Frisch, Broe & Pierrehumbert (1997) have had to recourse to models of analysis that lie outside mainstream generative theories such as Optimality Theory, (at least in its conventional form) or rule-based systems. Their analysis departs from Optimality Theory in that the ranking level of a constraint directly determines, through a mathematical function, the frequency of words in the lexicon that violate that constraint. Through this function, the percentage of words in the lexicon that are permitted to violate some filter or constraint is directly determined by the strength of the constraint. As they put it:

"... the type of constraint families we develop rely crucially on the idea that the attested words constitute a random sampling of the possible forms, with a constraint constituting a bias on the random sampling. This concept of a constraint is not available in Optimality Theory..."

In this chapter I will address the following question: is statistical bias in output forms of a set of simplex lexical items a phenomenon that requires an extra-grammatical explanation, or can it be explained through a conventional set of phonological constraints?
The hypothesis that I will pursue regarding this question is the following. A speaker's language faculty not only enables them to generate correct output forms of natural language through a grammar applied to a set of input forms (the lexicon), but speakers also possess an awareness of statistical frequencies of patterns in a set of output forms in their language. This awareness enables them to modify their grammar in such a way that they can derive a statistically biased set of outputs (such as what we observe for accent patterns of simplex Yamato nouns) from an unbiased set of inputs.

I will begin in §8.1 by examining the kinds of pitch accent patterns that occur for trimoraic nouns in various Japanese dialects, and show that for most dialects, there are certain patterns that are underrepresented, and others that are overrepresented.

In §8.2 I will show that for both 11th century Kyoto Japanese and for modern Tokyo dialect, the skewed distribution of accent patterns of trimoraic nouns can be derived from an unbiased complete set of mathematically possible input forms. I will then show that by modifying the proposed constraint hierarchy, the distribution of accent patterns for bimoraic words in modern Tokyo dialect can also be accounted for.

In §8.3 I will show that underrepresented accent patterns in Tokyo dialect cannot simply be inherited from underrepresented patterns in an earlier form of Japanese. On the contrary, when we examine the set of words in a given accent pattern of 11th century Kyoto Japanese, we find that their historical reflexes in modern Tokyo Japanese tended to (a) converge on accent patterns in modern Tokyo dialect that are more harmonic in that grammar, and (b) avoid accent patterns that are less harmonic in that grammar.

In §8.4 I will discuss the issue of lexicon optimization. I will advance here a hypothesis that lexicon optimization does not occur for input forms in deriving pitch-accent types. I will argue that this hypothesis is still consistent with our account of rendaku voicing and blocking in chapter 3, which depends on the idea that some obstruents are underspecified in the input for voicing.

8.1 Variable effects in Japanese pitch-accent patterns in trimoraic nouns

In this section I will show pitch-accent data for trimoraic Yamato nouns in various dialects of Japanese. This data will show that the pitch accent patterns in a given dialect do not occur with equal frequency.

For example, suppose that there are q different surface accent types of trimoraic nouns in dialect D, where each surface type has the same arrangement of H and L tones linked to moras.

Set of surface types: $\Sigma = \{S_1, S_2, ..., S_q\}$

If dialect D contains r trimoraic nouns, and if each surface type occurred with equal frequency, the number of nouns in the dialect of each surface type $S_j$ would be the same number n, where
n = r/q.

\[ N(S_j) = \text{number of trimoraic words in } D \text{ of type } S_j. \]

\[ N(S_1) = N(S_2) = \ldots = N(S_q) = n = r/q. \]

But this is not what we find. In most dialects, we find that the number of trimoraic Yamato nouns \( N(S_j) \) of each surface type \( S_j \), will often be considerably higher or lower than \( n \). In terms of frequency of occurrence, the set of surface types \( S \) can be divided into two subsets, \( \Sigma_1 \), a set of overrepresented types, and \( \Sigma_2 \), a set of underrepresented types.

If \( S_k \in \Sigma_1 \), then \( N(S_j) \geq n \).
If \( S_l \in \Sigma_2 \), then \( N(S_k) \leq n \).

(142) Overrepresented and Underrepresented Surface Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface type</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overrepresented types</td>
<td>S_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underrepresented types</td>
<td>S_x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_{x+1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two possible hypotheses to account for this statistical skewing of surface forms. Let us first consider the following hypothesis: that the statistical skewing of surface types in (142) is due to similar skewing of input types as shown in (143).
In (143), each output type $S_j$ is derived from an input type $I_i$ by the grammar, a hierarchy of phonological constraints {...P » Q...}. Each output type $S_j$ occurs with a particular statistical frequency because its corresponding input type occurs with a similar frequency. In order to explain the skewed frequency of input types, we must appeal to some extra-grammatical cause such as historical factors. But such a historical account will be interesting only if we can eventually explain why the frequency of input types became skewed in the first place. It will not be satisfactory simply to say that the frequency of input types in dialect $D$ is skewed because it was also skewed in the historical antecedent of $D$. As I shall show in §8.2, there is statistical skewing of surface types even in the earliest form of Japanese for which we have a large corpus of reliable data: 11th century Kyoto Japanese.

Let us now consider a second hypothesis, namely, that input types are not statistically skewed at all, but rather it is only output types that are statistically skewed. The mismatch in statistical frequency between input types and output types is due to the effects of the grammar: a hierarchy of phonological constraints that derives output forms from input forms. This grammar will act in such a way that more than one output form may be derived from the same input form. This will have the result that some output forms will occur more frequently than others, even if every input form occurs with the same frequency. This is the hypothesis that I will pursue here.

Consider again what an unbiased set of input types would look like. Suppose that in dialect $D$ there are $p$ mathematically possible input types for trimoraic nouns, where input types vary according to the arrangement of H and L tones on a sequence of moras. If these input types occur with a statistically unbiased distribution for the complete set of trimoraic nouns for a speaker of
dialect D, then there should be the same number, n, of nouns of each input type, as shown in (144).

(144)

\[ r \text{ trimoraic words in D} \]
\[ p \text{ input types} \]
\[ r/p = n \text{ words of each input type} \]

(145) Occurrences of input types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input type</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I₁</td>
<td>=n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I₂</td>
<td>=n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I₃</td>
<td>=n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>=n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iₙ</td>
<td>=n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What I argue is that for each of the dialects I will examine, there exists a grammar that can account for the skewing of output forms without requiring any skewing of input forms. I will show in detail what form such a grammar might take for some of the dialect in the survey: specifically, 11th century Kyoto Japanese and modern Tokyo dialect.

In (146) below, I will take p to be the number of possible input types and q to be the number of different occurring output or surface types. Because some input types may converge on just one surface type, p is likely greater than q. Thus, I distinguish between \( m = r/p \), and \( n = r/q \), where r is the total number of trimoraic nouns in the dialect.

If there is an unskewed distribution of input types, there will in fact have to be convergence of some input types on one output type to account for skewing of output types. For example, suppose that the grammar determines that input forms \( I_p, I_q, \) and \( I_i \) all surface as output type \( S_w \) and that only input type \( I_h \) surfaces as output type \( S_x \). Then \( S_w \) will occur three times as frequently as \( S_x \). \( S_w \) is derived from \( m + m + m \) different inputs; \( S_x \) is derived from only \( m \) different inputs.
(146) Convergence of input types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input type</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
<th>Grammar: ...P &gt;&gt; Q...</th>
<th>Surface type</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I₁</td>
<td>N(I₁) = m</td>
<td></td>
<td>S₁</td>
<td>N(S₁) ≥ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I₂</td>
<td>N(I₂) = m</td>
<td></td>
<td>S₂</td>
<td>N(S₂) ≥ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I₃</td>
<td>N(I₃) = m</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>≥ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I₄</td>
<td>N(I₄) = m</td>
<td></td>
<td>S₄</td>
<td>N(S₄) ≥ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I₅</td>
<td>N(I₅) = m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sᵥ</td>
<td>N(Sᵥ) ≤ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sᵥ₊₁</td>
<td>N(Sᵥ₊₁) ≤ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>≤ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iₙ</td>
<td>N(Iₙ) = m</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sₙ</td>
<td>N(Sₙ) ≤ n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In §8.31 I will show how the skewed distribution of output types in several dialects can be derived from an un-skewed set of inputs. But first, let us examine how accent patterns occur in Yamato trimoraic nouns in various dialects of Japanese.

8.1.1 Occurrence of accent patterns of trimoraic words in various Japanese dialects:

8.1.1.1 Types of modern Japanese dialects

Below I present pitch-accent data from two of the three main types of Japanese dialects. (See also Uwano (1999) for a detailed description of the pitch accent patterns of a large number of modern Japanese dialects.) The two types I shall examine are Tokyo-type dialects and Kyoto-type dialects. In this study I did not consider data from the third type: southern dialects, (e.g. Kagoshima and Shuri) which have just two possible pitch accent patterns for a word of any prosodic length. Tokyo type dialects have two types of pitch melodies, which have been traditionally called "atonic" (LH) and "tonic" (LHL). For the latter type, the location of the fall from H to L can occur on any mora.⁷₀

---

⁷₀In a bimoraic syllable (e.g. consisting of a long vowel imooto "younger sister", diphthong kai "shell", mora nasal in the coda hon "book", or coda consonant that is part of a geminate kitto (continued...)
8.1.1.2 Tokyo dialect

Tokyo dialect, which has become the standard dialect of Japan, has what have been traditionally called "atonic" phrases, which have an initial low tone followed by high tones; and "tonic" phrases, with an initial low that rises to high and then falls to low again at some location within the word or (if the accent is word-final) immediately after the word. Thus, a trimoraic word (with monomoraic syllables: see fn. 70) has four possible pitch accent patterns: unaccented (atonic LHH), pitch fall after the first mora (HLL), pitch fall after the second mora (LHL), and pitch fall after the third mora, which will require an enclitic such as a case-particle to bear the low pitch after the fall.

For the time being, I will refer to Tokyo pitch accent types as a sequence of H and L tones with each mora being linked to a H or L tone. Thus, for example, "HLL" refers to the representation in (147).

(147) μ μ μ
      \ /\
      H L

As described by Pierrehumbert and Beckmann (1988) (henceforth P&B), pitch-accent in modern Tokyo Japanese consists of a sharp fall of pitch from high to low tone. Such a HL tone sequence can only occur once within a certain prosodic domain, which P&B call the "accentual phrase". Beyond the fact that the accentual phrase can have at most one pitch accent, neither P&B nor previous researchers such as McCawley (1968) (who calls this domain a "minor phrase") appear to define the accentual phrase in any other way. In P&B's analysis, the accentual phrase is a higher prosodic category than the Phonological Word. For our purposes here in examining monomorphemic nouns, we can consider a noun or noun plus clitic to consist of one accentual phrase.

Accentual phrases begin with a "boundary" low tone. Unaccented phrases contain a "phrasal" high tone, rather than a "lexical" high tone, but based on phonetic measurements, P&B (1988:48) state that the phrasal high has a lower F° than the high tone of a pitch accent. It is not clear whether (a) the phrasal H differs phonologically from an accentual high and must be given a different featural description, or, (b) whether the difference is an allophonic one, where H before

("surely") there can be no tonal change within the syllable. Thus, even if we assume that tone is linked to the mora, it is more proper to say that a fall from H to L in Tokyo dialect can occur on any syllable. (See McCawley (1968) for further discussion.)

That the domain of pitch accent is at least as large as the phonological word seems uncontroversial. To the extent that the phonological word in Japanese matches the morphological word, it is clear that morphological words can receive at most one pitch accent.
a L tone is realized at a higher F° level.

P&B argue that vowel pitch is underspecified even at surface levels: that is, apart from the boundary low tone, the phrasal high tone, and their proposed HL sequence of a pitch accent, the pitch of other moras is interpolated for values that will create an appropriate rise or fall between moras whose tones are specified. In addition, a pitch accent can only occur once within a certain prosodic domain. I will further discuss Pierrehumbert & Beckmann's analysis of modern Tokyo pitch accent on page 181, where I will elaborate further on their surface underspecification hypothesis. At that point I will propose a surface phonological representation for each accent type that is consistent with their findings. This representation has some moras that are not specified for a tonal value at the surface. In the meantime, however, I will use a notation to describe accent patterns that have a tonal feature associated with every mora. For example, an initially-accented pattern on a trimoraic word is described as "HLL", with a H tone linked to the first mora, and a L tone to the second and third moras.

Tokyo-type dialects differ from southern dialects such as Shuri and Kagoshima in that the location of accent (pitch fall) in a tonic word is not predictable in Tokyo.

8.1.1.3 Kyoto-type dialects

Pitch melodies in Kyoto-type dialects differ from those in Tokyo-type dialects in that they are classified along not just one, but two dimensions: (a) an atonic/tonic distinction and (b) a so-called "register" distinction. As for the latter distinction, Kyoto-type dialects have what have been traditionally called "HIGH" register phrases and "LOW" register phrases:

Words in a HIGH register begin on a high pitch. If they are tonic, they have a pitch fall to low pitch at some location within the phrase. If they are atonic, they are high pitch throughout.

Words in a LOW register begin on a low pitch. If they are tonic, they have a pitch rise to high at some location within the phrase, followed by a return to low pitch, which is maintained until the end of the phrase. If they are atonic, they are low except for the last mora which rises to high pitch.

8.1.1.4 Historical relationship among modern dialects and historical connections to Proto-Japanese

Martin (1987:246) says that "most scholars assume that the pitch patterns of Proto-Japanese ... are essentially those of 11th century Kyoto" and cites Hirayama (1968:41) who posits a typological evolution of accent types: Kyoto type – Tokyo type – Kagoshima (southern) type. Proto-Japanese is considered to have had both the register distinction and the accent locus distinction. According to the conventional hypothesis, the former was lost in Tokyo and the latter lost in southern dialects such as Kagoshima dialect which has only a register distinction. Martin gives accentual data for both 11th century Kyoto speech and for modern Kyoto Japanese. We
shall consider both dialects here, which are distinct, although they show similarities. Hirayama's hypothesis considers modern Kyoto dialect to represent a more conservative form of Japanese that was prevalent at an intermediate stage between 11th century Japanese and modern dialect. Thus, in tracing the historical evolution of accent types that lead up to modern Tokyo Japanese, we should look at modern Kyoto dialect as the representative of an intermediate stage between 11th century Japanese and modern Tokyo dialect. 72

8.1.1.5 Accent types for trimoraic words in modern dialects

The following data show the accent patterns that occur for trimoraic words in one modern Kyoto-type dialect and several modern Tokyo-type dialects that are found in Martin's (1987) database of Japanese nouns for which there is a large enough sample to be statistically significant. (The database for each dialect listed below contains at least 88 trimoraic words.) Only nouns that are monomorphemic were extracted from Martin's database.

8.1.1.5.1 Accent types for trimoraic words in modern Tokyo dialect

In the Tokyo-type dialects the four possible accent patterns for trimoraic nouns are classified as follows 73:

- unaccented (LHH)
- initially accented (HLL)
- medially accented (LHL)
- finally accented (LHH-L) (where the final L requires an enclitic to bear the tone)

72 The fact that register distinctions were apparently lost in Tokyo-type dialects and that locus distinctions were lost in southern dialects such as Kagoshima is actually more consistent with hypothesis that a Kyoto-type dialect diverged into a Tokyo type and a Kagoshima type rather than evolving from a Kyoto type to a Tokyo type to a Kagoshima type, as Hirayama suggests. Given the fact that we shall not be concerned here with Kagoshima type dialects, the important point, which is common to both hypotheses, is that Kyoto dialect represents an older form of Japanese from which modern Tokyo dialect apparently evolved.

73 Martin (1987) refers to accent types with numbers, as follows:

"0" unaccented (LHH)
"1" initially accented (HLL)
"2" medially accented (LHL)
"3" finally accented (LHH-L)
8.1.1.5.2 Accent types for trimoraic words in modern Kyoto dialect

In Kyoto dialect there are four possible patterns for trimoraic nouns.

HHH (atonic HIGH)
LLH (atonic LOW)
LHL (tonic LOW)
HLL (tonic HIGH: fall after 1st mora)

8.1.2 Data on frequencies of accent types in modern Japanese dialects

While we might expect to find that for a given dialect, each of the possible accent patterns will occur in roughly the same percentage of words, this does not happen. Some accent patterns are noticeably overrepresented for some dialects and others are noticeably underrepresented for some dialects.

In the data summaries below, I also show the co-occurrence rates of each accent type cross-referenced with the presence or absence of a voiced obstruent in a word. We shall see that in some dialects, (for example, Tokyo dialect), the presence of a voiced obstruent in a word even further reduces the statistical frequency of underrepresented pitch-accent patterns. Although I shall not attempt to give a formal explanation here of why the presence of a voiced obstruent has an apparent effect on the robustness of a particular accent pattern, I shall include this data for the following reason. Given the likely possibility that the presence of an obstruent can effect the surfacing of particular accent patterns, we need to consider frequency data just for nouns that have no voiced obstruent present. We want to consider possible grammars that will derive attested accent patterns from possible inputs. If the presence of a voiced obstruent has an effect on such a derivation, we want to be able to examine control cases in which there is no voiced obstruent present.

---

74 Martin (1987) uses the following numbers to identify Kyoto accent types. For Kyoto accent, the number refers to the location of the first mora that has low tone. The pattern "1:3" means that the first and third moras both have a low tone that is not immediately preceded by another low tone.

"0"  HHH (atonic HIGH)
"1"  LLH (atonic LOW)
"1:3" LHL (tonic LOW)
"2"  HLL (tonic HIGH: fall after 1st mora)
"3"  HHL (tonic HIGH: fall after 2nd mora)

75 There is also a HHL pattern that occurs for a very small number of words, such as onna "woman." This pattern is so rare that I will not consider it here.
obstruent affecting the derivation.

8.1.2.1 Kyoto-type dialects: (1 example) Unaccented pattern is dominant.

(148) Frequencies of accent patterns in modern Kyoto dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODERN KYOTO</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>HHH</th>
<th>LLH</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>HHL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced obstruent</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this accent type, we would expect, with random distribution of patterns, that each of the four patterns (excluding HHL) should occur 25% of the time. The unaccented pattern HHH occurs with much greater frequency than it would randomly, at 45% frequency. The patterns LLH and LHL occur less frequently than a normal distribution would predict.

8.1.2.2 Tokyo-type dialects (11 dialects represented)

The dialects shown below are classified according to the kinds of over- and underrepresentation of accent patterns that are found for each.

8.1.2.2.1 unaccented dominant:

In this type of dialect unaccented words make up at least 49% of the total of trimoraic words and occur at least twice as often as any other accent pattern. For some dialects there is an additional characteristic: one accent pattern is underrepresented compared to all the others.

In Tokyo dialect, medial accent is avoided: it occurs for only 4% of total number of words and for only 12% of the words that have one of the three accented patterns.
(149) Frequencies of accent patterns in trimoraic words in Tokyo dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOKYO: TRIMORAIC WORDS</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>unaccented</th>
<th>initial accent</th>
<th>medial accent</th>
<th>final accent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LHH</td>
<td>HLL</td>
<td>LHL</td>
<td>LHH(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no voiced obstruent</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>124 62%</td>
<td>31 15.5%</td>
<td>13 7%</td>
<td>31 15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>107 73%</td>
<td>29 20%</td>
<td>1 1%</td>
<td>9 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>231 67%</td>
<td>60 17%</td>
<td>14 4%</td>
<td>40 12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(150) Frequencies of accent patterns in Hiroshima dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIROSHIMA</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced obstruent</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>45 62%</td>
<td>8 11%</td>
<td>6 8%</td>
<td>14 19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>20 53%</td>
<td>4 11%</td>
<td>7 18%</td>
<td>7 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>65 59%</td>
<td>12 11%</td>
<td>13 12%</td>
<td>21 19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this dialect, the unaccented pattern is dominant and the three other patterns fairly evenly split in frequency.

(151) Frequencies of accent patterns in Izu dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IZU</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced obstruent</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>40 57%</td>
<td>7 10%</td>
<td>6 9%</td>
<td>17 24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>20 53%</td>
<td>4 11%</td>
<td>7 18%</td>
<td>7 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>60 56%</td>
<td>11 10%</td>
<td>13 12%</td>
<td>24 22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Izu dialect has patterns of frequency similar to those of Hiroshima, but among accented patterns,
final accent is favoured:

(152) Frequencies of accent patterns in Matsue dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATSUE</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced obstruent</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(153) Frequencies of accent patterns in Izumo Dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IZUMO</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both Matsue and Izumo dialects initial accent is rare; the other two accented patterns are evenly split.

(154) Frequencies of accent patterns in Hamada dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAMADA</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced obstruent</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Hamada dialect, the unaccented pattern (LHH) is dominant. the other three accent patterns are
fairly evenly split, with initial accent (LHH) being somewhat more underrepresented.

8.1.2.2.2 unaccented most common but not as dominant

For this group the unaccented pattern occurs the most frequently but it is not as dominant as in the previous group. Here its occurrence ranges from 39% of the time for Akita and Hatto 1 to 42% of the time for Sapporo.

In addition, Akita underrepresents initial accent, Sapporo underrepresents initial and final accent, and Hatto slightly underrepresents initial and final accent.

(155) Frequencies of accent patterns in Akita dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AKITA</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(156) Frequencies of accent patterns in Hatto dialect variant 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HATTO 1</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Frequencies of accent patterns in Sapporo dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1.2.2.3 No strongly dominant accent pattern: at least three patterns occur within a 5% frequency range

For Narada, medial accent is somewhat underrepresented; the other patterns occur at roughly similar rates.

### Frequencies of accent patterns in Narada dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1.2.2.4 medial accent dominant:

### Frequencies of accent patterns in Aomori dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LHH(L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td></td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pattern 2 occurs 2.7 times as often as pattern 1

8.1.2.2.5 Summary of data on Tokyo-type dialects:

Dominance of one pattern:

For 6 dialects the unaccented (LHH) pattern is dominant and for 3 more it occurs the most frequently.

For 1 dialect medial (LHL) accent is dominant, occurring 1.6 times as often as any other pattern.

Underrepresentation:

| Tokyo     | medial (LHL) accent 4% |
| Matsue, Izumo | initial (HLL) accent 2%, 1% |
| Akita     | initial (HLL) accent 8% |
| Sapporo   | final (LHH(L)) accent 8% |

slight underrepresentation:

| Narada   | medial (LHL) accent 15% (vs. 30%, 29%, 26%) |
| Aomori   | initial (HLL) accent 15% (vs. 25%, 40%, 21%) |

In summary, we find that the majority of Tokyo-type dialects show at least one instance of a significant underrepresentation or overrepresentation of accent type.

As discussed on pages 146ff, I will ultimately account for these kinds of skewed distributions of accent types through the effects of phonological constraints, which can derive a skewed distribution of outputs from an unskewed distribution of inputs. But first, in the following section, I will show that statistical skewing cannot simply be a reflex of over- or underrepresented accent patterns in an earlier stage of Japanese.

8.2 Statistical skewing cannot simply be a reflex of over- or underrepresented accent patterns in an earlier stage of Japanese

8.2.1 Correlation between accent patterns in modern Tokyo dialect and accent patterns in 11th century Japanese.

In this section I will explore the possibility that the skewing of accent pattern frequencies in modern Tokyo dialect is due to the inheritance of skewed patterns from 11th century Kyoto Japanese. I will show that this hypothesis cannot be maintained.
8.2.1.1 Accent patterns in 11th century Kyoto Japanese

Let us first examine the range of accent types for the earliest form of Japanese for which we have reliable pitch-accent data: 11th century Kyoto Japanese. In this historical period, Kyoto with its surrounding area was the political, cultural, and demographic centre of Japan. What is now the Tokyo area was relatively sparsely populated at this time and the site of modern Tokyo was little more than a tiny fishing village. Accordingly, 11th century Kyoto Japanese would have by far the greatest linguistic influence on subsequent modern dialects among the various forms of Japanese that were spoken in the 11th century.

Abundant data for 11th century Japanese accent patterns is found in Martin (1987). The following chart shows the total number of trimoraic words of each accent pattern of 11th century Japanese that are found in Martin's database of nouns, with one column for each 11th century pattern.

(160) Frequencies of accent patterns in 11th century (Kyoto) Japanese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accent pattern</th>
<th>HHH</th>
<th>HHL</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LLH</th>
<th>LLL</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of words</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If all seven accent patterns had equal frequency, we should expect a rate of about 14% for each of them; on the contrary, we find that the HHH and LLL patterns are both overrepresented, with rates of frequency of 24% and 28% respectively. Thus we find over- and underrepresentation of accent patterns for trimoraic words going back to 11th century Kyoto Japanese.

The question we want to investigate is the following. Is the over- and underrepresentation of accent patterns in modern Tokyo Japanese directly explainable through the inheritance of over- and underrepresented patterns in 11th century Japanese?

In order to explore the correlation between accent patterns in the two dialects let us examine the following chart. This chart is based on pitch accent data for various dialects of Japanese in Martin's (1987) database of Yamato nouns. It shows how many words of each 11th century accent pattern developed into each possible accent pattern in modern Tokyo dialect.

---

76 See, for example, Ivan Morris' English translation of the Sarashina Nikki diary, which includes a detailed description of the route from what is now the Tokyo area to the capital in Kyoto.
Correlation of accent patterns in cognates between 11th century Kyoto dialect and modern Tokyo dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11th century pattern</th>
<th>HHH</th>
<th>HHL</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LLH</th>
<th>LLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo pattern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHH</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLH(L)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find that for three of the 11th century accent patterns the majority of words have one particular corresponding accent pattern in modern Tokyo dialect, with just a small percentage of each group deviating from this pattern. For example, of 68 words that were HHH in 11th century Japanese, 63 cognates (93%) are unaccented (LHH) in Tokyo dialect. The less common patterns such as HLL and LHL were more variable in what Tokyo pattern was taken on by the words of this class. And the LLH pattern seemed to split into two patterns in Tokyo: unaccented (LHH) (17) and initially accented (HLL) (14). The LLL pattern also diverged mainly into two patterns in Tokyo dialect: initially accented (HLL) (14) and finally accented (23).

11th cent          Tokyo
HHH  -->      LHH
HHL  -->      (Uncommon)
LHH  -->      LHH
LHL  -->      LHH
LLH  -->      LHH or HLL
LLL  -->      HLL or HHH(-L)

Yet there is no evidence that any of the under- or overrepresented patterns of Tokyo dialect are due to their being reflexes of a similarly over- or underrepresented pattern in 11th century Japanese.

---

77 A further 7 words are listed in Martin (1987) with the pattern "HHx", where the nature of the tone on the third mora is not clear.

78 A further 3 words are listed by Martin with the pattern "LHx", meaning that the nature of the tone on the third mora is not clear.
Consider, for example, medial (LHL) accent in Tokyo, which is greatly underrepresented at 8%. Of the 8 words of this pattern represented in the chart above, 6 of them have a LLL pattern in 11th century Japanese. Yet the LLL pattern is anything but underrepresented in 11th century Japanese, being the most common of all 7 patterns. Thus the underrepresentation of medial (LHL) accent in Tokyo cannot be due to this pattern being correlated with a similarly underrepresented pattern in an ancestor language. A more plausible hypothesis is that for some phonological reasons, all 11th century accent patterns, when they evolved into Tokyo dialect, avoided a medial (LHL) accent pattern.

Consider now the overrepresentation of the unaccented (LHH) pattern in Tokyo dialect. We cannot simply say that this is due to the fact that most of the words with a HHH pattern in 11th century Japanese developed into this pattern in Tokyo. If 11th century HHH were the only pattern that became unaccented (LHH) in Tokyo, then we would have 63 words out of a total of 283 trimoraic words that were unaccented (LHH) in Tokyo dialect: only 22% of the total. If the abundance of unaccented (LHH) trimoraic words in Tokyo dialect is connected with the accent patterns of 11th century Japanese, it is because for six of the seven accent patterns in 11th century Japanese, a substantial number of words (in many cases the majority) developed into unaccented (LHH) words in Tokyo dialect. Once again the skewed pattern is arguably due not to a reflex of some earlier historical distribution but instead to some phonological effect that influenced the process by which an earlier accent pattern changed into a later one.

The following chart shows the rate at which each accent pattern in 11th century Japanese became an unaccented (LHH) pattern in modern Tokyo Japanese.
We can see from this chart that the overrepresentation of the unaccented (LHH) pattern in modern Tokyo dialect is due not to its inheritance from one particular overrepresented pattern in 11th century Japanese but to the fact that many different accent patterns from 11th century Japanese evolved into an unaccented (LHH) pattern in modern Tokyo dialect at a substantial rate.

### 8.2.2 Accent patterns in modern Akita dialect

Let us consider now a second modern dialect that has statistically skewed frequencies of accent patterns for trimoraic nouns. In Akita dialect, initial (HLL) accent is underrepresented, as we saw in (155), repeated here as (163).
Let us examine the possibility, as we did for modern Tokyo dialect, that the underrepresentation of initial (HLL) accent in trimoraic nouns in Akita dialect occurs because initial (HLL) accent in Akita is the reflex of some underrepresented accent pattern in 11th century Japanese. The following list shows some of the few initially accented trimoraic words in Akita alongside the accent pattern of the same word in 11th century Japanese.

initially accented words in Akita (HLL):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>meaning</th>
<th>11th cent. pattern</th>
<th>frequency of 11th cent. pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kitune</td>
<td>fox</td>
<td>LHH</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abura</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>LLH</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hibari</td>
<td>skylark</td>
<td>LHH</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuzira</td>
<td>whale</td>
<td>LHL</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suzume</td>
<td>sparrow</td>
<td>LHH</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find that none of these words are derived from a particularly rare pattern in classical Japanese. Thus, for Akita dialect as well, there exists an underrepresented accent pattern for trimoraic nouns whose low statistical frequency cannot be due to its being a reflex of some underrepresented pattern in 11th century Japanese.

In the next section I will pursue a different hypothesis to account for the statistical skewing of accent patterns in modern dialects: namely that when we consider the possible input forms for the inventory of Yamato nouns in a dialect such as modern Tokyo, we are not forced to posit any statistical skewing of frequencies of input forms. We can derive the over- and underrepresentation of surface forms of monomorphemic nouns through the effects of phonological constraints.
8.3 The Derivation of a biased distribution of accent patterns

We saw in the foregoing data in this chapter that there is a bias in statistical distribution of accent patterns in various dialects of Japanese going right back to 11th century Kyoto Japanese. Let us now examine the question of whether these biased sets of output forms necessarily require us to posit similarly biased sets of input forms.

8.3.1 Distribution of accent patterns in 11th century Kyoto Japanese

Consider again the frequency of output forms for trimoraic nouns in 11th century Kyoto. The table in (160) is repeated below in (164).

(164) Frequencies of accent patterns in 11th century (Kyoto) Japanese revisited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accent pattern</th>
<th>HHH</th>
<th>HHL</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LLH</th>
<th>LLL</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of words</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice the fact that the accent pattern HLH does not occur at all in the data. There are two possible ways of explaining this. One is input forms correspond closely to output forms and that the inventory of possible input forms has a mysterious gap: the absence of a HLH pattern. The second possibility is that there are no restrictions on possible input forms and that output forms are subject to phonological constraints that may prevent certain patterns from surfacing.

The option I will pursue here is the second one, which is standard in generative phonology. This option affords the possibility of explaining why there are gaps in possible types of inputs. If we allow the possibility that apparent gaps in input forms are in reality gaps in output forms, then we can account for these gaps through the effects of the grammar. That is, our answer will be that there actually are no gaps in possible input forms: it only appears this way because certain input forms are not allowed by the grammar to surface with the same form as their input. For example, we can allow the possibility that a form HLH can exist in the input, but that it will have a different output form because certain constraints will disallow a HLH output form.

By allowing no restriction on possible types of inputs, the mystery of gaps and statistical biases in frequencies of input forms can be explained. In effect, we are adopting a strong version of the principle of "Richness of the Base" in Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky (1993.)) (See also page 31.) According to this principle, we allow any possible type of phonologically well-formed input to occur, with no restrictions.

To make a move towards allowing more than one possible input for a given output requires us
to abandon at least a strong version of the principle of Lexicon Optimization (Prince & Smolensky (1993)). I will consider, for trimoraic nouns in 11th century Kyoto dialect, a full range of input types that have three possibilities for each mora: (a) not linked to a tone, (b) linked to a H tone, and (c) linked to a L tone. This gives us 3 to the third power or 27 possible inputs for trimoraic nouns. Lexicon Optimization would only allow one possible input for each possible output, or seven possible inputs, since there are seven possible outputs. If we were to adopt the strongest version of Lexicon Optimization, which insists on one optimal input for each output type, we would lose the ability to explain gaps or statistical biases in the lexicon. In order to consider the twenty-seven possible tonal inputs for trimoraic nouns listed above, we must reject a strong version of Lexicon Optimization.

Partly for the sake of ease of exposition, we shall still to some degree restrict the inputs that we take under consideration for the natural class of outputs that we are examining (i.e outputs that are trimoraic and have the syntactic category [+N,-V].) For example, we shall not consider inputs with moras linked to multiple tones or inputs with floating tones. In effect, we shall restrict the inputs under consideration to a natural class of possible inputs: representations in which any tonal features that occur are singly linked to a mora to which no other tone is linked. This will be done not so much for the sake of optimizing the lexicon but rather to make manageable the problem of how a grammar might make an unrestricted set of inputs converge on a small finite number of output forms.

By adopting the hypothesis that a full range of possible input forms can occur, we shall have the possibility of accounting not only for apparent gaps in the range of inputs, but also for statistical imbalances in that inventory.

What we will investigate is the possibility that there is a hierarchy of phonological constraints from which an unbiased set of input forms for trimoraic nouns can derive a set of output forms that exhibit the kinds of statistical patterns we see in (160).

In the next subsection I shall present a hypothesis for the derivation of surface pitch accent patterns for 11th century Kyoto trimoraic nouns that can explain their statistical distribution.

8.3.1.1 Derivation of 11th century Kyoto accent patterns for trimoraic nouns from an unbiased set of inputs

For trimoraic words, let us consider the following set of mathematically possible input forms. We shall consider only tones that are underlyingly linked to moras, since there is no evidence, for nouns, as there is for verbs, of floating tones whose docking location depends on the prosodic structure of the word. I will also not consider input forms in which more than one tone is linked to the same mora. In this respect, I am adopting a "weak" version of Lexicon Optimization that restricts inputs, not with respect to individual lexical items, but with respect to a natural class of output forms.
Given these assumptions, each mora has three possibilities: (a) it is not linked to any tonal feature, (b) it is linked to a L tone, and (c), it is linked to a H tone. This gives us the following 27 possible inputs.

(165)

1. μ μ μ

2. μ μ μ
   | μ
   H

3. μ μ μ
   | μ
   H   L

4. μ μ μ
   | μ
   H   L

5. μ μ μ
   | \ / μ
   H   L

6. μ μ μ
   | μ
   H

7. μ μ μ
   | μ
   L   H

8. μ μ μ
   | μ
   H   L
For the time being, let us leave aside the question of statistical frequency of accent patterns and simply look at what kind of grammar could derive the set of possible output forms in (164) from the set of inputs in (165).

8.3.1.2 Proposed grammar for 11th century Kyoto Japanese

First, the characterization of surface accent patterns for 11th century Kyoto Japanese given in Martin (1987) assumes that every mora is linked to a tone and that no moras have contour tones. If we adopt Martin’s assumptions about how these tonal patterns were realized, the grammar we are seeking to capture must have the following undominated constraints:

(166) Align(Tone,Left,Mora,Left): "The left edge of every tonal feature is aligned with the left edge of a mora."

Violations of this constraint are calculated on the tonal tier. This constraint will be violated when there are two tones linked to the same mora:

```
/ \  
T₁  T₂
```

A contour tone like the one in (167) will violate this constraint, since the left edge of the H tone is not aligned with the left edge of the mora.

(167)   µ
        / \  
        L  H

(168) Mora-Tone: "Every mora must be on a path with a tonal feature."

When a mora has no tone linked to it in the input, the grammar must determine not only that it will have a tone linked to it in the output, but it must also determine whether that tone should be
a H tone or a L tone. Making either H tone or L tone the default tone will enable us to derive all
the seven possible output forms in (164); however, choosing L tone as the default tone will
conflict less with the need to ban a HLH output, which has two H tones. For that reason, let us
adopt L tone as the default tone through the following constraints. (See Pulleyblank (1986).)

(169) *H: "A H tone must not occur in the output."

(170) *L: "A L tone must not occur in the output."

In order that L occurs as the default tone, the corresponding markedness constraint for L tones,
*L, must be ranked below *H.

In addition to assigning a preference to, say L tone over H tone as a default tone, the grammar
must also determine what the output will be when both H and L tones occur in the input, but there
is one mora with no tone linked in the input, as in (171)

(171)   μ   μ   μ
        |     |     |
        H   L

Even if *H » *L, these markedness constraints will not determine what kind of tone will occur
on the middle mora in the output, since either of the two outputs below equally violates both *H
and *L. 79

(172)(a) μ μ μ          (b) μ μ μ
        | \  |     |/  |
        H L   H L

Some ranking of the following four alignment constraints will determine which tone will spread
to a vacant mora when there is a possibility of spreading from both the left and the right.

(173) Align-H-Left-Wd-Left: The left edge of every high tone in the output must be aligned with
the left edge of the word.

(174) Align-H-R-Wd-R: The right edge of every high tone in the output must be aligned with the
right edge of the word.

(175) Align-L-Left-Wd-Left: The left edge of every low tone in the output must be aligned with
the left edge of the word.

79If *H were interpreted as a Path constraint that was violated for each path from a H tone to
a mora, then (a) would be preferred to (b).
Align-L-R-Wd-R: The right edge of every low tone in the output must be aligned with the right edge of the word.

At this point there is no particular reason why we should choose one particular relative ranking of these four alignment constraints over another. Any ranking that can determine whether a H or L tone will spread to a given mora will derive an attested accent pattern. For the time being, I will consider any ranking among the four constraints as possible.

We would also expect that the seven possible output forms for trimoraic words in 11th century Kyoto would show some degree of faithfulness to input forms: that is, the patterns of H's and L's in output forms would have some resemblance to the arrangement of H's and L's in input forms. This kind of faithfulness would be determined by faithfulness constraints such as the following two constraints:

Max-Path-Tone: For every path of association P between a tonal feature T and a mora μ in the input there is a corresponding path of association P' between tonal feature T' and mora μ' in the output, where P corresponds to P', T corresponds to T' and μ corresponds to μ'.

Max-Tone: "Every tone in the input must occur in the output."

We also find that the tonal pattern HLH is absent. I will account for this fact by adopting the Generalized OCP of Suzuki (1998). Suzuki's proposals seek to explain what he calls "identity avoidance between two elements in sequence" -- in this case as applied to a ban on the co-occurrence of multiple high tones within a domain. Suzuki's proposals differ from prior formulations of the OCP in which the elements that are prohibited from co-occurring must be adjacent on the same autosegmental tier. It also differs from proposals by Itô & Mester (1996) and Alderete (1996, 1997) to explain OCP effects in terms of markedness. Suzuki's GOCP does not necessarily require what he calls "strict adjacency" between the occurrences of the element that is prohibited from multiply occurring. The GOCP can be sensitive to any sequence, including one with intervening material.

Applied to high tones within a morpheme, the GOCP bans a sequence of H...H within a morpheme, even if a L tone intervenes between the two highs.

GOCP-H(morpheme): "A sequence of high tones (H...H) must not occur in the output."

This constraint is undominated in 11th century Kyoto dialect, since a sequence of H's never occurs in the output.
The following summarizes the proposed constraint hierarchy for deriving the accent patterns of 11th century Kyoto.

(180) Undominated:  
Mora-tone  
Align-Tone-Left-Mora-Left  
GOCP-H(morpheme) >>

Max-Path-Tone, Max-Tone >>

*H,  

>>

*L

All of the above constraints are required in order that the output form of a trimoraic word have one of the seven attested tonal patterns, regardless of the input form. I summarize again the motivation for each of the above constraints:

Mora-Tone is required so that every mora has a tone linked to it.

Align-Tone-Left-Mora-Left is required so that no contour tones occur in output forms.

GOCP-H(morpheme) is required so that the pattern HLH does not surface.

Max-Path-Tone and Max-Tone are required so that there can be some connection between input tonal patterns and output tonal patterns. If these kinds of constraints were not highly ranked, we would expect to get only default tonal patterns that are determined solely by alignment and markedness constraints and not by the nature of the input. The fact that we see seven different tonal patterns surfacing in this dialect can only be explained if the output patterns had some correlation with input patterns. If alignment and/or markedness were the only factor(s) determining surface forms, we should expect to see only one possible surface form.

Constraints such as *H and *L that determine a default tone are required so that the grammar can determine the output for an input that has no tonal features.

Relative ranking among alignment constraints is required so that the grammar can determine which tone will surface on a mora that is unlinked to a tone in the input, and where both H and
8.3.1.3 Derivation of outputs for 11th century Kyoto Japanese

The hierarchy in (180) will derive the following outputs for the inputs in (165)

(181)
1. \( \mu \mu \mu \) \( \text{LLL} \) (*\( H \), Mora-Tone derive a L linked to all morae)
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   \mu \\
   \mu \\
   \mu \\
   \hline
   H \\
   \L \\
   \L \\
   \end{array}
   \]
2. \( \mu \mu \mu \) \( \text{HHH} \) (*\( H \) is violated by any candidate that respects Max-Path-Tone and *\( H \). Align-H-Right will spread H to all moras,
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   \mu \\
   \mu \\
   \mu \\
   \hline
   H \\
   \L \\
   \L \\
   \end{array}
   \]
3. \( \mu \mu \mu \) \( \text{HLL} \) (See tableau.)

(182)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \mu \mu \mu )</th>
<th>( \mu \mu \mu )</th>
<th>( \mu \mu \mu )</th>
<th>( \mu \mu \mu )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOCP-H (morpheme)</td>
<td>Max-Path-Tone</td>
<td>Max-Tone</td>
<td>*H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*H-Rt
**H-Left
*L-Left
**L-Left
HHL if Align-H-Rt >> Align-L-Left
HLL of Align-L-Left >> Align-H-Right

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>μ μ μ</th>
<th>GOCP-H (morpheme)</th>
<th>Max-Path-Tone</th>
<th>Max-Tone</th>
<th>*H</th>
<th>Alignment Constraints</th>
<th>*L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\ / \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**H-Rt</td>
<td>**H-L-Left</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. \( \mu \mu \mu \) LHL (Max-Path-Tone will disallow any change of tone association)
   \[
   \begin{array}{c|c|c}
   & L & H \\
   \end{array}
   \]

10. \( \mu \mu \mu \) HHH (Align-H-Left-Wd-Left will spread H left.)
    \[
    \begin{array}{c|c}
    & H \\
    \end{array}
    \]

11. \( \mu \mu \mu \)
    \[
    \begin{array}{c|c}
    & H \\
    \end{array}
    \]

LLH if Align-L-Rt >> Align-H-Left
LHH if Align-H-Left >> Align-L-Right

12. \( \mu \mu \mu \) LLH (Align L-Left spreads L to leftmost mora)
    \( \text{(GOCP-H bans HLH)} \)
    \[
    \begin{array}{c|c}
    & H \\
    \end{array}
    \]

(184)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \mu \mu \mu )</th>
<th>GOCP-H (morpheme)</th>
<th>Max-Path-Tone</th>
<th>Max-Tone</th>
<th>Align-H-R-Wd-R</th>
<th>Align-H-Left-Wd-Left</th>
<th>( )*H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu ) \ \ / \ / \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu \mu \mu ) \ \ / \ / \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L H</td>
<td>( )*!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. \( \mu \mu \mu \) LLH (Max-Path-Tone will disallow any change of tone association)
    \[
    \begin{array}{c|c|c}
    & L & H \\
    \end{array}
    \]
14. μ μ μ LLL (No H to align; Align-L-Rt spreads L)

15. μ μ μ LLL (No H to align; Align-L-Rt, Align-L-Left spread L to all morae.)

16. μ μ μ LLL (No H to align; Align-L-Left spreads L to all morae.)

17. μ μ μ LLL (No H to align; Align-L-Left spreads L to all morae.)

18. μ μ μ LLL (No H to align; Align-L-Left spreads L to all morae.)

19. μ μ μ LLL (Max-Path-Tone will disallow any change of tone association)

20. μ μ μ HHH (Align-H-R-Wd-R spreads H)

21. μ μ μ HHL (Max-Path-Tone will disallow any change of tone association)

22. μ μ μ HHH (Align-H-Left-Wd-Left spreads H)
23. $\mu \mu \mu$ LHH (Max-Path-Tone will disallow any change of tone association)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
| \\
\hline
\mu \mu \mu \\
L \quad H
\end{array}
\]

24. $\mu \mu \mu$ HHH (Max-Path-Tone will disallow any change of tone association)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
| \\
\hline
\mu \mu \mu \\
H
\end{array}
\]

25. $\mu \mu \mu$ HHH (See tableau (185) below.)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
| \\
\hline
H \quad H
\end{array}
\]

(185)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mu \mu \mu$</th>
<th>GOCP-H (morpheme)</th>
<th>Max-Path-Tone</th>
<th>Max-Tone</th>
<th>$^*H$</th>
<th>Alignment Constraints</th>
<th>$^*$ L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu \mu \mu$</td>
<td>HHH (max-morpheme)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>** Align-H-Rt</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu \mu \mu$</td>
<td>HHH (max-morpheme)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>** Align-H-Left</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu \mu \mu$</td>
<td>HHH (max-morpheme)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>* Align-L-Right</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu \mu \mu$</td>
<td>HHH (max-morpheme)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>* Align-L-Left</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

26. $\mu \mu \mu$ LLH

\[
\begin{array}{c}
| \\
\hline
\mu \mu \mu \\
H \quad L \quad H
\end{array}
\]

In #26, the constraint GOCP-H prohibits a HLH pattern from surfacing.

The following tableau shows how the constraints in (180) will derive the output LLH or HLL in #26:
Optimal output: LLH or HLL depending on the ranking among the four alignment constraints.

27. μ μ μ LLL (No H to align; Align-L-Left or Align-L-right spreads L to second mora)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>μ μ μ</th>
<th>μ μ μ</th>
<th>μ μ μ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H L H</td>
<td>H L H</td>
<td>H L H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above constraints have been proposed only for the purpose of being able to derive all and only all of the seven attested tonal patterns from any possible tonal input. The chart below summarizes for how many of the 27 possible inputs each output pattern is the optimal output.
Correlation between input forms and output forms for trimoraic nouns in Tokyo dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Accent pattern</th>
<th>HHH</th>
<th>HHL</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>LHH</th>
<th>LHL</th>
<th>LLH</th>
<th>LLL</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of input forms</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 or 4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of total input forms</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>7% or 11%</td>
<td>7% or 11%</td>
<td>7% or 11%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11% or 15%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage rate of occurrence in database of trimoraic words</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listed in the bottom row of the above chart is the actual frequency at which each pattern occurs in the database of trimoraic words in 11th century Kyoto dialect.

Even though the constraint hierarchy we developed was one that was required simply to account for the kinds of output patterns that do and do not occur, we find that this hierarchy also predicts a frequency of occurrence for each pattern that correlates closely with actually observed frequencies. That is, if each of the 27 possible input types occurs with equal frequency, then the optimal output for each input type must occur with the same frequency as its input type. An output type that occurs with eight different input types will occur twice as frequently, for example, as an output type that is optimal for four different input types.

This means that a speaker could have a lexicon of trimoraic nouns that is very close to being "unbiased" -- that is, each of the possible input types would occur with roughly the same frequency, even though the frequencies of output forms shows the skewed distribution observable in the bottom row of (187).

The only ranking of constraints that we did not decide on above was the ranking of the four alignment constraints, since the ranking we choose will have no effect on the possible output types. But as we saw above, for each of two inputs, the ranking will determine which of two possible outputs will be optimal. For example, the following input could surface as either LLH or LHH depending on the ranking of alignment constraints. If a hierarchy were chosen that derived LHH, we would have 3 inputs surfacing as LHH and 3 inputs as LLH rather than 2 and 4 respectively. A ranking that derived LHH for the input from below in (188) would result in a
frequency of occurrence for both LLH and LHH that more closely matched actual observed frequencies when there is an unbiased distribution of input types.

(188)

11. \[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\mu & \mu & \mu \\
| & | & \\
L & H \\
\end{array}
\]

LLH if Align-L-Right >> Align-H-Left
LHH if Align-H-Left >> Align-L-Right

Notice that the former of the two rankings is in accord with the bias in favour of left-to-right association that we find in autosegmental theory, (Goldsmith (1976), Pulleyblank (1986)), along with the marked status of H tone. Deriving an output LLH from the above input would occur with left-to-right association of tones along with the default nature of L tone. In Optimality Theory, this bias towards left-to-right association could be expressed through a tendency for the grammar to rank Align-L-Rt above Align-L-Left in the absence of any counterevidence to this ranking.

Such a ranking would result in a convergence of input types that would come closer to allowing an unbiased distribution of input forms.

We shall next examine frequencies of accent patterns in modern Tokyo dialect. We shall construct a possible grammar for that language that derives the possible output types. We shall examine how closely that grammar will predict observed frequencies of output types from an unbiased distribution of input types.

8.3.2 Deriving the accent pattern frequencies for modern Tokyo Japanese

In our examination of 11th century Kyoto Japanese, we saw that a skewed distribution of output types can be largely derived through the effects of the grammar, without having to posit a similarly skewed distribution of input types. This is the case for 11th century Kyoto dialect.

Let us now examine the statistically skewed accent patterns that occur in modern dialects and try to determine whether they too can be explained through the action of phonological constraints on an unbiased set of inputs. I have chosen to examine trimoraic nouns in modern Tokyo dialect in this regard because (a) it has the largest number of words in Martin's database among modern dialects and (b) it shows substantial over- and underrepresentation of accent patterns, as was shown in (149).
8.3.2.1 Review of the accent pattern of modern Tokyo Japanese

Following the analysis of Pierrehumbert & Beckman (1988), pitch accent patterns in modern Tokyo dialect are characterized by the following features.

1. All accentual phrases have an initial L tone.
2. Phrases that are unaccented (represented thus far as LHH) have a phrasal H tone that occurs on the second mora: i.e. after the initial L. This phrasal H does not occur on the first mora, unlike the H of an initially accented word. In an initially accented word, the first mora is a contour tone consisting of a LH sequence.
3. Accented phrases have a lexical H tone on one of the moras that falls to L immediately afterwards.
4. Tones that lie between any of the initial L, phrasal H, lexical H, and L that follows lexical H, are underspecified on the surface, with their F° values being determined by interpolation.

The downdrift that P & B observe in Tokyo utterances is accounted for by the interpolation of F° values between phrasal H and the boundary L of the following accentual phrase.

The boundary L tone is completely predictable, occurring in every accentual phrase of Tokyo dialect. It differs in this way from the phrasal H tone, which occurs only in unaccented phrases that lack an accentual H tone. Given these facts, the boundary L is arguably a phonetic effect that belongs to the utterance level rather than part of the word-level, phonological output. Accordingly, I will abstract away here from the completely predictable boundary L tone, and treat it as something that is generated at the utterance level rather than by the word-level phonology.

Adopting P&B's proposal of surface underspecification of tones lying between any of the boundary L, the phrasal H, the accentual H and the L that follows an accentual H will give us the following surface representations for each of the four possible tonal patterns for trimoraic nouns in Tokyo dialect:

(189)

"UNACCENTED"

µ µ µ

|   |

H

"INITIALLY ACCENTED"

µ µ µ

|   |

H L
Recall that a complete set of possible inputs (with respect to linked H and L tones) for trimoraic nouns (given above in (189)) contains twenty-seven possible inputs.

Let us first consider, as we did for 11th century Kyoto Japanese, what kind of grammar is required so that only one of the four attested tonal patterns can surface, regardless of the tonal pattern of the input.

From simple observation of these four possible accent types for trimoraic words given in (189), we can make the following generalizations.

1. All surface forms have exactly one H tone.
2. If a L tone appears, there is only one, and it always follows a H.
3. There are no contour tones or tones linked to more than one mora.

The occurrence of only one H and at most one L tone in each accentual phrase is a phenomenon most naturally explained by a version of the OCP. I again employ the constraint GOCP-H, introduced in (179) in the discussion of 11th century Kyoto dialect, and formulated the same way here.

\[(190) \text{GOCP-H(\(\mu\))(morpheme): "A sequence of H tones linked to moras must not occur in the output."} \]

\[\ast \quad H(\mu)\ldots H(\mu)\]

\[(191) \text{GOCP-L(\(\mu\))(morpheme): "A sequence of L tones linked to moras must not occur in the output."} \]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{80}Recall that we have abstracted away from the boundary L tone, which, in our analysis here is not considered to be subject to these constraints.}\]
To account for the fact that no mora can be linked to more than one tonal feature I again employ the following alignment constraint repeated from (166):

(192) Align(Tone,Left,Mora,Left): "The left edge of every tonal feature is aligned with the left edge of a mora."

Conversely, we also find that one tonal feature cannot be linked to more than one mora in the output.

(193) No multiply-linked-tones: "A tonal feature may not be linked to more than one mora."\(^81\)

The fact that a L tone in the output must immediately follow a H tone is most naturally seen as due to an alignment constraint:

(194) Align-L-Left-H-Right: "The left edge of every L tone in the output is aligned with the right edge of a H tone."

Constraints (190) through (194) are evidently undominated in the grammar of modern Tokyo. Accordingly, in the derivations that are to follow, I will only consider candidates that satisfy all of these four constraints, and will not list these constraints in the tableaux.

---

\(^81\)This condition can be expressed formally as the conjunction of two constraints.

*Tone: "A tonal feature may not occur in the output."

We see evidence of this constraint in the sparseness of occurrence of tonal features in the output in Tokyo dialect, as described by P & B. Tonal patterns are such that only the following tones occur: the accentual H, the L that follows, the accentual H, and the phrasal H. A phrase of three moras that is unaccented will have the second mora linked to the phrasal H and the other moras linked to no tone. Tonal features are only required in Tokyo dialect on moras that have one of these three types of tones. Otherwise, a tone must not occur on that mora.

Align-Mora-Right-Tone-Right: "The right edge of a mora must be aligned with the right edge of a tonal feature."

If these two constraints are conjoined in the domain of the mora, there will be a violation of both conjuncts on a non-final mora of a group of moras that are all linked to the same tonal feature.
Phrasal H only occurs in the unaccented pattern. It always occurs on the second mora, for phrases that have at least two moras.

8.3.2.2 Proposed grammar for modern Tokyo Japanese

Faithfulness and pitch fall

I will begin constructing a grammar for modern Tokyo with a general hypothesis about faithfulness between input and output patterns of H tones linked to moras: when a linked H tone occurs in the input, that linked H tone will also surface in the output. Unless this H occurs on the second mora, it must occur as an accentual H, with a L tone following it. Thus an input such as (195)(a) will surface as in (195)(b).

(195)
(a) (b)

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\mu \mu \mu \\
| \\
H \\
\end{array} \]  \[ \begin{array}{c}
\mu \mu \mu \\
| \\
H L \\
\end{array} \]

A faithfulness constraint will ensure that the H surfaces, linked to the same mora in the output as in the input, and an alignment constraint will ensure that a L will follow the H.

The following two constraints will make (195)(b) the optimal output for input (195)(a):

(196) Max-Path-H: "For every path of association \( P_i \) from a mora \( \mu_i \) to a high tone \( H_i \) in the input there exists a path of association \( P'_i \) from mora \( \mu'_i \) to high tone \( H'_i \) in the output such that \( P_i \) corresponds to \( P'_i \), \( \mu_i \) corresponds to \( \mu'_i \), and \( H_i \) corresponds to \( H'_i \)."

(197) Align-H-Right-L-Left (Pitch-Fall): "The right edge of every H tone in the output is aligned with the left edge of a L tone."

If a L occurs in the input linked to mora \( \mu_i \), it can only surface linked to \( \mu_i \) if it is preceded by a H tone in the output. This is because of the undominated constraint Align-L-Left-H-Right which requires that any L tone in the output be preceded by a H. And we cannot have two L tones in the output because of the other undominated constraint GOCP-L. Thus, the location of occurrence of a L in the output is to a great extent controlled by the location of H.

For example, we want input (198)(a) to surface as (198)(b), not (198)(c) or (198)(d), even though both (c) and (d) preserve the underlying location of L and (b) does not:
A faithfulness constraint for a path of association between a L tone and a mora must therefore be lower ranked than Max-Path-H or Pitch-Fall.

Max-Path-L: "For every path of association $P_i$ from a mora $\mu_i$ to a L tone $L_i$ in the input there exists a path of association $P_i'$ from mora $\mu_i'$ to L tone $L_i'$ in the output such that $P_i$ corresponds to $P_i'$, $\mu_i$ corresponds to $\mu_i'$, and $L_i$ corresponds to $L_i'$.

Max-Path-H, Pitch-Fall >> Max-Path L
Let us now summarize the constraint hierarchy of the grammar we have developed so far:

GOCP-H(μ)(morpheme)  
GOCP-L(μ)(morpheme)  
Align(Tone, Left, Mora, Left)  
No multiply-linked-tones  
Align-L-Left-H-Right

>> Max-Path-H >> Pitch-Fall, Max-Path L

As our grammar stands, it still cannot decide among possible outputs if more than one mora is linked to a H tone in the input. That is, it cannot determine which mora will be the sole mora linked to the H in the output, as required by "No multiply-linked-tones".

There are a number of possibilities for how the grammar might deal with having more than one mora linked to a H tone in the input. One possibility is that an alignment constraint will determine that either the leftmost or rightmost mora linked to a H in the input will have a H in the output; that is, the grammar will attempt to satisfy the constraint Max-Path-H as well as possible, and some other constraint will determine which of the candidates that least violates Max-Path-H will be optimal. A second possibility is that when Max-Path-H cannot be satisfied by any viable candidate (which must be the case if more than one mora is linked to a H tone in the input) the grammar will revert to choosing some default output pattern.

It is also not clear yet what kind of surface form our grammar will derive for an input with no H tones. The constraint Max-Path-H will be of no use in determining which mora gets a H tone for this type of input since there is no H in the input. Again, a reasonable assumption would be that this kind of input surfaces with some default accent pattern.

It is also not clear yet just how our current grammar will derive an output with an unaccented pattern, which has no L tone. Our grammar must allow some inputs to surface with no L tone. Moreover, this can only occur if a H tone surfaces on the second mora.

The grammar must derive an unaccented pattern from certain inputs, but not from all of them, since there are other possible surface patterns. The question is, what kinds of inputs might derive an unaccented pattern?

There is no type of input that has a H tone in a location that only occurs for an unaccented pattern. This is because both medial accent (μHL) and an unaccented pattern (μHμ) have a H on the second mora. Given these facts, a reasonable hypothesis is that an unaccented pattern is

---

82 I will use the symbol μ here to represent a mora with no tone linked to it.
a default accent pattern that surfaces from at least one of the following types of inputs: (a) no H
tone in the input and (b) more than one path in the input from a H tone or tones to a mora. For
both of these types of inputs we have posited that a default accent pattern emerges as the output.
It is not clear whether an unaccented pattern might be the only possible type of default accent
pattern but given the fact that it is not unique in terms of the locus of its H tone, it is a likely
candidate for a default accent pattern.

Let us summarize the kind of grammar we have envisioned so far:

(200) If a single H linked to a single mora occurs in the input, it surfaces as an accentual H on
that mora. If multiple moras are linked to a H tone in the input, either a default accent pattern
emerges, or else an alignment constraint will determine which mora retains its H tone. If no H
tones occur in the input, a default accent pattern surfaces.

Let us explore the possibility of deriving an unaccented pattern as a type of default accent pattern
for trimoraic phrases. Any constraint in the grammar that is to derive a default H tone on the
second mora must be ranked below Max-Path-H, so that when there is an underlying H tone in
the input, it will not be forced to surface on the second mora. One possible way of deriving the
phrasal H of the unaccented pattern on the second mora is through the idea of left-edge
invisibility of moras for Foot construction. That is, the unaccented pattern occurs when a Foot
is constructed at the left edge of the phrase, with the first mora being invisible, or extrametrical.
If this Foot is bimoraic -- a hypothesis for which we have plenty of evidence elsewhere in
Japanese (see page 70) -- this second-mora position of a phrasal H will be on the leftmost mora
of the Foot. In other words, the Foot is trochaic in that the H tone occurs on its leftmost mora.

The following constraints express the conditions proposed above.

Left-Extrametricality: "The leftmost mora of an accentual phrase must not be a member of a Foot.

Foot=Binary: "A Foot must consist of two moras."

Foot=Trochaic: "The left edge of a Foot must be aligned with the left edge of a H tone."

The idea here of extrametricality is that the leftmost mora cannot be parsed to a Foot. It is still
possible, however, for a tone to link to an extrametrical mora. In the tableaux I will show some
candidates that have tones so linked.

Given the pervasiveness of foot-binarity in Japanese, (see page 70), I will rank Foot=Binary
above Foot=Trochaic. We shall also see that this ranking will allow a final-accented pattern to
occur with bimoraic nouns.

If the grammar prefers to place a H tone on the leftmost mora of a (trochaic) Foot, with the left
mora being extrametrical, then it will prevent a H tone from occurring on the first mora. Since we do find an accent pattern that has an initial H tone, we only want our grammar to enforce left-edge extrametricality in a situation where the unaccented pattern emerges. That is, we only want to force extrametricality for inputs that have no H tone, since this is where we have proposed that an unaccented pattern will occur in the output. This kind of input with no H tone is distinguished by the fact that if a H tone occurs in the output for this type of input, the output will violate the following faithfulness constraint:

Dep-H: "For every H tone in the output, there is a corresponding H tone in the input."

In effect, our proposed grammar is dealing with an either/or situation. Either we derive an accentual H from an underlying H tone, OR, we derive a default accent pattern with a phrasal H on the second mora and no L tone. It is this kind of tendency -- to revert to a default pattern if a constraint cannot be satisfied -- that can be expressed through local conjunction of constraints. In developing a possible grammar of Tokyo Japanese, I shall propose that this grammar is mediating between opposing forces, each of which tends to pull the output in a particular direction. One force tends to pull the choice of optimal output towards the unaccented pattern, which has two characteristics: (a) the presence of (phrasal) H on the second mora and (b) the lack of a L tone in the output. An opposing force is to push the output towards an accented pattern, in which a L occurs after H. These two forces interact with faithfulness constraints that seek to have correspondence between the input and output in terms of H and L tones, and what moras they are linked to. In general, we will find that conflicts in the grammar between these opposing forces tend to be expressed as "either/or" situations. The pattern is something like the following: "the output form must conform to force A, but if it cannot, then it must conform to force B."

This kind of "either/or" situation can be expressed through local conjunction of constraints in some domain. When two constraints, C1 and C2 are conjoined in domain D, then the resulting conjoined constraint is violated for candidate X iff both C1 and C2 are violated by X in D.

Let us examine how the conjoined constraint C1 & C2 expresses an "either/or" situation. The conjoined constraint is violated iff both conjuncts are violated. Either C1 or C2 (or both) must be satisfied. Thus, the constraint tells us to obey C1 OR C2. If C1 outranks C2, the grammar is saying "Obey C1. If you can't, then, as an alternative, you must obey C2."

Our grammar wants the output form to correspond to the input form in that if a H tone occurs in the output, there will be a corresponding H in the input. But in cases where that cannot be achieved, the grammar forces an unaccented pattern that has H on the second mora. In other words, the grammar says: "Respect Dep-H, but if you cannot, make the first mora extrametrical, thus forcing the H to occur on the first mora of a trochaic Foot that does not include the first mora of the phrase."

\[ <\mu> (\mu \ \mu) \]

H
The following conjoined constraint expresses that condition:

Dep-H & Left-Extrametricality: "For every H tone in the output, there is a corresponding H tone in the input AND the leftmost mora of a phrase must not be dominated by a Foot."

When there is a H tone in the input, the first conjunct of this constraint will be respected and Left-Extrametricality will not be forced. But when there is no H in the input, any output with a H tone will have an extrametrical mora at the left edge. High ranking of the constraint Foot=Trochaic will force this H to occur on that second mora of the phrase.

A second feature of the unaccented pattern is that there is no L tone. To achieve this, the grammar must ban a L tone from the output, but only in cases where an unaccented pattern occurs.

Recall that we are proposing that the phrasal H of an unaccented pattern occurs at the left edge of a trochaic Foot whose left edge is separated from the left edge of the phrase by one extrametrical mora, as shown below:

\[ \mu (\mu \mu) \]

Because left-extrametricality has been enforced, this Foot is misaligned with the left edge of the phrase. That is, this pattern violates the following alignment constraint:

Align-Phrase-Left-Foot-Left: "The left edge of an accentual phrase must be aligned with the left edge of a Foot." (ALIGN-LEFT)

In order to derive an unaccented pattern, we want the grammar to ban a L tone from the output when Align-Left has been violated. Again, this condition can be expressed through Local Conjunction in the following way:

Align-Left & *L: "The left edge of an accentual phrase must be aligned with the left edge of a Foot AND a L tone must not occur in the output."

Because a L tone is banned when there is a non-left-aligned Foot, the grammar must force feet to be left-aligned when there is no extrametrical mora. The simplex constraint Align-Phrase-Left-Foot-Left accomplishes this.

The constraint Dep-H & Extrametrical will contribute towards deriving an unaccented pattern when there is no H tone in the input. But it will not force the occurrence of a H tone in the output. It will only require left-extrametricality when a H tone does occur.

To ensure that a H tone always occurs in the output, the grammar cannot accomplish this simply
by high ranking of the constraint Trochaic. Trochaic Feet will not occur when an accentual H occurs on the third mora. That constraint must also be violated when there is an accentual H on the second mora, since the first mora cannot be extrametrical in this case, lest the constraint Align-L & *L incorrectly ban a L tone.

The grammar therefore requires a constraint to account for the fact that a H tone always occurs in the output. I propose an undominated constraint that is based on the idea that the accentual phrase has a head mora that is on a path to a H tone.

Phrase-Headedness: "Every accentual phrase must dominate a mora that is on a path with a H tone."\(^{83}\)

Because our account of pitch accent is based on footedness, the grammar also requires an undominated constraint that requires every accentual phrase to dominate a foot. This is a standard assumption, under the idea of properheadedness.

In addition, I assume that a tonal feature must be on a path to prosodic structure in the output. Therefore, a tonal feature cannot occur on an extrametrical mora.

Let us now summarize the constraint we have proposed for Tokyo pitch accent.

Undominated:

Phrase-Headedness: "Every accentual phrase must dominate a mora that is on a path with a H tone." (undominated)

Foot=Binary

\(^{83}\)We might consider formulating this constraint as a condition that a Foot must dominate H tone and an accentual phrase must dominate a Foot. If we were to take this approach, however, we must account for the fact that in words with final accent, with a H tone on the third mora, such a Foot could not be left-aligned with the phrase:

\[ \{\mu (\nu \rho)\}_\text{phrase} \quad H \]

This Foot would violate Align-Foot-Left and thus ought to incorrectly ban a L tone from the output through the effect of Align-Left & *L. A possible way around this problem would be to have the constraint Align-Left & *L apply in the domain of the morpheme. Since a L tone that follows an accentual H on the third mora must occur on an enclitic for a trimoraic word, its presence would not violate \{Align-Left & *L\}_\text{morpheme}.\]
Max-Path-H

Dep-H & Left-Extrametricality

Align-Foot-Left-Phrase-Left

Foot=Trochaic

Align-Left & *L

Pitch-Fall

Let us first consider a trimoraic input with no H tone. Assuming that the constraint Phrase-Headedness is undominated, the tableau below will only show candidates that have a H tone. Because Foot=Binary is highly ranked, and because no constraint that dominates it might force non-binary Feet, throughout the tableaux I will consider only candidates with binary Feet unless extrametricality makes binary Feet impossible to achieve. The constraint Max-Path H will not be relevant for this input, which has no H tone.

To rule out a candidate with a right-extrametrical Foot, I propose a constraint that requires that moras be dominated by prosodic structure.

Parse-Mora: "Every mora in the output must be dominated by an accentual phrase."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input: /μ μ μ/</th>
<th>Dep-H &amp; Left-Extra metrical</th>
<th>Align-Foot-Left-Phras-Left</th>
<th>Foot=Troch</th>
<th>Align-Left &amp; *L</th>
<th>Pitch Fall</th>
<th>Parse Mora to Foot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(μ μ) μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(μ μ) μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(μ μ) μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(μ μ) μ # μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;μ&gt; (μ μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;μ&gt; (μ μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;μ&gt; (μ μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;μ&gt; (μ μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dep-H & Left-Extrametrical will rule out all candidates except those with a left-extrametrical mora. The remaining candidates all equally violated Align-Left. The constraint Foot=Trochaic rules out candidates with H on the third mora. Align-L & *L will rule out a candidate with a H on the second mora and a following L. this leaves as optimal an unaccented pattern, with H on the second mora and no L.

Let us now consider how the above grammar will derive an output for inputs that have a single H tone linked to a single mora. In order to account for the existence of accented patterns, this kind of input should respect Max-Path-H and derive an output with an accentual H on the same mora on which it occurs in the input.

In the tableaux below, I assume high ranking of Max-Path-H and, for ease of exposition, will only show candidates that respect this constraint.
When the H occurs on the first mora, Max-Path-H will preserve it on that mora in the output and Pitch Fall will require that a L tone occur after the H. Dep-H is not violated since there is a H in the input. The Foot must be aligned left since a left-extrametrical mora cannot bear the H tone. A H on this mora will satisfy Trochaic. Align-L *L is respected because the Foot must be left-aligned.
When the H occurs on the second mora, an extrametrical mora on the left is possible, but not required, since Dep-H is satisfied. Align-Left will rule out candidates with a left-extrametrical mora. All remaining candidates will equally violate Foot=trochaic since the H will occur at the right edge of the foot. Pitch Fall will require that a L occur after the H. Again, we get an accented pattern.
When the H occurs on the third mora, the story will be similar. The optimal candidate has a left-aligned Foot; Trochaic will inevitably be violated, and a L after the H will respect Pitch-Fall.

In summary, whenever a singly-linked H occurs in the input, the output will have an accented pattern with the H on the same mora as in the input.

The second possible situation in which we may want the grammar to derive an unaccented pattern as a default accent pattern is when multiple moras are linked to H tones in the input. If we were to derive an unaccented pattern in this case, we want the grammar to say: "respect Max-Path-H, but if you can't, revert to a default pattern.

We can again express this either-or condition through local conjunction. Here, $C_1$, the first conjunct of the relevant constraint is Max-Path-H, and $C_2$ is Left-Extrametricality, which derives the default unaccented pattern.

Max-Path-H and Left-Extrametricality

"For every path of association $P_i$ from a mora $\mu_i$ to a high tone $H_i$ in the input there exists a path
of association $P_i'$ from mora $\mu_i'$ to high tone $H_i'$ in the output such that $P_i$ corresponds to $P_i'$, $\mu_i$ corresponds to $\mu_i'$, and $H_i$ corresponds to $H_i'$ AND the leftmost mora of the accentual phrase is not parsed by higher prosodic structure"

We also need a second constraint in this case to ensure that the H tone ends up on the second mora. In the case of an input where there was no H tone, the constraint Max-Path-H would have no effect in determining the position of a default H tone. But in this case, the constraint Max-Path-H would affect the placement of a H for inputs such as the following:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\mu & \mu & \mu \\
H & H \\
\end{array}
\]

For this input, a candidate with a H on the second or third mora would better satisfy Max-Path-H than a candidate with a H on the second mora. This would incorrectly derive an unattested pattern with H on the first or third mora and no L tone, since the constraint Align-L & $^*$L would ban a L tone from the output. As a result, to derive an unaccented pattern here, the grammar also requires that we have a trochaic Foot. The following conjoined constraint accomplishes this:

Max-Path-H and Foot=Trochaic:

"For every path of association $P_i$ from a mora $\mu_i$ to a high tone $H_i$ in the input there exists a path of association $P_i'$ from mora $\mu_i'$ to high tone $H_i'$ in the output such that $P_i$ corresponds to $P_i'$, $\mu_i$ corresponds to $\mu_i'$, and $H_i$ corresponds to $H_i'$ AND the left edge of a Foot must be aligned with the left edge of a H tone."

In order to ensure that the H tone surface on the second mora, Max-Path-H & trochaic must be ranked above Max-Path-H. In addition, we shall see when we examine bimoraic nouns that this type of input must surface with an unaccented pattern lest the unaccented pattern not occur at all for bimoraic nouns. To ensure this, the grammar must allow the leftmost mora to be extrametrical for bimoraic nouns in this case, violating Foot binarity,. Accordingly, I propose that Max-Path-H & Extrametrical be ranked above Foot=Binary.

We do not necessarily need an unaccented pattern to emerge from both of the following two types of input: (a) no H tone in the input (b) multiple moras linked to H tones in the input. But we need at least one type of input to surface as an unaccented pattern. It is possible that there is more than one possible default accent type and that different types of default patterns will surface under different conditions.

One possible grammar is one in which both a "no H tone input" and a "Multiple H tone input" will surface as unaccented, but this is not the only possible grammar.
For the time being, let us look at what the constraint hierarchy would look like for a grammar that derives an unaccented pattern from both a "no H tone input" and a "multiple H tone input."

Since H linked to multiple moras cannot occur in the output, the constraint Max-Path-H must be violated by any viable candidate. This in effect means that with high ranking of Max-Path-H & Extrametrical and Max-Path-H & Trochaic, this kind of input must surface with an extrametrical mora at the left edge and a trochaic Foot:

\[
\mu \mu \mu \\
H
\]

The lower-ranked simplex constraint Max-Path-H will have no effect, since the position of the H Tone is determined by Max-Path-H & trochaic. The constraint Dep-H & Left-extrametrical will have no effect since there is a H in the input. Align-Left must be violated by one mora by all remaining candidates since the extrametrical mora prevents left-alignment. The constraint Align-Left & *L will ban a L tone from the output. Thus the winning candidate will have an unaccented pattern.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input:</th>
<th>Max-Pth-H &amp; L-Extra</th>
<th>Max-Pth-H &amp; Troch</th>
<th>Foot = Bin</th>
<th>Max-P-H</th>
<th>Dep-H &amp; Left-Ext</th>
<th>Alig-L</th>
<th>Foot = Troch</th>
<th>Align-Lft &amp; *L</th>
<th>Pitch Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H linked to multiple moras</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\H /</td>
<td>\ \ \ \ \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H \ \ \ \ \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H \ \ \ \ \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H \ \ \ \ \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\H \H \H \H \H) L</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* or **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\H \H \H \H \H) \H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\H \H \H \H \H) \H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\H \H \H \H \H) \H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\H \H \H \H \H) \H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\H \H \H \H \H \H \H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table above represents the input conditions and their corresponding outputs in a linguistic context. The symbols (\H, \H, \H, \H) denote specific phonetic or syntactic features, and the table entries indicate valid or invalid combinations based on the linguistic rules described.
Let us now examine, as we did for 11th century Kyoto Japanese, which of the 27 possible input patterns will derive which output patterns.

The following 8 input patterns with no underlying H tone will all surface with an unaccented pattern:

\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[\mu\mu\mu\]

The following 4 input patterns with a single H on the first mora will surface with a HL\mu pattern:

\[H\mu\mu\]
\[H\mu\mu\]
\[HL\mu\]
\[HL\mu\]

The following 4 input patterns with a single H on the second mora will surface with a \muHL pattern:

\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[\mu\mu\mu\]
\[LH\mu\]
\[LH\mu\]
The following 4 input patterns with a single H on the third mora will surface with a μμH(L) pattern:

μμH
μLH
LμH
LLH

The following 7 input patterns with multiple moras linked to H tones will surface with an unaccented pattern.

HHL
HHμ
HμH
HLH
μHH
LHH
HHH

The following table summarizes the number of inputs that derive each of the four possible output patterns. Since data on Tokyo pitch accent indicates that the presence of a voiced obstruent can have a strong effect on frequencies of some accent types, I consider here frequencies for nouns with no voiced obstruent present in the word.
Convergence of input types on output accent patterns for trimoraic nons in Tokyo dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accent pattern</th>
<th>Inputs that derive this pattern</th>
<th>Number of inputs that derive this pattern</th>
<th>Percentage of inputs that derive this pattern</th>
<th>Percentage occurrence in Tokyo dialect (no voiced obstruent present)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unaccented</td>
<td>No H: (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μμμ, μμμ, μμμ, μμμ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μμμ, μμμ, μμμ, μμμ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL L L L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μμμ, μμμ, μμμ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL LLL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple H: (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μμμ, μμμ, μμμ, μμμ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HH HHL HH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μμμ, μμμ, μμμ, μμμ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LHH HH H H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H μμμ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HHL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial accent:</td>
<td>Single H on μ1: (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μμμ, μμμ, μμμ, μμμ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H HL H L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μμμ HLL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H on middle mora: (4)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial Accent</td>
<td>μ μ μ μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
<td>μμμμ, μμμμ, HL LHL μμμμ, μμμμ H LH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Accent</td>
<td>Single H on μ3: (4)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ μ μ μ (μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
<td>μμμμ, μμμμ, μμμμ μμμμ, μμμμ H L H H LH μμμ μμμμ LLH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find that apart from the fact that medial accent occurs in attested forms with only half the frequency that this grammar would predict, the frequency of each accent pattern that our grammar would derive from an unbiased set of inputs is fairly close to the actually observed frequencies. In part, the reason for this is that we have chosen a grammar that derives an unaccented pattern as the default pattern that emerges from two types of inputs: (a) inputs with no H tone (8 possible inputs) and (b) inputs with more than one mora linked to a H tone (7 possible inputs), for a total of 15 of the 27 possible inputs.

But this is not the only option for a grammar. The grammar could for example, derive some different default configuration for one of these types of inputs. We do, however, need to derive an unaccented pattern from at least some type of input in some natural way.

It could be possible to have a grammar that derives an unaccented pattern from one of the two input types and have the other type surface with an accented pattern that is determined by, say, an alignment constraint. Suppose that it were instead some alignment constraint that decide the optimal output. For example, consider the following input, with a possible L tone on the first mora:

μ μ μ μ
V
H
Suppose that the following alignment constraint determined the optimal outputs:

Align-H-Left-Phrase-Left: "The left edge of every H tone in the output must be aligned with the left edge of an accentual phrase."

If this alignment constraint were ranked just below Max-Path-H, then the optimal output would have a H linked to the second mora.

This grammar would give us even more inputs that derive medial accent: in addition to the 4 with the second mora as the only mora linked to a H tone, we would also have the two inputs in (207) deriving a medial accent pattern.

Given the fact that there are a number of different possible grammars that could derive all four of the attested accent patterns for trimoraic words, how does a speaker choose the correct grammar?

As was the case for 11th century Kyoto Japanese, I again propose that when a speaker has a choice among possible grammars for deriving output types from a possible set of inputs, they will move towards a grammar that allows the speaker to have an unbiased set of input types. For
example, when faced with the several possible grammars we have proposed for deriving surface pitch accent patterns in trimoraic nouns in Tokyo dialect, the speaker will choose a grammar that enables them to have a more even distribution of the 27 possible input types.

If a speaker has the capability of doing this, it will mean that they can optimize their lexicon with respect to statistical frequencies of patterns. It will allow them to have a lexicon in which input types are less statistically skewed than would be otherwise, and it will be just the output types that are statistically skewed. The mismatch in statistical frequency between input types and output types will be due to the effects of the grammar: a hierarchy of phonological constraints that derives output forms from input forms. This grammar will act in such a way that more than one output form may be derived from the same input form. This will have the result that some output forms will occur more frequently than others, even if every input form occurs with the same frequency.

We have posited a complete set of mathematically possible input types for trimoraic nouns and made the hypothesis that a speaker can move towards choosing a grammar in which each of these input types can occur with roughly equal frequency. Such a grammar will derive optimal output types from each of the input types in such a way that some output types occur for more than one input type. Each output type $S_j$ will occur for some number $F_j$ of input types. If there are $q$ input types, then the number of input types $F_j$ that derive output pattern $S_j$ will make up $F_j/q$ percent of input types. This ratio corresponds closely to the actual observed frequency of $S_j$ for each output type. In other words, it is solely the effects of the grammar that causes the skewed frequencies of output types, not any skewing of frequencies of input types.

The grammar that we have proposed for deriving surface pitch-accent patterns of trimoraic nouns is one that makes an unaccented pattern a default pattern, which surfaces for a large number of input types. Recall that when we examined the correlation between pitch-accent types in 11th century Kyoto Japanese and those of modern Tokyo Japanese, (see tables (161), (162)) we found that most 11th century patterns evolved into an unaccented pattern in modern Tokyo at a substantial rate. This suggested that the reason why so many nouns converged on an unaccented pattern in modern Tokyo dialect was that the grammar evolved to one that preferred an unaccented pattern with a single H tone on the second mora and no L tones. Such a grammar would bias a speaker towards reanalysing an 11th century pattern with that OH0 pattern at a time when accent patterns were changing. This kind of historical evidence for the development of a grammar that favoured an unaccented pattern is further support for the hypothesis that modern Tokyo speech has developed a grammar that derives an unaccented pattern from a number of possible inputs, rather than simply having a preponderance of unaccented forms as input forms for some mysterious reason.

We have examined which possible grammars can derive the attested output accent patterns of trimoraic nouns. Let us next examine how the same type of grammar would determine surface
accent patterns for bimoraic nouns.

8.3.2.3 Deriving accent patterns for bimoraic nouns in Tokyo dialect

The following chart summarizes the frequency of each of the three possible accent patterns for bimoraic nouns in modern Tokyo dialect. The data on which these statistics are based is taken from the same database of Yamato nouns in Martin (1987).

(208) **Frequencies of accent patterns for bimoraic nouns in Tokyo dialect**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOKYO: BIMORAIC WORDS</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>unaccented</th>
<th>initial accent</th>
<th>final (LHH(L)) accent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced obstruent</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(209) **Frequencies of accent patterns for bimoraic nouns in Tokyo dialect: borderline compounds excluded**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOKYO: BIMORAIC WORDS: NO BORDERLINE COMPOUNDS</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>unaccented</th>
<th>initial accent</th>
<th>final (LHH(L)) accent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no voiced obstruent</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced obstruent</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The three tables above show the frequency of each of the three possible pitch-accent patterns for bimoraic nouns in modern Tokyo dialect. The three charts differ in terms of the criteria for admitting a noun from Martin's (1987) database of Yamato nouns to the corpus of nouns being considered here. In the second of the three tables, we exclude words that existed as compounds at an earlier stage of the language according to the etymology given by Martin and in the third, we further exclude nouns whose etymology is uncertain.

We find that the initially accented pattern is slightly overrepresented at about 42% occurrence, with the unaccented pattern and the final (LHH(L)) accent pattern occurring at a little less than a statistically normal 33% each.

Let us examine how the grammar we have developed for deriving possible surface pitch accent patterns will determine output patterns for bimoraic phrases.

The following are the 9 mathematically possible inputs for bimoraic nouns that allow single tones linked to moras.
Let us now examine how each type of input will fare under the kind of grammar we have proposed.
When there is a singly-linked H tone, the derivation will be very similar to what it was for this kind of input with a trimoraic noun. Here, as we see in (213) and (214), we will have a bimoraic Foot, and because of Max-Path-H constraints, we will have a H tone linked to the same mora as it was in the input. The constraint Pitch-fall will require a L tone after the accentual H tone.

(213)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input:</th>
<th>Max-Pth-H &amp; L-Extra</th>
<th>Max-Pth-H &amp; Troch</th>
<th>Foot = Bin</th>
<th>Max-P-H</th>
<th>Dep-H &amp; Left-Ext</th>
<th>Align-L</th>
<th>Foot = Troch</th>
<th>Align-Lft &amp; *L</th>
<th>Pitch Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H /μ μ/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (μ μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>εa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L (μ μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (μ μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L (μ μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H &lt;μ&gt; (μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L &lt;μ&gt; (μ)#μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L &lt;μ&gt; (μ)#μ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H &lt;μ&gt; (μ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*!
When there is no H tone in the input, however, the story will be different from what it was for trimoraic nouns. This is because of high ranking of the constraint that requires Foot binarity, which we have proposed because of evidence elsewhere in the language of a strong tendency towards having bimoraic Feet. If Foot=Binary outranks Dep-H & Extrametrical, then an extrametrical mora will be disallowed for inputs with no H tone. This is because to have an extrametrical mora for a bimoraic noun would make Foot binarity impossible. Therefore we must have the following prosodic structure in the output, even though all viable candidates with this structure violate Dep-H and Left-Ext.

The constraint that requires trochaic Feet will place a H tone on the leftmost mora. The constraint Align-L & *L will be satisfied because the Foot is left-aligned. The constraint Pitch-fall will require a L after the H. Thus, the grammar will derive an initially accented pattern for this input.
For inputs with a multiply-linked H tone, we must derive an unaccented pattern, since no other inputs will derive this pattern, which is attested for bimoraic nouns. This accounts for why we have proposed ranking of the two Max-Path-H conjoined constraints above Foot=Binary, which will be violated for bimoraic nouns for which we have posited an extrametrical mora.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input:</th>
<th>Max-Pth-H &amp; L-Extra</th>
<th>Max-Pth-H &amp; Troch</th>
<th>Foot = Bin</th>
<th>Max-P-H</th>
<th>Dep-H &amp; Left-Ext</th>
<th>Algin-L</th>
<th>Foot = Troch</th>
<th>Align-Lft &amp; *L</th>
<th>Pitch Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ (µ µ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(µ µ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(µ µ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(µ µ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/&lt;µ&gt;(µ)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/&lt;µ&gt;(µ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/&lt;µ&gt;(µ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Let us now summarize the optimal outputs derived from the 9 possible input types for the modified grammar we have proposed.
The following table summarizes the number of occurrences of each optimal output that occurs in the above tableaux for each of the nine possible inputs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>OPTIMAL OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>μ μ μ</td>
<td>μ μ μ (μ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ μ (μ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ /</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H L</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L H</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(218)
8.3.3 Conclusions

Although the frequency of occurrence for each pattern when derived from an unbiased set of inputs does not exactly match the actual frequency of occurrence among bimoraic nouns, our grammar does correctly predict that the unaccented pattern should be the least common pattern among attested bimoraic nouns and that the initially-accented pattern should be the most common pattern. We saw that among trimoraic nouns, the unaccented pattern is by far the most common whereas for bimoraic nouns the unaccented pattern is the least common.

These differences in observed frequencies of accent patterns between bimoraic and trimoraic nouns are accounted for by the fact that trimoraic nouns can have an extrametrical mora without violating Foot binarity, whereas bimoraic nouns cannot.

Under the assumption of Optimality Theory that all input types are possible, we have developed
a grammar that will derive attested accent patterns, and only attested patterns, for bimoraic and trimoraic nouns in Tokyo dialect. We have seen that when we construct a grammar that is intended to derive attested surface patterns and rule out unattested ones, we also find that such a grammar will, to a considerable extent, be able to account for apparent skewing of frequencies of surface types.

In constructing a possible grammar for deriving pitch accent patterns of nouns in modern Tokyo dialect, we made some choices that seemed the only logical option: for example to have inputs with single H tones linked to a single mora surface with an accentedual H on the same mora. In other cases, we had possible options to choose from: for example in determining how a grammar might derive an output form from an input form with multiply-linked H tones. It might be possible, for example, to have a grammar that derived an initially-accented pattern rather than an unaccented pattern for such an input type of trimoraic nouns, but such a result would incorrectly predict that initial accent occurs more frequently than it does for attested surface forms of trimoraic nouns. The question is, can a speaker be sensitive to frequencies of surface forms in choosing among possible grammars, and would they be more likely to choose a grammar that not only correctly derives attested surface patterns, but also accounts for frequencies of surface types?

Consider a very simplified, hypothetical example of the kind of phenomenon we have examined. Suppose that a language had nouns that were only monomoraic and that can have one of two possible surface forms with respect to tone: either a H tone or a L tone. Suppose also that two-thirds of monomoraic nouns have a L tone and one-third have a H tone. If there are three possible input forms, (a) H tone, (b) L tone, and (c) no tone, a natural hypothesis is that nouns have a H tone underlyingly surface with a H tone and nouns that have a L tone underlyingly surface with a L tone. Nouns that have no underlyingly tone could surface with either H or L depending on the grammar. How do speakers determine how an input with no tone will surface? If they posit a grammar in which an input with no tone surfaces with a H tone, and if surface forms with a H tone have an equal probability of having an input form with a H tone as as with no tone, then one-sixth of input forms will have no tone, one-sixth will have a H tone, and two-thirds will have a L tone. This is a rather biased distribution of input types. On the other hand if the speaker were to posit a grammar in which in input with no tone surfaces a L, then we ought to get a roughly equal number of each type of input form: one-third with no tone, deriving a L tone, one-third with a L tone, deriving a L tone, and one-third with a H tone, deriving a H tone. Clearly the second choice of grammar will allow a far less biased distribution of input types than the first choice.

We cannot answer here the question of whether a speaker would be aware of statistical frequencies in a way that would enable them to choose the second grammar, but the question is an important one, and warrants further investigation, because on it hinges the question of the nature of the lexicon. In a model of grammar like Optimality Theory, we would assume that inputs should have a random distribution of types. When we see an apparent bias of surface types for underived lexical items, we need to investigate the question of whether this apparent bias
reflects a true bias in the lexicon or whether speakers can choose among possible grammars in such a way that this degree of bias is minimized.

8.4 The question of lexicon optimization and rendaku voicing revisited

We have examined the matter of skewing of frequencies of accent types that occur for pitch accent patterns of Yamato nouns in several dialects of Japanese. We have shown that a grammar that is necessary for deriving possible accent patterns can also, to a considerable extent, account for statistical frequencies of these patterns.

In order to do this, we have made the necessary assumption that it is possible to have more than one possible input type for one type of output. This means that we have not adopted the principle of Lexicon Optimization (Prince & Smolensky (1993:196)) with respect to the occurrence of H and L tones on moras in input forms of nouns. If Lexicon Optimization were to occur, then we would have at most one input type for each output type, culling out input forms that are less harmonic and/or input forms that have more input material than others. As a result, we would need to posit skewing of frequencies of input types in order to account for skewing of frequencies of output types.

On the other hand, our account of rendaku voicing and rendaku blocking in chapter 3 rests on the hypothesis that most Yamato nouns with initial voiceless obstruents are underspecified for the voicing feature on the initial obstruent. Blocking of rendaku in noun-noun compounds occurs when there is a [-voice] feature present in the input, either linked to the feature tree of the initial obstruent or occurring as a free feature added to the lexical listing for the compound.

It should be noted that positing an initial obstruent underspecified for voicing on nouns that usually undergo rendaku does not necessarily require us to posit Lexicon Optimization. Let us look again at how the lexical listing will occur for a compound that undergoes rendaku voicing. The compound word hana-gami "tissue paper, Kleenex" is derived from nouns hana "nose" and kami "paper." Let us suppose that no Lexicon Optimization occurs for noun kami and that either of the following two inputs are possible to derive its surface form.

(220)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{k a m i} & \quad \text{K a m i} \\
| & \quad [\text{no voicing feature present on } /K/] \\
[\text{-voice}] & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Either input form will correctly derive the output form of \textit{kami}, as we see below.
When *kami* occurs as the second member of a compound word like *hana-gami*, the lexical listing of the compound will consist of pointers to each of the lexical listings for *hana* and *kami*, as we proposed on page 21. It is now no longer the case that either of the two possible input forms of output *kami* given in (220) will derive a correct output — in this case, for the compound.

To correctly derive voiced compound *hana-gami*, the input form of simplex noun *kami* must be /Kami/, with an initial obstruent that is unspecified for voicing. If the input form were /kami/ with a specified voiceless obstruent, we would incorrectly get blocking of rendaku, according to our account developed on pages 56ff. This choice has nothing to do whether the word *kami* undergoes Lexicon Optimization. If it does not, then the reason why the voiced /g/ in the output form of compound *hana-gami* is derived from an underspecified velar obstruent in the input is because the lexical listing of compound *hana-gami* is {−[hana] + −[Kami]} and not {−[hana] + −[kami]}.

This of course raises the question of why, under our hypothesis, the majority of compounds have entries that reference nouns with an underspecified initial voiceless obstruent rather than a specified one. This fact can be seen as due to the proposed origin of compound words in Japanese as phrases with genitive particle *no*, as discussed on page 84. If *hana-gami* is an old compound word, it could have originated as *hana-no kami > hana-n kami > hana-n gami*, with prenasalization triggering voicing on the velar consonant. At some stage in this transition, when speakers adjusted their grammar to derive rendaku from a listing of a compound word, they would choose {−[hana] + −[Kami]} as an input form. This is not a choice based on Lexicon Optimization: it is the only choice of input that would match the correct output form under the grammar we proposed for deriving rendaku voicing.

If we adopt this hypothesis of underspecification of the initial obstruent in the listing of
compound words that undergo rendaku, we need to ask: in what sense does this imply that the lexical inventory of nouns that are eligible for rendaku voicing listings is biased? Under our hypothesis of how rendaku voicing is derived, we find far more noun-noun compounds with an initial obstruent on N2 that reference a listing of N2 with an underspecified obstruent than a specified one.

If this constitutes a lexical bias, it is a different kind of bias than would be the case if simplex Japanese nouns did not form compound words with rendaku voicing and if the majority of listings of simplex nouns only had inputs with an underspecified obstruent.

To correctly derive cases of rendaku voicing, the input form of a compound that voices must reference the listing of N2 that has that obstruent underspecified. This is the only possible input, unlike cases where there is more than one possible input for the same output form.

There is what looks like a lexical bias in the sense that we get far more compound listings that reference an N2 with an underspecified obstruent than not. What is paradoxical about this fact is that the greater the bias in this direction, the more regular is the phonological process of rendaku voicing. An "unbiased" situation with half the inputs having a specified obstruent on the referenced N2 would cause rendaku to occur 50% of the time, but this is irregular as far as a productive grammatical process is concerned.84

Because input forms can be calculated both from simplex morphemes (e.g. nouns that occur in isolation) and derived forms such as compounds, compounds provide evidence for input forms of nouns that their simplex forms do not provide. As a result, we see skewing of input forms for nouns in order to correctly derive the productivity of rendaku voicing.

Why do we get this overrepresentation of inputs forms with an underspecified obstruent? In the account we have developed, lexical irregularity (a bias of input types with respect to voicing

84For nouns (with initial voiceless obstruents) that participate in compound words, we have proposed here that a lexical bias occurs inasmuch as most of these nouns have an underspecified initial voiceless obstruent. But for nouns that do not participate in compounds, there is no reason for this bias to occur, since it will have no effect on maintaining the regularity of rendaku voicing. Ideally, we could test this prediction by examining the frequency of initial voiced obstruents among nouns with initial obstruents that participate in compounds versus nouns with initial obstruents that do not.

If this set of nouns are unbiased with respect to the nature of the voicing feature on an initial obstruent, we should expect one-third of each type: (a) specified voiceless initial obstruent; (b) unspecified initial obstruent, (c) specified voiced initial obstruent.

Unfortunately, this picture is clouded by the fact that Yamato nouns with initial voiced obstruents are extremely rare, as shown in Martin (1987)'s database of Yamato nouns.
features) is tied to grammatical irregularity (the fact that the process of rendaku occurs with less than complete regularity.)

If rendaku had developed as a completely regular process, then the grammar would not have to rely on lexical prespecification to derive exceptions to voicing. In such a case, it would be possible to have a grammar that derived voicing regardless of whether the value for voicing on the initial obstruent of a noun was [-voice] or unspecified for voicing. It would then be possible to have an equal number of inputs with an unspecified voicing feature as compared to inputs with a [-voice] feature.

One way of seeing this apparent bias is that it reflects the regularity of the voicing process that occurred historically after NC clusters. The way rendaku voicing evolved, its realization as a grammatical process required both the right grammar to derive voicing and the right choice of input form for a compound that voices.

The way we have accounted for rendaku voicing, it is both due to a phonological process and due to a kind of lexical bias towards input forms that reference an N2 with an underspecified obstruent. In this sense, the 75% rate of voicing is what we would expect: we would expect a 100% rate if rendaku were solely due to phonological processes; we would expect a 50% rate if it were entirely due to lexical patterns. The frequency we get is in between these two values.

The account of rendaku we have developed will conclude that this bias is due to the way a historical change interacted with irregularities that occurred as a result of sociolinguistic factors: i.e. the way in which rendaku developed from nasal-consonant clusters after the genitive particle no was truncated to a mora nasal in certain frequently pronounced phrases. This historical explanation for bias in the lexicon with respect to underspecification of the voicing feature will not allow us to posit a grammatical explanation for lexical bias, the way we did for pitch accent patterns. The two kinds of lexical bias are fundamentally different in how we consider them to have evolved. Lexical bias in the input forms of compound words developed, in our account, as a result of the way the language adapted to the change of phrases like hana-no kami to compound words like hana-gami. Rendaku voicing is partly due a bias in input forms towards underspecification of voicing.

Pitch accent patterns, on the other hand, reflect, in our account, the effects of the grammar on an unbiased lexicon. The grammar prefers certain output patterns in that they are derivable from a greater number of possible inputs than other patterns.

The following table summarizes the contrast between the two kinds of bias.
Bias in input and output forms for Rendaku voicing and pitch accent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
<th>Bias in input forms</th>
<th>Bias in output forms</th>
<th>Historical effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rendaku Voicing</td>
<td>most have underspecified initial voiceless obstruent</td>
<td>most show voicing</td>
<td>Historical factors would cause a bias among input forms to choose N2 underspecified for voicing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch Accent in Yamato Nouns</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>some patterns overrepresented</td>
<td>Historical factors would cause the grammar to prefer certain kinds of output forms: e.g. with a default accent pattern or accentual H aligned in some way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>some patterns underrepresented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rendaku voicing, by our account, is blocked by lexical prespecification of a [-voice] feature that is underspecified in non-blocking cases. But this prespecified [-voice] feature only occurs in a minority of cases. This is a kind of lexical bias in that in an unbiased set of inputs we would expect listings of compounds with references to a N2 with a specified input to occur as often as those with an underspecified one. This kind of bias can be seen as a result of historical effects.
9. Conclusions

We have examined evidence of statistical skewing of pitch accent patterns in underived nouns in various Japanese dialects. We have seen that in most dialects, some patterns are overrepresented and others are underrepresented. If these surface patterns were a direct reflection of underlying forms, we would be witnessing a skewing of input types that departs from the randomness and statistically normal distribution of input types that we should expect to see in the lexicon.

In Optimality Theory, where there are no constraint on input forms, any bias towards certain types of input forms is something that is not predicted by the theory and needs to be explained if the theory is to be maintained.

I have argued that the apparent skewed distribution of input types that we observe in Yamato pitch accent patterns of nouns can, in many cases, be accounted for by the effects of the grammar: that surface types that are overrepresented occur as a convergence of several input types on one output type. This convergence is directly due to a grammar that permits only a limited range of surface types in comparison to the number of mathematically possible input types. For modern Tokyo dialect, for example, a trimoraic noun has only four possible arrangements of H and L tones on the three moras, whereas there are twenty-seven possible arrangements of H and tones if we were to allow any mora to be linked to either a single tone or to no tone.

If input types can all occur with equal frequency, then output types that are overrepresented are naturally explained through this convergence brought on by the grammar. I have argued that the kinds of grammar that would effect this kind of convergence is required anyway to account for the kinds of surface types that are possible or not possible.

This account still does not rule out the possibility of historical factors causing skewing of input types. We have shown, however, that skewing of surface types in Tokyo dialect cannot be solely due to an inheritance of a skewed pattern from an earlier stage of Japanese. We saw evidence from a comparison of pitch accent patterns in modern Tokyo with cognates in 11th century Kyoto Japanese that several accent types in the earlier dialect tended to converge on default types in modern Tokyo dialect such as the unaccented pattern for trimoraic nouns. This suggests that the grammar must have evolved in such as way as to cause this convergence. That is, a grammar that preferred an unaccented pattern for trimoraic nouns would make a new generation of speakers likely to interpret several accent patterns from the earlier stage as an unaccented pattern in their dialect. This evidence does not mean that historical factors had no effect on the skewing of pitch accent patterns in modern Tokyo dialect but it does show that the grammar has had a stronger effect on skewing in this case than historical factors did.

Exactly why the grammar might have developed in this way remains a mystery. Recall that in proposing a grammar for deriving modern Tokyo pitch accent, we had to choose among several different alternatives for what a default accent pattern might be and from what kinds of input a
default pattern might emerge.

Although we did not make an analysis of every dialect, we could see from statistics on accent patterns in dialect other than Tokyo dialect that even among Tokyo-type dialects that have the same possible pitch-accent types, different frequencies occurred for the four different accent patterns for trimoraic nouns.

For example, Aomori dialect overrepresents medial accent, which in Tokyo dialect is the most underrepresented pattern. A possible analysis of Aomori dialect is that medial accent (OHL) is a default pattern, derived from the same input types (e.g. with no H tone) as we proposed will derive an unaccented pattern in Tokyo dialect.

It will require further research to determine whether the kind of account I have proposed for Yamato pitch accent patterns can be applied to other examples of lexical skewing in other languages. For example, in languages that have both /s/ and /$/ in their phonemic inventory, where the more marked /$/ occurs less frequently, it may be possible to explain such a distribution through convergence of more input forms on /s/ than on /$/. Or in languages that allow both simple and complex onsets, convergence of inputs might account for a skewed distribution that favoured simple onsets.

85Suppose that we were to contrast /s/ and /$/ by their values for two features under the coronal node: [±anterior] and [±distributed], where /s/ is [+anterior, -distributed] and /$/ is [-anterior, +distributed]. If /s/ represents the default value for both [±anterior] and [±distributed], then among nine possible input values, including unspecified values, /s/ will surface for four inputs whereas /$/ will surface for only one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[Oant]</th>
<th>[+ant]</th>
<th>[-ant]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Odist]</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+dist]</td>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-dist]</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

86Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that a language had just two consonants: /r/ and /t/, and that the complex onset (tr) was possible but that *(rt) was ruled out by the Sonority Sequencing Principle.

If all inputs are possible, then the sequence /rt/ in the input is a valid input. If deletion of one of the consonants were to occur for such an input to satisfy the SSP, then of the following four possible inputs, only one would surface with a complex onset, thus predicting that simple onsets (continued...)
As far as rendaku voicing is concerned, we saw the opposite phenomenon to what we saw for pitch-accent patterns in nouns. There we expect to see regularity in this phonological process that affects derived forms. Blocking occurs apparently because of lexical prespecification of a [-voice] feature. In order to account for this kind of blocking in noun-noun compounds, we had to propose that most input forms or noun-noun compounds make reference to a lexical listing of a \( N_2 \) that has an underrepresented voicing feature on its initial obstruent. Whereas for simplex nouns an input form with either [-voice] feature on the initial obstruent or an underspecified obstruent will derive the same output, for compounds we had no choice: only reference to an underspecified obstruent will derive the right result in a compound that undergoes rendaku voicing; only reference to one specified as [-voice] will get the right result for a compound that blocks voicing. This kind of skewing of input types occurred because of the historical process that caused rendaku voicing to evolve from \( nC \) clusters. For nouns that experience rendaku voicing, we have no choice among possible inputs: only one input fits the output. This is a case in which it is only in derived forms that a speaker can determine the correct input form of a simplex noun.

If only 50% of nouns participated in compounds, then we might expect to have less skewing of input forms: these 50% could have either specified or unspecified input forms, since in simplex words there is no way to determine which input is correct. If another 20% occurred with some kind of inflectional morphology that caused a phonological process that depended on specification or non-specification of voicing features, then this group would push the class of nouns towards greater skewing of input types. What is interesting is that the degree to which simplex lexical items occur in derived forms can influence the statistical skewing of input types.

If rendaku voicing were to disappear as an active process, a simplex noun ought to be able to have either of two possible input forms: specified or non-specified. In such a case we might look for evidence elsewhere in the language of what input form is correct for a particular morpheme.

What is interesting about regular processes like rendaku is that they force us to posit some

(...continued)

should occur 75% of the time if each of the four inputs occurs with equal frequency:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr</td>
<td>tr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rt</td>
<td>r/t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such an account requires that inputs need not be determinate and that a learner may freely posit all possible inputs for an output they hear.
particular input for each morpheme involved, which is not the case when we just look at simplex nouns in isolation. If rendaku were 100% regular, we would not need such determinacy: either input would be possible. Thus when a process becomes irregular, greater determinacy in the lexicon is required.
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Appendix A. Compounds with N1 or N2 greater than 2μ 215 words

Words are arranged alphabetically by English gloss of N2

hotaru-bukuro "firefly bag" "a plant"
kami-bukuro "paper bag"
kawa-bukuro "hide bag"
nuka-bukuro "rice bran bag"
nuno-bukuro "cloth bag"
sumi-bukuro "ink bag"
suna-bukuro "sand bag"
siro-hatimaki "white bandana"
hukuro-doko "bag bed"
suzume-bati sparrow bee "a type of bee"
onna-bara woman belly "woman who only bears girls"
otoko-bara male belly "woman who only bears boys"
miyako-dori "capital bird"
yama-gatana "mountain blade"
katuo-bune "mackerel boat"
takara-bune "treasure boat"
kuni-zakai "country border"
sio-zakai "tide border"
kagami-bako "mirror box"
kusuri-bako "medicine box"
suzuri-bako "ink slab box"
tanuki-ziru raccoon broth "a broth"
usio-ziru saltwater broth "Japanese bouillabaise"
inaka-ziru "hometown broth"
sizimi-ziru "corbicula broth"
ara-botoke new Buddha "new Buddha"
nodo-botoke throat Buddha "bone in the throat"
isi-botoke "stone Buddha"
yanagi-gosi "willow buttocks"
hasira-goyomi "pillar calendar"
tuzi-guruma crossroads car "an old car"
nisiki-goi "brocade carp"
itogo-ruma thread cart
yoko-guruma side cart "interference"
kata-guruma "shoulder cart"
kaza-guruma "wind cart"
kosi-guruma "loins cart"
mizu-guruma "water cart"
usi-guruma "ox cart"
itō-zakura thread cherry "a plant"
kuzu-zakura kuzu cherry "a cherry"
siba-zakura brushwood cherry "a plant"
yama-zakura "mountain cherry"
yoroi-bitu "armour chest"
hituzi-gumo "sheep cloud"
iwasi-gumo "sardine cloud"
madara-gumo "spots cloud"
uroko-gumo "fish.scale cloud"
haru-gumori "spring cloudiness"
yuki-gumori "snow cloudiness"
maru-basira "cylindrical column"
suzuri-buta "ink slab cover"
kabuto-gani "helmet crab"
tabi-garasu trip crow "wanderer"
yama-kanmuri "mountain crown"
waki-zukue "side desk"
husuma-gami "sliding door paper"
abura-kasu oil dregs "oil dregs"
wata-bokori "cotton dust"
yuki-bisasi "snow eaves"
iori-bata "hearth edge"
koigataki "love enemy"
minato-guti "port entrance"
omote-guti "face entrance"
kuri-batake "chestnut field"
kuwa-batake "mulberry field"
mugi-batake "barley field"
egi-batake "green.onion field"
ao-zakana green fish "a bluish fish"
nama-zakana "raw fish"
sio-zakana "salt fish"
musiro-bata "straw.mat flag"
makura-bana "pillow flower"
neko-bitai "cat forehead"
kuri-bayasi "chestnut forest"
matu-bayasi "pine forest"
sugi-bayasi "cedar forest"
take-bayasi "bamboo forest"
natu-baori summer formal.coat "summer coat"
mado-kamati "tree framework"
ama-gaeru rain frog "a small, green frog"
ao-gaeru green frog "green frog"
nosi-bukuro "wrapped gift"
makura-gami "pillow god"
huzi-bakama wisteria gown "a plant"
kawa-bakama hide gown
isi-goromo "stone gown"
kosi-bakama "loins gown"
natu-goromo "summer gown"
yuki-bakama "snow gown"
hotaru-gusa firefly grass "a plant"
hituzi-gusa "sheep grass"
onna-guse "woman habit"
usiro-gami rear hair "hair at back of head"
sio-gasira salt head
hata-gasira "flag head"
nami-gasira "wave head"
hito-gokoro person heart
hotoke-gokoro Buddha heart "a heart as kind as Buddha"
musume-gokoro daughter heart "young girl"
oya-gokoro "parent heart"
sato-gokoro hometown heart "missing one's hometown"
sita-gokoro under heart "concealed plans"
sozoro-gokoro involuntary heart "restless heart"
tana-gokoro shelf heart
kane-dokoro "money heart"
koi-gokoro "love heart"
mizu-gokoro "water heart"
nasake-gokoro "sentiment heart"
onna-gokoro "woman heart"
otoko-gokoro "male heart"
otome-gokoro "woman heart"
tabi-gokoro "trip heart"
tuo-gokoro "fish heart"
uta-gokoro "song heart"
yamato-gokoro "Japan heart"
abura-zumi oil ink "an ink"
yama-hutokoro mountain inside
yakko-dako samurai steward kite "a type of kite"
katuo-busi mackerel knot "dried mackerel"
namari-busi lead knot "a food"
nawa-basigo "rope ladder"
abura-zemi oil locust "an insect"
abura-gusuri oil medicine "oil medicine"
mizu-gusuri "water medicine"
ugai-gusuri "gargle medicine"
karasu-gane crow metal
hituzi-saru sheep monkey "a zodiacal sign"
nezumi-dake mouse mushroom "a plant"
yabu-garasi "bush mustard"
mata-donari next next.door "two doors away"
saki-donari tip next.door
hidari-donari "left next.door"
higasi-donari "east next.door"
migi-donari "right next.door"
hana-basira "bridge of nose"
abura-gami oil paper "oil paper"
tikara-gami "strength paper"
yasuri-gami "file(tool) paper"
abura-giri oil paulownia "a tree"
yamato-gaki "Japan persimmon"
ho-basira sail pillar "mast"
kai-basira seashell pillar "adductor muscle"
maki-basira pine pillar "gold-covered woodwork"
mizu-basira water pillar "waterspout"
oya-basira parent pillar "main pillar of house"
simo-basira frost pillar "ice-needles"
ka-basira "mosquito pillar"
miya-basira "shrine pillar"
naka-basira "middle pillar"
sode-basira "sleeve pillar"
waki-basira "side pillar"
kome-dokoro "rice place"
soba-dokoro "buckwheat place"
uti-butokoro "inside pocket"
azuki-gayu red.bean porridge "rice porridge with beans"
izumi-gawa "spring river"
iki-zuna "anchor rope"
inotizuna "life rope"
hito-basira "human sacrifice"
ao-zamurai green samurai "young samurai"
inaka-zamurai hometown samurai "unsophisitcated samurai"
kuni-zamurai "country samurai"
musume-gata daughter shape "young girl"
onna-gata woman shape "male kabuki actor who plays women"
kami-katati "hair shape"
kao-katati "face shape"
namako-gata "sea.cucumber shape"
uroko-gata "fish.scale shape"
hukuro-dana "bag shelf"
hotarugai firefly shell "a shellfish"
karasu-gai crow shell "a shell"
sizimi-gai corbicula shell "a shellfish"
taira-gai "flat shell"
minami-gawa "south side"
hidari-gawa "left side"
higasi-gawa "east side"
omote-gawa "face side"
usiro-gawa "rear side"
uma-zirushi "horse sign"
hurui-ginu "sieve silk"
omote-gawa "face skin"
hidari-zuma "left skirt"
onna-zaka "woman slope"
otoko-zaka "male slope"
mizu-kemuri "water smoke"
sio-kemuri "salt smoke"
suna-kemuri "sand smoke"
yuki-kemuri "snow smoke"
yuu-kemuri "hot-water smoke"
sozoro-goto involuntary speech "relationship"
hukuro-gumo "bag spider"
hito-basigo person stairs
kome-dawara rice straw.bag "bag of rice"
sumi-dawara "ink straw.bag"
soko-zikara "bottom strength"
ude-zikara "arm strength"
suzume-zusi sparrow susi "a type of sushi"
ao-datami green tatami "fresh tatami"
isidatami stane tatami "cobblestone raod"
iwa-datami "rock tatami"
sode-datami "sleeve tatami"
toko-datami "bed tatami"
yabu-datami "bush tatami"
kawara-buki "roof.tile thatch"
namako-gawara "sea-cucumber tile"
oni-gawara "ogre tile"
tokiwa-gi everlasting tree "evergreen"
ibiki-goe "snore voice"
namida-goe "tear voice"
takara-gura "treasure warehouse"
Appendix B: N1:2μ N2:1μ: 133 words

Words are listed alphabetically by the English gloss of N2.

yama-se "mountain back"
sira-hu "white blemish"
kuro-ho "white cheek"
ami-ko net child
ana-go hole child "conger eel"
mizu-go water child "newborn"
sato-go hometown child "adopted child"
sira-ko white child "albino"
suna-go sand child "sand"
kami-ko "paper child"
naka-go "middle child"
oni-go "ogre child"
saka-go "inverse child"
tera-ko "temple child"
uzi-ko "household child"
hata-bi "flag day"
huyu-bi "winter day"
mono-bi "thing day"
naka-bi "middle day"
natu-bi "summer day"
am도- "rain door"
ami-do "net door"
itа-do "board door"
iwa-to "rock door"
tuma-do "wife door"
tosi-ha year edge "very young"
iwa-tа rock field (pesonal family name)
sima-da island field (family name)
ao-tа "green field"
doro-tа "mud field"
mizu-tа "water field"
tana-da "shelf field"
yama-da "mountain field"
hana-bi flower fire "fireworks"
kado-bi corner fire
kuti-bi mouth fire "pilot light"
mata-bi crotch fire
sita-bi "lower fire"
sumi-bi "charcoal fire"
tane-bi "seed fire"
siru-ko soup flour "red bean soup"
ao-ko "green flour"
isi-ko "stone flour"
kuzu-ko "arrowroot flour"
mugi-ko "barley flour"
soba-ko "buckwheat flour"
ara-to "chaff grindstone"
ao-ge green hair "hair the colour of horses"
kuse-ge habit hair "unmanageable hair"
edu-ge "branch hair"
huyu-ge "winter hair"
kuri-ge "chestnut hair"
mayu-ge "eyebrow hair"
muda-ge "useless hair"
natu-ge "summer hair"
saka-ge "inverse hair"
sira-ge "white hair"
tora-ge "tiger hair"
wata-ge "cotton hair"
hito-de person hand "starfish"
kara-te empty hand "karate"
kuma-de bear hand "gardening tool"
kumo-de cloud hand
moto-de origin hand "(financial) capital"
oku-te interior hand "a child slow to grow up"
uwa-te upper hand "more qualified person"
yama-te mountain hand "sickle"
asa-de "shallow hand"
hira-te "palm hand"
iwa-te "rock hand"
migi-te "right hand"
saka-te "sake hand"
simo-te "lower hand"
sita-te "lower hand"
ura-te "rear hand"
yoko-te "side hand" (also yoko-de)
koto-ba speak leaf "word"
ao-ba "green leaf"
edu-ba "branch leaf"
matu-ba "pine leaf"
sita-ba "lower leaf"
uwa-ba "upper leaf"
take-su "bamboo mat"
yabu-ka "bush mosquito"
asa-se "shallow rapids"
asa-ge morning rice "breakfast"
wase-da "early rice field"
sira-ho "white sail"
haru-go "spring silkworm"
natu-go "summer silkworm"
IRO-ke colour spirit "sexy"
kana-ke metal spirit "metal"
mizu-ke water spirit "moisture"
musi-ke insect spirit "insect"
sio-ke salt spirit "salty"
siru-ke soup spirit "watery"
uti-ki "inside spirit"
yama-gi "mountain spirit"
yama-ke "mountain spirit"
asa-hi "morning sun"
nisi-bi "western sun"
sira-su "white tidal area"
sio-ze "current tide"
musiba insect tooth "decayed tooth"
oni-ba "ogre tooth"
sita-ba "lower tooth"
uwa-ba "upper tooth"
hizi-ki elbow tree "a seaweed"
kubi-ki neck tree
yana-gi fish weir tree "willow"
ao-ki "green tree"
kazi-ki "rudder tree"
maru-ki "circle tree"
moto-ki "original tree"
nama-ki "live tree"
nami-ki "row tree"
oya-ki "parent tree"
sira-ki "white tree"
ude-gi "arm tree"
ume-ki "plum tree"
ura-ki "rear tree"
yoko-gi "side tree"
musisu insect vinegar
kawa-to "leather whetstone"
sira-ha "white wing"
ara-ki "rough wood"
asa-gi "pale yellow"
Appendix C: Noun-noun compounds 2μ-2μ 481 words

kaza-kami wind above "windward"
isi-bai "stone ash"
warai-bai "straw ash"
mayu-dama "cococon ball"
oya-dama parent ball "boss"
huna-dama "boat ball"
yuki-dama "snow ball"
mizu-tama "water ball"
kimo-dama wind ball "spirit"
kani-tama "crab ball"
oya-dake "parent bamboo"
sino-dake bamboo bamboo "a bamboo"
ao-dake "green bamboo"
sao-dake "pole bamboo"
kuma-zasa "bear bamboo.grass"
tama-zasa "ball bamboo.grass"
suge-gasa "sedge bamboo.hat"
huyu-gata winter basis "winter"
yama-gata mountain basis
uti-buro "inside bath"
asa-buro "morning bath"
oke-buro "bucket bath"
mizu-buro "water bath"
soto-buro "outside bath"
musi-buro insect bath "steam"
suna-buro "sand bath"
iwa-buro "rock bath"
suna-hama "sand beach"
hasi-geta "bridge beam"
anaguma "hole bear"
kana-toko "metal bed"
nuka-doko "bran bed"
ume-ba "plum bee"
kuma-ba "bear bee"
kayu-bara "porridge belly"
huna-bara "boat belly"
yoko-bara "side belly"
sita-bara "lower belly (also -bara, -para)"
sato-bara hometown belly
waki-bara "side belly"
mizu-bara "water belly"
turu-hasi "crane bridge"
natu-dori "summer bird"
koma-dori "shoogi.piece bird"
huyu-dori "winter bird"
mizu-tori "water bird"
niwa-tori garden bird "chicken"
umi-dori "sea bird"
yama-dori "mountain bird"
oya-dori "parent bird"
mizu-bune "water boat"
yane-bune "roof boat"
hako-bune box boat "ark"
saka-bune "opposite boat"
ami-bune "net boat"
oya-bune "parent boat"
kaki-bune "oyster boat"
sasa-bune "bamboo.grass boat"
hiza-bone "knee bone"
kosi-bone "hip bone"
naka-bone "middle bone"
muda-bone useless bone "useless effort"
yuki-gutu "snow boots"
amu-gutu "rain boots"
sita-gutu "lower boots"
doro-gutu "mud boots"
waru-gutu "straw boots"
uwa-gutu "upper boots"
kawa-gutu "leather boots"
kana-gutu "metal boots"
kutu-zoko "boots bottom"
ito-zoko "thread bottom"
nabe-zoko "pan bottom"
luna-zoko "boat bottom"
naka-zoko "middle bottom"
yumi-zuru "bow bowstring"
kusi-bako "skewer box"
hari-bako needle box "sewing box"
kami-bako "paper box"
geta-bako "geta box"
esa-bako bait box "feeding box"
kugi-bako "nail box"
kara-bako "empty box"
buta-bako pig box "jail"
kuzu-bako "trash box"
kane-bako "metal box"
isi-basi "stone bridge"
ita-basi board bridge "bridge"
kabe-giwa "wall side"
yama-giwa "mountain side"
mizu-giwa "shrine side"
mado-giwa "window side"
huna-beri "boat side"
mayu-ziri "eyebrow buttocks"
nawa-ziri "rope buttocks"
iro-koi colour love "love"
yama-ziro "mountain castle"
hira-ziro "flat castle"
mayu-zumi "eyebrow charcoal "eyebrow pencil"
eda-zumi "branch charcoal"
nama-guri "raw chestnut"
siba-guri "brushwood chestnut"
mesi-bitu "food chest,tub"
sugi-basi "cedar bridge"
take-basi "bamboo chopsticks"
koto-zume "harp claw"
yama-suso mountain cliff "foot.of.mtn"
kata-ginu shoulder clothing (different morheme than kinu "silk"
mura-kumo "clump cloud"
natu-gumo "summer cloud"
yami-kumo dark cloud "blindly"
kaza-gumo "wind cloud"
hata-gumo "flag cloud"
asa-gumo "morning cloud"
yoko-gumo "side cloud"
yuki-gumo "snow cloud"
wata-gumo "cotton cloud"
amu-gumo "rain clouds"
yoko-gusi "side comb"
yama-guni "mountain country"
yuki-guni "snow country"
kita-guni "north country"
sima-guni "island country"
yasi-gani "palm crab"
sawa-gani "swamp crab"
ebi-gani "shrimp crab"
imo-zuru "potato vine"
nabe-zuru pan crane "handle"
musi-kera insect cricket "worthless insect"
take-zutu "bamboo cylinder" (pipe=tutu)
amer-tuyu "rain dew"
asa-tuyu "morning dew"
hira-zara "flat dish"
isi-zara "stone dish"
mame-kasu "bean dregs"
mune-kuso "breast dung"
boro-kuso rag dung "disparaging"
mimi-kuso ear dung "ear wax"
doro-tuti "mud earth"
kabe-tutu "wall earth"
toko-tuti "bed earth"
niwa-tuti "garden earth"
soko-tuti "bottom earth"
uma-zura "horse face"
soto-zura "outside face"
yoko-tura side face "side of face"
asa-gao morning face "morning glory"
maru-gao "round face"
yoko-gao "side face"
hige-zura beard face=tura "unshaven face"
siba-gaki "brushwood fence"
tama-gaki "ball fence"
isf-gaki "stone fence"
take-gaki "bamboo fence"
sugi-gaki "cedar fence"
sode-gaki "sleeve fence"
tomo-gaki companion fence "friend"
hime-gaki "princess fence"
siba-hara "brushwood field"
yama-bata "mountain side"
suna-hara "sand field"
sino-hara "bamboo field"
matu-bara "pine field"
kuwa-bara "mulberry field"
sasa-hara "bamboo, grass field"
siri-bire "buttock fin"
miti-bata "path side"
huna-bata "boat side"
umi-bata "sea side"
kusa-bana "grass flower"
sio-bana "salt flower"
muda-bana "useless flower"
mugi-bue "barley flute"
musi-bue "insect flute"
yoko-bue "side flute"
kusa-bue grass flute "reed pipe"
kizi-bue "pheasant flute"
siba-bue "brushwood flute"
asi-bue foot flute "reed"
nodo-bue throat flute "throat"
sino-bue "bamboo flute"
tuno-bue "horn flute"
kuti-bue mouth flute "whistle"
yubi-bue "finger flute"
ao-bae "green fly"
uma-bae "horse fly"
kaza-simo wind frost "wind"
hana-zono "flower garden"
oni-gami "ogre god"
uzi-gami "family god"
turu-kusa "vine grass"
ao-kusa "green grass"
ume-kusa "plum grass"
mizu-kusa "water grass"
sita-kusa "under grass"
miti-kusa "path grass"
huyu-kusa "winter grass"
haru-kusa "spring grass"
buta-kusa "pig grass"
nana-kusa "seven grass"
natu-kusa "summer grass"
tami-kusa "people grass"
kami-kuse "hair habit"
sake-guse "sake habit"
asi-kuse foot habit "way of walking"
kuti-guse mouth habit "way of speaking"
nana-kuse "seven habit"
eri-gami collar hair "collar"
mizu-gami water hair
yama-boko "mountain halberd"
kama-boko bullrush halberd "a food"
kana-zuti "metal hammer" tuti=hammer
ura-gawa "rear side"
wani-gawa "crocodile hide"
ob-i-kawa "belt hide"
tuma-kawa "claw hide"
nama-kawa "raw hide"
war-a-zuka straw hillock "tomb or mound"
kubi-zuka "neck hillock"
kine-zuka "mallet hilt"
mono-gosi thing hip "manner"
ebi-gosi "shrimp hip"
kinu-gosi "silk hip"
maru-gosi "circle hip"
kome-bitu "rice chest"
mura-zato "village hometown"
hito-zato "person hometown"
yama-zato "mountain hometown"
ura-zato "rear hometown"
hiro-zato colour hometown "prostitute district"
kai-gara "seashell husk"
momi-gara "unhulled rice husk"
war-a-zuto "straw husk"
nabe-zumi pan ink "charcoal"
hira-gana flat kana "syllabary"
sumi-gama "charcoal kiln"
hone-busi "bone knot"
yama-biko mountain lad "echo"
naka-buta "middle lid"
nabe-buta "pan lid"
ura-buta "rear lid"
suna-gimo "sand liver"
ara-gimo "rough liver"
natu-zemi "summer locust"
yuu-zemi "evening locust"
haru-zemi "spring locust"
moto-goe "origin manure"
kane-goe metal manure "fat"
haru-goe "spring manure"
mizu-goe water manure "fat"
sabi-goe rust manure
nori-siro paste materials "overlap width in margin"
saka-siro sake materials "money for sake"
soba-gara soba materials "husks"
waki-take "side measure"
sode-take "sleeve measure"
muda-gane useless metal "money"
obiga-gane "belt metal"
ara-gane "green metal"
ura-gane rear metal "dishonest money"
ara-gane chaff metal
sita-gane "under metal"
hari-gane needle metal "wire"
kuti-gane mouth metal
tubo-gane "pot metal"
hizi-gane elbow metal
asa-giri "morning mist"
yuu-giri "evening mist"
yama-zaru "mountain monkey"
simo-tuki frost moon "eleventh month"
yuu-zuki "evening moon"
sugi-goke "cedar moss"
ao-goke "green moss"
mizu-goke "water moss"
uma-guti horse mouth
yama-guti "mountain entrance"
kizu-guti "wound mouth"
kado-guti "corner entrance"
muda-guti "useless mouth"
wani-guti crocodile mouth "wallet"
mado-guti "window entrance"
mise-guti "shop entrance"
kata-guti shoulder mouth
ura-guti "rear entrance"
ito-guti "thread entrance"
sode-guti "sleeve entrance"
tutu-guti "pipe entrance"
koi-guti carp mouth
kaza-guti "wind entrance"
matu-take "pine mushroom"
ao-bana "green nasal.discharge"
mizu-bana "water nasal.discharge;tear"
kagi-bari key needle "crochet hook"
kini-bari "silk needle"
kagi-bana key nose "hooked nose"
kage-guti key mouth "talking behind someone's back"
nama-gaki "raw oyster"
kasa-gami "umbrella paper"
irou-gami "colour paper"
hari-gami "paste paper"
tane-gami "seed paper"
tiri-gami dust paper "tissue"
yoko-gami "side paper"
wara-gami "straw paper"
itagi-gami "board paper"
ao-gami "green paper"
uwa-gami "upper paper"
kata-gami "type paper"
hasi-gami "dried paper"
nosi-gami dried sea ear ceremonially attached to gift wrap paper
kabe-gami "wall paper"
obi-gami "belt paper"
miya-zaki shrine peninsula (placename)
tani-zaki valley peninsula (placename)
kuni-tami "country people"
kusi-gaki skewer persimmon "persimmons dried on skewers"
taru-gaki "barrel persimmon"
miya-bito shrine person "courtier"
sato-bito "hometown person"
yama-bito "mountain person"
huna-bito "boat person"
tumi-bito "sin person"
tabi-bito "trip person"
koi-bito love person "lover"
mura-bito "village person"
uta-bito "song person"
hana-bira "flower petal"
kizi-bato "pheasant pigeon"
yama-bato "mountain pigeon"
hata-zao "flag pole"
take-zao "bamboo pole"
tori-zao "bird pole"
asa-gayu "morning porridge"
imo-gayu "potato porridge"
hasi-gui "bridge post"
sio-gama "salt pot"
soto-gama "outside pot"
uta-hime "song princess"
wara-gomo "straw reed for matting"
ara-gomo "rough reed used for matting"
nama-gome "raw rice"
yana-gawa "willow side"
naka-gawa "middle side"
eda-gawa "branch side"
yodo-gawa muddy river (placename)
isi-kawa stone river (proper name)
tani-gawa "valley river"
yama-gawa "mountain river"
yoko-zuna side rope "sumo champion"
asa-zake "morning sake"
uma-zake "horse sake"
nama-zake "raw sake"
masu-zake "measure sake"
taru-zake "barrel sake"
sio-zake "salt salmon"
yama-zio "mountain salt"
momi-dane "unhulled rice seed"
mono-dane thing seed
imo-dane "potato seed"
tuya-dane dew seed
kubi-kase neck shackles
asi-kase "foot shackles"
matu-kasa "pine shade"
yama-gata "mountain shape"
kuwa-gata hoe shape "an insect"
kasa-gata umbrella shape
nami-gata "wave shape"
hana-gata flower shape "floral pattern"
masu-gata "measure shape"
kusi-gata "skewer shape"
asi-gata "foot shape"
maru-gata "circle shape"
yumi-gata "bow shape"
kumo-gata "bear shape"
hizi-gata "elbow shape"
wani-zame "crocodile shark"
kinu-saya "silk sheath"
ura-dana "rear shelf"
kami-dana "god shelf"
iwa-dana "rock shelf"
ami-dana "net shelf"
huzi-dana "wisteria shelf"
tori-gai bird shell "a shellfish"
mizu-gai "water shell"
ao-gai "green shell"
sio-gai "salt shell"
hora-gai cave shell "lie"
eri-kata collar shoulder
migi-gawa "right shoulder"
uti-gama "inside side"
soto-gawa "outside side"
nisi-gawa "west side"
kita-gawa "north side"
uwa-gawa "upper side"
ura-gawa "rear side"
ao-ziso "green siso"
tama-gusi "ball skewer"
kana-gusi "metal skewer"
araka "chaff skin"
sugi-kawa "cedar skin"
momi-gawa "unhulled rice skin"
uwa-kawa "upper skin"
himo-kawa "cord skin"
hosi-zora star sky "starry sky"
ao-zora "blue sky"
ama-zora "rainy sky"
natu-zora "summer sky"
yama-saka "mountain slope"
buta-ziru "pork soup"
imo-ziru "potato soup"
miso-siru "miso soup"
take-bera "bamboo spatula"
kutu-bera shoe spatula "shoehorn"
hito-goto person thing "stranger's business"
sora-goto "empty thing"
koto-dama thing spirit
soba-zue "side staff=tue"
nuka-bosi bran star
mizu-guki water stem
kama-kura sickle storehouse (placename)
iwa-kura rock storehouse {placename}
huna "boat storehouse"
kane-gura "metal storehouse"
anagu "hole storehouse"
saka-gura "sake storehouse"
kome-gura "rice storehouse"
kawa-himo "leather string"
kutu-himo boots string "shoelace"
yoko-zima "side stripe"
taki-zima "waterfall stripe"
huna-zusi "flatfish sushi"
uta-zawa song swamp
sio-zawa "salt swamp"
kana-zawa metal swamp (placename)
kome-kami rice temple (of head)
yama-dera "mountain temple"
kaya-buki "grass thatch"
ara-goto "rough thing"
iro-goto colour thing "romantic"
mono-goto thing thing "thing"
tuya-goto dew thing "sexual"
oya-sio parent tide "Kurile Current"
yuu-sio "evening tide"
hana-doki "flower time "flowering season"
hiru-doki "noon time"
mesi-doki "food time"
sio-doki salt time "chance, fortuitous timing"
asi-saki "foot tip"
haru-saki "spring tip"
kata-saki "shoulder tip"
sio-saki "salt tip"
sita-saki "tongue tip"
tabi-saki "trip tip"
yubi-saki "finger tip"
tuki-zue "moon tip"
mise-saki "shop tip"
kado-saki "corner tip"
tuma-saki "claw tip"
kuti-saki "mouth tip"
tutu-saki "pipe tip"
ao-busa "green tuft"
hana-busa flower tuft "bunch of flowers"
mino-game "straw raincoat turtle"
doro-game "mud turtle"
umi-game "sea turtle"
isi-game "stone turtle"
mizu-game "water turtle"
amagasa "rain umbrella"
ami-gasa "net umbrella"
tani-s/zoko "valley bottom"
uta-goe "song voice"
ura-goe "rear voice"
hito-goe "person voice"
hito-zuma person wife "someone else's wife"
kaza-h/bana "wind flower"
koi-bumi love word "love letter"
ura-dosi rear year
yuki-dosi snow year
momo-tose "hundred years"
Appendix D: Compounds with second members that never experience voicing: (Included also for reference are some compounds with long first members.)

kami "above"
kaza kami wind above "windward"
ura-kami rear upper (part of larger compound)

koi "love"
iro koi colour love

suso "cliff"
yama suso mountain cliff, foot of mtn

kera "cricket"
musi kera insect cricket

tuyu "dew"
amu tuyu rain dew

kasu "dregs"
mame kasu bean dregs
abura kasu oil dregs

kus o "dung"
mune kus o breast dung
boro kus o rag dung
mimi kus o ear dung "ear wax"

tuti "earth"
doro tutti mud earth
kabe tutti wall earth
toko tutti bed earth
niwa tutti garden earth
soko tutti bottom earth

sir o "materials"
nori siro paste materials "overlap width in margin"
saka siro sake materials

take "measure"

waki take side measure
sode take sleeve measure

take "mushroom"

matu take pine mushroom
ami-gasa-take morel mushroom;
anzu-take chanterelle mushroom;
doku-take a mushroom;
enoki-take a mushroom

tami "people"

kuni tami country people

hime "princess"

uta hime song princess

kase "shackles"

kubi kase neck shackles
asi kase foot shackles

kasa "shade"

matu kasa pine shade

kata "shoulder"

eri kata collar shoulder

himo "string"

kawa himo leather string
kutu himo boots string "shoelace"

sio "tide"
oya sio parent tide Kurile Current
yuu sio evening tide

saki "tip"

asi saki foot tip
haru saki spring tip
kata saki shoulder tip
sio saki salt tip
sita saki tongue tip
tabi saki trip tip
yubi saki finger tip
mise saki shop tip
kado saki corner tip
tuma saki claw tip
kuti saki mouth tip
tutu saki pipe tip
Appendix E. Compounds whose second member usually or always voices.

hai "ash"
isi bai stone ash
wara bai straw ash

hire "fin"
siri bire buttock fin

take "bamboo"
oya dake parent bamboo
sino dake bamboo bamboo
ao dake green bamboo
sao dake pole bamboo
ma dake long-jointed bamboo

sasa "bamboo grass"
kuma zasa bear bamboo grass
tama zasa ball bamboo grass

kasa "bamboo hat"
suge gasa sedge bamboo hat

kata "basis"
huyu gata winter basis
yama gata mountain basis

huro "bath"
uti buro inside bath
asa buro morning bath
oke buro bucket bath
mizu buro water bath
soto buro outside bath
mushi buro insect bath
suna buro sand bath
iwa buro rock bath
otoko buro bath for men
sio buro saltwater bath

also non-Yamato:
rotten buro open-air bath
toruko buro Turkish bath "brothel"

keta "beam"

hasi geta bridge beam

kuma "bear"

ana guma hole bear "badger"

non-noun and non-Yamato:
arai-guma badger
hokkyoku guma polar bear
kuro g/kuma black bear
yae guma layers of clouds (same kanji?)

hati "bee"

ume bati plum bee
kuma bati bear bee
suzume bati sparrow bee

hara "belly"

kayu bara porridge belly
huna bara boat belly
yoko bara side belly
sato bara hometown belly
waki bara side belly
mizu bara water belly
sita h/b/para lower belly (variable outputs)
otoko bara male belly
onna bara woman belly

hune "boat"

mizu bune water boat
yane bune roof boat
hako bune box boat "ark"
saka bune sake boat
ami bune net boat
oya bune parent boat
kaki bune oyster boat
sasa bune bamboo-grass boat
katuo bune mackerel boat
takara bune treasure boat
yo bune night boat

**NAME**: kuro hune black ships
sira-kawa-yo-hune to be fast asleep and oblivious

*hone* "bone"

hiza bone knee bone
kosi bone hip bone
naka bone middle bone
muda bone useless bone "waste of time"
abara bone rib bone
ago bone jawbone
hoo bone cheekbone
karigane bone shoulder blade
se bone spine

yatai bone framework

**kutu** "boot, shoe"

yuki gutu snow boots
ama gutu rain boots
sita gutu lower boots
doro gutu mud boots
wara gutu straw boots
uwa gutu upper boots
kawa gutu leather boots
kana gutu metal boots

nonnoun
amiage gutu high lace shoes
huru gutu old shoes
han gutu low shoes
hannaga gutu fairly high shoes

soko "bottom"

kutu zoko boots bottom
ito zoko thread bottom
nabe zoko pan bottom
huna zoko boat bottom
naka zoko middle bottom
yumi zuru bow bowstring=turu
tani s/zoko valley bottom
huna zoko ship's bottom
hira zoko plam botom "flat botom"

maru zoko circle botom "round bottom"

non-Yamato noun

ni-zyuu zoko twenty botom double sole
don zoko very bottom

hako "box"

buta bako pig box "police cell"
esa bako bait box
geta bako geta box "shoe rack"
gomi-bako garbage box
hari bako needle box "sewing box"
hude-bako pencil box
kami bako paper box
kane bako metal box
kara bako empty box
kugi bako nail box
kusi bako skewer box
kusuri-bako medicine box
kuzu bako trash box
su-bako nest box, hive
takara-bako treasure box "strong box"
te-bako hand box "small box for valuables"
uwa-bako outer box
suzuri bako ink slab box
kusuri bako medicine box
kagami bako mirror box
ki bako woden box
sigoto bako work box

non Yamato etc.

zeni bako cash box
yuubinsisyo bako mailbox
sinkoku bako suggestion box
bentoo bako lunch box
tyokin bako savings box
hon bako bookcase
in bako seal box
zizen bako charity box
zyuu bako nest of boxes
kesyoo bako cosmetics box

hasi "bridge"

keta basu girder bridge
maru-ki basi log bridge
isi basi stone bridge
ita basi board bridge "bridge"

huna hasi pontoon

kiwa "brink"

kabe giwa wall brink
yama giwa montain brink
mizu giwa water brink
mado giwa window brink
hae giwa receding hairline
nami-uti giwa beach
te giwa hand brink "skill"
**heri** "brink"

huna beri boat brink

**siri** "buttocks"

mayu ziri eyebrow buttocks
nawa ziri rope buttocks

**siro** "castle"

yama ziro mountain castle (But placename *Yama-siro* north of the ancient capital Nara)
hira ziro palm castle

**sumi** "charcoal"

mayu zumi eyebrow charcoal
eda zumi branch charcoal

**kuri** "chestnut"

nama guri raw chestnut
siba guri brushwood chestnut

**hitu** "chest, tub"

mesi bitu food chest, tub

**hasi** "chopsticks"

sugi basi cedar chopsticks
take basi bamboo chopsticks
hi basi tongs

**tume** "claw"

koto zume harp claw = tume

**kinu** "silk"

kata ginu shoulder clothing *different kanji than silk

**kusi** "comb"
yoko gusi side comb

kuni "country"

yama guni mountain country
yuki guni snow country
kita guni north country
sima guni island country
yasi gani palm crab
sawa gani swamp crab

waga kuni our land

kani "crab"

ebi gani shrimp crab

turu "crane" (bird)

imo zuru potato crane
nabe zuru pan crane=turu

tutu "pipe"

take zutu bamboo cylinder,pipe=tutu

sara "dish"

hira zara palm dish
isi zara stone dish

kao "face"

asa gao morning face "morning glory"
maru gao circle face
yoko gao side face

kaki "fence"

siba gaki brushwood fence
tama gaki ball fence
isi gaki stone fence
take gaki bambo fence
sugi gaki cedar fence
sode gaki sleeve fence
tomo gaki companion fence
hime gaki princess fence

hire "fin"
siri bire buttock fin

hata "flag"
miti bata path flag
huna bata boat flag
umi bata sea flag

hana "flower"
kusa bana grass flower
sio bana salt flower
muda bana useless flower
kaza h/bana wind flower
sakura-bana cherry flower
beni-bana rouge flower "safflower"
ada bana non fruit bearing flower
hi bana spark
me bana female flower

hue "flute"
mugi bue barley flute
musi bue insect flute
yoko bue side flute
kusa bue grass flute "reed pipe"
kizi bue pheasant flute
siba bue brushwood flute
asi bue foot flute
nodo bue throat flute
sino bue bambo flute
tuno bue horn flute
kuti bue mouth flute
yubi bue finger flute
hae "fly"

ao bae green fly
uma bae horse fly

sono "garden"

hana zono flower garden

kami "god"

oni gami ogre god
uzi gami family god

kami "hair"

eri gami collar hair
mizu gami water hair

hoko "halberd"

yama boko mountain halberd
kama boko bullrush halberd

tuti "hammer"

kana zuti metal hammer tuti=hammer

tuka "hillock"

wara zuka straw hillock=tuka (suff?)
kubi zuka neck hillock=tuka (zuka listed as suffix)

tuka "hilt"

kine zuka mallet hilt=tuka

kosi "hip"

mono gosi thing hip
ebi gosi shrimp hip
kinu gosi silk hip
maru gosi circle hip
yanagi gosi willow hip

*hitu* "chest,coffer,tub"

kome bitu rice

*sato* "hometown"

mura zato village hometown
hito zato person hometown
yama zato mountain hometown
ura zato rear hometown
iro zato colour hometown

*kara* "husk"

kai gara seashell husk kara=husk
momi gara unhulled.rice husk

*tuto* "husk"

wara zuto straw husk=tuto

*sumi* "ink"

nabe zumi pan ink

*kana* "script"

hira gana palm kana

*kama* "kiln"

sumi gama charcoal kiln

*husi* "knot" (in grain of wood)

hone busi bone knot

*hiko* "lad"

yama biko mountain lad
huta "lid"

naka buta middle lid
nabe buta pan lid
ura buta rear lid

kimo "liver"

suna gimo sand liver
ara gimo rough liver

semi "locust"

natu zemi summer locust
yuu zemi evening locust
haru zemi spring locust

koe "manure, compost"

moto goe origin manure
kane goe metal manure
haru goe spring manure
mizu goe water manure
sabi goe rust manure

kara "materials"

soba gara soba materials

kane "metal"

muda gane useless metal
obi gane belt metal
ura gane rear metal
ara gane chaff metal
sita gane white metal
hari gane needle metal
kuti gane mouth metal
tubo gane pot metal
hizi gane elbow metal
kiri "mist"

asa giri morning mist
yuu giri evening mist

saru "monkey"

yama zaru mountain monkey

koke "moss"

sugi goke cedar moss
ao goke green moss
mizu goke water moss

kuti "mouth"

uma guti horse mouth
yama guti mountain mouth

izu guti wound mouth
kado guti corner mouth
muda guti useless mouth
wani guti crocodile mouth
mado guti window mouth
mise guti shop mouth
kata guti shoulder mouth
ura guti rear mouth
ito guti thread mouth
sode guti sleeve mouth
tutu guti pipe mouth
koi guti carp mouth
kaza guti wind mouth

hana "nasal discharge"

ao bana green nasal.discharge
mizu bana water nasal.discharge; tear

hari "needle"

kagi bari key needle
kinu bari silk needle

*hana* "nose"

kagi bana key nose

*kuti* "mouth"

kage guti key mouth

*kaki* "oyster"

nama gaki raw oyster

*kami* "paper"

kasa gami umbrella paper
iro gami colour paper
hari gami needle paper
tane gami seed paper
tiri gami dust paper
yoko gami side paper
wara gami straw paper
ita gami board paper
ao gami green paper
uwa gami upper paper
kata gami type paper
hasi gami chopsticks paper
nosi gami dried-sea-ear paper
kabe gami wall paper
obi gami belt paper
husuma gami sliding door paper
hana gami tissue paper

*saki* "peninsula"

miya zaki shrine peninsula
tani zaki valley peninsula (pnm.)

*kaki* "persimmon"

kusi gaki skewer persimmon "persimmons dried on skewers"
taru gaki barrel persimmon

*hito* "person"

miya bito shrine person
sato bito hometown person
yama bito mounain person
huna bito boat person
tumi bito sin person
tabi bito trip person
koi bito love person lover
mura bito village person
uta bito song person

*hira* "petal"

hana bira flower petal

*hato* "pigeon"

kizi bato pheasant pigeon
yama bato mountain pigeon

*sao* "pole"

hata zao flag pole
take zao baboo pole
tori zao bird pole

*kayu* "porridge"

asa gayu morning porridge
imo gayu potato porridge

*kui* "post"

hasi gui bridge post

*kama* "pot"

sio gama salt pot
soto gama outside pot
komo "straw reed for matting"

wara gomo straw reed for matting
ara gomo rough reed used for matting

kome "rice"

nama gome raw rice

kawa "river"

yana gawa willow river
naka gawa middle river
eda gawa branch river
yodo gawa muddy river placename
tani gawa valley river
yama gawa mountain river

tuna "rope"

yoko zuna side rope

sake "sake"

asa zake morning sake
uma zake horse sake
nama zake raw sake
masu zake measure sake
taru zake barrel sake
sio zake salt salmon

sio "salt"

yama zio mountain salt

tane "seed"

momi dane unhulled rice seed
mono dane thing seed
imo dane potato seed
tuya dane dew seed
kata (shortened form of katati "shape")

yama gata mountain shape
kuwa gata hoe shape
kasa gata umbrella shape
nami gata wave shape
hana gata flower shape "floral pattern"
masu gata measure shape
kusi gata skewer shape
asi gata foot shape
maru gata circle shape
yumi gata bow shape
kumo gata bear shape
hizi gata elbow shape

same "shark"

wani zame crocodile shark

tana "shelf"

ura dana rear shelf house in alley
kami dana god shelf
iwa dana rock shelf
ami dana net shelf
huzi dana wisteria shelf
kami dana household shrine
to dana cupboard

iwa tana rock shelf "ledge"

kai "seashell"

tori gai bird shell
mizu gai water shell
ao gai green shell
sio gai salt shell
hora gai cave shell (not clear if this is the right hora)

kawa "side"

migi gawa right side
uti gama inside side
soto gawa outside side
nisi gawa west side
kita gawa north side
uwa gawa upper side
ura gawa rear side

siso "siso" (a leaf used in cooking)

ao ziso green siso

kusi "skewer"

tama gusi ball skewer
kana gusi metal skewer

sora "sky"

ao zora blue sky
ama zora rainy sky
natu zora summer sky
huyu zora
hosí zora
naka zora
yo zora night sky

hera "spatula"

take bera bamboo spatula
kutu bera shoe spatula "shoehorn"

koto "speech"

hito goto person speech
sora goto sky speech

tama "spirit"

koto dama speech spirit

tue "staff"
soba zue side staff=tue

*hosi* "star"

nuka bosı bran star

*kuki* "stem"

mizu guki water stem

*kura* "storehouse"

huna gura boat storehouse
kane gura metal storehouse
ana gura hole storehouse cellar
saka gura sake storehouse
kome gura rice storehouse

(rendaku blocked in the following two placenames:)

kama kura sickle storehouse (placename)
iwa kura rock storehouse {placename}

*simai* "stripe"

yoko zima side stripe
taki zima waterfall stripe

*susi* "sushi"

huna zusi boat sushi

*sawa* "swamp"

yone zawa hulled.rice swamp (prt of larger cmpd)
uta zawa song swamp
sio zawa salt swamp
kana zawa metal swamp (placename)

*tera* "temple"
yama dera mountain temple

*huki* "thatch"

kaya buki grass thatch

*koto* "thing"

ara goto rough thing
iro goto colour thing
mono goto thing thing
tuya goto dew thing

toki "time"

hana doki flower time "flowering season"
hiru doki noon time
mesi doki food time
sio doki salt time

*husa* "tuft"

ao busa green tuft
hana busa flower tuft "bunch of flowers"

*kame* "turtle"

mino game straw.raincoat turtle
doro game mud turtle
umi game sea turtle
isi game stne turtle
mizu game water turtle

*tuma* "wife"

hito zuma person wife

*humi* "word"

koi bumi love word humi=word

tosi "year"
ura dosi rear year
yuki dosi snow year
(but rendaku blocked in the related form *tose*:
momo tose hundred years

tama "ball"
mizu tama water ball
kani tama crab ball

mayu dama cocoon ball
oya dama parent ball "boss"
huna dama boat ball
yuki dama snow ball
kimo dama wind ball

kumo "cloud"
mura kumo clump cloud
yami kumo dark cloud

natu gumo summer cloud
kaza gumo wind cloud
hata gumo flag cloud
asa gumo morning cloud
yoko gumo side cloud
yuki gumo snow cloud
wata gumo cotton cloud
ama gumo rain clouds
uroko gumo fish.scale cloud
iwasi gumo sardine cloud
hituzi gumo sheep cloud
madara gumo spots cloud

tori "bird"
mizu tori water bird
niwa tori garden bird "chicken" one K one morph?
koma dori shoogi.piece bird
huyu dori winter bird
umi dori sea bird
yama dori mountain bird
oya dori parent bird
miyako dori shrine bird

siru "soup, broth"

miso siru miso soup

sizimi ziru corbicula broth
inaka ziru hometown broth
tanuki ziru raccoon broth
usio ziru saltwater broth
buta ziru pig soup
imo ziru potato soup
Appendix F. Compounds with second members that resist voicing:

**hara** "field"

siba hara brushwood field
suna hara sand field
sino hara bamboo field
no-hara field field
sasa hara bamboo grass field
hagi hara reedy field

una-bara ocean field
tono-bara nobility field
matu-bara pine field "pine grove"
kuwa bara mulberry field

**kusa** "grass"

ao kusa green grass
buta kusa pig grass
haru kusa spring grass
huyu kusa winter grass
ira-kusa thorn-grass nettle
kara-kusa Chinese grass arabesque
miti kusa path grass
mizu kusa waer grass
nana kusa seven grass
natu kusa summer grass
siba-kusa brushwood grass lawn
sira kusa white grass
sita-kusa under grass "undergrowth"
tami kusa people grass
turu kusa vine grass
ume kusa plum grass

hituzi gusa sheep grass
hotaru gusa firefly grass
no-gusa wild grasses
mo-gusa duckweed-grass water plants
*kuse* "habit"

kami kuse hair habit
sake kuse sake habit
asi kuse foot habit "way of walking"
nana kuse seven habit

kuti guse mouth habit

*kawa* "skin"

ara kawa chaff skin
sugi kawa cedar skin
uwa kawa upper skin
himo kawa cord skin

momi gawa unhulled.rice skin
tikara-gawa leather stirrup
hana-gawa nose leather "toe cover for clogs"
ke-gawa hair leather "pelt"
Appendix G Yamato nouns that contain a single obstruent

551 words, 432 with voiceless obstruent, 119 with a voiced obstruent.

abara rib
abu horsefly
abumi stirrup
abura oil
ada foe
ago jaw
agura cross-legged
ahiru duck
aida interval
ainiku unfortunately
aka dirt; red
ake red
aki autumn
aku lye
arasi storm
arata new
aruzi owner
asa hemp
asa morning
ase sweat
asi foot; reed
asu morrow
atai value
atama head
ato footprint
atori mountain-finch
awabi abalone
awaki a.tree
awata kneecap
aza birthmark
aza village.section
azami thistle
azana alias
aze levee
azi flavour
aziro wickerwork, basketwork
azuma east
ba place
bara rosebush
beni rouge
bora mullet
boro rag
búyo gnat
dani tick
doro mud
ebi shrimp
ebira arrow-quill
eburi hoe
eda branch
eodzi father's-older-brother
esa bait
esso male-sparrow-hawk
gama bulrush
gomi rubbish
ha tooth
ha leaf
hae fly
hai ashes
hama beach
hami nettle;viper
hamo eel
hana nose
hana edge
hana flower
hane feather
hani red.clay
haniwa red.clay.burial.objects
haori coat
hara field
hara belly
hari crossbeam
hari needle
haru spring
he wind;et.al
hemi a.honeysuckle(viburnum)
hena mud
heo foot.cord.for.falcon
hera spatula
heri rim
hi sun
hi fire
hie barn.millet
hime princess
himo cord
hina chick
hira sheet
hire fin
hiro fathom
hiru leech
hiru garlic
hiru noon
hiwa siskin(bird)
hiyu amaranthus
ho sail;et.al
hone bone
hoo magnolia
hoo cheek
hooki broom
hora cave;et.al
horor underwing.feathers
hoya seasquirt
hu stitch;place
hue whistle
huna crucian.carp
hune boat
huro bath
hurui sieve
huyu winter
ibi night.heron
ibo wart.rice.grain
iga bur
ika squid
ikari anchor
ike pond
imooto younger.sister
inabana usual
inaka countryside
inisie days.of.yore
inoti life
iraka roof.tile
iroko fish.scales
iruka dolphin
isa whale
isari plowshare
ise [placename]
isi stone
iso beach
ita board
itii yew
ito thread
iwasi sardine
izayoi wavering (16th. night of lunar month)
izumi spring
ka mosquito
ka fragrance
ka deer
kae cypress; nutmeg
kaeru frog
kai shell; et. al
kaina upper. arm; a. plant
kama cattail
kama sickle
kama pot
kame tortoise
kame jar
kami paper
kami hair
kami above
kamina hermit. crab
kaminari thunder
kamo duck
kamo woolen. cloth
kamo metal. tube
kamome seagull
kana kana. syllabary
kaname rivet. in. fan, pivot
kane metal, bell
kani crab
kanna carpenter. s. plane
kannie harvest. festival
kao face
kaori fragrance
kara husk, shell; empty
kare he
karei flatfish
karei dried. cooked. rice
kari temporary
kari dice (?)
kari barb.of.fish.hook(?)
kari wild.goose
kawa river
kawa side
kawa skin
kawara tile
kaya thatch
kaya nutmeg
kayu porridge
ke sign
ke hair
kera mole.cricket
ki onion;
kimi lord
kimo liver,heart
kine mallet
kinoo yesterday
kinu silk
kirara mica
kiri paulownia;fog
kiri awl
kiwa brink
ko child
koe voice
koe manure
koi love
koi carp
komai lath
kome rice;ray(fish)(
komo straw.matting;eelgrass;water.oats
komura calf.of.leg
ko-na flour,powder
konami first.wife
konori male.sparrow.hawk
koomori bat
koori district
koro time
koromo gown
koru-moha agar
koyomi calendar
kúi stake
kuina water.rail,mud.hen
kuma bear
kuma nook
kúmo cloud
kumo spider
kuni nation
kura saddle
kura storehouse
kurai position
kurara sophora.angustifolia
kure plank,stave;China
kurenai crimson
kuri chestnut
kúro black
kurúma car(t)
kururi double-headed.arrow(cf.kururi.adv.)
kuwa hoe
kuwa mulberry
kyoo today
kyúüri cucumber
madara spots
mado window
maedare apron
maga disaster
mago grandchild
maki firewood
makura pillow
manako eyeball
masai sharp.sword
mase rough-woven.fence
masi monkey
masú trout
mata crotch
mate razor.clam
mati town
mato target;round
matu pine
meka female.deer
mekoma raccoon-dog
mesi food,rice
mesú female
midori green
migi right
migiri eavestrough.stones
mika large.jar
miki trunk
mimizu earthworm
minato port
misao fidelity,chastity
mise shop
miso beanpaste;ditch
miti road
miyako capital(shire-place)
mizo ditch
mizore sleet
mizu water
mizuo stirrup strap
mogura mole
moha seaweed
momizi maple "autumn.colours"
omoto nobleman
mosoro thin.light.sake
motai sake.jar
moti ricecake
moti holly;birdlime
moto root,under,original
mozi crepe,muslin;unit.for.cloth.measure
mozu shrike
műbe Stauntonia.hexaphylla
muda useless
múgi barley
mugura creepers, trailing.plants
múko bridegroom,son-in-law
múku a.yew;gray.sparling(bird);shaggy(hair)
murado kidney,heart
musi insect,bug
musiro straw.mat
músiro rather
musume daughter
múti whip
(o-)mútu(-ki) diaper
muzina badger
nabe pan
nada open, sea
nagi black.pine
nagi pickerelweed
nagori remains
naka inside
namako sea-cucumber
namasu thin-sliced.raw.fish
namazii half-hearted
namazu catfish
namida tears
nanariso gulfweed
nasi pear
nasu eggplant
nata hatchet
natane rapeweed
natú summer
natume summer.plum
nayosi grey.mullet.fingerling
nazuna shepherd's.purse
nebiru wild.rocamboles
negi onion
neko cat
nezumi mouse
nibe croaker.fish
nigana lettuce;gentian
nige cud
nikawa glue
nisi west
nizi rainbow
nodo throat
nogi awn;fishbone
noko saw
nosi dried.sea.ear.cerem'ly.attached.to.gift.wrapping
nozi wild.aster
nude sumac;wooden.bell
nuka forehead;bran
núsa paper,cloth.offering
núsi master
nuta a.bouillabaise
oba grandmother;aunt
obi belt
odoró bush.thicket
ogi a.reed
ogo a.reddish.seaweed
oka hill
oke bucket
okera Atractylodes.japonica
oki offing
okina old.man
oku interior
ominaesi a.plant
omote surface
onazi same
ooji fan
ookami wolf
oosi deaf.mute
oosi rhubarb
orosi huge.serpent
oruku Korean.queen
osa yarn.guide;elder;interpreter
osi mandarin.duck
osi deaf.mute
oso otter
osoi outer.garment;covering:frame.of.screen;sadle;roof.plank.cover
osú male.animal
osui outer.garment
oti youthful.vigour
oti distant.place
oti rapeweed
oto sound
otome female
otona adult
otori decoy
ozi uncle
sai wild,boar;spade
saiwai happiness
sama appearance,direction
same shark
sanae rice.sprouts
sane seed
sao pole
sara plate
sarai rake
saru monkey
sawa swamp
saya sheath;pod,legume
se rapids
se back
se older.brother
sei young,sea.bass
seki barrier
seko beloved.male
semi cicada
seri parsley
sii chinquapin
simia island
simia stripe
simi hawfinch
sine sacred,restricted.area
simi moth
simo frost
sina goods
sina Japanese.linden
sina coquetry
sino a.bamboo
sinonome down
sio salt
sirami louse
siri buttocks
siro castle
siro thing.material
siru juice
siwa wrinkle
so hemp
soi ingredient.of.sake
soma forested.mtn.
sonei envy,hatred
sono garden
sora sky
sori sleigh
su sandbar
sú nest;vinegar
sue end
sumi charcoal
súmi corner
sumire violet
sumoo wrestling
suna sand
sune shank(of.leg)
suri wicker.basket
surume a.squid
suso skirt.bottom
suwae a.long,straight.twig
ta ricefield
tae bark.cloth
tai sea.bream
taira flat
tama jewel,ball
tame benefit
tami the.people
tamura encampment
tamure hillock
tamuro encampment
tana shelf
tane seed
hani valley
hara codfish;aralia
tarai washtub
taru barrel
tawara bale
te hand
tera temple
ti blood
tiri dust
to door,place
to grindstone
tomara pivot
tomaya covered.hut
tomi riches
tomo companion
tomo stern.of.boat
tonari neighbour
toneri chamberlain
tono building,residence,lord
tonoi night,duty
too ten
tora tiger
tori bird
tu port,ferry
tu spittle
tue rod
tuma skirt,rim
tuma wife
tume claw
tumi sin
tumori intention
tumure hillock
tumuri head
tuna rope
tuno horn
tura cheeks
turu vine
turu bowstring
turu crane
tuya gloss
tuya dew
ude arm
udo asparagus
ugai gargle
ukara clan
unagi eel
unaizi nape
uroko fish.scales
urusi lacquer
usi ox
usio tide
usiro behind
uso lie
usu mortar
uta song
utena earthen.mound
uti within,home,hollow
utiwa fan
utuwa utensil
uzi clan
uzi [placename]
uzu eddy
uzu hair.ornament
uzura quail
wake distinguishing,meaning
waki side
waku frame,winding.reel,swift
warabe child
warabi bracken
wasabi horseradish
wase early.rice
wasi eagle
wata sea
wata cotton
wata intestines
waza trick, feat
yabu bush, thicket
yado lodging
yagi goat
yaito moxibustion
yakara family
yakko slave
yamasiro [placename]
yamato Japan
yanagi willow
yanagui quiver and arrows
yasi palm
yasiro shrine
yasuri file
yatu damn, guy
yaziri arrowhead
yodare drivel
yodo stagnant pool in river
yoki small ax
yoko side
yome bridge
yomi Hades
yomo all directions
yomogi mugwort
yorozu ten thousand
yosi reason, gist, report
yosi reed
yoso outside
yosoi armour
yubari urine
yubi finger, toe
yuge steam
yugi arrow quiver
yuka floor
yuki snow
yusawari a swing
yusuru shampooing and combing
yuzu citron
zuku owl